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Preliminary Remarks 

The study which follows is an ethnographic account of the 

belief system surrounding disease and curing of the Kuna Indians 

of San BIas, Panama. It is an attempt to describe this system 

in its own terms, and to interpret its meaning by attending 

closely to the various symbolic, ritual, and social contexts in 

which it finds expression. I am concerned above all with 

understanding Kuna theories of disease causation and cure, and 

for this reason I have relied heavily, if not exclusively, on 

interpretations given me by Kuna informants • 

... The ethnography is therefore limited to my attempt to 

make sense of Kuna conceptions of disease and curing. I did not 

arrive in the field armed with a set of hypotheses to be tested, 
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nor did I confront any particular theoretical issues other than 

that of how an adequate ethnography of the Kuna might be 

written. Furthermore, I was not concerned with discovering 

whether or not Kuna curing strategies actually work, from the 

standpoint of Western clinical medicine. Thus, I did not 

attempt a systematic collection of medicinal herbs used by the 

Kuna for analysis in a laboratory in order to ascertain their 

pharmaceutical properties; and consideration of the incidence 

and consequences of different diseases found in the region, from 

the angle of Western epidemiology, was only peripheral to the 

investigation. l Such studies would, of course, be of 

considerable interest as a complement to the present work, but I 

must leave them to those who have the necessary expertise. 

The approach I have taken is largely synchronic. While 

change is a prominent feature of Kuna society today (Holloman 

1969; Howe 1974; stout 1947; Costello 1975; Stier 1979), and 

while some of the details of ritual curing procedure are being 

lost or modified, the underlying belief system is still in.tact 

and vital. Cracks are beginning to form on the surface, but the 

central core remains, for the most part, in one piece. 

An ethnography of Kuna conceptions of disease and curing 

is important for several reasons. First, no systematic study of 

this extremely complex and fascinating area of Kuna culture 

1. Brief descriptions of disease patterns in San BIas can 
be found in Nordenskiold 1938:479-485 and Stier 1979:172-181. 
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presently exists. Second, it stands poised on the verge of 

extinction in the face or persistent and ever-increasing 

pressures from both within and outside Kuna society, and 

therefore it seems advisable that a comprehensive account be 

written before it disappears altogether. Finally, no thorough, 

competent studies of the curing beliefs of any Central American 

aboriginal group which has preserved its cultural integrity have 

yet been made. The curing belief system of the Kuna represents 

the last fully coherent 0xample of its kind in the region, and, 

in this light, an account of its major features must be 

considered a significant contribution to our knowledge of Native 

American world view and thought. 

Then, too, the ritual system constitutes the most highly 

valued and "sacred" corner of Kuna culture. Made up of a 

complex of traditional histories, concepts of 'the world of 

spirit' and its relationship to 'the world of substance,' an 

extensive corpus of medicinal and curing chants, and 

accompanying rituals and practices, it forms the most guarded 

portion of what the Kuna consider the 'soul' (purpa) of their 

culture. It is the underlying essence of their cultural 

identity, and its possession defines them as a unique people. 

Kuna elders often state that participation in the ritual belief 

system, in mundane as well as conspicuously formal contexts, 

marks them as 'real Kuna' (tule s~nnat)-- and they contrast 

themselves with younger men unschooled in the traditions, whom 

they consider 'not real Kuna' (tule sunnat suli). The present 
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study is therefore an attempt to describe and interpret this 

vitally important region of shared culture meaning, and, in 

doing so, to shed some light on who the Kuna consider themselves 

to be. 

Organization of the thesis 

Chapter One contains a cursory account of who the Kuna 

are, where they live, and how they go about organizing their 

lives. The primary purpose of this section is to locate the 

Kuna on the map and to or.ient the reader with regard to the 

major features of Kuna society and culture. To flesh out a more 

thorough account would merely take me over ground already well 

covered in other works on the Kuna (see Stout 1947; Holloman 

1969; Howe 1974; Stier 1979). This general introduction is then 

followed by a brief description of Ustuppu ('Agouti Island') and 

Okop Sukkun ('Coconut Bay'), the two communities in which I did 

the major part of my fieldwork. The next section of this 

chapter is a discussion of some of the written sources on the 

Kuna since they were first contacted by Europeans in the early 

16th century. I have concentrated almost entirely on works 

dealing with curing, and mention only in passing a number of the 

more illuminating accounts and scientific studies concerned with 

other aspects of Kuna society and culture. The final section 

attempts to put forth the major theoretical assumptions that 



have shaped the study, and to describe data-collection 

strategies end techniques I employed in the field. 
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The next seven chapters constitute the core of the 

ethnography. Chapter Two deals with the Kuna world of spirit, 

its inhabitants, and the way in which they interact with human 

beings. This is an essential starting place for any discussion 

of the domain of illness and curing, since it is firmly rooted 

in the spiritual dimension and can only be understood in that 

context. Chapter Three discusses the various ways in which 

illness is caused, and the conditions under which it is most 

likely to occur. Chapter Four introduces the three types of 

specialists involved in curing, and examines the different sets 

of evidence used by the Kuna to make diagnoses. Chapter Five 

deals with the language of the Kuna World of Spirit, which is 

the language used by Kuna specialists to communicate with the 

inhabitants of that world and, consequently, to cure illness. 

Chapters Six and Seven are concerned with the two major 

strategies employed by the Kuna to prevent and combat disease, 

or to effect beneficial modification in the behavioral or 

physical condition of patients. Chapter Six deals with the 

collection, preparation, and administration of medicines, the 

properties of medicines, and the relationship Kuna medicine men 

maintain with their medicinal spirits. Chapter Seven covers the 

domain of curing chants, their general structure and 

characteristics, and the ways in which they are employed. 

Finally, Chapter Eight consists of interpretations of curing 
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events in a more synthetic sense, bringing together many of the 

diverse elements discussed in previous chapters and showing, 

with the help of two extended examples, how these elements are 

best understood as systematic wholes within their natural social 

and symbolic context. 

In choosing this particular organization I have loosely 

followed the normal progression taken by the Kuna when they 

discover that someone has fallen ill, diagnose his troubles, and 

set about devising ways to restore him to health. To illuminate 

this sequence, I have taken a close look at the numerous 

discrete components that are involved, laying them out 

individually for scrutiny and analysis. At the same time, 

however, my ultimate objective is to bring the pieces together 

and demonstrate how they articulate to form a complex and 

meaningful symbolic system. I have attempted to build up an 

increasingly intricate picture of the curing process as I move 

from one chapter to the next, incorporating concepts and 

practices described in earlier chapters. In tilis sense, the 

ethnography is cumulative, and my interpretation of the Kuna 

world of curing will be clearest to the reader who makes his way 

through the text in linear fashion, from beginning to end. 
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ABSTRACT 

The thesis is an ethnographic account of the belief 

system surrounding disease and curing among the Kuna Indians of 

San BIas, Panama. It is an attempt to describe this system in 

its own terms, and to interpret its meaning by attending to the 

various symbolic, ritual, and social contexts in which it finds 

expression. Above all; the ethnography strives to understand 

Kuna theories of disease causation and cure. 

Theoretical assumptions and methodological suggestions 

have been borrowed from the anthropological sub-fields of 

ethnoscience, symbolic anthropology, and sociolinguistics. The 

ethnography is loosely organized around the natural progression 

taken by the Kuna when they discover that someone has fallen 

ill, diagnose his illness, and then set about devising 

strategies for restoring him to health. Earlier chapters 

scrutinize the component parts of this belief system, and these 

are brought together in a synthetic manner in the penultimate 

chapter. The ultimate th~oretical objective is to demonstrate 

that cultural symbols can only be properly understood when 

viewed within the natural context in which they are used. 

The final chapter deals with cult~ral and social change 

in San BIas, with special emphasis on the island of ustuppu, 

over the past 70 years. 



Linguistic Note on Kuna Words 

Kuna words are written using the orthography developed 

by Holmer (1951), and later employed by Sherzer (1974) and Howe 

(1974). The following list of phonemes is taken from Howe 

(1974:xxxix), since it is identical to that which I have 

employed. Also following Howe, I have placed in parenthesis 

the different forms of the phonemes as they commonly appear in 

other works. 

a (ha) 
e (he) 

VOWELS 

i (hi,y) 
o (ho) 
u (hu,w,uw,wu) 

aa (a,ha) 
ee (e, he) 
ii (i,hi) 
00 (o,ho) 
uu (u,hu,w,uw,wu) 

CONSONANTS 

p (b,v) 
t (d) 
k (g,c,q) 
kw (gw,gu,ku) 

r(r) (1) 

s (ss,ts,ch,sh) 

m 
n 

pp (p) 
tt (t) 
kk (k,c,q) 
kkw (kw,ku,qu) 

1 (r,rr) 

ch (s,ss,ts,sh) 

mm (m) 
nn (n) 

SEMI CONSONANTS 

w (u,hu,uw,wu) 
y (i,hi,ll) 

xvii 
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Kuna vowels are pronounced as are those of Spanish. The 

p, t, and k are voiced stops and are pronounced similarly to 

the English b, d, and g. The pp, tt, and kk are unvoiced stops 

and are pronounced similarly to the English.p, t, and k. 

Otherwise, there are no sounds unfamiliar to either English or 

Spanish speakers. 

Grammatically, the plural marker in Kuna is either -ka .. a 

or -mala. Thus, the plural of nele ('shaman') is nelekana 

('shamans'), or, in its shortened form, nerkan. Similarly, the 

plural of machi ('boy') is machimala ('boys'), or masmala. 

The distinction between colloquial and ritual Kuna is 

explained in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The Kuna 

At the present time the greatest number of Runa Indians 

are found in the Republic of Panama; elsewhere, there are three 

small settlements in Colombia, inland from the Gulf of Uraba. 

Within Panama, approximately 1,500 Kuna live in the mountains of 

the Bayano region along the Chepo River Basin (Heckadon Moreno 

1972:9); an enclave of Kuna, dispersed among several tiny 

villages, is found nestled in the area of the Chucu~aque and 

Tuira Rivers to the southeast. The largest body of Kuna, 

comprising more than 30,000 people, makes its home on the coast 

of San BIas, which extends a distance of approximately 200 

kilometers from Mandinga to the west along to the village of 

Armila, just short of the Colombian border. 

San BIas, which is the area of investigation for the 

present work, is made up of a thick band of jungle running from 

the ridge of the Continental Divide down to the Atlantic coast, 

and thence seaward a mile or so to encompass some 360 tiny coral 

islands offshore. Although no precise data are available on 

1 
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climate, San BIas is broadly classed as tropical rainforest with 

high humidity, a mean annual temperature of approximately 80 

degrees Fahreinheit, and an average yearly rainfall of more than 

100 inches (Stout 1947:13). There is a dry season from January 

through March, during which strong winds from the north prevail, 

and a shorter, less predictable dry stretch from September to 

November. These seasonal fluctuations in rainfall are never 

pronounced enough to have a marked effect on the vegetation, and 

the region is characterized by a full growth of tropical 

rainforest. The topography of the mainland tends to become more 

mountainous moving from west to east, and the mountains run down 

to encroach on the coastline toward the Colombian border. The 

western end of the San BIas reservation has a generally flat 

terrain which extends far inland, eventually rising into 

foothills and then into the mountains of the Bayano region. 

The population of San BIas is spread out among more than 

50 small islands and 11 mainland settlements. The majority of 

these communities are tightly nucleated with a maze of thatched 

huts, and range in size from fewer than 100 inhabitants to more 

than 3-4,000. The island villages always lie within half a mile 

of the coast, thus facilitating access to the mainland, where 

agriculture is practiced and where vital resources such as fresh 

water, firewood, building materials, and so forth can be 

procured. with the exception of two communities situated more 

than an hour's walk inland at the western end of the reserve, 
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all San Blas villages are strategically located so as to 

regularly exploit both mainland and marine resources. There are 

no roads connecting San Blas to the rest of Panama, and the only 

means of entering the region is either by launch from the 

Atlantic coast city of Colon or by small plane from Panama City 

or Colon to one of the sand, gravel, or cement airstrips 

scattered up and down the coast. 

On the heels of an armed uprising by the Kuna against the 

guardias nacionales (national guardsmen) stationed in San BIas 

in 1925, the Panamanian government signed a treaty forbidding 

non-Indians from owning land on the reservation. The only 

outsiders presently living in the area are a few Panamanian 

school teachers, a hRndful of Colombian traders, three Baptist 

hospital missionaries from the united States who live on the 

island of Ailikanti, a Panamanian doctor on Ustuppu, a scatter 

of Catholic priests and nuns, and an occasional visiting 

anthropologist. 

It is only recently that the Kuna have made their homes 

on the islands and on the open coastline, having moved from the 

protective cover of the jungle, village by village, during the 

course of the last 150 or so years. When the Spaniards made 

their appearance on the Darien coast early in the 16th century, 

all Kuna villages were situated inland, and were spread across 

the isthmus as far as the Pacific Ocean. While there is still a 

good deal of confusion as to who the tribes first contacted 

actually were (Torres de Arauz 1972; Howe 1974:12-13; Stier 
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1979), it is apparent that Kuna villages were located along the 

Chucunaque and Tuira Rivers on the Pacific side, and also 

throughout the region of the Atrato River in Colombia. Kuna 

settlements were thriving in the mountainous Bayano area, and 

the Kuna most likely controlled much of the zone extending north 

to the Atlantic coast as far west as Acla. When the Spaniards 

established their main base of operations in Panama City and 

began scouring the Pacific side of the isthmus to the southeast 

for gold, many of the Indians were toward the thick 

jungles to the north as they attempted to escape epidemics of 

recently introduced diseases, conscription into the mines, and 

outright extermination by the white intruders. The Kuna's 

appearance on the Atlantic coast was no doubt spurred in great 

part by the trade goods offered by the numerous pirates and 

traders operating in the region during the 17th and 18th 

centuries, who found the small coral reefs and labyrinthine 

mangrove estuaries ideal for their activities (Joyce 

1933~xi-lxvii; Stout 1947:51-54). Eventually, when the heyday 

of piracy had passed by the end of the 18th century, the Kuna 

cautiously emerged onto the coast. By the middle of the 19th 

century, they started transferring their villages to the 

islands, which were largely free from the insects and diseases 

which still roam in legion through the mainland jungle of San 

BIas (Stout 1947:54). Even today, Kuna from the mainland 
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occasionally take refuge on the islands to escape the epidemics 

that periodically sweep through their villages. l 

At the present time, the San BIas Kuna practice 

slash-and-burn agriculture on the mainland coastal strip, 

extending their activities t~ck into the jungle several miles. 

The greatest concentrations of farms are located along rivers or 

near the coast, an arrangement which facilitates the 

transportation of harvested produce back to the communities. 

The principal cultivated crops are bananas (of many varietes) , 

plantains, sweet manioc, yams, taro, corn, red rice, coconuts, 

squash, sugar cane, bread-fruit, avocado, chile peppers, and 

peach palm, as well as numerous fruits such as oranges, lemons, 

mango, guava, guanabana, guayaba, anon (star-apple), cashew, 

marney, zapote and papaya. Of these, the most important are 

bananas and manioc, both of which are harvested throughout the 

year, and also coconuts, the only substantial cash crop in San 

BIas. Corn and rice are also planted in sizeable quantities, 

but both are seasonal and their place in the Kuna diet is 

secondary. 

The overwhelming majority of animal protein consumed by 

the Kuna comes from the sea, and it is rare when fish is not 

included in the daily menu. Most fishing is done with hook and 

line from dugout canoes anchored off the coral reefs, although 

. the Kuna employ a variety of techniques to exploit their 

1. In 1967, an epidemic, evidently malaria, struck the 
Bayano village of WaIa, forcing the inhabitants to migrate en 
masse to the San BIas coast. They remained there for several 
months before returning home. 
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Figure 2 . Kllila men returning from their farms on the mainland. 
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abundant marine resources. In shallow waters, which are most 

plentiful in the carti region, groups of 30 or more men 

occasionally cast large drag nets and surround schools of jacks, 

Spanish mackerel, and other assorted fish. To the west, square 

chicken-wire fish traps are employed among the extensive coral 

reefs. When schools of tarpon appear off the coast during July 

and August, Kuna men station themselves at night on 

strategically-placed weirs and harpoon the huge fish as they 

streak through the water and stic up the green phosphorescence 

which is so abundant in the sea at this time of the year. 

Lobsters and crabs are also speared in the shallows of the outer 

reefs, often when they amble abroad under cover of darkness. 

Several varieties of sea turtle are speared from dugouts, caught 

in decoy-baited tangle nets, or grabbed by hand when they crawl 

up onto beaches to lay their eggs. In the past few years, some 

younger men have taken up skin diving, and, when the weather 

permits, bring in large quantities of groupers, snappers, an 

occasional jew fish (which may reach five or six hundred 

pounds), lobster, parrot fish, barracuda, and tarpon, along with 

all manner of smaller species. Freshwater fishing does not make 

a significant contribution to the diet except in the mainland 

communities, but even here marine resources predominate. 

From the time the Kuna moved to the coast from the 

recesses of the jungle, hunting has declined considerably in 

importance, although the mainland communities rely more heavily 

on wild game than their island neighbors. The few Kuna who own 
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guns occasionally bring in peccaries, tapirs, iguanas, monkeys, 

agoutis, pacas, curassows, guans, toucans, and parrots, but 

hunting is not a major activity in San BIas. While most of the 

older men have seen virtually all of the animals of the jungle 

whi~e engaging in their farming labors or searching for 

medicines, and while the ritual specialists mention them and 

describe their behavior in their chants, the San BIas Kuna are 

rank amateurs in the field of faunal lore in comparison with 

their cousins in the Bayano region, who are regular and expert 

hunte~s (McKim 1947; Bennett 1962). 

There are two systems of landholding among the San BIas 

Kuna: individual and communal. Under the first system, when a 

man clears a stretch of virgin land to carve out a farm, the 

land becomes his property and may be passed on to his children 

following a pattern of bilateral inheritance (Howe 1974:40-41). 

Both sons and daughters receive land in this way from their 

parents, and married men farm or otherwise exploit the 

properties belonging to their wives. The individual plots they 

exploit are generally widely scattered and found in diverse 

ecological zones along the coast and inland throughout the 

foothills, a circumstance which gives most Kuna households 

access to an adequate variety of resources for domestic use. A 

slight variation on this general pattern is commonly found on 

small islands planted with coconuts, where several siblings 

retain collective ownership. In this case, harvest rights are 

apportioned to each sibling for an agreed-upon number of months 
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in serial fashion, and the property remains intact as a 

production unit (Howe 1974:41). Privately owned land, whether 

held individually or by families, can be sold for cash or traded. 

The second landholding system among the Kuna is 

communal. Most villages maintain communal farms that are owned 

either the entire community or by voluntary associations 

called sociedades. These farms are generally planted with cash 

crops or crops consumed during ritual feasts. In the case of 

cash crops, the men involved act as shareholders, dividing the 

fruits of their labor equally among themselves. Communal farms 

owned by sociedades may be bought or sold in the same fashion as 

individual properties. 

Residence among the Kuna is ideally matrilocal, although 

this pattern is beginning to break down in some of the more 

acculturated villages, where it is yielding to neolocality. 

Under the traditional system, when a man marries he moves into 

the household of his wife's parents and comes under the control 

of his father-in-law, although ties with his own parents are 

seldom broken and usually remain quite strong (Howe & Hirshfeld 

1981:301). An older man with several daughters will thus secure 

a small labor force of young men which will serve to satisfy the 

subsistence needs of the household. Thirty years ago in San 

BIas, households formed in this way tended to be large compared 

to those found today, often holding from 25 to 30 members. 2 

2. At the present time, there are few households in San 
BIas with more than ten members, and many have as few as five. 



Because of their size, a systematic allocation of labor tasks 

made these households largely self-sufficient, and they were 

close to being small, self-contained economic units. 

Articulation of these semi-autonomous households was 

effected primarily through the institution of the 'gathering' 
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(onmakket), which has continued to playa major role in village 

social and political integration to the present day. These 

gathering sessions, which are held nightly in most Kuna 

communities, are presided over by a governing body consisting of 

at least three chiefs, a handful of arkars ('interpreters'), and 

a varied collection of village elders and politically active 

younger men with strong voices in community affairs. These men; 

who are the guardians of tradition and decide both the course of 

village business and the tenor of moral conduct, meet regularly 

in a centrally-located 'gathering house' (onmakket neka) to 

perform and listen to chants dealing with mythological themes or 

recent historical events; or to discuss village matters. The 

evening sessions in the larger communities are generally 

attended only by men, but in smaller communities most of the 

populace makes an appearance. While the men generally hold 

their own gathering sessions in the evenings, the women are 

periodically called, usually two or three times a week, for 

special gatherings in the mornings during which village leaders 

instruct them as to how they should behave~ The gathering 

assembly has rightly been called the "heart n of Kuna society 

(Howe 1980:10), for it serves to stress the integration of the 
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community as a unit and, at the same time, to render decisions 

on all issues of importance (for excellent descriptions of this 

institution see Howe 1974 and 1980). 

surrounding the 'gathering' is a wide variety of ritual 

specialists, most of whom are considered to be highly important 

members of the community. Included in this group are shamans, 

medicine men, curing chanters, puberty chanters, death chanters, 

and a number of other, lesser professionals. None of the 

specialties known by these men is mutually exclusive, and a 

chief may also be a shaman, a medicine man, a curing chanter 

and/or a puberty chanter; in fact, this is often the case. 

Stress is placed on the organic integration of these different 

specialties (see Howe 1974:235-238; Howe 1977), and in their 

chants and speeches village leaders often spin elaborate 

metaphors which emphasize this aspect of the "ideal" Kuna 

community. One of these metaphors likens a strong community to 

a hill covered with all the major trees, vines, and bushes. At 

the crest stands a giant ikwa tree,3 which is the first chief; 

this tree is flanked by other important trees of slightly 

smaller stature, which are the lesser chiefs, the arkars, and 

other community leaders; these trees are in turn overrun with 

vines of all sorts, which are the medicine men and other ritual 

chanters; the bushes and smaller plants which surround the trees 

3. A tall hardwood tree with edible fruit. Dipteryx 
panamensis (tonka bean tree) (Duke 1968:48). See also Howe 
1977: 145-146. 
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and vines are the members of the community at large, who support 

the village specialists by their presence and nurture their own 

moral sentiments at their feet. In the same way that malevolent 

spirits are held in check in a region well-fortified by 

"important" plants, evil forces are kept at bay in the Kuna 

village that is protected by a strong governing body supported 

by a wide scatter of ritual specialists. 4 

Perhaps the most striking feature of Kuna society is 

simply that it has managed to survive. After centuries of 

contact with Europeans, the character of which has frequently 

been violent, the Kuna have emerged in the 20th century with 

their cultural and political autonomy largely intact, a fact 

which singles them out as members of a small and ever-dwindling 

minority among Latin American indigenous groups. The Kuna 

language; a member of the larger Chibchan family (Greenberg 

1960), continues in strong force, although many of the men now 

speak Spanish or English and the children in most villages are 

learning Spanish in schools sponsored by the Panamanian 

government. Traditional political organization and ritual have 

certainly been modified during the last fifty years, yet they 

are still powerful ard cohesive elements in Kuna society. And 

the continued strength of Kuna ethnic identity is well known in 

4. Another organic metaphor likens the village to a 
house: the center posts are the chiefs, the posts along the 
sides are the arkars, the roof support poles are the ritual 
specialists, etc. See Howe Ibid.: 154-155. 
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Panama, where the Kuna are considered the most highly organized 

and self-confident among the country's indigenous tribes. 

At the same time, however, a closer look at the Kuna as 

they live today brings into focus a trend toward massive culture 

change. Pressures from both within and outside Kuna society 

have been escalating rapidly over the past several decades and 

are now making significant inroads on the insular existence the 

Kuna have led for centuries. The pattern of change varies 

widely from community to community. Some villages, such as 

Nargana and Corazon de Jesus toward the western end of San BIas, 

have been heavily influenced by Panamanian customs and 

institutions, with a resulting confusion among the inhabitants 

as to their ethnic identity. At the other pole, villages such 

as Kalet (Carreto), Anachukkuna, Napakanti, and Mamsukkun -- all 

of which are isolated mainland communities at the eastern end of 

San BIas -- are steadfastly fighting the incursion of alien 

customs in an attempt to keep their traditional way of life 

intact. Between these two extremes is every imaginable shade of 

cultural mixture, creating for the student of culture change a 

veritable laboratory. 

The future of Kuna society in the face of this uneven -

and generally stressful -- tapestry of change is difficult to 

forecast. Anthropologists since Stout (1947) have been 

predicting the imminent dissolution or, at very least, the 

substantial deterioration of traditional Kuna institutions 

(Holloman 1969; Howe 1974; Stier 1979). Ritual in particular 
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has been singled out as an area which is in a very precarious 

position. As Howe notes (1974:250): 

The Cuna say that ritual is dying, and even allowing 
for the exaggerated pessimism with which they discuss 
such subjects, they seem to be correct ••• Younger 
informants with a few exceptions denied any interest in 
traditional learning, and older men gloomily predicted 
that they would take their knowledge with them when 
they died. 

My findings generally support this conclusion, although 

by the late 1970's the beginnings of what could blossom into a 

full-fledged revitalization movement were becoming evident. 

Many of the youths of San BIas, who for decades had derisively 

dismissed the traditions as mere "superstitions" and turned 

their eyes elsewhere, have recently launched a widespread 

campaign to rediscover their spiritual roots. This trend has 

been expressed, in varying degrees among different communities 

and individuals throughout the region, by giving Kuna names to 

newborn babies (instead of Spanish and English names, which had 

been the custom for years), drafting official village 

legislation to make participation in select rituals mandatory, 

erecting special buildings for ritual purposes, and introducing 

traditional history as an integral part of school curriculum. 

Among the most substantial projects engendered by this 

atmosphere of revitalization has been the taping and 

transcribing of ritual and mythological chants. A number of 

centros dedicated to the study of Kuna culture have been 

established, and the members, many of whom have university 

training, are actively involved in learning the more esoteric of 
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the traditions. At least five Kuna youths are presently 

studying anthropology, and they all plan to use their training 

to better understand their own culture. Perhaps the most 

significant endeavour in San BIas at the present time is an 

informal "school" of ritual knowledge founded in the community 

of Okop Sukkun in 1979. Instead of treating the traditions as a 

series of interesting texts which can be collected and filed 

away like books on a shelf, the school attempts to teach ritual 

as a living system to be used within the context of Kuna daily 

life. 

The fate of Kuna ritual, as well as the fate of Kuna 

society as a whole, presently hangs in the balance. Thus far, 

the Kuna have been able to modify their political institutions 

and economic arrangements to cope relatively successfully with 

the rapidly changing world in which they live; but as the pace 

of change accelerates, new stresses and undertainties continue 

to appear. Within this br.oad context, the ritual system of 

curing described in this ethnography is being threatened with 

extinction throughout a large portion of San BIas. By its very 

nature, the curing system is less flexible and open to 

compromise than are the more secular areas of Kuna culture, and 

the belief system upon which it depends cannot easily be 

reconciled with the knowledge taught in government schools. 

Even if the current mood of revitalization takes root and 

flourishes, and renewed vigor is injected into ritual and 

traditional knowledge, the result would inevitably be radically 



different from what presently exits. Unfortunately, adquate 

treatment of this fascinating and complex topic would 
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necessitate a separate volume, and therefore can only be alluded 

to here in passing. ! will return to this theme briefly in the 

concluding chapter of the thesis. 

ustuppu and akop Sukkun: a Cursory View 

The island of Ustuppu, on which most of my fieldwork took 

place, holds two communities: Ustuppu ('Agouti Island'), with 

more than 4,000 inhabitants, and akop Sukkun ('Coconut Bay'), 

with just over 1,000 inhabitants. 5 The island is located 

roughly at the midpoint of the San BIas reserve. At the turn of 

the century, ustuppu and akop Sukkun were united into a single 

village, but the people had already split into two factions, one 

favoring allegiance to Colombia (which controlled the area until 

Panama's independence in 1903) and the other siding with the 

fledgling Panamanian state. Beyond this, and doubtless more 

important, the factions were divided on the matter of tradition 

and the desirability of increased contact with the outsid~ world. 

In 1911 a fire razed the entire village, which probably 

had less than· three or four hundred inhabitants at the time. 

Epidemics began to decimate the survivors almost immediately 

5. The island as a whole is called Ustuppu. Census 
figures for 1981 put the total population of the island at more 
than 7,000 people. 
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thereafter, and the most violently traditional faction, headed 

by a chief named Yaikun, moved itself to another island a short 

distance to the west. Here, they were attacked by plagues of 

sand flies and many people fell ill, inducing them to return to 

Ustuppu within the year. But the lines had been drawn and the 

split was final. Yaikun and his followers remained on Ustuppu 

for another six years, then moved again to an inland site along 

an affluent of the Putturkanti River called Askinipe ('Rock of 

the iskin crocodile'). within a short time, they were attacked 

by fevers, and after several people died they straggled back to 

the main island, where they ~~ain took up residence among 

members of the opposing faction. In the early 1920's, Yaikun 

and his group made their final move to the northern-most tip of 

the island in what was at the time a coconut grove and founded 

the separate village of Okop Sukkun. 

Today, the two communities have grown together as a 

consequence of population increase and all that divides them 

physically is an arbitrary border drawn between two irregular 

lines of houses. But each village considers itself a unique 

entity; each has its own political organization, its own 

gathering hall, and its own body of community leaders. The 

original split had been caused largely by differences of opinion 

regarding the degree to which elements of non-Kuna culture 

should be brought into the village, with the Okop Sukkun faction 

being the most doggedly conservative. Through the years, this 

divergence of philosophical orientation has continued and even 
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grown in importance. While Ustuppu has long reached out for the 

benefits offered by the outside world, Okop Sukkun has remained 

a bastion of resistance to Western influences. Ustuppu has 

welcomed missionaries of various persuasions-- Catholic, 

Baptist, Mormon, Church of God, Seventh Day Adventist, Bahai-

while the people of Okop Sukkun have given guarded entry only to 

the Baptists. Ustuppu championed the construction of the 

school, while Okop Sukkun battled against it with 

determination. Ustuppu boasts more than eighty employees of the 

Panamanian government and the church missions; Okop Sukkun has 

only a few. Ustuppu pushed the Panamanians to help them build a 

maternity clinic, whereas Okop Sukkun opposed the effort. And 

when Ustuppu installed an aqueduct to bring fresh water to the 

island and set up an electric plant to light the community, the 

people of Okop Sukkun would have no part of either project. 

Whenever this opposition between the two villages is 

discussed, the inhabitants of Ustuppu refer to themselves as 

"modern" and "progressive"; the people of Okop Sukkun, on the 

other hand, constantly emphasize their strict adherence to 

traditional values, the ways of their fathers-- and sneer at the 

cultural contamination of their neighbors. A strong sense of 

the differing outlooks of the two communities can be gained 

during a casual walk through the streets of the island. Ustuppu 

is dotted with cement houses and privately-owned stores, many of 

which are two stories high; Okop Sukkun consists almost entirely 

of thatched houses with cane walls, the most striking exception 





b~ing two cement buildings run by the Baptists (and these are 

conspicuosuly set at the far tip of the island, away from the 

village proper). In Okop Sukkun the air is sharply punctuated 

by women singing lullabies to their children and by men 

practicing or performing their curing chants; in Ustuppu there 

is very little singing. Ritual specialties are vigorously 

promoted in Okop Sukkun, and many of the younger men are 
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learning th~m; in Ustuppu, virtually all of the specialists are 

old men who must rely upon other communities for students, if 

they are to have any at all. In Okop Sukkun the two major 

ceremonies involving the entire community-- the puberty feast 

and the exorcism rite called APsoket 6 are performed 

regularly with energy and enthusiasm; in Ustuppu interest in 

such activities has flagged and the ceremonies, when performed, 

are lax and somewhat disorganized. It has reached the point 

where, within the past few years, several conservative fathers 

from Ustuppu, anxious for the welfare of their daughters, have 

petitioned the village of Okop Sukkun to hold puberty feasts for 

them. 

This, then, was the setting in which most of my fieldwork 

6. Apsoket ('Conversing') is an eight-day ceremcny which 
has as its purpose the explusion of disease-causing spirits 
which have attacked or are threatening to attack the community. 
For a description of this ceremony see Chapter Seven. 
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was conducted. 7 I lived in Ustuppu and spent most of my time 

there. However, I regularly visited half a dozen families in 

Okop Sukkun and occasionally passed evenings at their gathering 

sessions. The atmosphere in Ustuppu was more open and my 

movements were of less concern to the villagers than in Okop 

Sukkun, where traditional matters such as curing were guarded 

more tightly against my efforts to pry them loose. While my 

movements in Okop Sukkun were restricted, I was not barred from 

the community; and I should add that the insulated stance of the 

villagers, while often frustrating, was at times highly 

instructive. 

Written Sources on the Kuna, with an Emphasis on Curing 

Within a short time of arriving on the Darien coast, the 

first Spanish explorers encountered Indians who may have been 

Kuna, and several accounts from this period mention their 

existence (see Howe 1979; Stier 1979:38-61; Balboa 1865; 

Andagoya 1965; Oviedo 1944). Unfortunately, however, the early 

explorers wrote most extensively about their own difficulties in 

crossing the isthmus, their "diplomatic" run-ins with the local 

7. During my two and a half years with the Peace Corps 
(1967-1970), I spent most of my time in the carti region, but 
worked several months in ustuppu and Okop Sukkun. As an 
anthropologist I spent three months in 1971 in carti, another 
three months in 1972 in Ustuppu and Okop Sukkun, and nine months 
in 1975-76 in Ustuppu and Okop Sukkun. 
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populations, and in the case of Oviedo -- the flora and fauna 

of the region. The workings of Kuna society were left largely 

unmentioned. One step behind the soldiers carne the Catholic 

Fathers, who promptly set up a mission at Santa Maria de la 

Antigua, near the present-day Colombian border. Early in the 

17th century, a priest stationed there, named Fray Adrian de 

Santo Tomas, wrote an account of his stay among the Kuna which 

included a cursory description of several mythological tales. 

These tales are of some interest because they are very similar 

to a pair of myths found among the Kuna today (compare, for 

example, Requejo Salcedo 1640:125 with Chapin 1970:10: and 

Requejo Salcedo 1640:126-127 with Chapin 1970:20-23). Fray 

Adrian also produced the first record of Kuna medical practices, 

which unfortunately consists of no more than a .short paragraph 

in which he clai~s that a shaman tries to drive the devil out of 

his patient (Requejo Salcedo 1640:134-135). 

Toward the end of the 17th century, an English surgeon 

named Lionel Wafer injured his leg while making his way through 

the jungle with a band of pirates and was forced to stay 

behind. According to his own testimony, he managed to endear 

himself to a group of Kuna by skillfully saving the life of one 

of the chief's wives, who was in some sense "indisposed", by 

draining off twelve ounces of her blood (Wafer 1933:18-19). He 

lived among the Indians for four months, finally bargaining for 

his freedom with the promise (unkept) to return with a pack of 

English hunting dogs. Almost twenty years later, Wafer 
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published a lengthy account of his adventure which shows him to 

have been a perceptive and intelligent observer possessed of a 

remarkable memory for detail. His descriptions of the 

geography, plants, and animals of the region are surprisingly 

accurate, and his notes on the "manners and customs" of the 

Indians are substantial. But his stay was short and he failed 

to penetrate very deeply into the cultural world of his hosts; 

and although he himself was a doctor, his observations of Kuna 

curing practices are disappointingly sparse. He tells us, for 

example, that the Kuna practiced blood-letting, a technique no 

longer in existence (Ibid.); and he describes a "conjuring" 

ceremony in which the Indians "went to raise the Devil" with the 

"most hideous Yellings and Shrieks"(Ibid.: 24-25). 

In 1699, a colony of Scots landed on the coast of San 

BIas at the spot now called Punta Escocesa (In Kuna, Sukkun: 

'Bay') with the idea ~~ establishing a center for New World 

trade. Their contact with the Indians was peaceful but distant 

-- Scottish presbyterians could hardly be expected to embrace 

naked savages effusively -- and in their written accounts they 

have little to say about the native inhabitants except that they 

were lazy, naked, and so forth. with regard to the Indians' 

religion, the Scots were not certain there was one -- "but if 

they worship anything, it is the devil, of which they are 

vassals and slaves" (Borland 1979:106). The colony hung on for 

a pathetic year and a half, finally making a crippled retreat 

when it was attacked simultaneously by devastating 
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diseases, starvation, and several boatloads of Spanish soldiers 

(see Prebbel 1968; Howarth 1966:100-153). 

A sizeable group of Frenchmen lived among the Kuna from 

1690 to 1757, taking Kuna wives and raising French-Kuna 

families. According to one source, the number of Frenchmen 

eventually grew to around 800, and many of the Kuna learned to 

speak French (stout 1947:52). Everything went well until the 

Kuna apparently cemented an alliance with the English and turned 

on the French, slaughtering those who could not escape (Ibid.). 

It is unfortunate that although their relations with the Kuna 

had been intimate and sustained for more than sixty years, no 

first-person account of the French stay in San BIas has yet come 

to light. 

During the years leading up to the twentieth century, 

Europeans were in constant contact with the Kuna, but this 

contact was usually fleeting. Catholic missionaries made 

persistent attempts to set down roots in the area, but they were 

just as persistently driven out or massacred by the people whose 

souls they were bent on saving. with the exception of the 

relatively long stays among the Kuna mentioned above, virtually 

all expeditions into the region were transient. When foreigners 

did visit Kuna villages they did not linger, and what they wrote 

down was superficial. Most of the traders, for example, 

conducted their business from their boats, receiving commissions 

of Indians who had left their women and children safely behind 

in the thick jungle (see Roberts 1827). 
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During the 1920's, by which time Kuna had established 

themselves on the coastal islands, the first truly scientific 

expedition moved into San BIas, headed by the Swedish 

ethnologist Baron Erland Nordenskiold. Nordenskiold fell ill 

during his visit and was forced to leave after about a month, 

but he was able to arrange for the passage to Sweden of a young 

Kuna Indian named Ruben Perez Kantule shortly thereafter. Perez 

had worked for years as one of the scribes for Nele Kantule, ~he 

first chief of the village of ustuppu, and when he left for 

Sweden he carried along a wealth of written documents. 8 

During the six months he spent abroad, he and Nordenskiold 

edited these materials, adding commentaries and fleshing out a 

number of the major concepts of Kuna world view. The result of 

t"h{s collaboration was a thick volume of more than 700 pages 

which includes political speeches, historical and mythological 

texts, picture writing, fragmentary texts of curing chants, 

prescriptions for medicines, and lengthy notes on the more 

important concepts of Kuna ideology and curing (Nordenskiold 

1938). 

8. Nele Kantule was a powerful chief in the Region of 
Ustuppu until his death in 1944, and was, by all accounts, a 
remarkable man. The timing of the Swedes was perfect, for Nele 
was at the time involved with a project to record the 
traditions, and had been encouraging those Indians with writing 
skills to copy all the sacred knowledge of the tribe into 
notebooks. It is probable that had Nele not been in power when 
Nordenskiold arrived, the latter would not have received the 
welcome he did. The documents taken by Perez were part of the 
collection assembled under Nele's direction. 
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This book is a veritable mine of information on the Kuna, 

especially where the field of curing is concerned. Perez was an 

intelligent and willing informant, and Nordenskiold recorded his 

information with sensitivity and great care. At the same time, 

however, the book lacks coherence. It is a compendium of 

scattered bits and pieces, isolated fragments that are often 

presented without commentary. While it does include several 

short and very informative essays dealing with key concepts and 

beliefs about disease causation and curing, it lacks a 

systematic overview to orient the reader as to what the various 

chants and medical prescriptions mean, how they are used, and 

how they fit within the larger context of Kuna cUlture. 9 

When Nordenskiold died in 1932, his work with the Kuna 

was continued by two of his colleagues, Henry Wassen and Nils 

Holmer. During the next twenty years or so, Wassen and Holmer 

made several visits to San BIas (all of them short) and were 

able to build a fruitful long-distance relationship with an 

Indian from Ustuppu named Guillermo Hayans. A village scribe 

who had worked with Perez, Hayans periodically mailed the Swedes 

carefully copied manuscripts of mythological episodes and 

transcriptions of long curing chants accompanied by their 

translations into Spanish (Wassen 1938, 1949; Holmer & Wassen 

9. This lack of coherent organization is in part due to 
the fact that Nordenskiold died before the work was completed. 
The materials he left behind were finally edited by his 
assistant, Henry Wassen, in 1938. 
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1947, 1953, 1958, 1963). These texts constitute a unique 

contribution. They take us for the first time into the heart of 

Kuna curing, and are the first serious attempts to deal with 

Kuna ritual speech, which is significantly distinct from 

colloquial patterns. But although they are extremely 

interesting, these texts are disappointingly incomplete. They 

are disembodied, ripped from their natural contexts, and 

unaccompanied by interpretations of the symbolism they employ. 

They are like stuffed birds in a museum case, appreciable but 

with no clear frame of reference; consequently, it is difficult 

to know what to make of them. Beyond this, Holmer and Wassen 

seem to have been more interested in finding comparable symbols 

and concepts among other ethnic groups around the world (thus, 

for example, the Lapps are occasionally dragged into the 

discussion) than in developing their materials fully within the 

context of Kuna culture and society.lO 

The primary reasons these works, including Nordenskiold's 

volume, fall short are that (1) the investigators never spent 

protracted periods of time in the field, and (2) their principal 

10. This interest in comparative ethnolog~ was, of 
course, a well-established tradition in Europe at the time~ 
Such works as Frazier's The Golden Bough (1922) and Crawley's 
The Mystic Rose (1927), which carried this approach to the 
extreme, had a tremendous influence on anthropology during the 
first decades of this century, and have continued to set the 
tone for much work in folklore (as in Stith Thompson's 
Motif-Index of Folk Literature, 1955). The present leader of 
this strategy in anthropology is Levi-strauss, who has produced 
a four-volume work comparing the structural properties of motifs 
found in American Indian myths. 
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informants, Perez and Hayans , were not ritual specialists with a 

thorough understanding of the materials they passed on. They 

were both intelligent recorders who listened closely to the 

words of the specialists and carefully copied them down. But 

there were many gaps in their knowledge of the ritual language 

and the concepts it encoded, and they evidently did not seek 

answers far beyond those supplied by their teachers. While such 

behavior falls nicely in line with traditional Kuna etiquette -

teachers speak, students do not interrupt with questions -- it 

limits ethnographic analysis. During Perez's visit to Sweden, 

Nordenskiold noted that he lacked imagination and was not 

inquisitive. As Wassen says: "In spite of the wholly new 

conditions which confronted him in Sweden, the questions he 

asked could probably be counted on one's fingers (Nordenskiold 

1938:xv)." This problem is also evident in the materials sent 

to Sweden by Hayans. They contain many blank spots, confusions, 

and even errors in translation -- a point which is repeatedly 

mentioned by Holmer and Wassen. Because the Swedes themselves 

spent little time in San Blas they were unable to correct the 

errors and fill in the gaps. Beyond this, it should be obvious 

that an adequate picture of a field as complex as Kuna curing 

cannot be attained through the mails. 

By the 1960's, the Swedes had dropped out of the world of 

the Kuna and investigations into the domain of curing and ritual 
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came to a halt. ll The American anthropologist David Stout 

spent several months in the carti area in the early 1940's and 

produced a slim but useful volume on Kuna society and culture 

(based largely on library research) that concentrated OQ 

historical change and acculturation (Stout 1947). Then in the 

late 1960's and early 1970's a flurry of anthropological 

activity was initiated in San BIas. Regina Holloman did 

fieldwork on developmental change on the island of Tupile 

(1969), James Howe investigated Kuna political organization on 

Niatuppu (1974), Joel Sherzer did work on the ethnography of 

speaking on Mulatuppu (1974), Richard Costello studied economic 

change on Rio Azucar (1975), and Francis Stier investigated 

demography and agricultural production on Tubuala (1979). Taken 

as a whole, the information now available on the Kuna is 

considerable, and it continues to grow as more and more field 

studies are being carried out in San BIas. 

Still, the domain of curing remains poorly understood. 

Relative to other areas of Kuna life, curing has received little 

attention -- and even the work of the Swedes, as noted above, 

11. Clyde Keeler, a geneticist who has made numerous 
trips to San BIas, must be mentioned briefly, for he has written 
several popular books on the Kuna and their religious beliefs 
(1956, 1960). He spoke no Kuna and very little Spanish, and 
worked with an English-speaking Kuna Baptist missionary as 
interpreter. The ethnographic data he gathered are extremely 
garbled, and his adherence to the diffusionist theories of G. 
Elliot Smith spawned some rather bizarre interpretations. For 
example: "Thus, if you want to know the original meanings of 
symbols in the ancient Ishtar religion of Babylon, you may (with 
considerable caution) ask a medicine man of San BIas" (1960:107). 



was conducted almost entirely with informants who were 

once-removed from the heart of the matter. 12 This lack of 

intimate contact with curing practices and beliefs is 

understandable, for they constitute one of the most sensitive 

areas of Kuna culture, and non-Kuna are not encouraged to 

witness curing ceremonies or to delve into their underlying 

meaning. The elimination of disease frequently takes place 
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under tense conditions and, in the case of serious ailments, is 

not to be taken lightly. Consequently, an outsider who is not 

involved in the curing process has been traditionally viewed as 

an intruder who is more likely to upset the relationship the 

specialist is trying to establish with his curing spirits than 

to aid it. In the 17th century, the Englishman Wafer once found 

himself unwanted baggage during a conjuring ceremony in which 

several specialists were attempting to predict future events. 

He relates: 

They continued some Time at their Exercise, and we 
could hear them make most hideous Yellings and Shrieks, 
imitating the voices of all their kind of Birds and 
Beasts. with their own Noise, they join'd that of 
several stones struck together, and of Conch-shells, 
and a sorry sort of Drums made of hollow Bamboos, which 
they beat upon; making a jarring Noise also with 
Strings fastened to the larger Bo~es of Beasts. And 
even now and then they would make a dreadful 
Exclamation, and-clattering all of a sudden, would as 
suddenly make a Pause and a profound Silence. But 
finding that after a considerable Time no Answer was 
made them, they concluded that t'was because we were in 

12. A short (152 pages) doctoral thesis on Kuna curing 
was written by Trude Lawrence in 1977. Lawrence apparently did 
not speak much Kuna and the sparse information she provides on 
curing beliefs is confused and largely innacurate. 
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the House, and so turned us out, and went to Work 
again. But still finding no return, after an hour or 
more, they made a new search in our Apartment; and 
finding some of our Cloaths hanging up in a Basket 
against the Wall, they threw them out of Doors in great 
Disdain (Wafer 1933:24-25). 

And shortly after, the Indians came up with the correct 

answer. In Kuna mythology we encounter a similar scene, in 

which a ceremony performed by the culture hero Tat Ipe (the Sun) 

is rendered ineffectual by the intrusion of an alien 

'animal-man' (iptule) (Chapin 1970:12). 

Of course, attitudes have changed considerably since the 

17th century, and many Kuna communities have relaxed their 

restrictions on foreigners. Since the first decade of the 19th 

century, non-Kuna religious missionaries, government employees, 

traders, American Peace Corps volunteers, and a small number of 

anthropologists have been given entrance to San BIas, and some 

have spent extended periods of time living among the Kuna. Even 

so, the most traditional villages still bar outsiders from 

ritual areas altogether, and in the more "open" villages many of 

the older specialists are quick to express their disapproval 

when a stranger attempts to look into these highly secret 

matters. Furthermore, while observation of a ceremony may be 

permitted, efforts to unearth the meaning of what is being 

observed are often considered inappropriate and even entirely 

off-limits. During my investigations, specialists with whom I 

worked were frequently told that they should not tell me too 

much, and in the gathering hall of Okop Sukkun my name was 

brought up several times in this context. Half-way through my 
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final stay in San BIas, public opinion in this community managed 

to disturb my relationships with a number of specialists who had 

been quite open until the warning went out. And while most of 

them remained friendly, allowing me to take photographs and make 

tape-recordings of some of their chants, they balked at further 

requests for explanations of the underlying symbolism. 13 This 

attitude, however, did not manifest itself as strongly in 

ustuppu, where I had relatively free access to the store of 

knowledge possessed by several extremely talented specialists. 

Here, in Ustuppu, I was able to work with a good deal more 

liberty. 

A second major difficulty in gaining access to Kuna 

beliefs about curing is that curing chants, which encode the 

essential core of curing knowledge, are sung in a variety of 

Kuna that is unintelligible to all but those who have been 

initiated into the field (Sherzer & Sherzer 1972). Several 

catholic priests who have spent decades among the Kuna and have 

learned the colloquial language fluently have little to say 

about curing beliefs other than what they have seen and had 

13. One man from Okop Sukkun boldly announced in a 
gathering session that he was going to explain the field of 
curing to me completely. He was so roundly sanctioned that he 
was forbidden to talk to me. When I tried to visit him after 
this incident, unaware that he had been publicly taken to task, 
his family would not let me through the door. 
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f ' , 11 l' d h 14 , h super 1C1a y exp a1ne to t em. Even nat1ve Kuna w 0 are 

not specialists have witnessed hundreds of ceremonies with 

little more than a vague notion of their deeper levels of 

meaning. 

The foregoing considerations have not been presented to 

give the impresion that my entry into the domain of curing was 

an extraordinary event. The communities in which I worked, as 

already noted, are presently much more open to inquisitive 

foreigners than in the past. Given this situation, three things 

seem to have been of importance in my field investigations into 

this area of Kuna culture. 

First, I spent a relatively long time -- approximately 

four years living among the Kuna. The first two and a half 

years were not spent investigating curing, but this period did 

allow me to learn a good dl.al about the Kuna and to establish an 

extensive network of contacts which became invaluable once I had 

decided on the subject matter of this ethnography. Thus, I 

began my formal fieldwork with an advantageous head start, and 

was able to make full use of the fourteen months I spent in the 

guise of anthropologist. Second, a considerable amount of 

general ethnographic work of high quality had already been 

14. A book written by a Catholic priest, Manuel Maria 
Puig, who spent years among the Kuna and spoke the colloquial 
language proficiently, has little information on the conceptual 
world of curing (1948). And a nun who assisted in numerous 
birth ceremonies over a period of eighteen years could tell me 
nothing of the content of the chants employed. She could 
describe the actions of the participants involved, but had only 
a hazy notion of the symbolism of the ceremony. 
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completed on the Kuna by the time I began my fielnwork, and I 

was therefore able to use this as a base and focus sharply on 

curing, avoiding temptations to wander off in other directions. 

And third, I was extremely fortunate in finding and retaining a 

number of key Kuna informants who took my hand as I began my 

journey and did their best to teach me what they considered 

important along the way. In short, then, the three most 

significant ingredients of my work were a long period of time in 

the field, a tight focus on curing, and luck. 

The importance of luck cannot be underestimated, as the 

following story is intended to demonstrate. In the summer of 

1971, I found myself on the island of Suituppu in the Carti 

region wandering about somewhat aimlessly on the trail of plant 

and animal taxonomies, when an elderly man from a neighboring 

island approached me. His name was Kilu ('Uncle'), and he 

explained that he had seen a book of traditional histories I had 

published and distributed in San BIas the year before while 

working with the Peace Corps (Chapin 1970a). The book was in 

Spanish and he could not read it, but, he continued, he wanted 

me to do something similar containing "everything that I know" 

so he could leave his accumulated knowledge as a legacy to his 

grandchildren when he died. Birds sing, he said, and when they 

die their songs are lost. But humans can write down what they 

know and in that way their thoughts live on. 

I had seen Kilu about the village before and was vaguely 

aware that he was a curing specialists of some renown. And as 
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my present investigations were not proceeding with any special 

brilliance I said "Fine", when did he want me to start? He 

replied that we might get under way as soon as possible ••• so 

the next morning I left for his island with my hammock, and over 

the next month I taped a chant called Muu Ikala ('The Way of 

MUU'),lS transcribed it into five thick notebooks under his 

supervision, and attempted, with a thou roughly bleak sense of 

frustration, to work out the translation. At the time, my 

colloquial Kuna was weak and Kilu knew no Spanish. To compound 

my difficulties, the chant vIas sung in ritual Kuna, which is, as 

mentioned above, significantly distinct from colloquial Kuna and 

completely unintelligible to the uninitia~ed. I had in my hands 

oLe of the most symbolically interesting of all Kuna chants, but 

was unable to decipher its words. 16 

15. Muu Ikala is a chant used to facilitate difficult 
childbirth.~lthough I knew little about Kuna curing chants at 
the time, I had seen a published version of this chant (Holmer & 
Wassen 1947, 1953), and had read Levi-Strauss' analysis of the 
Holmer & Was sen text (1963). Levi-Strauss describes Muu Ikala 
as "the first important South American (sic) magico-reITglous 
text to be known ••• ", and when I learned that Kilu knew it, I 
jumped. An analysis of the version I recorded appears in 
Chapter Eight of the present ethnography. 

16. The language proficiency of the ethnographer i,s 
always an important question. After my experience with Kilu, I 
spent a good deal of time studying both colloquial and ritual 
Kuna, and about half-way through my final stay in San BIas I 
could comfortably carryon conversations in colloquial Kuna. 
This was essential, for all but one of the curing specialists I 
dealt with were monolingual Kuna speakers. I was also able to 
understand virtually everything in the curing chants, save the 
ritual names of various spirits, when performed. 
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I returned to Suituppu in a very demoralized state. And 

it was there that I stumbled head-on into my second massive 

piece of luck, a chance encounter that was to decide the course 

of all my future fieldwork in San BIas. Staying in the house of 

the family I lived with was a man in his late forties named 

Tomas Nelson de Leon. A skilled carpenter and mason, Tomas had 

come from Ustuppu to supervise the construction of a cement 

pier. When he returned from work that evening he engaged me in 

conversation and asked me what I was about. (In truth, he had 

already received a full account of what I was up to, and knew 

that I had an untranslatable transcription of Muu Ikala.) He 

spoke good Spanish, and as I explained my plight a wide grin 

appeared on his face. He himself was a curing specialist of 

some repute, and using his extensive knowledge of the ritual 

language we spent most of the next three weeks working evenings 

on the translation. The few gaps he was unable to fill were 

then supplied by Kilu, who also went on to explain much of the 

underlying symbolism. On my two subsequent visits to San BIas I 

stayed in Ustuppu and worked with Tomas, who had so miraculously 

opened the door to Kuna curing to me. It is probable that the 

study which follows would never have gotten off the ground had 

Kilu and Tomas not fallen into my lap. 

Theoretical Assumptions and Field Methods 

The subject of this ethnography is the cultural content 

of the belief system underlying Kuna curing practices. It is 
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not a description of curing merely as a strategy for coping with 

illness. A number of medicines employed by the Kuna actually 

contain pharmaceutical properties which operate effectively at 

the physiological level; and the regimens to which patients are 

held -- enforced rest, bathing, special diets, and the like 

frequently contribute heavily, in a physical as well as 

psychological sense, to the recovery of sound health. But while 

these effects are real, they are seen by the Kuna only as 

adjuncts to a much more important curative force, and I, 

likewise, treat them as such. For the Kuna, the effectiveness 

of curing depends overwhelmingly on the ability of curing 

specialists to summon forth and deploy an elaborate array of 

powerful symbols. In their eyes, patients do not get well 

because their flesh has absorbed a variety of chemical 

substances, or because they have rested quietly in a hammock for 

a few days. Rather, they believe that their health has improved 

because they have been made the central participants in richly 

symbolic dramas acted out in the realm of spirit. As conceived 

by the Kuna, curing is a strategy for countering the incursion 

of harmful spirits and overcoming them by sending a host of 

benign spirits against the intruders. When a specialist takes 

charge of a case, he strives to establish a dialogue with his 

curing spirit allies, advise them of the task at hand, and prod 

them into action by flattering them with intricate and highly 

symbolic accounts of who they are, where they live, the 

ciLcumstances of their birth, and their physical and behavioral 
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nature. Success of treatment hinges on the specialist's 

skillful manipulation of symbols, his ability to deftly paint 

elaborate symbolic landscapes. Consequently, the key to 

understanding Kuna curing is best found in exploring the ways in 

which this is done. 

A major portion of my interpretation of Kuna curing is 

based on linguistic data. These data include native 

terminological systems, mythological accounts, chant texts, and 

articulated theories of disease causation and cure. This 

reliance on linguistic materials is due, in large part, to the 

fact that, as Sherzer (1974:263) has noted, the Kuna are 

"striking for vitality and richness of speech usage." As in 

virtually every area of Kuna life, linguistic virtuosity marks 

the core of curing rituals in the form of complex and highly 

expressive chants. Furthermore, there is a strong proclivity 

among the Kuna --specialists and non-specialists alike-- to 

offer detailed interpretive commentary on their rituals, explain 

symbolism, and clarify their meanings with ingenious and 

highly-developed analogies, metaphors, and examples. 

In order to shed light on the linguistic data --primary 

texts and Kuna comments on them-- I have made an effort to view 

them in the various contexts in which they occur. On the one 

hand, I have attempted to explicate their meaning as integral 

parts of the wider field of philosophical and cultural 

expression. And second, I have located them, wherever possible, 
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within the situational context of ritual and everyday behavior 

to show how they are employed in real-life circumstances. 

The advisability of such an approach was impressed upon 

me when I first began to seriously review the materials already 

published on Kuna curing (Nordenskiold 1938; Holmer & Wassen 

1947, 1953, 1958, 1963; Kramer 1970; Levi-Strauss 1963). Each 

of these accounts is either weak, unclear, or seriously flawed 

largely because it lacks supplementary contextual data. The 

works of Nordenskiold and Holmer & Wassen consist almost 

entirely of texts of medicinal and curing chants, pictographs, 

and lists of illnesses and medicines used to combat them. While 

these ethnographic data are, on the whole, accurate, their 

meaning for the Kuna remain hidden. In fact, any attempt to 

analyze these materials without first returning to the field and 

immersing oneself in Kuna society and culture will be beset with 

serious difficulties. This point is forcefully borne out in 

Levi-Strauss' abortive attempt to interpret the Holmer & Wassen 

text of the Kuna curing chant for effecting birth, "The Way of 

" ( 1 ' 1 ' . 1 17 Muu Ho mer & Wassen 947; Lev~-Strauss 963). 

To gain entry into the belief system surrounding Kuna 

curing I have borrowed theoretical assumptions and 

methodological suggestions from three sub-fields within 

anthropology: ethnoscience, the ethnography of speaking, and the 

17. A critical analysis of the Levi-Strauss 
interpretation is found in Chapter Eight. 
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brand of symbolic anthropology practiced by Clifford Geertz 

(1973, 1976) and Victor Turner (1967, 1969, 1974). The 

resulting composite strategy was useful to me in carrying out my 

fieldwork and organizing the data, and the following brief 

discussion may be of interest to those intent upon undertaking 

similar studies of indigenous belief systems. At the same time, 

however, the final decision regarding the worth of my field 

strategy is best reached by reading the ethnography itself. 

Before venturing into the field I had been influenced to 

a good extent by the theoretical orientation of ethnoscience, 

and especially by the notion that each culture must be 

understood in its own terms, and not those of the outside 

investigator. The central tenet of this approach is that the 

members of particular societies partition the world of their 

experience into sets of unique categories, and therefore that 

ethnographic description should proceed by discovering the way 

in which people "construe their world" (Frake 1972:203). Of 

course, this concern with the "native view" of things has a long 

history in the discipline of anthropology. In his introduction 

to Argonauts of the western pacific, Malinowski discourses at 

length on field tactics, stating as his aim " ••• to grasp the 

native's point of view, his relations to life, to realize his 

vision of his world" (1922:25). And a strong interest in native 

classification systems is evident in the work of Mauss & 

Durkheim (1903), Boas (1911, 1938), and Evans-Pritchard (1937), 

among others. But it was the ethnoscientists, led by Goodenough 

(1957, 1970), Frake (1961, 1962, 1972), and Conklin (1957, 
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1962), who brought this focus to the forefront of 

anthropological enquiry and gave it widespread momentum through 

the articulation of an explicit methodology taken in large part 

from structural linguistics. 

For the ethnoscientists, the ethnographer's task is to 

answer two fundamental questions: "What material phenomena are 

significant for the people of some culture; and how do they 

organize these phenomena?" (Tyler 1969:3). "Imagine, for a 

moment," writes Tyler, 

a being from another planet equipped with all our 
sensory apparatus who perceives for the first time the 
infinite variety of sight and sound in which we live. 
Suppose further that he is attempting to describe this 
world in a scientific report to his colleagues at 
horne. At first, everything would be chaotic (Tyler 
1969:6). 

The anthropologist intent upon making sense of an alien culture 

finds himself in a similar predicament. Until he is able to 

figure out " ••• the forms of things that people have in mind, 

their models for perceiving, relating, and otherwise 

interpreting them ••• " (Goodenough 1957:167), he will have little 

success in understanding the cultural world of his hosts. 

At the heart of ethnoscientific enquiry is the quest 

after and analysis of native classificatory schemes. According 

to Frake: 

The analysis of 
not, of course, 
of its memberz, 
portion of it. 

a culture's terminological system will 
exhaustively reveal the cognitive world 
but it will certainly tap a central 
Culturally significant cognitive 
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features must be communicable between persons in one of 
the standard symbolic systems of the culture. A major 
share of these features will undoubtedly be codable in 
a society's most flexible and productive corr~unication 
device, its language (Frake 1972:204). 

Thus, the necessary first step for the ethnographer is to 

discover the major semantic domains of the culture being 

studied, and elicit terms labelling significant classificatory 

categorie~ within these domains. Shortly after I reached the 

field, it became apparent that failure to attend to Kuna 

terminological systems made the accounts by Nordenskiold and 

Holmer & Wassen inadequate if not thoroughly inaccurate. They 

presented no classifications of medicinal or curing chants, 

medicines, illnesses, or rituals, and their habit of referring 

to all curing specialists as either "medicine men" or "shamans" 

created conceptual havoc. Furthermore, scholars such as 

Levi-Strauss (1963), Kramer (1970), and Torres de Arauz (1975) 

had managed to perpetuate the confusion by quoting extensively 

from the works of the Swedes. Faced with this situation, the 

ethnoscientific program for discovering order amid the chaos of 

both the field and the published literature on Kuna curing 

became a powerful guiding principle in my fieldwork. 

The suggested methodology for laying bare the ways in 

which people segment their universe is through the use of formal 

elicitation procedures, which consist of a series of question 

frames which are manipulated 3ystematically by the 
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ethnographer. An example of this procedure is offered by Tyler: 

Suppose you are a foreigner attempting to learn 
something about American culture. On seeing an object 
for which you do not know an English term, one possible 
sequence of related questions and responses might be: 

Q. What is this? 
A. This is a sow. 
Q. Is that a sow, too? 
A. No, that's a boar. 
Q. Is a boar a kind of sow? 
A. No, a boar is a kind of livestock. 
Q. Is a sow a kind of livestock? 
A. Yes. 
Q. How many kinds of livestock are there? 
A. There are pigs, horses, mules, sheep, goats and 

others (Tyler 1969:12). 

By rigorously following this elicitation strategy, the 

ethnographer will ideally unearth the native classification 

system and be able to formally express its governing 

principles. The result will be a type of "cognitive grammar" 

which is laid out in the form of taxonomies, trees, contrast 

sets, graphs, and the like. 

While I agree with the basic goal of ethnoscience in 

seeking out and discovering native terminological systems and 

the principles underlying them, I found f"ormal elicitation 

difficult to carry out in the field. The Kuna did not enjoy 

question-and-answer sessions when I did engage in them. In 

their eyes, elicitation frames were boring; they failed to 

appreciate the "importance" of my bizarre tactics, and, to be 

perfectly frank, they simply did not think that teaching should 

be conducted in this way. 
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This last point deserves some discussion. When a young 

Kuna becomes a disciple of an experienced curing specialist he 

places himself in a thoro~ghly submissive position with regard 

to his teacher. Once the branch of knowledge he wishes to learn 

has been decided upon and fixed, the specialist controls the 

manner in which instruction proceeds, the sequence in which all 

knowledge is passed out, and the topics to be discussed during 

each session. The first stages usually deal with etiquette, the 

most important rule at this point being that the student should 

refrain from asking questions. The duties and responsibilities 

of a curing specialist are detailed and stressed: he should be 

humble, the corollary being that he should respect his teacher; 

he should not undertake to learn ritual knowledge for selfish 

reasons; and he should never criticize other specialists (a rule 

that is contradicted a good deal in actual fact). 

When learning proper begins, the student 

characteristically listens attentively to a short portion of a 

chant several times, then is told to repeat it. When he has 

mastered this task adequately, another piece of the chant is 

given to him in the same fashion, and he repeats it. On and on 

it goes until the entire chant has been learned. As the student 

progresses and demonstrates his capacity for learning he is 

given information on symbols and their underlying meanings, 

commentaries on the nature of curing and disease in general, and 

instruction in accompanying ritual. Such information is 

conveyed to the student either by demonstr~tion or verbally. 
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But the important point is that it is done when the teacher 

not the student considers the time is right. If the 

professor wants to discourse on the domain of a particular 

spirit residing in the jungle, he will do so, and on his own 

time. If he wants to collect medicines one day, the student may 

follow along. And if he decides to pass on some esoteric 

information about the plants being gathered -- or if he decides 

not to -- that is the way things will happen. Instruction is 

paced, regulated, and nothing comes before its time: the deepest 

meanings, the most intricate and sensitive details, all are left 

until the student has demonstrated his soundness of character 

and his capacity to handle the knowledge in question. 

It was difficult for most of the specialists to conceive 

of a different system of teaching, and until I managed to adapt 

myself (at least partially) to their expectations it was 

apparent that they considered me a strange bird indeed. As I 

was working with small gifts and favors (such as assisting them 

on their farms or fishing), which was the same sort of 

arrangement they enjoyed with their regular students, I was 

expected to fall in line. While they continued to view me as 

fundamentally different from their usual students and generally 

put up with my obtuse habit of asking too many questions, it 

rapidly became clear that they felt more confortable if I sat 

back and listened to what they had to say. Whenever I initiated 

a session with a simple question like "ls X a kind of curing 

chant?," the answer frequently lasted for half an hour or longer 
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and ran across terrain far afield of my original focus. In the 

end, to cut down on frustration on all sides, I adopted the 

tactic of identifying a general topic and letting the specialist 

develop it as he saw fit, or even waiting for a topic to arise 

in the course of casual conversation and letting it proceed 

naturally with no more than a few interjections for 

clarification. Of course, things changed as my knowledge of 

curing grew. with most specialists, the monologues became less 

frequent and I was able to direct the sessions more along my own 

lines, filling in gaps with more specific information. But my 

schooling was still largely in their hands. Some of the 

specialists even occasionally produced lectures on subjects they 

thought I should know, gauging ~hem closely to my level of 

understanding at the time. 

This strategy yielded several interesting benefits. It 

allowed me to discover what the specialists themselves 

considered central and important, for they liked to discuss 

areas they personally knew well and believed to be essential to 

an understanding of curing. AS a result, a number of 

classificatory schemes emerged clearly and with ease as they 

talked, and several domains took full form. When the 

specialists were willing and anxious to develop them in detail, 

I followed along with notebook in hand. Other domains were 

dealt with in a much more cursory and even vague manner. The 

specialists did not seem to be interested in viewing them as 

coherent, tightly structured systems, and whenever I pushed they 
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balked -- not defiantly, but as if to say "Let's talk about 

something else, something more important." And so we would talk 

about something more important. 

Another result of this approach was a wealth of 

discussion on current events, especially those that were of 

major concern to the community as a whole. If I was allowed 

entry into a particular curing event, the commentary of 

specialists and non-specialists took me a long way toward 

understanding what was taking place. If I was barred from the 

scene, I was at least kept abrea3t of things from a short 

distance. In either case, the relatively relaxed relationship I 

enjoyed with villagers allowed me to stay close to the pulse of 

the community and to share ~n the immediate concerns of 

villagers as they unrolled in their natural contexts. And I am 

certain that this approach enabled me to learn a number of 

concepts and patterns that might otherwise have gone unnoticed. 

My fieldwork was carried out more or less systematically, but it 

was not rigidly bound to a pre-formed plan of attack. Rather, 

it proceeded by following the contours of daily Kuna life, and 

this social topography did not include formal eliciting sessions 

which, to borrow a popular phrase from ethnoscience, were 

considered by the Kuna "inappropriate behavior." 

The original goal of ethnoscience was to produce 

"cultural grammars" analogous to the grammars of linguists, 

which would "state what one must know to generate culturally 

acceptable acts and utterances appropriate to a given 
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socio-cultural context II (Frake 1972:203). Unfortunately, when 

ethnographers tried to put this programatic statement to the 

test in the field it soon became evident that ethnoscientific 

grammars of whole cultures -- or even of complex domains within 

cultures could not be written. By the early 1970's, 

virtually all ethnoscientiiic work dealt with 1I ••• ar tificially 

symplified and delineated (and usually trivial) semantic 

domains ll (Keesing 1972:307) such as plants and animals (Berlin, 

Breedlove, and Raven 1968), color (Conklin 1955; Berlin & Kay 

1967), disease (Frake 1961), beer (Hage 1972), and firewood 

(Metzger & Williams 1966). Even if it is argued that some 

ethnoscientific descriptions are important-- such as those 

concerning kinship-- it remains a fact that what has been 

produced to date has come in small chunks, atomized, in 

isolation. 

Despite the rather limited application of ethnoscience as 

it was formulated in the 1960's, its emphasis on native 

terminological systems, classificatory schemes, and cultural 

rules for appropriate behavior has been extremely useful to me 

in the organization and analysis of field data. At the same 

time, I have attempted to expand my enquiry by moving beyond the 

ethnoscientific focus on informants' statements about their 

behavior to ground the study firmly in the symbolic and 

behavioral context in which curing occurs among the Kuna. To do 

this, I have borrowed a number of suggestions from the 

anthropological sub-disciplines of symbolic anthropology and the 

ethnography of speaking. 



Perhaps the most essential characteristic of cultural 

symbols is that they exist for the purpose of being used, and 

that they gain their meaning from their usages. 18 Symbols 

or cultural rules, for that matter -- do not merely sit in 

people's heads waiting to be elicited. Culture is embedded in 

behavior, in real events, and that is where it is most 

effectively observed and interpreted. According to Geertz: 
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If anthropological interpretation is constructing a 
reading of what happens, then to divorce it from what 
happens -- from what, in this time and that place, 
specific people say, what they do, what is done to 
them, from the whole vast business o~ the world -- is 
to divorce it from its applications and render it 
vacant. A good interpretation of anything -- a poem, a 
person, a history, a ritual, an institution, a society 
-- takes us into the heart of that of which it is the 
interpretation (1973:18). 

The task of the anthropologist, says Geertz, is to make a 

reading of cultural events, which he describes as "acted 

documents." The ethnographer must strive to set down " ••• the 

meaning particular social actions have for the actors whose 

actions they are ••• " and then state " ••• as explicitly as (he) 

can manage what the knowledge thus attained demonstrates about 

the society in which it is found and, beyond that, about social 

life as such" (Geertz 1973:27). "Doing ethnography," he says, 

18. A symbol is defined as "~ •• any object, act! event, 
quality or relation which serves as a vehicle for a conception 
-- the conception is the symbol's 'meaning'" (Geertz 1973:91; 
following Langer 1960). 



is like trying to read (in the sense of 'construct a 
reading of') a manuscript -- foreign, faded, full of 
ellipses, incoherencies, suspicious emendations, and 
tendentious commentaries, but written not in 
conventionalized graphs of sound but in transient 
examples of behavior (Ibid.:10). 
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When the ethnographer reads one of these "manuscripts~ he 

makes a "inscription" of it, which is simply his interpretation 

of "what actually takes place," not social behavior itself. And 

when he begins to analyze this interpretation, he is in fact 

making an interpretation of an interpretation -- which, 

according to Geertz, is much the same sort of thing done by a 

literary critic (Ibid.:448). Quite obviously, this approach is 

distantly removed from the formal methods promoted by the 

majority of ethnoscientists. 

All of this talk of documents, manuscripts; inscriptions, 

and literary texts may sound a bit metaphorical -- and, of 

course, it is. Geertz, in company with most other symbolic 

anthropologists, offers the struggling ethnographer few concrete 

methodological guidelines which, if followed with dogged 

persistence, will eventually aid him to track down and capture a 

superior ethnographic account. This absence of discussion of 

explicit field methodology in symbolic anthropological works has 

often led to the charge that, in the words of Colby, Fernandez, 

and Kronenfeld (1981:425): 

••• the inclination is toward qualitative analysis and 
virtuoso interpretations based on thick descriptions 
with all the personal idiosyncrasies of method that 
such an approach presumes. 
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To fill this methodological void, I was aided 

considerably by a number of practical methodological suggestions 

put forward by Dell Hymes and his fellow "ethnographers of 

speaking," who have devoted themselves to solving the problem of 

" ••• how the analysis of the ethnographic context of speech may 

be carried out ••• " (Hymes 1962:195; Sherzer & Darnell 1972). 

Strictly defined, the objectives of Hymes differ from those of 

symbolic anthropologists such as Geertz and Turner: while the 

former concerns himself primarily with the role of speech in 

social interaction, the latter seek to uncover the meaning of a 

diverse array of cultural symbols. However, they come together 

in their common concern for the necessity of collecting and 

analyzing richly textured ethnographic descriptions of actual 

behavior -- what Geertz calls "thick description" -- and 

deriving their interpretations of cultural forms from their 

expressions. For both, symbols are vehicles for meaning, and 

consequently the practitioners of both schools approach their 

data from the same perspective. Compare, for example, the 

statement of Geertz, quoted above, with the following 

observation by Hymes: 

The analysis must be made on the ground. We must know 
what patterns are available in what contexts, and how: 
where, and when they come into play. The maxim that 
'meaning is use' has new force when we seriously study 
the role of semantic habits in behavior (1962:199). 

In the late 1950's, Hymes noted that the study of speech 

use in its native context had been almost entirely neglected by 

anthropologists, and he set about drawing up a set of guidelines 
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that could be applied in the field. Central to this 

ethnographic strategy was the formulation of an etic framework 

for the study of what he termed "speech events": 

Any speech event can be seen as comprising several 
components, and the analysis of these is a major aspect 
of an ethnography of speaking. Seven types of 
component or factor .can be discerned. Every speech 
event involves 1. a Sender (Addresser); 2. a Receiver 
(Addressee); 3. a Message Form; 4. a Channel; 5. a 
Code; 6. a Topic; and 7. a Setting (Scene, Situation) 
(Hymes 1962:199). 

This field strategy, which Hymes and others have since 

refined and expanded (Hymes 1964, 1972; Sherzer & Darnell 1972), 

has been crucial in guiding a large number of detailed and 

extremely informative descriptive accounts of speech in its 

social context (sec, for instance, Bauman & Sherzer 1974). 

However, while Hymes' formulations have undoubtedly been proven 

useful for the ethnography of speaking, it is clear that they 

can also be profitably applied to the study of ritual events and 

symbolism of a much wider range. Indeed, a small yet growing 

number of anthropologists have been so heavily influenced by 

theoretical and methodological issues from the two 

sub-disciplines that they are easily classified as either 

symbolic anthropologists or ethnographers of speaking (for 

example, Gossen 1974 and Basso 1979). 

In my own work, the concrete methodological strategy 

proposed by Hymes was invaluable in providing a clear program 

for picking apart, describing, and making sense of ritual 
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events-- which, among the Kuna, are overwhelmingly verbal in 

nature. By attending closely to the various components of 

ritual/speech events as they were acted out in real situations, 

I was able to uncover the meaning of their symbolism in a much 

more rigorous and precise fashion. Had my field strategy been 

less well defined, I would be considerably more uncertain of the 

validity of my interpretations of Kuna curing. 

A central issue in all ventures of the present sort 

concerns the types of data utilized and the conditions under 

which they have been gathered. On this matter, I am in close 

agreement with Turner, who considers three classes of data as 

acceptable in the analysis of ritual symbols: 

(1) external forms and observable characteristics 
(2) interpretations offered by specialists and 

laymen 
(3) significant contexts largely worked out by the 

anthropologist (Turner 1967:20) 

with regard to the first class of data, I spent 

considerable time observing formal ceremonies and related 

activities, rummaging through the pharmaceutical supplies and 

ritual objects of specialists, accompanying specialists into the 

jungle in search of medicines, and following the daily routines 

of patients and their families. Throughout, I paid close 

attention to the social contexts of these activities, and, in 

this way, sought to record behavior as it unfolded in its 

natural settings. Whenever this was impossible-- as it was in 

the case of the birth ceremony, for example-- I attempted to 

reconstruct the context from informants' statements. 
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The second class of data was gathered formally and 

informally, during ritual activities and in non-situated 

questioning sessions, and while I sat in on conversations among 

Kuna, as unobtrusively as possible, when the topic dealt with 

illness and curing, local gossip, and village and mythological 

history. As I was anxious to gain as complete a picture as 

possible of the beliefs and practices surrounding curing, I took 

into account the comments of a broad range of specialists and 

non-specialists, men and women, elders and youths, patients and 

their families. This gave me access to the domain of curing 

from a variety of perspectives and enabled me to piece them 

together into a synthetic interpretation of the system as a 

whole. 

At the same time, I must stress that the majority of the 

more esoteric, theoretical asp~cts of Kuna curing are only 

understood in depth by the most experienced specialists and a 

handful of elder non-specialists who have spent years working 

with ritual. While the general populace may have a rudimentary 

appreciation of the beliefs concerning disease causation and 

cure, and be able to carry out simple ritual procedures, they 

are seldom aware of the large body of specialized knowledge 

underlying the curing profession. Thus, virtually all of the 

information I collected about the meaning of symbols expressed 

in curing rituals, classificatory schemes for medicines, 

spirits, chants, and related phenomena, and the nature of the 

Kuna world of spirit came to me from specialists. Such data 
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were gathered almost exclusively in Kuna, since few Kuna elders 

speak Spanish. Beyond this consideration, however, it was 

essential to work in Kuna because the meaning of even the most 

basic concepts of the curing system can only be adequately 

grasped through careful analysis of native terminology. 

The third class of data mentioned by Turner --

"significant contexts largely worked out by the anthropologist" 

-- is more controversial and therefore deserves some 

discussion. As Turner rightly points out in reference to the 

interpretation of ritual events: 

••• each participant in the ritual views it from his 
corner of observation ••• His vision is circumscribed by 
his occupancy of a particular position, or even a set 
of situationally conflicting positions, both in the 
persisting structure of the society, and also in the 
rule structure of the given ritual (Turner 1967:27). 

By virtue of the fact that the anthropologist is an outside 

observer, he is often in a superior position to view a 

particular ritual or even the entire domain of ritual as a 

system made up of interrelated parts. Individual actors 

concerned with circumscribed roles in ritual events tend to 

focus narrowly on the activities they have been consigned to 

carry out, and the structure of the system eludes them. Turner 

argues this position forcefully by presenting a comprehensive 

analysis of the differing-- and often contradictory--

interpretations of the various actors who participate in rituals 

surrounding the Ndembu concept of the "milk tree" (Turner 

1967: 20-25) • 
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While I agree with the basic thrust of Turner's reasoning 

on this point, it is also clear that anthropologists have the 

habit of posing questions that come from a different 

intellectual perspective, questions that the members of 

societies they study would never think of asking. And this, it 

seems to me, is where use of Turner's third class of data 

becomes most relevant. Several examples from my own work come 

to mind. When, in Chapter Eight, I examine Kuna conceptions of 

the spiritual and physical levels of reality and attempt to 

demonstrate how various actors in the birth ritual focus their 

attention on different levels of reality, I range far beyond the 

event itself to bring in what I consider illuminating 

information from several disparate quarters. I analyze the 

roles of the curing chanter, the medicine men, the midwives, and 

th~ patient, and set them against a symbolic field built from 

conceptions of physical and spiritual reality, mythological 

histories, and curing chants not directly connected to the birth 

ritual. In this way, I widened the context of birth beyond the 

vision of the actors in the birth event itself. This 

construction of a wider context "largely worked out by the 

anthropologist" allowed me to make a number of interpretations 

that were not offered by Kuna specialists. And similarly, the 

comments I offer in Chapter Seven on flexibility and creativity 

in the curing traditions are based on a synthetic context build 

from examination of curing and medicinal chants, student-teacher 
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relations, the role of dreams, pragmatic contexts of curing, and 

inherent attitudes among the Kuna toward individual creativity. 

The interpretations I made in these two cases were not 

disputed by Kuna specialists when I questioned them, but they 

were only mildly interested in them. Quite simply, they were 

concerned with different lines of intellectual questioning. I 

built up analytical contexts from Kuna materials, but the 

arrangement was my own and was used to pull forth 

interpretations that were of interest to me, not the Kuna 

specialists with whom I was working. If done with restraint, 

with close adhe~ence to informants' statements and careful 

observation of social action, I believe that this tactic is 

valid and even necessary. 

In sum, the bulk of what follows consists of my 

interpretations of observed behavior and interpretations given 

me by the Kuna. With regard to informants' statements, I was 

fortunate to work with a group whose members are extremely 

thoughtful spokesmen of their own culture. Only on rare 

occasions were specialists unable (or unwilling) to explain 

ritual symbols to me and clarify my understanding of the curing 

system. Whenever I stepped beyond individual interpretations 

and events to build wider, composite contexts, I took pains to 

check my insights with the Kuna, who were always ready to tell 

me if I was on the wrong trail. It is inevitable that the 

organization of the ethnography is my own construct, although 

the chapter sequence roughly follows the "natural" progression 
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taken by the Kuna when they confront illness and then set about 

curing it. Furthermore, certain concepts and patterns that I 

have highlighted and given detailed treatment would be taken for 

granted by the Kuna and therefore deemed hardly worth 

mentioning. Beyond these qualifications, I can only say that I 

have attempted, as well as I am able, to faithfully represent 

the world of disease causation and cure as it is conceived by 

the Kuna. 



CHAPTER 2 

THE KUNA COSMOS 

The Earth is the body of the 'Great Mother' (~tummat), 

and in the beginning she was naked. The 'Great Father' (~ 

tummat) joined with the Great Mother in sexual union so she 

could give birth to all the plants (which became her 'green 

clothing' mola arrat), animals, and humans. Both the Mother and 

the Father were thinking of the future: 'there was no end to 

what they were thinking,' and their plan was to prepare the 

world for the arrival, centuries distant, of the 'golden 

people,' the Kuna. To this end, the Father mixed his 'semen' 

(purpa sippukwat) with the Mother's 'menstrual blood' (purpa 

kinit), and from the Mother's womb everything was born. At this 

time, the Earth was pure spirit (purpa),l and the children of 

the union of the Mother and the Father were without substance. 

Explicit descriptions of this birth process exist for a 

1. The word !ur~a has numerous meanings: 'spirit,' 
'soul,' menstrual b 00 ('red purpa'), semen ('white purpa'), 
'shadow,' photograph ('face ~ur~a')' speech ('mouth purpa'). 
Purpa is the term used for t eorigin histories" of lmportant 
spirits, and in this context means the secret or underlying 
essence of the spirits. See the Glossary for a more thorough 
explanation of this term. 
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number of animals and plants; the following "origin history" for 

'genipa' (saptur) may be taken as representative: 2 

He called to his woman (i.e., had sexual relations with 
her) ,you see. The Mother had a hat (i.e., she was 
pregnant), it is said. The Mother's time arrived, it 
is said. The Father said to the Mother: "Some things 
are going to descend, it seems. What sorts of things 
will come?" The Father said to the Mother: "I will 
create a table," The Father took the flat forehead of 
the Mother's vulva (i.e., her abdomen), in its 
spiritual form. The table was still without legs, so 
the Father pulled off his penis for the legs of the 
table. Then he nailed the legs on the table; then the 
table came to have legs. So then the Father said: "I 
will create a golden cup." Then the Father pulled out 
the cup sitting in the Mother's lap (i.e., her womb). 
Then he transformed it into a golden cup. The Father 
then put the cup on the table. The cup had the 
appearance of good yellow. The mother then climbed 
onto the table. The Mother then, on the table, opened 
up her legs. Toward the rising sun she was facing. 
The Mother began to look at her menstrual blood. From 
the body road (i.e., the vagina) of the Mother her 
blood was dripping. Cold blood, it was very cold. The 
blood was dripping, it is said. The blood smelled, all 
over the place, it is said. The Mother began to 
speak: "Something is coming from inside me, I feel. 
It all feels cold along my body road." Then a person 
came descending to the top of the table. He looked 
like a person, it is said. It looked like a person 
with a "bud" on his rear end, it seemed, it is 
said. 3 The Father received him, he made him a 
person. The Mother's cold menstrual blood, the 
Father's cold semen, together they were mixed, it is 

2. Genipa (Genipa americana; jagua in Panamanian Spanish) 
is a tree with round fruit the Slze of a small orange. The 
juice of the fruit is used in many Kuna rituals, and is an 
important medicine. It is commonly employed by many South 
American indigenous groups to paint the body black. 

This origin history was copied from a notebook belonging 
to a curing specialist from Ustuppu. It had originally been 
written down in the 1940's. Similar origin histories, less 
complete than this one, are found in Nordenskiold 1938:388-393 
(for turtles) and Holmer & Wassen 1958:16-37 (for balsawood). 

3. The genipa fruit has a small "bud" protruding from one 
end. 



said. This was the white genipa person, it is said. 
He came with seeds, it is said ••• 

Successively, different varieties of genipa were born 

from the womb of the Mother: Fire-colored, yellow, blue, 
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spotted, dripping (aipoopoomakka). When all were safely 

delivered, the Mother and the Father came together to create the 

river on which the genipa people were to live. The Mother's 

vagina was taken and transformed into a golden tunnel through 

which the genipa people would later travel when summoned by Kuna 

medicine men. The Mother's breath became a golden wind to speed 

them on their way, and her vagina lips became golden canoes in 

whi~h they would journey. The golden house of the genipa people 

was fashioned from the Mother's large intestine, and inside were 

placed golden fire fans made from her clitoris. Her small 

intestine became flags to adorn the house, and in the garden, 

white, yellow, red, and blue flowers made from the Mother's 

menstrual blood were planted. 

In similar fashion, everything on Earth was sired by the 

Mother and the Father, and given a name. The medicines were all 

counselled as to their duties in curing illness, certain animals 

were told that they would be used as food, a number of hardwood 

trees were informed that they would serve as construction 

materials for houses, and so forth. All of this was being done 

in preparation for the eventual arrival of the Kuna. 

As the initial creation came to a close, the Mother and 

the Father gave birth to a spirit woman named Muu,4 and 

4. Muu means 'grandmother' and also 'midwife." See 
Chapter Eight for a discussion of MUu's role in birth. 



installed her in a large house along the bank of the River of 

the Mists. A male spirit named Olopenkikkiler and his female 

companion Olokkekkepyai were given life and placed in a 

community near MUu's house, in the 'Region of the Trees' 
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(Sappipe Neka). The Mother and the Father then abdicated their 

reproductive duties, leaving the future birth of all animals and 

humans to Muu and her daughters, and the on-going reproduction 

of plants in the hands of Olopenkikkiler and Olokkekkepyai. 

The Mother had come naked but had soon afterwards become 

clothed with jungle vegetation. She lived alone and took care 

of all her creations. Her name during this age was 

Olotililisopi: 5 she was the Earth, and the Earth was a 

paradise. The trees were without tough bark, their wood was 

soft and easy to cut, and their sap ran sweet and exuded a 

delicious fragrance. There were no thorns on the plants, and 

plants with edible fruit produced every four days. Large corn 

cobs could be harvested every four days before the stalk died, 

and new plants grew up four days after their seeds were laid in 

the ground. Peccaries were as harmless as their domestic 

cousins, and curassows were tame like chickens. Whenever the 

Mother was hungry, she only had to say: "I want to eat peccary" 

or "I want to eat agouti," and the animal in question would walk 

into her patio, where she would dispatch it without a struggle, 

5. The word tilitilikwa means 'soft, bland;' as one 
informant put it, 'like the flesh of a newborn baby.' 
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quarter it, and roast it over her fire. To obtain fish she 

merely had to place a basket on the river bank and the fish 

would oblige by jumping into it. 

There was no misery, no suffering, no illness. The river 

currents ran at a tranquil pace; the sun shone softly, like the 

tender rays of the moon. Rain fell gently upon the soft earth; 

gentle breezes laced with sweet fragrances ventilated the 

jungle. There were no noxious insects, nor were there poisonous 

animals. The spirits causing illness were absent from the 

world, and death was unknown. 

It was in this utopian setting that the first humans -- a 

man named Piler and his wife Pursopi -- made their 

appearance. 6 They soon ~roduced five sons: Kaana, Inoe, 

Toppekka, Kuchukka and Olokunaliler. 7 They were all powerful 

shamans, and they sired a host of children. Kaana produced a 

group of 'animal-men' (iPturkana) who became the chiefs, or 

guardians, of the animals that possessed claws and climbed 

trees: bear-man, jaguar-man, sloth-man, spiny anteater-man, and 

so forth. While these animal-men were not animals themselves, 

they possessed physical and behavioral characteristics that 

6. Piler is also called Olopilipiler, and pursopi is 
called Olopursopi. 

7. Some Kuna specialists have introduced an additional 
personage into this drama named Luspel (Lucifer), who is a 
snake. In some versions Luspel is the true father of the five 
sons, not Piler. 
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associated them with the animals they governed. 8 Inoe 

produced animal-men who ruled over the animals with big 

stomachs: tapir-man, manatee-man, white-lipped peccary-man, 

agouti-man, paca-man, sea turtle-man, all the large-bellied 

fish-men, and others. Toppekka gave birth to the poisonous 

animal-men: snake-man, scorpion-man, centipede-man, wasp-man, 

sea urchin-man, and others. Kuchukka was the father of the 

chiefs of virulent spirits that caused paralysis, tumors and 

boils, rotten vomiting, 'yellow sickness,' and so forth. The 

last son, Olokunaliler, was the father of cold. 

As the animal-men began to increase in number, corruption 

spread among the inhabitants of the earth. piler, together with 

his children and grandchildren, staged drunken feasts in which 

they tested their strength against each other, brawling 

indiscriminately and causing havoc with their m~9ic. Tapir-man 

delighted in violent wrestling matches with manatee-man in which 

they would plunge through the walls of houses and snap trees in 

half. Olokunaliler brought forth cyclones and intense cold 

simply to display his powerful skills, and Kuchukka allowed his 

8. For example, howler monkey-man had red hair and kept a 
harem of females; tapir-man had a bloated belly and slept in the 
mud; etc. It should also be noted that while three of these 
'animal-men' were the fathers of distinct categories of animals, 
these categories should not be taken as components of the Kuna 
cla~sification of living things. For one thing, they only 
include a small number of the animals known to the Kuna; and 
furthermore, the Kuna have several clasificatory schemes of 
living things which are both more important and very different. 



children to run amok, spreading suffering and death in their 

wake. The venom of wasps was lethal, and snakes merely had to 

stare at their victims to bring on fits of trembling and death. 

Since medicines were unknown, the evil spirits ran unbridled~ 

and the Earth was an unsafe place indeed. 
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The corruption that prevailed among the inhabitants of 

the Earth brought about a fundamental change in the nature of 

things. The Mother became known as Olokkwatule,9 her flesh 

became hard, and life on Earth became harsh. The trees and 

bushes became tough and fibrous, their sap ran bitter and burned 

the skin, and there were foul smells in the jungle. Thorns 

appeared and the edible plants no longer produced succulent 

fruit every four days. The animals became wild and dangerous. 

The rivers were transformed into violent torrents when it 

rained, the sun's rays burned the skin, and nature in general 

shifted from its benign and protective stance to become 

unpredictable and treacherous. It was also during this time 

that the spiritual essence of the Earth became overlaid with 

substance. 

The Great Father, growing concerned, sent successive 

waves of 'good men' (tule nuekana) with instructions to counsel 

the wrongdoers and bring them back on the moral path. These 

missionaries travelled far and wide, speaking and chanting in 

the villages of the Earth, warning of impending punishments from 

9. From the word kwa: the heart of a tree, thus hard. 



the Great Father if they refused to correct their profligate 

behavior. But the inhabitants of the Earth refused to listen. 

They answered the missionaries that they knew what they were 

doing, that they had arrived on Earth first, and that they were 
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direct descendents of Piler, who was the son of the Great Father 

and the Great Mother. 

After repeated attempts to no avail, the Great Father, 

concluding that the tide of corruption could not be turned 

through persuasion, sent cyclones and earthquakes to castigate 

the people. He caused the surface of the Earth to turn over, 

and everything and everybody was banished to the fourth level of 

the cosmos, where they still reside as spirits to the present 

day. But even after this severe measure, they continued to 

behave in much the same manner, for they still had the ability 

to journey to the surfaCe of the Earth whenever they so desired. 

The Earth's population again began to increase, and with 

this increase came renewed corruption and disorder. The Great 

Father sent a man named Mako to Earth to teach 'The Way of the 

Father' (Pap Ikar), and he, like his predecessors, wandered 

about the land in an attempt to instill a sense of morality in 

the people. The Father provided him with a female campanion, 

and she bore him three children. Two of them were twins, a boy 

named Olonittalipippilele and a girl named Kapayai lO • At 

10. The third child was an albino named Ilamakun. 
Nothing more is said about him in the chants I have heard. 
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puberty, they became known as Olottwalikippilele and Makiryai, 

and shortly thereafter they had incestuous relations (for a more 

detailed account see Chapin 1970a:8-10). Olottwalikippilele was 

filled with anger when his act was discovered, and he fled into 

the mountains, eventually rising into the sky and becoming the 

guardian of the moon. Makiryai attempted to follow him, lost 

his trail as she was nearing the end of her pregnancy, and was 

killed and eaten by a group of savage animal-men. A toad-woman 

by the name of Muu Kweloppunayai managed to rescue the womb, 

which she boiled in a golden pot, and from the stew Makiryai's 

eight children were born, the most prominent being Tat Ipe and 

pukasui. ll 

Tat ~ was the leader of the offspring, and was the 

first of the two greatest Kuna culture heroes. 12 He and his 

brothers knew nothing about medicines, as medicinal knowledge 

was still absent from the Earth, and when they had come of age 

they set about learning all they could. Their first project was 

to find the bones of their mother, which had been swallowed by a 

giant fish in the river, and attempt to bring her back to life. 

To accomplish this they travelled to the fourth level of the 

11. Tat Ipe (also called Ipelele and Olowaipippilele) was 
the sun; Pukusui (also called Puiksu and Ikwaokinyappilele) was 
the Morning Star, and was a skilled archer; the five other 
brothers -- Olele, Puutule, Kwatkawattule, Olowakipippilele, and 
Olosuiknipelele -- were stars, as was the only female of the 
group, Olowai-ili. 

12. The second illustrious culture hero was named 
Ipeorkun (see later in this chapter.) 
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cosmos and visited the Region of the Trees, where they visited 

the villages of all of the plants, speaking with their chiefs, 

gathering specimens, and learning how to activate their curative 

powers. They visited Muu at the River of the Mists, and were 

aided by one of Muu's daughters in confusing an irascible shaman 

named Olotikkaliler with hilarious dances imitating animals; 

Pukasui then shot him in the forehead with an arrow tipped with 

a burning ember, converting him into wasps, and the brothers 

looted the house of all manner of medicines. Then they returned 

to the surface with what they had collected and planted the 

medicinal herbs in their gardens. 

Aside from their immediate project of reviving their dead 

mother, Tat Ipe and his brothers had been told by the Great 

Father that it was their duty to gather all the medicines and 

learn the secrets of curing in preparation for the arrival of 

the 'golden people,' who had not yet made their appearance. 13 

The Earth at the time was a perilous, disease-ridden place, and 

Tat Ipe and his brothers had to wage a strong campaign to 

diminish the power of the 'evil spirits' (ponikana) that ran 

rampant. To this end, the Great'Father aided them by sending 

chants and medicinal lore through the medium of dreams. 

Additional knowledge was obtained from the spirits of the 

13. In trying to restore their mother to life they 
failed. They revived her partially and saw that she had been a 
beautiful woman, but at the critical moment in the ceremony they 
were interrupted by an animal-man, and her flesh fell back from 
the bones (see Chapin 1970a:12). 
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medicines themselves, and at times the children of Makiryai went 

directly to the spirits that caused illness and extracted 

information from them as to how they might be combatted. For 

example, Tat lpe would confront the spirit of the snake and 

say: "My friend snake, I would like to talk with you a bit ••• " 

And the snake would instruct him on the medicines he should 

employ and the ways to. activate their curative powers in 

overcoming illnesses resulting from snake attacks. 

At times Tat lpe paid the spirits for their information, 

giving them what they valued most highly: a toxic beverage 

concocted from chile peppers (kapur and kasenkwa), tobacco (~) 

and barbasco (~). On other occasions, he would trick them 

into revealing their secrets, and he even went so far as to 

court their daughters to gain access to their fathers' store of 

knowledge (Chapin 1970a:19). All of the principal curing chants 

and medicines were discovered and learned by Tat rpe and his 

brothers, and armed with these weapons they were able to reduce 

the terrible power of the evil spirits to a pale shadow of what 



it had been before their time. 14 

After having spent their lives combatting evil, Tat Ipe 

and his brothers retired to the heavens, and the history of the 

Earth continued unfolding. Four times the Earth was populated 

and destroyed when corruption took hold and ran unchecked: 

first by 'violent winds' (purwa), next by 'fire' (~), then by 

'darkness' (nek sichit), and finally by a devastating 'flood' 

(~ osis). When the waters of the flood had subsided, the 

Golden People (the Kuna) appeared, and shortly afterwards the 

great culture hero, Ipeorkun, and his sister, Olokkikkatiryai, 

were sent by the Great Father to educate the new inhabitants. 

The Golden People knew nothing of their history and lived in a 

state similar to that of the animals. They wandered about 
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14. To this day, Kuna specialists trace many of their 
chants back to Tat Ipe and his brothers, saying 'they belong to 
Tat Ipe' (Tat Ipe kati). (Ipeorkun, the second of the two 
greatest culture heroes, is also often said to be the 'father' 
of curing chants. See Nordenskiold 1938:504). It may seem 
strange that the evil spirits, even when paid, would willingly 
hand over information that could be used against them. From the 
beginning, the Great Father told all the spirits that they must 
pass such information on. As one specialist expressed it: 
"You can see how the Panamanians, who are evil, have set up 
schools to teach people their ways. Many of the students use 
what they learn against the Panamanians. In Europe, where they 
are also evil and have large wars (he didn't mention the United 
States, perhaps out of courtesy), they have a tradition of 
teaching, of telling their secrets to the entire world. It is 
the same with the spirits." Kuna specialists continue learning 
things from the spirits at the present time by visiting with 
them in dreams. Nele Kantule, the famous shaman and curing 
specialist from ustuppu during this century, had a spirit tutor 
of this sort for years (a half-fish, half-man (saipatule) named 
Olopinkalippi) whom he would visit at the mouth of the 
Putturkanti River. It should also be noted that the so-called 
"evil" spirits (ponikana) are occasionally friendly and helpful 
to man, although th~y are always potentially dangerous. 



semi-naked, knew no ceremonies, were ignorant of kinship ties, 

and left their dead to rot on the ground near their villages. 

Ipeorkun and his sister travelled far and wide, teaching the 

Kuna their culture. 

Much of what they taught the Kuna consisted of knowledge 

that had been discovered by Tat Ipe and his brothers in the 
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distant past, and had been lost since their stay on Earth. When 

their mission on Earth was completed, Ipeorkun and 

Olokkikkatiryai disappeared and nine powerful shamans came to 

continue their teachings. It was during this period that the 

white-skinned foreigners from Yurup Yala (Europe; yala: 

"continent") appeared on the coast of San BIas. 

The World of Spirit as it Exists Today 

The world as its exists today has a dual nature: it is 

composed of what is termed 'the world of spi~it' (nek pllrpalet) 

and 'the world of substance' (nek sanalet). The world of spirit 

is invisible to a person's waking senses, yet surrounds thut 

person on all sides and resides inside every material object. 

Human beings, plants, animals, rocks, rivers, villages, and so 

forth all have invisible purpakana ('souls') which are spiritual 

copies of the physical body.15 The purpa of a human being is, 

in its general form and appearance, a representation of the 

15. -kana is a plural suffix; purpa is the singular form. 



body in which it lives. 16 The purpa of a man with one leg, 

for example, also has only one leg. 
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The Kuna conceive of the purpa as being a composite of as 

many as eight purpakana. Thus, when a person falls ill due to 

'soul loss' (purpa sulesa) he has in reality only lost part of 

his entire collection of purpakana and not the total set (if he 

were to lose all his purpakana, he would be dead). Furthermore, 

the individual purpakana that make up the composite, or 

principal, purpa are seen as complete representations of the 

physical body, but when they are brought back after soul loss, 

they are stuffed piecemeal into the body: purpa is returned to 

the legs, the lap, the head, the eyes, the lips, the hair, and 

even to hair lice. 17 

Beyond this, the purpakana residing inside every object 

are divided into two "moral" categories: 'good' (nuekana) and 

'bad' (iskana). The balance of good and bad purpakana in a 

human being determine his character during life, and when he 

dies, his purpakana are placed on scales, or weighed in the 

hands of the Great Father, to determine which is the heaviest. 

If the scales tip slightly in the direction of the bad 

purpakana, the owner will have to do penance for several years 

16. The 'soul' is not an exact representation, for it is 
subject to strange distortions. It often turns to gold, is 
dressed in elegant clothes, etc. 

17. The restoration of the purpa to the body of a person 
who has suffered soul loss is carefully detailed in several 
curing chants employed for this purpose. See Chapter Seven. 



before making his way to 'the domain of the Father' (~neka), 

the final resting place of good souls. 18 If the bad purpakana 

far outweight the good purpakana, the soul runs the danger of 

being entirely taken over by evil, and may end up roaming the 

earth as a malevolent spirit. 

The world of spirit, then, underlies the world of 

substance, resides inside it, and provides it with its vital 

force. At the same time, it extends out in all directions 

through a series of eight levels that are labeled 'level one' 

(pillikwen), 'level two' (pillipookwa), and so on. While the 

surface of the earth is overlaid with substance, the eight 

levels have no material counterparts. A person dropping down a 

mine shaft would not pass through a series of material levels 

paralleling the spiritual levels; and by the same token, 

passengers in an airplane are no closer to the higher levels 

than a person standing on the surface of the earth. The 
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transition from the world of substance to the world of spirit is 

something like crossing over into a fourth dimension, for the 

spiritual levels exist in, and are part of, a completely 

different order of reality. For this reason, the levels cannot 

18. 'The Domain of the Father' is located on the eighth 
level of the cosmos. The souls of 'good people' who have died 
are guided there by the spirit of a type of cane called masar 
(Cynerium sagittatum; cafia blanca in Panamanian Spanish). The 
journey through the eight levels is effected by means of a chant 
called 'The Way of Masar.' See Nordenskiold 1938:291-320 and 
Chapin 1970a:48-56 for accounts of journeys to the Domain of the 
Father. 



be mapped out geographically in relation to the world of 

substance. 19 
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Queries as to whether the spiritual levels extend up or 

down, or whether the topside levels are the same as those below, 

often elicit seemingly contradictory responses. On the one 

hand, Kuna specialists frequently speak of 'the region above' 

(nek nipali, nek alisikki) and 'the region below' (nek urpali), 

claiming that the two spiritual areas are distinct from each 

other. As conceived by the Kuna, there exist three general 

areas in which the spirits live: 'strongholds' (kalukana) 

located on the hills and mountains inland; 'whi~lpools' 

(piryakana) found below the surface of lakes, rivers, swamps, 

19. Working with a Kuna informant (Ruben Perez Kantule) 
who was not a ritual specialist himself, Nordenskiold drew a 
picture which shows eight "invisible" levels extending toward 
the heavens, and eight distinct levels; which he evidently 
believed to be in some sense "visible," stretching below the 
surface of the earth. Aside from the fact that the levels, be 
they up or down, are spiritual in nature and therefore 
invisible, the drawing is a gross mis-representation of the Kuna 
cosmos (1938:356-357). I attempted to elicit drawings of this 
sort on several occasions, and the results were very 
disappointing. One specialist, after trying, concluded that it 
could not be done. The reason should be clear later in this 
chapter. Beyond this, Nordenskiold says there are 16 levels in 
all. In reality, there are only eight. 
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and the ocean; and 'clouds' (mokirkana}.20 Strongholds which 

are inhabited by 'demons' (niakana), snake spirits, and the 

spirits of most terrestrial animals have varied forms, and there 

are numerous versions of their appearance. In drawings made by 

Kuna specialists :n notebooks, strongholds are often depicted as 

fantastic buildings with several stories, towers, clocks, and 

flags of marvelous colors (see Figure 7). In the tales of 

shamans who have visited these domains, they variously appear, 

when seen from the outside, as massive boulders, or, in one 

case, as a giant wasp's next. But once they have been entered 

the light shines through the cane walls, and the interior is 

similar to a Kuna house, although much larger. Other accounts 

liken the strongholds of spirits to the skyscrapers of 

Panamanians and Americans, the primary difference being that 

they are made of silver and gold and are flamboyantly colored. 

While a good number of these strongholds are inhabited by 

dangerous spirits, many are full of animals. Whenever a 

particular species of animal becomes scarce in the jungle, the 

guardians of their stronghold open the gates and let them stream 

20. Kuna curing specialists memorize the locations of 
spirit strongholds and whirlpools in their immediate region so 
they will know precisely where the various disease-causing 
spirits live. This is essential for chanting, for the 
specialists must have a clear idea of where to send their 
curative spirits to confront the spirits which have caused 
illness. The specialists occasionally keep drawings depicting 
the spiritual geography of their region. These drawings are 
used during practice sessions, to both locate the spirit domains 
on the map and to memorize the names and behavior of their 
inhabitants. See Figure 8 for an example of the whirlpools 
found near ustuppu. 
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out to repopulate the region. 21 It is said that in the past 

there were many enormous strongholds controlled by virulent 

spirits in the Ustuppu area, and they constituted a serious 

danger to the first settlers who came out to the coast (also see 

Howe 1976). But these were contained and pacified with 

medicines and chants, and today there are only a few small ones 

left. 

Whirlpools are inhabited by spiritual crocodiles, sharks, 

'water jaguars' {tii achu) , stingrays, elephants, fisher birds 

(such as herons, bitterns, broadbills, etc.), turtles, and all 

sorts of fish. 22 Rivers contain strings of these spiritual 

abodes leading upstream. They are also found in most of the 

swamps and along the coastline, and outer islands are abundant 

with them. Like the strongholds in the mountains, whirlpools 

were violently treacherous when the Kuna arrived in the area, 

but have since been pacified to the point where they are now 

only mildly perilous. Each year, when the rivers flood and the 

21. This is one reason the Kuna often translate kalu into 
Spanish as 'corral.' Kalu in ordinary usage also refers to the 
wall of a house (which-rs-traditionally made of cane or sections 
of black palm) or a slat enclosure for animals. 

22. It is always explained that flesh-and-blood 
'elephants' (ispiet) live in Africa, and in zoos throughout the 
world (some Kunas from ustuppu were much impressed when they saw 
one in Panama City in the 1930's). In San BIas, however; all the 
elephants are spiritual. The same argument is given in the 
case of 'were-fish' (ansu, saipa). It should also be noted that 
certain spirits live in two or more different types of 
domains. For example, there is an elephant spirit living in the 
clouds, and they are sometimes found in whirlpools. By the same 
token, 'demons' (niakan) are occasionally found residing in 
strongholds and whlrlpools. 



seas become unruly during the season of high winds, many of 

these whirlpools are understood to be actively sending fish, 

turtles, and other marine creatures to replenish the seas (see 

Chapin 1970a:59). 
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Spirita also dwell among the clouds. When clouds form 

billowing masses in the sky, one layer piled on top of another, 

the Kuna often point to them and remark that these are the 

levels of the cosmos. The spirits living in this zone are said 

to be 'like winds,' and when they attack humans they cause 

dizziness, paralysis, fainting, epilepsy and related ailments. 

They take the form of spiritual butterflies, certain types of 

high-flying, sc~ring birds (such as hawks, frigate birds and sea 

gulls), and tree-dwelling animals such as sloths and anteaters. 

In sum, then, the spirits that live in the strongholds 

attack by coming down out of the mountains and hills; the 

inhabitants of the whirlpools travel up from their watery 

retreats; and the dwellers of the clouds sweep down out of the 

sky like winds. Rumblings under the ground signal spirit 

activity below, while strange anomalies in the heavens, such as 

clouds filled with sparks or flocks of unknown birds, are sure 

signs that spirits are moving around in the heavens. Up is 

clearly distinguished from down, and each region has spirits 

peculiar to it. 

Specialists who separate the world above from the world 

below have also told me with equal ~onviction that these two 

regions are one and the same. As one informant put it, "the 



levels curve around the surface of the earth like pots." And 

indeed this often seems to be the case. Certain spirits which 

are said to live down under -- where they were banished by the 

Great Father deep in the mythological past -- are visited by 

spirits of the dead as they traverse the eight levels to the 

domain of the Father, which is described as being "above" 

(Chapin 1970a:48-56). Muu, who lives on the fourth level, is 
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sometimes said to live "inside" the (spiritual) Earth, for she 

is the spirit of reproduction and her house is the womb of the 

Great Mother; but in the chant Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu') a 

host of curing spirits travels "up" to reach her domain. The 

fourth level also holds the sources of the rain (which fall from 

above) and of the seas (which well up from below). And a single 

journey into the spiritual leveJ.s may begin by sliding down 

holes in the ground, continue by paddling upstream in a canoe, 

and end by flying in a 'golden plate' (olopatte). 

The apparent confusion in this picture only clears away 

when we plot the progress of journeys taken into the spiritual 

levels step by step, and note that they are strongly modelled 

after the Kunas' experience of the world they live in. In the 

chant MUll Ikar, which is employed for difficult childbirth, a 

host of curing spirits undertakes an expedition to the fourth 

level. At the outset, the transition into the world of spirit 

is effected and the curing spirits leave the house of the 

patient, which exists in spirit, and walk through the streets of 

the community. The armadillo spirits 



(called 'shamans': nelekana) burrow through the crust of the 

(spiritual) earth and open up a tunnel for their compansions. 

They all pass down through the tunnel and emerge at level one, 

at the mouth of a great river, board canoes, and set off 

upstream. They follow the river until they come to the end of 
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navigable water, beach the canoes, and strike out overland along 

a broad path leading into the jungle. They then begin to ascend 

into the foothills, and, as they move upward, pass through level 

two, then level three, and finally make their way to level 

four. During this journey, the immense sky stetches out in all 

directions above their heads. They occasionally pause to 

contemplate the serrated mountain peaks before them on the 

horizon; and when they at last reach MUu's house they turn 

around to admire the kwala 23 bushes of level three, the 

rolling fields of 'squash' (moe) covering level two, and 

finally, the mouth of the river and the coastline far away in 

the distance. A similar scene is described in a chant about the 

spirit of a dead man who reaches the eighth level. Standing 

next to the house of the Great Father (a majestic eight-story 

building), the spirit hoists a telescope to his eye and sees the 

united States: "I observed all of the great buildings, the 

towers, the flags that waved in the wind, and many cars in the 

streets; I also saw huge docks with big ships." Then, he turns 

his gaze toward San BIas and discerns the distant Kuna island 

23. Kwala is a low-lying bush with yellow flowers, used 
as a broom to sweep floors and patios. Sida acuta; escobilla in 
Panamanian Spanish. 
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villages "floating on the sea like coconut husks "(Chapin 

1970a:55) ." 

In a chant called Kapur ikar ('The Way of Spanish 

Pepper') the curing spirits set out after the spirits of 

croc0diles which have abducted the purpa of a patient. They 

first journey upriver in a canoe, then enter the whirlpool where 

the evil spirits live. While this chant does not take the 

curing spirits past the first level, I was told by the 

specialist who sang it that if there were cause to continue 

descending to the second or third level, the curing spirits 

would journey in much the same way: they would simply travel 

along the river in question until they reached these levels, and 

then drop down into the whirlpools they found there. 

In a 'play' (totoet) chant about a sea turtle with sticky 

plates on its back,24 a girl who attempts to grab it when it 

comes up on the beach to lay its eggs is taken to the fourth 

level. At this place a puberty feast is being celebrated, and 

the guests sharks, dolfins, barracudas, stingrays, among 

others -- all arrive in canoes equipped with sails. In other 

words, they do not simply descend into the depths of the ocean 

to reach their destination; they travel as the Kuna do, in 

canoes, when they strike out across the surface. 

In sum, journeys into the spirit realm are undertaken by 

means familiar to the Kuna or to the animals they observe about 

24. This chant, 'The Song of the Sea Turtle' (Yaukki 
Namakket), is sung purely for entertainment, often dur~ng 
puberty feasts when everyone is primed with chicha. It is sung 
in the ritual language. 



them. While there are occasional flights in 'golden plates' 

(olopatte), most of the travel is conducted in canoes, by 

walking, or by sliding (with the help of the armadillo shamans) 

through holes dug in the ground. When the curing spirits head 

for Muu's house they move through jungle, along rivers, up and 

down hills -- all the while passing by congregations of spirits 

of various sorts in their natural habitats (along MUu's river, 

for example, they meet Muu's crabs, MUu's crocodiles sunning 

themselves on the sand, and MUu's fisher birds in a mangrove 

swamp). Throughout, they are covered by the vast sky above. 

The rules of travel in the spirit realm conform neatly to those 

in operation when flesh-and-blood Kuna ply the mainland jungle 

to carryon their subsistence activities. In other words, they 
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follow the topographical contours of the land through which they 

pass. Similarly, the chant of the sea turtle seems to suggest a 

journey not straight down to the bottom of the sea, but rather 

across the surface, although the domain of the sea turtle is 

underwater. When the world of spirit is entered, the travellers 

usually do not go straight up into the sky, nor do they drop 

straight down into the bowels of the earth, as Nordenskiold's 

drawing of the spiritual levels suggests. 25 The levels must 

be seen as existing in another dimension, another sphere of 

25. There are some instances of culture heroes and 
ponikana (potentially dangerous spirits) moving up and down 
through the levels more or less directly in golden platters or 
through tunnels. However, the spirits sent by curing chanters 
invariably take the more laborious route. 
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reality; and while they do not have counterparts in the physical 

world surrounding Kuna villages, they stretch away from the 

spiritual representations of the villages just as the sea and 

the land extend into the distance. 

When the Kuna make a distinction between 'the world 

above' and 'the world below' they are likewise modelling their 

conceptions after the world they know. Quite obviously, 

flesh-and-blood crocodiles live under the ground and in swamps 

and rivers (occasionally making forays into the ocean along the 

coast), as do sharks! frogs and stingrays. And the same is true 

with the spirits of these beasts (it would be strange indeed to 

have crocodiles living in the clouds or high in the mountains). 

Spirits which attack humans from above, on the other hand, are 

just those that the Kuna know, as substantial animals, to be 

living above the ground: birds, butterflies, sloths, tree 

anteaters and monkeys. The world of spirit, then, is similar to 

nature and is modelled after it. In this way it gains coherence 

as a single reality; the levels may go up or down, but they 

follow the topography of the land. And along the way there are 

side routes that take the traveller into whirlpools, over 

mountains or along rivers. 

The Inhabitants of the Spirit World 

While all the inhabitants of the spirit world are able to 

change their shapes at will, and are therefore sometimes seen as 



animals, plants, or grotesque, distored monsters, they are 

frequently pictured in human form. They are also dealt with as 

if they were humans. The male spirits, good and bad, are 

referred to a tule ('man'), machi ('boy') or nele ('shaman'), 

the latter term being a recognition of their magical 
26 powers. The male 'potentially dangerous spirits' (ponikana) 

are usually called kilu ('uncle'). Most of the plant medicines 

are female and are called either ina puntorkana ('medicine 

girls') or ina walepunkana ('medicine women'). The male spirit 

of cacao is called Nele Kelikkwa ('Shaman Kelikkwa i
), while the 

female spirit8 of cacao are variously referred to an Amma 
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Kelikkwa ('Aunt Kelikkwa'), Puna Kelikkwa ('Sister Kelikkwa') or 

Sia Kellkkwa ('Niece Kelikkwa'). Many of the female spirits 

which are either dangerous or neutral are termed ~ ('aunt'), 

and the diety in charge of pregnancy and birth is called Muu 

('grandmother'). The proper names of the female spirits 

characteristically take the feminine suffix -tili, -yai or 

-sop(!), while the names of the male spirits are completed with 

-lele or -nele ('shaman'), or -tule ('man'). 

Despite their human form, the spirits usually possess 

characteristics, both behavioral and physical, which mark them 

for the animal, plant or natural force they represent. The 

26. with this latter term - nele - one distinction should 
be made. Many of the "good" spiritsare referred to with this 
term as a prefix (such as Nele Uapalele": 'Shaman Balsawood') as 
well as a suffix (-lele). The potentially dangerous spirits 
(ponikana), however~ not receive the prefix, just the suffix. 



tapir spirit, Oloalikinya, has a humanoid body with a bloated 

belly, and likes to sleep curled up in the mUd. The crocodile 

spirits (of which there are several species) wear hats, coats 

and shoes, yet dig their houses in the banks of the rivers, 

spend much of their time sunning themselves on the sand beaches 

where they live, and are able to hold their breath under water 

for long periods of time. The sweet-smelling basil plant, a 

girl named Puna Olopisetili, is dressed in her own leaves and 

wears strings of fragrant seeds around her neck. 
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The spirits which cause illness are called ponikana 

(singular: poni). While the Kuna often translate poni into 

Spanish as "espiritu malo" ('evil spirit'), it must be kept in 

mind that ponikana are not inherently malevolent. Although 

they are always potentially dangerous, they occasionally help 

human beings by warning them of danger or by leading them out of 

the jungle when they have lost their way. Furthermore, 

throughout the world of spirit, ponikana are found guarding and 

taking care of strongholds, whirlpools, forests, rivers, and 

other places. In this sense, they fulfill vital maintenance 

functions required to keep the universe in operation. 

Ponikana take many forms and are found throughout the 

spirit world. For example, there are crocodile ponikana, shark 

ponikana, monkey ponikana, and even such things as paint 

ponikana, which can attack a pregnant woman and cause the fetus 

to stick within the womb. Perhaps the most virulent form of 

poni is the nia, which is usually translated into Spanish as 
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'diablo' or 'demonio.' The nia, in contrast to the other 

ponikana, is not associated with any particular animal, plant or 

natural force; it is variously pictured as a creature with black 

skin and lights shinning brightly from its back, or as a hairy 

monster riding a giant tapir or a jaguar. A nia on the island 

of Niatuppu, to thE west of Ustuppu, used to produce wild 

thumping noises by banging his massive penis against the trunks 

of coconut palms (Howe: personal communication, 1976) .27 

Niakana are often leaders of the lesser ponikana, and serve as 

their 'chiefs' (sailakana) or 'big men' (tummakana). When bent 

on doing harm to humans, niakana often disguise themselves as 

alluring men or women and try to seduce Kunas of the opposite 

sex. 

During such an attack the victim's vision becomes altered 

and the world of the niakana becomes more real to him than the 

world perceived by his unaffectd senses. His behavior becomes 

abberrant and often dangerous. He talks to an invisible 

audience, fights with those around him, attempts to damage his 

surroundings, and, in the most extreme cases, trys to kill 

himself. Efforts to exorcise the nia possessing the senses of a 

27. Niatuppu ('Demon Island') received its name from this 
character. 



victim of this sort of attack are so drastic that they 

occasionally cause the patient's death. 28 

Men alone in the jungle often runs across ponikana that 

have taken on substance and are therefore visible to the waking 
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senses. When they appear in animal form, ponikana are fequently 

recognized for what they are because they are in some way 

anomalous. A crocodile with two tails, a monkey walking upright 

on the jungle floor, a crying octopus sitting in a coconut tree, 

and a jaguar holding a conversation with a deer are examples of 

ponikana, clothed in substance, that have been sighted near 

Ustuppu during the last few years. A man from the Carti region 

to the west once told me of an experience which happened to him 

years ago, far inland, and high in the mountains. He was 

climbing a hill when he heard an eerie whirring noise, and he 

turned to see a gigantic flying jaguar called an achunipalit29 

rush out of the sky and grab a white-lipped peccary. When he 

saw this happen, he fainted, rolled down the hill, and regained 

consciousness some hours later half-submerged in a swamp. The 

achunipalit had disappeared. 

28. At the present time, a toxic beverage is administered 
to the victim of nia attack. Treatment begins with a doses 
designed to cause un-consciousness, after which the patient is 
revived and bathed in water steeped in sweet-smelling plants. 
If the patient fails to show improvement, the dose is gradually 
increased until he is either cured or killed. In the past, 
victims of nia attack were apparently burned to death (Holmer & 
Wassen 1958-)-.- See Chapter Seven. 

29. Achunipalit literaly means 'the jaguar above' (thus, 
flying jaguar). It 1S also called aschusimuttupalit ('the 
jaguar with the umbilical cord') and achu soa-soa (the jaguar 
that cries "soa-soa"). 



Occasionally ponikana appear in the shape of humans, 

usually complete strangers (often blacks) or deceased 

1 t ' 30 re a ~ves. In such cases, ponikana may attack and attempt 
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to kill the person who encounters them, or, more often, may help 

him out of some difficulty or inform him of some imminent 

danger. Many of these encounters serve to pass on information 

which will be carried back to the community, either gossip about 

moral infractions by specific individuals or groups, or messages 

to the effect that mankind in general is drifting into 

31 unredeemable corruption and the end of the world is near. 

To combat the incursion of harmful ponikana, which 

constantly threaten the Kuna, curing specialists keep among 

their ritual objects a number of carved wooden figures, most of 

which are fashioned in the form of human beings, called 
32 nuchukana. Nuchukana are usually about a foot tall, and 

almost invariably are carved to look like non-Indians; if they 

30. These are not deceased relatives, but ponikana who 
have taken their shape to deceive their victims. They sometimes 
attempt to lure their victims deep into the jungle, where they 
leave them stranded. On other occasions they appear as living 
human beings, especially spouses. It sometimes happens that a 
pe~son's "spouse" will appear and have sexual relations with 
him/her. Only later is it discovered that the "spouse~ was in 
fact a poni. 

31. The octopus mentioned in the last paragraph was 
crying because the end of the world was approaching (due to the 
corrupt behavior of the people), and the jaguar and the deer 
were discussing a similar theme. 

32. Singular: nuchu. Also called uchu, suarnuchu 
('stick nuchu'), sualluchu, suarmimmi ('st~babyi), and 
sualnele ('stick shaman'). 





are made to represent Indians, they are somewhat more exotic, 

wearing suits and hats with serrated tops, and are occasionally 

riding horses. The magical properties of nuchukana are 

determined more by the type of wood from which they are carved, 

and the more important ones in a specialist's collection 

frequently have indiviudal names which the specialist uses to 

address them. The figures themselves are said to be merely 

"shells" in which their spirits reside, and the spirits must be 

"fed" periodically with the smoke of cacao seeds burned beneath 

them in clay incense pots, and "bathed" in sweet-smelling 

plants. 33 Most Kuna households have a small box full of 

nuchukana, for they serve to guard the inhabitants against the 

entrance of dangerous spirits, and whenever someone falls ill 
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they are counselled by specialists to take a more active role in 

repe~ling the attacking spirits. 

There are as many as twenty types of wood used in making 

the different nuchukana, each one possessing its own singular 

powers. 'Balsawood' (ukku~~~~a in colloquial Kuna; Nele 

Ualalele is his name in the ritual language) is one of the most 

powerful of the nuchu spirits, for he is deemed to be very 

level-headed and intellligent. 34 He is employed as the 

33. Several years ago, a girl from the carti region had a 
dream in which she talked with a group of nuchukana who had been 
sold to some Europeans who had come through San BIas. "They 
were being kept in a museum on a mountain top in Europe, where 
they were starving and in rags, because no one knew how to take 
care of them" (Howe, personal communication 1977). 

34. One reason Shaman Balsawood is intelligent is because 
he is soft (tuttukwa). For the Kuna, a person with a 'soft 
head' is intelligent, while someome with a 'hard head' is stupid. 



leader in two of the most important longer chants (Muu Ikar and 

Nia Ikar), in which contingents of nuchukana are sent to the 

domain of attacking ponikana. 35 Another important nuchu 

figure is Shaman 'Drunktree' (mummutwala ~n colloquial Kuna; 
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Nele Mumupalele is his name in the ritual language), who is the 

chief of the nuchukana employed in a chant for combatting fever, 

Kapur Ikar ('The Way of Spanish pepper,).36 Shaman Drunktree 

is constantly in a state of intoxication, possesses tremendous 

strength, and is frequently on the verge of breaking loose with 

incontrollable violence. Shaman Pine (pariawala in colloquial 

Kuna; Nele Pariapalele is his name in the ritual language) is 

not a native to San Bias; he is described as 'the foreigner' and 

his carved representations are made from pieces of wood that 

wash up on the coast. Shaman Spanish Pepper (kapur in 

colloquial Kuna; Nele Ulukkwapurwikkwalele is his name in the 

ritual language) confronts the ponikana by lifting off his hat 

and sending forth noxious clouds of pepper smoke, which causes 

35. Shaman Balsawood is also the chief of the most 
powerful curing ceremony of the Kuna, Apsoket ('Conversing'). 
This ceremony lasts for eight days, involves the entire 
community, and aims to expel hordes of ponikana that are 
menacing the inhabitants. For this rite, fifty huge balsawood 
effigies (from three to seven feet tall) are carved and placed 
along one wall of the building where the ceremony is held. 
These effigies, however, are not called nuchukana. See Chapter 
Seven for a discussion of this ceremony. 

36. Mummutwala ('drunk tree') is Hura polyandra; javillo 
in Spanish. It is large tree with caustic sap, and has blunt 
spines covering the trunk. According to the Kuna, when the 
fruit falls to the ground and ferments, animals eat it and 
become intoxicated. 



them to lose their sight and fall into fits of uncontrollable 

coughing. 
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when the nuchu spirits are summoned for an expedition 

into the spirit realm, they come in all colors - fire colored, 

blue, white-faced, black, red, two-colored - and are assembled 

together in the room with a wide assortment of other spirit 

helpers: armadillo shamans, bee shamans that will entangle 

themselves in the hair of the ponikana, plant shamans with hooks 

and spines, scissor shamans to cut through the cloth enclosures 

of the ponikana, and sealing wax shamans that will gum up the 

doors of the ponikana. Thus the curing specialists are able to 

marshal to their aid a well-balanced and effective force to 

combat the powers of evil. 

The inhabitants of the spirit realm have their domans in 

and around Kuna villages, off in the jungle, in the sea and the 

rivers, and also spread throughout the eight levels of the 

cosmos. They live in communities with houses similar to those 

of the Kuna, and have centrally located gathering halls. The 

spirit communities are invariably situated along the banks of 

rivers, as were all Kuna communities 150 years ago, and as a few 

are today. Their houses are stocked with hammocks and carved 

wooden stools, and gourds, bottles and baskets holding various 

objects and substances hang from the walls and roof beams (for 

example, Kuchukka, the son of Piler and the father of disease, 

has different colored bottles containing virulent ponikana 

strung from the ceiling of his house, which is on the fourth 



level). The houses are characteristically surrounded by 

well-kept patios adorned with beautiful flowers that exude 

delicious perfumes, for even evil spirits appreciate such 

things. Flags wave above the roof tops, and the houses are 

invariably equipped with high towers containing clocks and gold 

and silver bells. The canoes of the spirits are beached along 

the riverbanks near the villages, and Kuna curing and secular 
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chants give occasional glimpses of women spirits washing clothes 

in the river or gathering fruit and vegetables in nearby 

plantations. Even at the house of Aunt Sea Turtle. which is 

located at the bottom of the sea, many of these features are 

present. In short, the spirits, both good and evil, live more 

or less as the Kuna live, and the basic model for the spirit 

world comes from the conception Kunas have of their own 

society.37 

Similar parallels are found in the realm of social 

organization. Spirit communities have chiefs who represent the 

inhabitants and can be confronted as village spokesmen by 

visiting spirits, such as the nuchukana. The spirits contract 

marriage according to Kuna rules, and even display the 

circumspect manner in which Kuna men go about approaching the 

37. This tendency to project their own standards onto 
alien worlds was demonstrated rather amusingly by several of the 
older women who had never ventured outside of San BIas. They 
would ask us the name of my mother's island, and when we told 
them that she didn't live on an island they assumed that she 
lived along a river. Just before my mother came to visit us in 
the field they were all wondering who would take care of all her 
pigs and chickens during her absence. 
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father of the desired bride (Chapin 1970a:l4). They procreate, 

follow the traditional rule of matrilocal residence, and live in 

packed households with brothers and sisters, uncles and aunts, 

grandparents and grandchildren. In keeping with everything 

else, they observe all of the major ceremonies of the Kuna, the 

principal ceremony being the puberty rite for girls. 

Thus, the Kuna conception of the world of spirit is 

essentially modelled after the physical and social world in 

which they live. At the same time, however, the world of spirit 

is a good deal more than a mere copy. Fantastic distortions and 

embellisments find their way into descriptions of the world of 

spirit, rendering it a wildly magnificent and, at times, a 

dangerous place. Objects and personages are of gold and silver 

and of different colors; and they are constantly changing, being 

transformed ito distinct shapes and hues. Many things come in 

series, each member of the series being of a different color. 

Smells are exaggerated, becoming either pungently fragrant or 

violently disagreeable. The most powerful spirits sport eight 

hats, eight suits, eight pairs of shoes - all of which are gold 

and silver, strangely colored, and continuously throwing off 

sparks and shinning brilliantly. In the world of substance, 

Kuna cemeteries are generally dreary sites in a state of 

semi-disrepair, but in the world of spirit they are well 

constructed and carefully maintained, with elegant burial 

structures, manicured patios overflowing with. fragrant flowers, 

and everything is gold and silver (Chapin 1970a:49) 
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Dangerous phenomena are more common in the spiritual 

landscape, and they are more active -- they are alive. 

Whirlpools of different colors swirl up into the air like 

flutes, rush down into the depths of the earth, spin furiously 

and throw off spume and mist, transforming the rivers into 

perilous obstacle courses. The branches of genipa trees 

(sapturwala) are inhabited by ferocious jaguars which are not 

like the jaguars known to the Kuna. In the chant Muu Ikar, the 

nuchukana must thread their way through a cluster of enormous 

'water barrels' (tii parikana) of all colors that are pulsating, 

groaning, shuffling back and forth over the ground, and 

vibrating wildly as liquid ('like blood') spurts and oozes from 

long tubes attached to them. Everything is ominous and strange, 

holding multiple unseen dangers for those not familiar with the 

nature of the spirit realm. Even innocuous objects found in the 

world of sUbstance swell to treacherous dimensions in the world 

of spirit. 

The spirit realm is constantly impinging on the lives of 

the Kuna as they go about their everyday activities. Ponikana 

periodically attack those too weak to repell their incursions, 

causing illness, deformity ahd death. Ponikana roam through the 

villages under cover of darkness, startling the inhabitants in 

unlit streets and abducting their souls. Men alone in the 

jungle meet ponikana head-on or sense their presence nearby. 

Certain regions on the mainland are recognized as poni 



sanctuaries, and when they are visited great caution is taken. 

Kuna with experience in the jungle are aware that the ponikana 

stretch their 'clothes lines' (mortupa) across the branches of 

certain large trees along the river banks, and realize that to 

distrub them will drive their owners into a frenzy and stir up 

retribution, either against the transgressor or against the 

community as a whole. 
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However, virtually all of these encounters occur on the 

surface of the earth. Ordinary individuals do not come in 

direct contact with the spiritual levels of the cosmos during 

the daily round, and the bulk of our knowledge of this region 

has come from the spirits of Kuna specialists who have boldly 

ventured into its depths. The mythological traditions, which 

are chanted in the evening gathering sessions, relate tales 

learned by the great shamans of the distant past, who, unlike 

the majority of touay's shamans, had the ability to send their 

spirits at will through the various spirt levels. Two of these 

shamans who arrived after Ipeorkun, Nele Pailiper and Nele Sipu, 

have left detailed narratives of their travels through the 

cosmological levels. Nele Pailiper once summoned the spirit of 

a deceased man to the gathering hall and had him relate his 

adventures as he traversed the eight levels to the domain of the 

Great Father (Chapin 1970a:48-56). And Nele Sipu made a similar 



journey, after which he described the places he visited in 

detail (Nordenskiold 1938:29l-320j .39 

certain contemporary shamans have travelled through the 
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spirit levels during trances or while dreaming, and a number of 

specialists have learned much of what they know, including major 

chants several hours long, from spiritual teachers in the depths 

of the spirit realm. It is maintained, for example, that one 

famous curer from the carti area learned Muu Ikar in this way, 

and he himself claims that he has visited MUu's house on the 

fourth level on many occasions. Thus, when he is chanting about 

MUu's animals, MUu's river barrels, and the flowers that grow in 

MUu's garden, he is actually describing things he has seen with 

his own (spiritual) eyes. 40 

While everyone has access to the spirits that manifest 

themselves around the village and in the jungle, only those ~fith 

a thorough grasp of the ritual language (which is the language 

39. The tale of Nele SlPU (sipu (kwa) means 'white,' and 
Nele Sipu was an albino) was recorded in ustuppu in the 1920's; 
and I recorded the story of Nele Pailiper in curti Suituppu in 
1969. Both cover the same ground - a journey through the levels 
of the cosmos to the Domain of the Father - but there are some 
telling differences between the two texts. While the earlier 
version describes horse-drawn carr~ages in the streets of the 
Domain of the Father, the later version describes cars. 
Furthermore, the story of Nele Pailiper contains an eight story 
skyscraper (the Father's "house"), the first six floors of which 
are filled with "secretaries" keeping records on all the Kuna. 
Thus we see that modern bureaucracy has even infiltrated the 
Domain of the Father. 

40. A nele from ustuppu has similarly learned Muu Ikar 
from spirit tutors, and there are numerous examples o~ ---
specialists learning chants from spirits throughout San BIas. 
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of the spirit realm) and a confident understanding of the 

workings of the world of spirit are able to move into the levels 

without being overcome and destroyed. Danger increases with 

distance from home, and the deeper one journeys into the levels, 

the more hazardous things become. A few of the most powerful 

shamans have sent their spirits as far as the fourth level, but 

none of those alive today have dared to continue beyond. The 

fifth, sixth and seventh levels are filled with extremely 

dangerous spirits; they are shrouded in mists, and are only 

vaguely understood. Lesser specialists who are not shamans are 

very reluctant to travel into even the closest levels. Several 

have told me that in dreams they have met ponikana who have 

invited them to step across into the first level, but they have 

always resisted for fear of losing their way. 



CHAPTER 3 

HOW ILLNESS OCCURS 

All forms of illness occur on the level of spirit and are 

caused by ponikana. l A person may become ill in one of two 

major ways. First, one or more parts of his composite purpa may 

be abducted by a poni and carried off to the poni's domain, a 

state of affairs which depletes his purpa and brings on fever 

and weakness. Second, one or more ponikana may launch an attack 

on the individuals purpa, taking up residence inside it and 

corrupting it. It is important to realize that, in the Kuna 

view, disease is not caused by physical agents that invade the 

flesh and organs of the victim. Although a stingray, for 

example, may strike the leg of a man with its poisonous spine as 

he wades in shallow water, the essential fact for the Kuna is 

that a spirit stingray, clothed in substance, has attacked the 

purpa inside the man's body. Of course, it is soon readily 

observable that the victim's flesh has become bloated and 

infected, but this is because his purpa has sustained spiritual 

1. When someone is ill it is said that he 'has poni' 
(poni nikka); and the word poni is commonly used to designate 
illness. Minor cuts or skin irritations are not considered 
'illnesses' (kekuet), and no effort is made to find the cause. 
When they become seriously infected or otherwise complicated, 
ponikana are held responsible. 
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damage. In other words, the affliction of the purpa is simply 

mirrored in the flesh, and the former is considered primary. 
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The first way in which illness may occur is through what 

is termed "soul loss" in much of the anthropological 

literature. When this takes place the Kuna say that 'the purpa 

has been taken' (purpa sulesa) or ;the purpa has been grabbed' 

(purpa kalesa). This does not mean that the entire set of 

purpakana has been taken, but rather that one or more parts have 

been stripped from it. As noted in the preceding chapter, loss 

of the entire set would result in a lifeless body. 

The victim of purpa abduction may not be aware that 

anything is amiss until several hours after the event itself, 

when he has returned to his home and is overcome with fever and 

general listlessness. More commonly, however, the victim is 

frightened or startled while going about his daily routine and 

at this moment the purpa is jarred loose from his body. In the 

jungle, men may be abruptly surprised by a wild animal or a loud 

unexpected noise; they may slip and fall from their canoes as 

they navigate inland rivers or coastal reefs; or they may 

suddenly experience a strange sensation of weakness and Lreak 

into a cold sweat. When something of this nature occurs, the 

purpa has likely broken free and fallen to the ground; 

thereafter, it becomes disoriented, confused, and is unable to 

find its way back to its owner's body. Occasionally, tragedy 

may be averted when the victim cries out loudly and successfully 

calls the purpa back; or he may quickly cut a number of crosses 
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from nipar palm stems and cast them about him to cut off 

potential abducting ponikana, thus allowing the purpa to return 

unharmed. 2 But if this fails, the purpa will be left behind 

to be picked up, sooner or later, by one of the ponikana ip ':he 

neighborhood. Ponikana are always scavenging for errant 

purpakana that have somehow escaped from their owners, and it is 

only a matter of time before one will stumble on a purpa 

stranded hopelessly in the jungle. 

The Kuna are constantly on guard against purpa loss, and 

are especially careful where small children are concerned. The 

purpa of a child (and tiny infants in particular) is not yet 

securely fixed in the body and may become dislodged at the 

slightest provocation. Children are easily frightened by such 

things as vaccination needles, which they are likely to 

encounter at the government clinic in Ustuppu and the Baptist 

hospital in Ailikanti. Consequently, Kuna parents often 

hesitate to take them to these institutions for treatment. And 

of course, their worst fears are at least partially borne out, 

for innoculations often produce reactions of fever, which is the 

major symptom of purpa loss. On one occasion, our daughter, who 

was then ten months old, fell out of her high-chair and hit the 

ground amid resounding shrieks. The neighbors arrived within 

seconds with a sheet, which they placed over her, and began to 

2. These crosses, called nakruskana, are commonly used in 
Kuna curing ceremonies to ward off ponikana. 
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'bathe' her purpa with the smoke of cacao seeds to soothe it and 

keep it from leaving her body. A similar incident occurred one 

day when a small boy was badly frightened by a plastic crocodile 

someone had brought him from Panama City. 

When a purpa is lost, the body heats up and the victim 

becomes feverish, grows weak, and is overcome with 

listlessness. As one Kuna explained, the afflicted body heats 

up like an outboard motor that is damaged and will not pump 

water. Medicines may be administered to cool the patient, but 

the most important objective is to recover the purpa and restore 

it to the body as soon as possible. If the purpa is not found 

and returned to its proper place, the patient will steadily 

worsen and eventually die. Once, I suggested to a Kuna friend 

that he take his granddaughter, who had a high fever and was 

confined to her hammock, to the hospital for treatment. He 

looked at me aghast, replying that the girl's purpa had to be 

recovered first, and no non-Kuna doctor had medicines at this 

disposal to achieve that. Then he added as an afterthought that 

when the purpa had been rescued, he might consider taking her to 

the hospital to fatten her up, for the menu there was both ample 

and nutritious. 

The second way in which illness is caused is more complex 

and leads to a wider variety of ailments. Here one deals with 

the intrusion of ponikana into the purpa, which is called either 

poni partaisa ('the poni attacked'), poni toisa or poni uposa 

('the poni entered'), or poni nakusa ('the poni arrived'). All 



objects, animals, and natural forces are potentially poni, 

although some are considered more persistently dangerou~ than 

others. At times, a poni will attack clothed in substance. as 

when a snake sinks its fangs into the arm or leg of a man 
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clearing brush on his farm. But ponikana often strike as pure 

spirit, invisibly, and it is only after the victim is beset with 

symptoms of illness that he realizes what has happened. In 

fact, actual snake bite is rare in most regions of San BIas, but 

on Ustuppu the medicine men are heavily burdened with patients 

suffering from attacks by snake ponikana. This is explained, 

for example, by the fact that a man may step on the path taken 

earlier in the day by a snake, and the fragm6'Hts ·of snake poni 

left behind have adhered to his foot, entering his purpa and 

corrupting it. Also, women periodically suffer from the 

invasion of snake ponikana, even though they seldom journey to 

the mainland. 3 

When a poni attack occurs, the purpa of the victim 

becomes corrupted and takes on some of the poni's 

characteristics, which may manifest themselves in the form of 

physical symptoms or in aspects of the victim's behavior. Thus, 

dizziness and loss of balance are often attributed to the attack 

of high-flying bird ponikana, butterfly ponikana, sloth 

3. until a few years ago the women on Ustuppu used to 
spend a good deal of time on the mainland washing clothes and 
gathering fresh water for their households. Since the 
construction of an aqueduct, however, they seldom leave the 
islands. 
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ponikana, or monkey ponikana, all of which are spirits belonging 

to animals that display unsteady behavior. On one occasion, a 

man suffering from violent leg cramps was discovered to have 

been taken in the jaws of a crocodile poni. Paralysis and bone 

deformities are invariably caused by 'bone-twisting' (kalanukki) 

ponikana. And eye irritations accompanied by itching are often 

seen as the result of attack by jellyfish ponikana. 

When a man becomes chronically weak (without fever) and 

is unable to sustain heavy work on the mainland it is generally 

said that his purpa has been invaded by some 'lazy' or 'weak' 

(nollokwa) poni. Several common spiritual agents of this 

affliction are sloth ponikana, tree anteater ponikana, and other 

slow-moving ponikana. But this same condition may also be 

brought on by resting in the hammock belonging to a woman or an 

old man, or by touching implements (a machete, an axe, cooking 

utensils, etc.) which are used by these "weak" elements of 

society. When this occurs, the weak purpa of the owner has 

lingered behind and adhered to the object in question, thus 

giving it a chance to slip inside the purpa of anyone who is not 

careful. 

The Baptist doctor stationed at the hospital in Ailikanti 

once told me (in rebuttal to the belief that primitive peoples 

are without mental illness) that he had recently run across two 

men who were, in his words, "insane." One man, he said, claimed 

to have an eagle clawing at his chest, while the second man 

complained of having an armadillo in his back. It turned out 
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that the man with the eagle was suffering from jabbing chest 

pains which had been diagnosed by a Kuna specialist as the claws 

of an eagle poni digging into his purpa. Years earlier, he had 

ingested the heart of an eagle to improve his hunting skills, 

and the spiritual eagle, which had been incorporated into his 

purpa, had turned upon him. The other man was afflicted with an 

armadillo poni which had crept inside his purpa and was rolling 

itself in a ball, thus causing him to walk about with his 

shoulders bent forward. 

Even objects which are generally considered benign or 

netural have the potential for. harming a person's purpa. Just 

as humans have within them a mixture of 'good' and 'bad' 

purpakana, everything in the universe contains at least a 

modicum of poni. 4 Thus a wooden stool, which serves man well 

by allowing him to sit down and rest after a hard day's work, 

may display its poni by crushing his foot. Cement is beneficial 

when used for construction, but it also occasionally strikes 

pregnant women and "cements" their babies in the womb, making 

delivery difficult. Medicines with spines may attack pregnant 

women, causing the fetus to be caught in the womb; and people 

may injure their feet on these medicines when they step on 

them. However, most of the consistently harmful ponikana are 

either animal ponikana or humanoid 'demon' (nia) ponikana, 

4. The 'bad' purpakana are often called ponikana. When a 
person has had his purpa corrupted in a very substantial way it 
is said that he himself has become poni. 



simply because, the Kuna explain, they are fully animate and 

possessed of the capacity to act aggressively.5 

Certain ponikana produce a limited number of ailments, 

III 

while others have the capacity to produce a wide array of 

effects. The butterfly poni, for example, tends to limit itself 

to afflicting its victims with dizziness, and the toad poni 

characteristically contents itself with causing the purpa to 

bloat. The snake poni, on the other hand, possesses a much more 

varied repertoire. It may cause the flesh of its victim to 

become cold and clammy, devoid of all sensation; it may dig 

burrows in the purpa, creating rotten holes that will not heal; 

it may cover the patient's skin with blotches; it may cause 

sharp pains; or it may trigger rotting gums and loose teeth. 6 

By the same token, certain kinds of 'demon' (nia) ponikana may 

attack and inflict the victim with anything from skin disease, 

weakness and nausea, to psychological disfunction. 

Whenever a poni launches a successful attack, it 'opens 

up a road' (ikar imakke) to the victim's purpa. Other ponikana 

5. It should be noted that certain animals which are 
considered 'good' are p.ever involved in these attacks (such as 
doves, for example). 

6. The cold, sensationless condition is a physical 
characteristic of the snake's body; the hemorrhaging is caused 
by certain species of poisonous snakes (with hemotoxins); the 
sharp pains are caused when the snake poni digs it fangs into 
the victim's purpa; the blotches come from the designs on the 
snake's skins; and the rotting gums, which may be caused when 
someone picks his teeth with stick touched by a snake, are a 
result of the snake poni's venom. 
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will then begin arriving along this road. The ponikana do not 

merely lodge themselves in the purpa during a single assault; 

they continue coming, one after another, sometimes massively, 

other times more slowly, until the road is closed off by 

medicines. Ponikana of the kind that made the initial incursion 

will move along the road, but they may be followed closely by 

different types of ponikana, which stream in to complicate the 

original ailment. An excellent example of this is what may 

occur in the aftermath of snake poni attack. As soon as it has 

established residence inside the victim's purpa, the snake poni 

begins calling to its numerous friends, who, if they are not 

blocked, rush to join the fray. The snake poni may call the 

toad poni, which appears and causes the purpa to swell; ;red 

animal' ponikana (such as macaws, 'red dogs,' and squirrel fish) 

may also enter and bring on hemorrhaging; the 'morning star' 

(pukasui) poni may journey out of the heavens and inflict sharp 

jabbing pains; and so forth. By the same token, a small wound 

caused by a sharp stick, inconsequential in itself, may rapidly 

develop into a severe infection, swelling and producing fever 

through the action of interlopers who have taken advantage of 

the open road. 

A common medium through which ponikana attack is dreams, 

for all dreams are set in the realm of spirit. In this realm, 

the purpa of a sleeping individual sometimes journeys far afield 

into unfamiliar landscapes populated with strange beings and 

filled with peril. Ritual specialists, in particular, are 
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subject to dreams in which their purpakana visit the domains of 

dangerous spirits, and while the specialists sometimes learn 

from these excursions there is always a good measure of risk 

involved. One specialist recounted to me a dream in which he 

ventured into the bowels of a huge ship, passed two growling 

jaguars tethered by stout chains, and came to a bare room in 

which a sinister man with the face of a bat was biting a woman 

on the neck. The specialist rapidly retreated to the surface 

and made his way to shore. The same man said that on several 

occasions he had been invited, while dreaming, to drop down into 

the lower levels of the cosmos, but had always declined the 

invitiations out of fear. 

From time to time, dangerous spirits appear in human 

form, catching the unsuspecting dreamer off guard and tricking 

him into indiscretions which result in purpa damage. Several 

years ago, a young woman from Ustuppu dreamed that she had 

sexual intercourse with a youth she had never seen before. She 

told no one of this nocturnal affair, and after some three 

months gave birth to a clutch of turtle eggs. Her mother found 

out but decided, unwisely, to maintain secrecy. Shortly 

thereafter, the neighbors began to hear water gurgling beneath 

the ground, and a rumor spread that the ponikana living there 

were offended by some human infraction and were going to send a 

tidal wave over the island. Somehow, the girl's dream became 

known and was immediately connected to the subterranean noises. 

A nele ('seer') peered into the spirit world and discovered that 



the girl's sexual partner had not been a man, but a sea turtle 

poni in disguise. 7 Another woman in the Carti region became 

pregnant and gave birth to a child with huge red eyes, claws, 

and thick hair covering most of its body. She had likewise 

engaged in sexual intercourse with a stranger while dreaming, 

and the stranger had turned out to be a whale poni. 8 
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If a person experiences deep and prolonged grief over the 

death of a close relative, he or she may often have repeated 

dreams in which the deceased relative appears and attempts to 

coax the dreamer into taking a journey with him. The departed 

relatives frequently arrive amid elegant displays of flashy cars 

and boats, expensive clothes, gold wat~h~s and billfolds stuffed 

with money, pointing to the misery of the victim and explaining 

that life is a good deal better where the relatives have come 

from. All of this is a deception, however, since the visitors 

are not really relatives, but ponikana who have disguised 

themselves. Furthermore, their intention is not to help the 

victim, but to lure him off to certain destruction. Dreams of 

this sort are not considered dangerous if they occur only once. 

However, if they are repeated four times they constitute a 

7. This woman was taken to a small uninhabited island 
near the mainland and given medicines to drive the turtle poni 
out of her system. The medicines were so powerful that she fell 
into a coma and died. 

8. The child either died at birth or was killed by the 
midwives in the birth house. The woman was given medicines and 
survived. 
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definite threat, and when they escalate to become part of the 

victim's waking reality the peril becomes serious indeed. The 

victim's vision becomes transformed, distorted, and he begins to 

confuse the material and spiritual worlds. If medicines are not 

given to 'confuse the road' (ikar opurre) that the ponikana have 

opened, their victim will be destroyed and his purpa will be 

converted into poni. 

Perhaps the most feared poni encountered in dreams is 

that of people who have become what they Kuna call 

kiatakkalet. 9 Individuals who are stingy, quarrelsome, 

jealous of others, or overly boastful sometimes have their 

purpakana taken over by ponikana and are corrupted to the point 

where they lose control over their spiritual selves during 

sleep. Their spirits take to roaming the village at night, 

intruding on the dreams of others. Although this condition may 

befall anyone who has acknowledged character defects, it appears 

to be a more common affliction among ritual specialists. This 

is no doubt because they control more power than ordinary 

citizens in the community, and have the most sustained contact 

with potentially dangerous ponikana. Furthermore, the nature of 

their professsion often leaves them open to greater criticism 

than laymen: resentmen~ often wells up when a cure fails, or 

9. The literal meaning of kiatakkalet is unclear to me 
despite extensive questioning. Kia apparently comes from the 
term meaning 'pieces' (of something), a numerical classifier. 
Takkalet comes from the word takke ('to see'). 
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when the specialist is less than diligent in performance of his 

duties, resulting in claims that his purpa is defective. 

Ritual specialists who become kiatakkalet sometimes 

appear beside the hammock of a victim during a dream and attempt 

to persuade him to drink from a gourd cup filled with lethal 

poison, which is claimed to be medicine. They may also place a 

'sickness shirt' (kekuet mola) on him or a 'sickness necklace' 

(kekuet wini) around his neck. Less devious kiatakkalet spirits 

arrive at the home of a dreamer brandishing a knife and attempt 

to stab him. lO Those responsible for kiatakkalet attacks are 

discovered in several ways. If the dreaming victim refuses to 

drink the potion he is offered, or takes no more than a small 

sip and falls mildly ill, he can readily identify the culprit 

when he wakes up. If, on the other hand, the victim succumbs in 

his sleep, proof of evil intent will have to be uncovered 

supernaturally. In this case, a relative or neighbor may 

receive an explanation from the victim in a dream; the 

kiatakkale~ spirit may reveal himself to other villagers who 

live to tell their tale; or a shaman (nele) may be enlisted to 

explore the world of spirit and identify the responsible party. 

When kiatakkalet attacks occur it is common for rumors to spread 

rapidly about the village. At this point, a rash of similar 

dreams involving the suspected kiatakkalet spirit customarily 

sweep through the community. 

10. Of course, a victim who is stabbed does not received 
knife wounds on his physical body. The knife attack occurs 
spiriL~ally. 
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There is some ambivalence as to whether or not a person 

who has become kiatakkalet is to be held responsible for his 

actions. He is immediately branded as dangerous, for even when 

cured his affliction may return. At the same time, however, his 

behavior is blamed largely on the ponikana which have damaged 

his purpa and have forced him to act against other members of 

the village. As far as I can determine, these nocturnal 

assassins wander at random, with no particular targets, and may 

even journey abroad to other communities; calculated 

vindictiveness against personal enemies does not playa part. 

The medicines employed to drive ponikana from the afflicted 

person's purpa are highly toxic and occasionally result in 

death. If the kiatakkalet person survives treatment and desists 

from appearing in the dreams of others, he is never totally 

absolved of the crimes his damaged purpa has committed. 

Throughout life he will be forced to carry the stigma of having 

been kiatakkalet, for his purpa is never completely restored to 

its formerly pure condition. 

Why Ponikana Attack 

While ponikana may attack anyone at any time and in any 

place, persons whose supply of nika is low are considered the 

most vulnerable. Nika, which may be roughly translated as 

"strength" or "fortitude," is a spiritual element that resides 

in the blood. Like purpa, it is composed of as many as eight 
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parts. A shy person, a coward, or someone who sleeps too much 

is said to be 'without nika,' which means that his nika level is 

low. Plants, animals, and humans all posses nika in varying 

quantities, and the Kuna frequently employ plants and animals 

with strong nika as medicine to boost their own supply. A 

person is born with a small amount of nika, which has been 

passed on from his parents, and it grows with age. During the 

peak period of youth and middle age a person's nika supply is 

the greatest, but when the individual slides into old age it 

tends to decrease. One man in his early fifties told me that he 

was not as strong as he had once been, largely because he had 

passed on much of his nika to his nine children. Another man 

had three male children before he produced a daughter. She was 

a weak baby, which was explained on the grounds that a 

substantial amount of the fathet's nika had already been spent 

on the earlier sons. 

Although nika is intimately related to purpa, they are 

quite distinct and care should be taken not to confuse them. As 

Nordenskiold has pointed out, "a person's niga can not, like his 

purba, be abducted." (1938:362) Nor does it continue after 

death, as does the purpa. It is not pictured as having form, 

like the purpa, and when the owner dies his nika simply 

dissolves. Nika is best seen as a property which belongs to the 

purpa. For instance, when 'nika strengthening medicine ' (nika 

kannoet ina) is administered to someome, the purpakana of plants 

with strong hika are transferred to the purpa of the patient, 

thus giving him the strength characteristic of the plants. 
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Several informants on Ustuppu told me that a person with 

strong nika emits a noise like a growling motor, which is 

audible only to the spirits, and that this noise warns the 

ponikana in the area to stay away. Nordenskiold's principal 

informant, Ruben Perez Kantule, drew for him a picture of " ••• a 

person and around him a sort of smoke cloud and afterwards 

explained that when evil spirits come against this they go 

around in order to search for an opening and when they fail to 

find one they cannot get at the person surrounded by niga." 

(Ibid.) A strong nika, then, is something like a suit of armor 

which effectively repels the incursion of dangerous spirits. 

When someone has been debilitated by illness his nika is 

reduced, and it is unwise for him to leave the confines of his 

home until it has been built up again. If a sick person, or 

someone who has just recovered from a prolonged bout with 

ponikana, must venture afield he will often paint his face with 

achiote to mask his palid appearance and give the ponikana the 

impression that he is strong and healthy. But even so he "1ill 

be taking a risk, as the following story demonstrates: 

Years ago Peret was ill. His face was washed of color 
and he was weak, but he decided to go fishing anyway. 
He painted his face red and paddled out to sea. After 
having some success he returned to the island and was 
beaching his canoe when he spotted a large fish just 
off the rocks. He picked up his spear and tried to 
stab it, then suddenly grew faint and fell unconscious 
in the water. Some people standing nearby saw this 
happen and pulled him out. They managed to revive him, 
but he ached allover and was shaking. A curing 
specialist was summoned and ascertained that Peret had 
been attacked by iwi purwa ('elephant spirit wind'), 
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which had observed a gap in his protective nika and had 
taken advantage of the situation. Peret eventually 
recovered after a series of medicinal baths designed to 
eliminate the 'elephant spirit wind' from his system. 
If this hadn't been done he would have gone crazy and 
died. 

Some unlucky individuals are born with an inherent 

vulnerability to the attacks of specific ponikana, a condition 

which is called 'bead necklace' (wintup). The bead necklace may 

be thought of as a spiritual "brand" which is placed around the 

neck of the fetus in the womb. ll It is believed that during 

gestation the spirit of the fetus lives in the house of Muu on 

the forth level of the cosmos. Muu's house is also crowded with 

all manner of spiritual animals, and if the pregnant woman (or 

one of her close relatives) offends a particular flesh-and-blood 

animal during gestation, the spirtual counterpart of that animal 

will either thwart birth, endow the fetus with some of its 

physical or behavioral characteristics, or leave its mark in the 

form of the bead necklace. This mark singles the child out for 

easy attack by the poni in question unless it is discerned early 

and 'broken' by means of special medicines. When a child is 

born, midwives always search for evidence of a bead necklace, 

which cannot, of course, be seen in that form. If the umbilical 

cord is coiled like a snake, the child may have a snake poni 

bead necklace; if the child is born crouched like a jaguar, the 

11. Bead necklaces are common symbols in Kuna medical 
beliefs. It was noted earlier in this chapter that kiatakkalet 
spirits often place sickness necklaces around their victim's 
necks. Ponikana often use this technique; and the curing 
spirits marshalled by the curing specialists frequently place 
necklaces on ponikana to subdue them. 
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jaguar pon! has most likely left his mark; and so forth. 

Sometimes the bead necklace is not discerned at birth, and it is 

only after a person has a series of a close brushes with a 

particular kind of animal or spirit that the nature of his 

affliction is inferred. 

When someone has had his ~~ permanently damaged by 

ponikana there is always the danger that he will pass the 

defects on to his children. This is understandable, for in the 

eyes of the Kuna the fetus is formed in the womb from a mixture 

of the 'white' purpa of the father and the 'red' purpa of the 

mother.;" -Thu~.~ for example, a man who has cor rupted his purpa by 

ingesting the heart of a jaguar to improve his hunting abilities 

runs the risk of producing offspring who are ill-tempered and 

inclined to fight with other people. 

An old man on ustuppu became kiatakkalet when he was 

young, and although he was cured of wandering through the dream 

world of the community, his purpa was irreparably damaged. His 

first child was undersized and somewhat deformed, and has never 

been very stable mentally. The second son is insane and has 

spent time in the asylum in Panama City, despite having been 

treated numerous times by Kuna specialists. Both sons have 

assaulted their father physically; and have sent him on at least 

two occasions to the hospital in Ailikanti with broken bones. 

General concensus is that the two sons suffer from the corrupt 

purpa passed on to them by their father. 



Purpa is carried in the blood, and for this reason the 

t 1 f bl d t f · 12 Kuna are ex reme y wary 0 00 rans US10ns. A number of 

years ago a woman on Ustuppu was attacked by a 'demon' (nia) 

which caused her to behave in strange ways and left her dizzy 

and weak. 13 The demon caused her abdomen to swell, and when 

Kuna cures proved ineffective she was taken to the hospital in 

Ailikanti, where a doctor performed surgery and removed a 

tumor. The woman's cousin, against her better judgement, 
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contributed a pint of blood for a transfusion, but all was to no 

avail and the patient died. According to the Kuna, she had been 

overpowered by the demon. 

Shortly thereafter, the victim's cousin was walking at 

night outside her house and came face to face with the diseased 

and rotten purpa of her dead relative, who had been transformed 

into a demon herself. During the next few months, the 

frightened woman began to suffer from fainting spells, weakness, 

and nausea, and it was concluded that because her blood had been 

mixed with the blood of someone infected by a demon, she herself 

had been contaminated. In short, the purpa of the demon had 

taken up residence inside her own body. Kuna medicine was 

12. Quite a few blacks from Colombia and the far east end 
of the coast of Panama use the hospital r8gularly, and are 
sometimes persuaded to give blood. The thought of receiving 
transfusions from negroes fills the Kuna with horror. 

13. She became extremely stingy, and took to stealing all 
sorts of small things from the homes of relatives and friends in 
the most blatantly obvious manner. 
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administered to drive the demon out and close off the road it 

had opened to her purpa, but the cure was only partially 

successful. One night, as the woman was sitting alone in her 

kitchen, a demon bit her on the leg, leaving a sharply outlined 

bruise which later remained in the form of a small clot of 

broken blood vessels. Her earlier symptoms returned and she was 

treated, but the demons continued with periodic attacks. 

Several years after the initial assault, her house was still 

surrounded with medicines to ward off the attackers. Medicine 

men appeared at intervals to bury genipa fruit in the earth 

around the yard to 'darken the road' (ikar osichoe) the demons 

were taking to her purpa, and whenever she lost her appetite and 

felt dizzy she was instructed to eat genipa fruit to 'darken her 

insides.' About a year and a half later, she fell victim to the 

demons again; and her husband was also stricken so violently 

that, during the last four years, he has spent months at a time 

confined to his hammock. 

Curing specialists are highly vulnerable to the attacks 

of ponikana because the~r dealings with them are typically 

prolonged and intimate. Although their knowledge of the spirits 

and the workings of the spirit realm usually serves to protect 

them from mishaps, occasional mistakes or indiscretions can 

bring on disaster. Specialists who overstep their capabilities 

and attempt to do too much with limited knowledge are inviting 

misfortune. For example, one man from Carti tried to learn 'The 

Way of Muu' (Muu Ikar), one of the most powerful of Kuna curing 
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14 chants, before he was old enough; he was overcome by MUu, 

who caused him to vomit blood, and he died shortly thereafter. 

Occasionally, men who work with 'demon medicine' (nia ina) or 

with the chant called 'The Way of the Demon' (Nia Ikar), are 

attacked by demons when they reach old age and their nika is on 

the wane. Other specialists who let their own spirits travel 

too freely among the ponikana to learn chants and medicines 

become contaminated by the company they keep. 

When important curing ceremonies are undertaken, both the 

specialist in charge and the patient -- and, in some cases, 

everyone who participates -- are expected to observe the rules 

surrounding the ceremony with care. Failure to do so displays a 

blatant disrespect for the curing spirits enlisted as helpers, 

and when such transgressions are committed the spirits are 

likely to take offense and retaliate. Some breaches of 

etiquette are minor, and the curing spirits will simip1y refuse 

to cooperate, thus rendering the ceremony ineffective. But more 

flagrant transgressions will often send them against the 

participants in a fury. One of the most serious of these 

violations occurs when the specialist or the patient engages 

14. Most specialists say that to learn 'The Way of Muu' 
one must already be a grandfather. 



in sex during the course of the ceremony.15 This point is 

well illustrated in the ritual called Nek Apsoket ('Conversing 

with the Place'), which is performed to exorcise large numbers 

of ponikana that have attacked the entire community. During 
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this eight-day ceremony, no one in the village may engage in sex 

(or even have close contact with members of the opposite sex), 

and to stress this rule, men and women eat and sleep apart. In 

this case, it is the leaders of the ceremony who stand to be 

punished for the sexual transgression of any village members, 

and the result is often death. One specialist i? the region of 

Niatuppu, to the West of Ustuppu, suffered a massive nose bleed 

and died because someone in the village committed an 

indiscretion (Howe: personal communication, 1976). And several 

years ago, a famous Apsoket chanter from Ustuppu reportedly 

succumbed to the very same ponikana he was attempting to 

exorcise when his spirit helpers, offended by the sexual 

behavior of two participants, stopped protecting him. l6 

15. The specialist must abstain from sex the night before 
the ceremony begins, and continue until it is finished. The 
Kuna say the the spirits of most medicines are women. They 
stand about the hammock of the patient, protecting him from 
ponikana and administering his medicines. When the medicine 
spirits are engaged in such activities, they will brook no 
competition for the affections of either the specialist or the 
patient. It is clear, however, that no curing spirits, male or 
female, tolerate sex during curing ceremonies. 

16. This particular ceremony was performed to combat an 
epidemic of fever (diagnosed as malaria by the doctor from the 
Ailikanti hospital) in the village of Kalet, on the mainland 
near the Colombian border. The doctor himself, who was given 
reluctant entrance by villagers, also fell ill. 
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certain animals are considered especially dangerous, and 

for this reason contact with them should be kept to a minimum or 

avoided altogether. The rattlesnake (ukkunaipe) is said to· be 

the friend of the Kuna, and should not be harmed, for its spirit 

is employed by snake medicine specialists to procure medicines 

to combat snake ponikana. But if someone foolishly kills a 

rattlesnake, it has the ability to send its purpa (which is 

frequently clothed in substance) to attack its killer. 17 A 

snake hawk called wekko,18 if wounded, will call to all the 

snakes in the jungle to pursue and bite the hunter. Simply 

seeing a coral snake (masarnaipe) will bring on the death of 

someone in the viewer's immediate family. Such disagreeable 

animals as crocodiles, large sharks, and octopuses are quick to 

launch spirit attacks if they are touched or disturbed. 19 

Similarly, sloths and tree anteaters should not be touched or 

killed, as they are likely to l~unch spiritual attacks and bring 

on weaknesses. Certain types of red animals, most of them 

birds, should be left alone, for they cause complications 

involving bleeding. Ritual specialists may confront these 

animals directly or even kill them for use as medicines; but 

17. If a rattlesnake is killed, its head must be taken 
far away from the body and hidden so it can't put itself back 
together again. 

18. Buteo plagiatus (Davis 1972:21, plate 5). Its cry is 
an extended "weeekkoo." 

19. Small sharks are often caught on hooks by Kuna 
fishermen, and are handled without danger. 
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this can be done only because the specialists know the "secrets" 

(purpa, wilup) of the animals and their knowledge gives them 

power over their spirits. 20 

Pregnancy is a highly vulnerable,~ime of life. When the 

fetus is developing in the womb, both the pregnant woman and 

members of her immediate family are subject to a lengthy list of 

prohibitions. Large ripe bananas should not be consumed, for 

they cause the fetus to swell in size and split the abdomen. No 

one in the family should bathe in medicines with spines, for the 

spirits of these medicines will stab and catch the fetus in the 

womb; wet cement and paint are to be avoided, for they may cause 

the fetus to become stuck. Red animals cause excessive 

bleeding, sloths make the child lazy and weak, and guinea pigs 

and rabbits produce harelips.21 If a male member of the 

pregnant woman's family inadvertently brushes against an octopus 

as he guides his canoe over a reef, the octopus spirit living 

inside MUu's house may become offended and wrap its tentacles 

around the fetus. Shellfish ponikana such as the conch (morpep) 

and the west Indian top (parko) will likewise attack the fetus 

and clamp their "doors" shut, thereby trapping the fetus inside 

the womb. 

20. These "secrets" are short, spoken "origin histories" 
such as the one for genipa mentioned in the last chapter. They 
tell the spirits that the specialist knows all about them, and 
thus demonstrate that has them in his power. The Kuna often 
label these "origin histories" with the Spanish term "Secreto." 
See Appendix 

21. Harelips are very common in San BIas, and the doctor 
in Ailikanti, who is a skilled plastic surgeon, is constantly 
deluged with cases. 
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When epidemics of diarrhea, fever, pustules, and skin 

disease sweep through Kuna communities, it is believed that 

groups of ponikana have become angry with the entire population 

because one or more persons have violated their sanctuary.22 

There are poni s2~ctuaries everywhere -- in swamps, in thick 

stretches of jungle, in pools alongside the islands that are 

well-known to virtually all Kuna adults. Certain regions on the 

mainland are strictly excluded from farming activities (although 

medicines may be gathered at these places freely and without 

danger) for fea~ of molesting the spirits. certain large trees 

belong to specific groups of ponikana, who stretch their 

clotheslines among the branches. 23 If these trees are chopped 

down, the ponikana become furious, and forthwith invade the 

community of the man who has offended them. Sometimes the 

violation of a poni sancturay is done unwittingly, as occured 

when an individual living on Ustuppu dug deep holes for the 

foundation of a cement house and impinged on the territory of a 

group of ponikana living under the ground. Most poni 

22. The pustules are symptoms of smallpox, which until 
recently was commom in San BIas. The spirit which causes it is 
called ai sapet ('loving friend'), tor he jumps from one person 
to the next. When 'loving friend' attacks, the community is 
sealed off and no one is allowed to leave or arrive from other 
communities. 

23. For someone who wants to chop down one of these trees 
there is a ~hant called Mortup Okwaet Ikar ('The Way of Changing 
the Clothes-lines'). The specialist who performs this chant 
changes the clothes-lines to another tree and placates the 
spirits. 
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sanctuaries, however, are well known to village members, and are 

disturbed only by people who lack experience or who refuse to be 

cautious. A few years ago, a man from Ustuppu mistakenly (so he 

claimed) burned down a tree belonging to a band of snake 

ponikana while clearing a plot for a corn farm. Several days 

later, a young man was fatally bitten by a snake as he was 

working on a nearby communal farm. During the next week, people 

spotted snakes throughout the mainland and a couple of the 

creatures even appeared on the island. The snakes, it was 

concluded, had broken loose from their home and were venting 

their fury on the entire community. 

There are no sorcerers among the Kuna who send their 

spirits willfully to cause harm to others. Acts of homicide and 

suicide are not carried out by "rational" people, but by people 

who have had their purpakana corrupted by ponikana. I have 

already mentioned the case of persons who become kiatakkalet and 

attempt to take the lives of villagers in dreams. Such 

individuals bring on their condition by their own shortcomings 

(stinginess, boastfullness, irascibility, etc.), but it is the 

ponikana which take over their spirits that are held responsible 

for engineering homicidal actions. Someone whose spirit has 

been transformed by a 'demon' (nia) is similarly driven to 

violence by powers beyond his control. The victim of demon 

attack is reputed to have the strength of several men and 

frequently turns on those around him; he may also take his own 

life. During the past ten years or so, there have been at least 



six cases of suicide on Ustuppu and Okop Sukkun, all of which 

have been caused by demons. The demons approached their 

victims, found them vulnerable in an already despondent state, 

and persuaded them to take their own lives. 

The spirits of people who have died in the throes of 

possession by a demon or some other powerful poni do not go to 

heaven, for they have become so thoroughly contaminated that 

they have become ponikana themselves. They are doomed to roam 

the earth for as long as they are remembered; they also have a 

penchant for returning to their native village to menance the 

inhabitants. Thus, a man from Okop Sukkun who had been 

kiatakkalet, and who had a reputation for being argumentative, 

died when I was doing fieldwork. He appeared in the dreams of 
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several villagers, and the rumor began to circulate that he was 

going to wreak havoc in the community. The ensuing alarm came 

to a head when a man received a myst~rious machete slash on his 

cheek while sleeping, but then subsided when community concern 

was shifted to another issue inv01ving the violation of a poni 

sancturary.24 

The spirits of persons who have died violently, as well 

as those whose bodies are not recovered, generally suffer the 

24. This case came to the fore when another man from Okop 
Sukkun burned a poni sanctuary in territory belonging to the 
people of Ustuppu. The matter was discussed at length in the 
gathering sessions of both communities. In the end, no 
ceremonies were performed to placate the offended ponikana (who 
desisted from attacking the village), but the culprit was 
strongly sanctioned. 
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fate of being carried off and transformed into ponikana. A man 

who disappears deep in the jungle, or whose body sinks 

irretrievably into the ocean, is thought to have had his purpa 

sequestered and corrupted, and he will often return to the 

community as a poni with evil intentions. Likewise, individuals 

who have been murdered or accidentally killed will not proceed 

directly to heaven; they must wait for that until the time when 

their lives would have completed their natural course. Several 

years ago, two men from Ustuppu went hunting on the mainland. 

One of them, sighting what he thought was a deer in the thick 

vegetation, fired and killed his companion. A shaman (nele) 

investigated the case and ascertained that a poni had made the 

victim look like a deer, and the killer was absolved of guilt. 

The spirit of the dead man, however, returned to the village and 

although he harbored no thoughts of revenge, he became 

despondent. Several of his relatives saw him in dreams, finding 

him so frustrated and lonely that he was entertaining thoughts 

of burning the entire village to the ground. 

In summary, then, the Kuna hold that disease is caused by 

ponikana which either abduct a person's purpa or invade it, 

lodging themselves within and corrupting it. Behavioral 

deviations as well as physical maladies are embraced by this 

theory of causation; they are both understood as the result of 

actions taken against an individual by destructive ponikana. 

Such attacks may occur under a wide variety of circumstances and 

for a number of different reasons. Some poni attacks are purely 
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accidental -- as when a man is bitten by a moray eel as he wades 

in the shallow water off a reef -- and may be launched against 

anyone. 

Kuna fortunate enough to be born with a healthy purpa 

protected by a strong nika, and who also behave properly in 

their dealings with other people and all things in the natural 

world, are likely to go through life with a minimum of serious 

illness. But some Kuna are born with spiritual defects. These 

individuals may be branded by a 'bead necklace' (wintup) which 

singles them out for attack by a particular wild animal or poni; 

or they may inherit a damaged purpa from one or both of their 

parents. While a 'bead necklace' can usually be broken with 

medicines, a defective purpa is a burden which must be carried 

throughout life. A person who becomes despondent and deeply 

depressed may have his vision clouded by ponikana and thus may 

be driven toward self-destruction. And persons who Nish to make 

reality conform with impossible desires (such as reviving a dead 

relative) also become easy targets for the deceptive and 

invidious tactics of ponikana 

Failure to follow the rules of Kuna culture is likely to 

open the gates to poni attack. Certain animals are considered 

highly dangerous, and should not be disturbed or molested; the 

rules surrounding rituals must be followed carefully, and 

respect must always be shown toward the curing spirits during 

curing ceremonies; sexual intercourse should not be practiced 

indiscriminately, even in dreams; the sanctuaries of the 
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ponikana should not be violated; Rnd a person's character should 

not be marked by stinginess, boastfulness, contentiousness, or a 

strongly critical attitude toward others. Chance mishaps, of 

course, can strike down even the strongest, most virtuous 

person; but appropriate and proper behavior will usually serve 

to make his stay on earth considerably more pleasant. 



CHAPTER 4 

CURING SPECIALISTS & DIAGNOSIS OF ILLNESS 

This chapter, together with the three chapters that 

follow it, will deal with the diagnosis and treatment of illness 

among the Kuna. To facilitate this discussion, it is necessary 

to first identify and describe the various kinds of specialists 

involved in these activities. As has been noted by Howe 

(l974:224), the classification of Kuna curing specialists has 

been in a state of disarray ever since Nordenskiold erroneously 

claimed that the three types of Kuna "medicine men" were the 

nele ('seer'), the apsoket (exorcist chanter), and the inatulet 

('medicine man') (1938:493-4). In fact, the term 'medicine man' 

can only rightly be applied to the inatulet, for he is the only 

specialist who concerns himself with the collection and 

preparation of medicines. The apsoket is a curing specialist 

but not a medicine man; and the nele is a diagnostician, not a 

curer. Unfortunately, most subsequent writers have been content 

to follow Nordenskiold's tripartite division {stout 1947:44-47; 

puig 1948:122; Holmer & Wassen 1958:8; Torres de Arauz 

1975:201-2).1 Other observers have used the term 

1. stout further confuses matters by spelling inatuleti 
incorrectly, as innatuleti. Inna means 'chicha;' ina means 
'medicine.' 
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"medicine man" so loosely that it has come to designate any 

person who has anything to do with diagnosis and treatment (see 

especially Holmer & Wassen 1947, 1953, 1958, 1963). 

To correct this situation, it must first be noted that 

there are numerous named status positions among the Kuna (see 

Figure 10). At the broadest level, these may conveniently be 

divided into political and ritual fields (Howe 1974:Chapters 4, 

5 & 6). Diagnosis and treatment of illness fall within the 

province of ritual, and the specialists who engage in these 

activities are the nele ('seer'), the inatulet(i) ('medicine 

man'), and the ikarwisit ('knower of chants'). Aside from 

midwives, who concern themselves solely with deliverying babies, 

there are no other types of professionals involved in the curing 

process. 2 The ~asartulet (death chanter) and the kantule 

(puberty chanter), together with several other minor ritual 

specialists in the puberty ceremony, are not considered curing 

professionals by the Kuna. 3 

2. The midwives (muukana) should probably be called 
"quasi-specialists," for they do have a recognized profession 
and gain status from their work. However, they are not seen by 
the Kuna as 'people who know things' in the strict sense of 
ritual. This is because they do not gather or prepare medicines 
(all they do is administer them); nor do they peform chants. 

3. Masartulet ('cane man') chants to the spirit of the 
masar cane (Cynerlum sagittatum; cafta blanca in Panamanian 
Spanish), which escorts the spirits of the dead to the Domain of 
the Father. The kantule -- literally 'flute man,' because he 
plays a cane flute while performing -- presides over girls' 
puberty ceremonies. 
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Another source of confusion in the published literature 

stems from a failure to acknowledge that individual members of 

Kuna society may, and often do, hold several ritual (and 

political) offices at the same time. 4 For example, Nele 

Kantule distinguished himself in Ustuppu during the first half 
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of this century as saila (chief), nele, inatulet, ikarwisit and 

~antule; and there are many men living today who have also 

mastered a variety of specialities. While specialists gain 

prestige from the number of professions they learn, each 

profession is conceived of as discrete and the different roles 

are kept separate (Sherzer 1975:280).5 

The Nele ('Seer') 

The nele ('seer,' 'shaman'; plural form: nerkan or 

nelekana) enjoys a unique status in Kuna society and stands 

apart from all other ritual specialists by virtue of his 

possession of supernatural powers. The nele has the ability to 

send his purpa on journeys into the world of spirit and to 

communicate freely with its inhabitants. He is also recognized 

as the master diagnostician of illness, for he is equipped 

4. This confusion has been pointed out by Howe 1974:224 
and Sherzer 1974:280-1. 

5. Levi-strauss, for example, was led astray by Holmer 
and Wassen (1947) and considered it important that a nele sings 
Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu') in the birth ritual (Levi-Strauss 
1960:182-3). In fact, however, while the man who sang this 
particular version of Muu Ikar was apparently a nele, he did not 
sing it in his capacity as nele, but rather as ikarwisit. 
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with a supernatural 'lens' (ispe) which enables him to peer 

directly into the spiritual makeup of his fellow men. The nele 

is distinguished further from other specialists on the grounds 

that his abilities are held to be innate, having been formed by 

Muu inside his mother's womb. 6 All other ritual professions 

can be learned by anyone with the capacity and disposition for 

study, but only those born with what is termed a nele kurkin are 

allowed to pursue careers as nerkan. 7 Women may also be 

nerkan, and this is the only profession within the field of 

curing, aside from that of midwife, that they can hold. 8 

Most nerkan are born with the fetal caul covering part or 

all of the face, a sign that marks them as seers. But some 

nerkan are only identified later in their lives. Evidence for 

supernatural powers is observed in children who learn to speak 

at an unusually early age, who demonstrate intelligence beyond 

their years, or who in any way display a penchant for 

6. Muu forms the personality of humans in the womb by 
educating the spirit of the fetus. For this reason, everyone's 
personality is in a sense innate. On the other hand, Muu does 
not teach chants or medicinal knowledge. All she does is create 
the appropriate disposition for such learning. Fetuses destined 
to be nerkana, however, are given their supernatural powers in 
the womb (although these powers must be developed more fully 
after birth). 

7. The kurkin is a spiritual entity which determines a 
person's capacity or predisposition. See Chapter Six and the 
Glossary for a more thorough explanation of kurkin. 

8. There are three nerkan presently living on Ustuppu, 
a~d all three are women. A few women fill ritual positions in 
the puberty ceremony, but this is not considered by the Kuna to 
be within the field of curing. 
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clairvoyance or telepathy. Children who have an exaggerated 

fear of the dark are also recognized as having supernatural 

abilities, for they are believed to possess acute powers of 

vision which enable them to see objects that are invisible to 

others (Puig 1948:124). Definitive judgements as to whether or 

not a person is a true nele are customarily made by already 

established nerkan, who are able to scan an individual's 

purpa for evidence of a nele kurkin. Occasionally, however, 

some degree of doubt remains, and the individual is not accepted 

by all as a genuine nelee Vindication of his claim to power 

will then depend on his effectiveness in communicating with the 

world of spirit, and in correctly diagnosing illness. 

When a nele is born, his power may be so great that his 

parents run the risk of being overcome and killed. The danger 

is most acute for the mother of a nele, and it is often said 

that the most gifted nerkan are motherless; their mothers die 

either during childbirth or shortly after. For example, Nele 

Kantule, whose mother died when he was an infant, reportedly 

used to explain the ineffectiveness of certain contemporary 

nerkan by pointing to the fact that their mothers were still 

l ' 9 a lve. To avoid misfortunes of this nature, parents who give 

birth to nele children occasionally elect to nullify their 

extraordinary qualities by bathing them in medicines 

9. Two of the nerkan in Ustuppu have living mothers, and 
there is some dispute over the strength of their shamanistic 
powers. The third nele is an older women, and I do not know 
when her mother diea:--
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(Nordenskiold 1938:81; DeSmidt 1948:21). But when the decision 

to leave the nele's powers intact is made, the parents are 

obliged to take special precautions. They must protect 

themselves with medicines, and sometimes even decide to have the 

young nele raised in another household. DeSmidt (1948:21) heard 

of a case in the community of Ailikanti where a nele child 

always referred to his mother as "aunt" and his father as 

"uncle," a strategy which was devised to shield his parents from 

danger. 

When a child is raised to be a nele he is subjected to a 

rigorous and lengthy series of medicinal treatments that are 

intended to develop his abilities and to channel his powers in 

the proper direction. The usual practice is to isolate him in a 

corner of his own house or, more commonly, in the home of a 

medicine man, where he periodically bathes himself in 'medicines 

for bathing nerkan' (neloket ina). Nerkan are not taught chants 

or given formal training in medicines, for there is no 

established corpus of tradition associated with their 

profession. In their capacity as nerkan, they are not 'men who 

know things' (immarwismalat); their status rests on innate 

power, not on acquired knowledge. In practice, however, most 

nerkan take up professions as curers, and there is no limit to 

the number of specialities they are permitted to learn. 

It is frequently said by the Kuna that nerkan of the 

distant past were considerably more powerful than those living 
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today (Nordenskiold 1938:85-89; Howe 1974:225).10 They are 

credited with having conversed with animals, calling wild beasts 

into their homes, and communicating telepathically with each 

other over long distances. In addition, they performed 

remarkable magical feats such as raising the dead and knocking 

coconuts off trees and cutting through vines and ropes by sheer 

force of concent(ation (Nordenskiold 1938:85-89). The most 

powerful nerkan lived far back in mythological time, and their 

accomplishments were truly sensational. 11 They could send 

their spirits through the levels of the cosmos at will, and 

possessed the ability to read the thoughts of people living in 

10. It is interesting to note that all the great leaders 
of the Kuna in the mythological past were nerkan. It may be 
that the nele once played a major role in the political sphere, 
and his stature has since declined. The nerkan living today are 
minor political figures at best. Nele Kantule of Ustuppu was a 
powerful political figure during this century not because he was 
a nele, but rather because he was deeply versed in traditional 
knowledge. 

11. Nordenskiold (1938:85) mentions two kinds of nerkana: 
~ nerkana and ulup nerkana. The ~ nerkana (~(sis): 
'gourd rattle') used gourd rattles which reportedly levitated 
off the ground during ceremonies in which the spirits spoke to 
those assembled (see Chapin 1970a: 48-56). These were the 
shamans of old, and they no longer exist. Contemporary shamans 
are all ulup ('inside') nerkana, a title which refers to the 
fact that they have been born 'inside' mortal women rather than 
appearing in golden platters, as had many of the shamans of past 
epochs (Howe: personal communication, 1978). 
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distant villages. One of the most famous nerkan of antiquity, 

Nele Tiekun, spent so much time associating with ponikana in the 

world of spirit that he himself became corrupted by evil. He 

demanded and received all the young women who caught his eye, 

killed everyone who opposed his actions, and was eventually 

converted into a thoroughly grotesque creature covered with 

coarse hair. When his behavior finally became intolerable, he 

was assassinated by a group of villagers. Even in death there 

was such great fear of his powers that his body was cut to 

pieces, anointed with the juice of Spanish peppers, and buried 

in holes on the crests of eight hills (Chapin 1970a:46-47). 

Nele Kantule, the shaman from ustuppu who died in 1944, 

is sometimes said to have possessed powers which rivalled, on a 

somewhat reduced scale, those of his mythological 

predecessors. 12 As a general rule, however, nerkan of today 

are said to be ineffectual by comparison, and supernatural feats 

of the sort engineered by nerkan in the past are far beyond 

their reach. None are able to fell coconuts mentally or entice 

savage beasts into their homes. None bend their powers to evil 

12. When the inhabitants of Ustuppu are asked about Nele 
Kantule, they invariably reply that he knew "everything:" he 
could diagnose any illness, find any lost object, bring animals 
out of the jungle, and cause coconuts to fall to the ground. He 
also knew all the major chants and knew practically everything 
there is to know about medicines. It is significant, however, 
that the stories of Nele Kantule's greatness are considerably 
less spectacular in other San BIas communities (see Howe 
1974:225). And the inhabitants of Okop Sukkun, which shares the 
same island with Ustuppu, refuse to take much notice of Nele's 
stature. In Ustuppu, he is clearly becoming a mythological 
figure as he recedes into the past. 
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world of spirit, they do so only in dreams. 
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Despite their reduced powers, present-day nerkan perform 

several important fuctions and their services are always in 

great demand. Nerkan diagnose illnesses, determine the 

whereabouts of lost objects, solve baffling cases of theft and 

wrong-doing, predict the future, and read portentous signs that 

present themselves to other Kuna. They also serve as "spiritual 

policemen" during important rituals. The most prominent of 

these rituals is Nek Apsoket ('Conversing with the Place'), an 

eight-day ceremony whose primary objective is the expulsion of 

ponikana which are menacing the entire village. When Nek 

Apsoket is in progress, a nele monitors the progress of chants 

and medicines, sending his purpa about the village in search of 

those imprudent enough to violate ritual restrictions. In 

short, nerkan fulfill a vital role in Kuna society, and those 

communities which lack them are considered sorely disadvantaged. 

Immarwismalat(ti) ('Those Who Know Things') 

In the field of curing, 'those who know things' include 

the 'medicine men' (inaturkan) and the 'knowers of chants' 

(ikarwismalat). In contradistinction to the nele, these 

specialists are not born with innate powers; they must learn 

their professions under the tutelage of already established 
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specialists. 13 A few women in San BIas are recognized 

'knowers of things,' but to enter the field of curing they must 

also be nerkan. 14 Because any male Kuna may study and learn 

these professions, the number of curing specialists is much 

greater that the number of nerkan. However, a simple list of 

men with knowledge related to curing would be misleading. For 

example, on ustuppu and Okop Sukkun, there are many men who know 

a little medicine or several minor curing chants. Only a few, 

however, have become highly recognized experts. lS This is due 

to the fact that true expertise in curing is only attained after 

years of demanding training under several teachers, and no more 

than a handful of individuals have the dedication to persist 

along such an arduous course. 

Inaturkan Ca} ('Medicine Men') 

Status as a medicine man depends on a thorough knowledge 

13. As was noted in the preceding chapter, not all chants 
and ritual knowledge are learned from Kuna tutors. On occasion, 
such knowledge is learned from spirit tutors in dreams. 

14. Two of the female nerkana from ustuppu also practice 
professions as curers. On page 507 of Nordenskiold (1938) there 
is a picture of a woman who is an inatulet. This gives the 
impression that women may take up this profession. Nordenskiold 
apparently did not know that this particular woman was also a 
nele. Her name was Olotakintili, and she was usually known as 
Aroma Nele ('Aunt Nele'). 

15. A list of 'those who know things' in Ustuppu and Okop 
Sukkun would be misleading for another reason. Few of the 
younger men are presently learning ritual knowledge, and 
virtually all of the curing specialists are over fifty years of 
age. 
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of medicines, an understanding of Kuna theories of disease 

causation and curing, and mastery of a repertoire of chants 

which serve to 'counsel' (~) the spirits of the medicines. 

While chants vary in length from under five minutes to several 

hours, all of them serve to 'give life' (otuloe) t~ the spirits 

of the medicines and instruct them in the tasks they must 

perform. Some counselling chants exhort the medicines to 

eliminate harmful ponikana from the purpakana of those who are 

ill. But when the purpose of treatment is to add desirable 

qualities to the purpa -- rather than to drive out ponikana 

the medicines are told which qualities they should pass on. 

Most medicine men begin their studies while in their late 

teens, starting with what are termed 'small' (purwi) or 

'unimportant' (pasulit) medicines such as 'damaged skin 

medicine' (ukka iskuet ina), 'common cold medicine' (00 ina), 

and 'body pain medicine' (apkan nunmakket ina). Later, when 

they have gained experience, they are allowed to handle 

'genuine' (sunsoket) or 'principal" (itualet) medicines such as 

'demon medicine' (nia ina), 'midwife (pregnancy) medicine' (muu 

ina), and 'vine (snake) medicine' (tupa ina). Only mature, 

seasoned specialists with years of training are powerful enough 

to confront the highly dangerous spirits with which these 

medicines are associated. 

While all of the most distinguised medicine men control a 

broad spectrum of knowledge, they generally focus their 

attention on specialized branches, or 'paths' (ikar) of 



t ' 16 exper lse. When a question such as "Who knows demon 

medicine?" is asked in Ustuppu, for example, the same four men 

will invariably be named as the leaders in the field. By the 

same token, a man from Okop Sukkun is recognized as the most 
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outstanding specialist in eye ailments. Two other men from the 

same community, together with a specialist from Ustuppu, are the 

most highly respected snake medicine doctors; and so forth. 

Every community strives to maintain a wide variety of medical 

specialists, but this is difficult in the smaller villages of 

San BIas. Consequently, steps are sometimes taken by village 

elders to send specialists to other regions of San BIas or the 

Bayano in order to learn curing traditions which are lacking in 

their home communities. 17 

Although no medical professions are full-time 

occupations, many specialists devote a tremendous amount of time 

and effort to the acquisition of skills. 18 They actively seek 

out experts who possess knowledge in particular areas and become 

their disciples. Dedicated medicine men may study under as many 

16. The word ikar (or ikala) has a variety of related 
meanings: 'path' (in~ jungle), 'law,' 'tradition,' 'body of 
knowledge,' and 'chant.' See Glossary. 

17. Sherzer taped an interesting account by a medicine 
man from Mulatuppu who had just returned from the Bayano, where 
he had learned snake medicine. He had been sent by the 
community to learn this branch, which was vitally needed in 
Mulatuppu, on a community "scholarship" (Sherzer 1980). 

18. In his later years, Nele Kantule of ustuppu came 
close to being a full-time teacher of ritual and political 
tradition. He spent viltually all of his time in the village 
with his students, and seldom worked in his fields. 
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as ten or more different specialists, and sometimes travel far 

afield to spend months at a time expanding their knowledge with 

especially distinguished practitionars. In fact, the education 

of the most active medicine men never really ends. They often 

pass leisure hours discussing medicines, chants, diseases, and 

curing with their peers. Even men in their sixties who have 

already built up formidable reputations attach themselves to 

specialists who are well-versed in branches of medicines the 

former do not know. 

Ikarwismalat (ti) ('Knowers of Chants') 

Although the second type of curing specialist, the 

'knower of chants,' goes through training which is similar in 

many ways to that of medicine men, he does not work with 

medicines. Instead, he learns any number of a series of long, 

more or less fixed-form 'chants' (ikar) which serve to marshal a 

host of curing spirits for the purpose of combatting illness. 

The major chant traditions are the following: 

Apsoket Ikar - ('The Way of Conversing'): used to 
repel and contain ponikana which are 
threatening the entire village. 

Ottammipoet Ikar - ('The Way of Cooling'): used to 
cure the purpa. 

Kurkin Ikar -

Nusa Ikar -

('The Way of Kurkin'): used to cure 
headaches. 

('The Way of the River Agate'): 
used to cool the purpa and to 
recover abducted purpakana. 
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Kapur Ikar - ('The Way of Spanish Pepper'): used 
to recover abducted purpakana. 

Sia Ikar -

Muu Ikar -

Nia Ikar -

Serkan Ikar -

Purwa Ikar -

Pisep Ikar 

('The Way of Cacao'): used to 
recover abducted purpakana. 

('The Way of Muu'): used to 
facilitate childbirth. 

('The Way of the Demon'): used to 
repel demons. 

('The Way of the Dead'): used to 
repel attacking ponikana. 

('The Way of Wind') used to combat 
epilepsy and dizziness. 

('The Way of Sweet Basil'): used to 
enhance hunting ability. 

There are many diffferent versions of each chant 

tradition, but the purposes to which they are put are always the 

same. Fer example, 'The Way of Spanish Pepper' is always used 

to recover abducted purpakana, no matter which version is 

performed; and 'The Way of Muu' is never used for anything but 

difficult childbirth. The existence of several different 

versions of each chant tradition is seen by the Kuna as 

unremarkable; the different versions simply corne from different 

teachers and from different regions within Kuna territory. And 

~iven that two versions are roughly equivalent in length, 

linguistic intricacy, and content, they are considered to be of 

equal value. 

Some of the curing chants are less complex than others. 

For example, 'The Way of Sweet Basil' and 'The Way of Cacao' are 

generally no longer than forty-five minutes and are relatively 
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easy to learn. On the other hand, 'The Way of the Demon' and 

'The Way of Muu' frequently take more than five hours to 

perform. And 'The Way of Conversing,' which is the longest of 

all curing chants, is sung for five or six hours daily over a 

period of eight consecutive days. It is important to 

understand, however, that chant length is highly variable, and 

that most of the major chant traditions have both short and long 

versions. 

As with the medicines counselling chants, the shortest, 

least powerful curing chants are learned by beginning students. 

As a specialist grows in maturity and experience he is allowed 

to graduate to more complex materials. younger men 

characteristically initiate their careers with 'The Way of Sweet 

Basil,' 'The Way of Cacao,' or 'The Way of Wind.' When they 

have mastered these traditions successfully and have been 

recognized as established curing specialists, they are then 

allowed to continue with chants such as 'The Way of the Demon,' 

'The Way of MUu,' and 'The Way of Conversing.' Since no one 

begins with these chants, the most advanced chanters have always 

had training in both minor and 'principal' chant traditions. 

In summary, the three types of Kuna specialists involved 

in the curing process are the nele ('seer'), the inatulet 

('medicine man'), and the ikarwisit ('knower of chants'). While 
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the nele is an important participant in the curing process, he 

is not a curer ~ se, for his principal concern is with 

diagnosis. The 'medicine man' and the 'knower of chants' are 

the only true curing specialists in Kuna society. While a nele 

may work with medicines or perform curing chants, he only does 

so in his capacity as a medicine man or a knower of chants. 

It is important to point out that neither the nele, the 

medicine man, nor the knower of chants deals directly with 

patients. The speci~lists are all concerned with the world of 

spirit, for that is where illness is found. The nele peers into 

the purpa of whose who are sick and attempts to read the 

spiritual signs which indicate the cause of illness. The 

patient's physical body is only important insofar as it informs 

the nele of spiritual disorders. The medicine man engages in 

communication with the spirits of medicines -- not with 

patients. Once the medicines have been prepared and counselled, 

they are turned over to, and administered by, female relatives 

of the patient. And the knowers of chants do not sing to their 

patients, but rather for them. Their task is to summon their 

spiritual assistants and to instruct them how to confront and 

overcome the ponikana which are causing illness. Except in rare 

cases, the women of the household are the only ones who have 

close physical contact with the patient. 
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Diagnosis of Illness 

When a person falls ill, steps are taken immediately to 

diagnose his ailment. The primary objective of diagnosis is to 

establish the identity of the poni or ponikana which have 

attacked and to ascertain the nature and dimensions of the 

damage they have caused. This initial investigation into the 

cause of illness is crucial, for only after accurate diagnosis 

has been made can an appropriate curing strategy be devised and 

put into operation. Diagnosis is a complex process of inference 

which demands both skill and experience. It depends upon a 

thorough understanding of established theories of disease 

causation, and an ability to jsolate and assess all the relevant 

facts in any given case. For this reason, diagnosis can only be 

undertaken by certain members of Kuna society. 

The Kuna consider judgements on medical matters to fall 

within the province of curing specialists, and specialists make 

all final decisions regarding diagnosis. Nonetheless, they do 

not work alone; they are aided by older non-specialists and 

especially by women. Although the role of non-specialists in 

arriving at diagnosis is generally underplayed and at times is 

denied altogether, it is frequently decisive. In fact, the line 

separating 'those who know things' from those who do not is 

often vague and hazy. This is especially evident in the area of 
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diagnosis. Consequently, examination of the ways in which 

specialists and non-specialists collaborate in actual practice 

is essential to an understanding of how the Kuna think about and 

respond to illness. 

In discussing particular ailments at the most general 

level, both specialists and non-specialists use the same 

language. Some of the most common illness categories employed 

in ordinary conversation are the following: 

sapan nunmakket: 
apkan nunmakket: 
saila nunmakket: 
ukka iskuet: 
ipia iskuet: 
uaya iskuet: 
kala pichlsat: 
kala nukkl: 

tusi: 
t:U'SOlo: 
suu: 
00: 
satu pio pio 
istar aket: 

ueleket: 

'stomach ache' 
'body ache' 
'headache' 
'damaged skin' 
'damaged eye' 
'damaged ear' 
'broken bone' 
'twisted bone' (paralysis, bone 
deformities) 
'tumor' 
lround tumorl (boil) 
'dizziness' 
'common cold' 
'diarrhea' 
:evil vomiting' (vomiting, coughing 
up phlegm) 
'heat' (fever) 

Some of these illness categories are broken down into 

more specific sub-categories. 'Damaged skin,' for example, may 

be classified as: 

ichi: 
wlli: 
waku: 
ukka mullu: 
yaa ukka iskuet: 

ukka nunu: ----

small bumps that itch 
black, pink, or white blotches 
scabs with liquid and pus 
('bumpy skin'): large bumps, welts 
('hole damaged skin'): holes in the 
skin 
( 'rotten skin') 
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Most of the general categories listed above are not 

partitioned into more specific distinctions. To the Kuna 

non-specialist, diarrhea is simply diarrhea, and a body ache is 

a body ache. A pain may be more precisely located on the arm or 

the leg, but it is still called 'pain' (nunmakket). And while a 

pain may be described as 'jabbing' (mai-~ mai-~) or 'like 

dead' (purkalet kit), the broad term 'pain' (nunmakket) is the 

one most frequently used. 

Among most non-specialists, these terms are generally 

sufficient for every-day purposes. Since non-specialists do not 

concern themselves with devising curing strategies, there is 

little need for them to make finer distinctions. Specialists, 

on the other hand, are involved in a much more demanding 

enterprise: they must understand the nature of specific 

diseases, identify the spirits which have attacked, and use this 

information to produce plans for concrete action. As a means of 

facilitating such efforts, Kuna medical specialists have at 

their disposal a more specific system of diseases 

classification, one which is based on the identity of the 

attacking spirits. General categories such as 'stomach ache r ' 

'damaged skin,' and 'broken bone' are also employed by the 

specialists, but these are partitioned in turn into 

sub-categories which make explicit the spiritual agents 

responsible for particular ailments. Thus, for example, wh~n 



discussing the various types of 'damaged skin,' specialists 

customarily use the following categories: 19 

kakai 20 ukka iskuet -

taku ukka iskuet ----- ------

pirki nusu 21 ukka iskuet -

('sandbug damaged 
skin'): itchy skin. 

('jellyfish damaged 
skin'): hot and/or 
itchy skin. 

('rock worm damaged 
skin'): holes in the 
skin. 
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akkwaser ukka iskuet - ('tarantula damaged 
skin'): sharp jabbing 
pains on the skin. 

suka murmurut22 ukka iskuet -

tipa ukka iskuet -

('warty crab damaged 
skin'): large bumps 
on skins. 

('spider damaged 
skin'): numb 
sensation on the skin. 

Certain spirits are capable of producing a wide variety 

of different symptoms. For example, 'snake damaged skin' (naipe 

19. There is doubtless variation among specialists, and 
the differences might be significant among communities in San 
BIas. This list is more or less standard in Ustuppu and Okop 
Sukkun. 

20. kakai: a small bug that lives in the sand on the 
islands. 

21. Pirki nusu: a sea worm that lives on the coral 
reefs; it lives in-a-hard, convoluted "tunnel it forms from 
secretions. 

22. Suka murmurut: a large sea crab covered with bumps, 
common in the reefs. It is very slow moving, and is called 
"dormilona" ('sleeper') in Spanish. 
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ukka iskuet) may manifest itself as blotches on the skin, rotten 

skin, holes in the skin: sharp jabbing pains, clammy and numb 

skin, or peeling skin. 23 Alternatively, a single type of poni 

can attack different parts of the purpa, and no matter where it 

strikes it produces similar effects. Thus, the tarantula poni 

may strike the head, the foot, or the back. 'Tarantula 

headache' will be experienced as sharp jabbing pains in the 

head, 'tarantula footache' as sharp jabbing pains in the foot, 

and so forth. Medicines are administered to the head, the foot, 

or wherever, but all are designed to eliminate the tarantulR 

spirit from the patient's purpa. Of course, sharp jabbing pains 

are not always caused by the tarantula poni; they may also 

result from the morning star (puiksu) poni, the squirrel fish 

(tasi) poni, and the snake poni. 24 Obviously, correct 

diagnosis of such pains depends on evidence beyond that 

presented by the symptoms alone. 

Under some conditions, the identity of the attacking 

ponikana is easily ascertained -- as when a person steps on a 

sea urchin or burns himself with an ember from a cooking fire. 

23. The blotches on the skin are perceived as similar to 
the motley designs on a snake's skin; the rotten skin is caused 
by the snake's venom; the sharp pains are caused by the snake's 
fangs; the holes are the snake!s burrows; the numb, clammy 
sensation is similar to the snake's cold body; the peeling skin 
is caused by the snake shedding its skin. 

24. The morning star has sharp points; and in the 
mythology, the mornlng star is an expert bowman. The squirrel 
fish has sharp spines on its gill covers and fins. 
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More often, however, no observable attack has been made, and the 

spiritual culprit is less readily detected. If, for instance, a 

man suddenly begins to urinate blood or pus without warning or 

provocation, diagnosis becomes a more difficult matter. 

Individuals are constantly coming dowu with colds, headaches, 

dizziness, infections, and paralysis for no clearly apparent 

reason. 

Diagnosis of maladies of this sort involves a process of 

inference which takes several types of evidence into account. 

These types regularly include (1) the physical symptoms of the 

patient, (2) recent actions taken by the patient or by close 

members of his family which may have left him vulnerable to 

attack, (3) the medical history of the patient, and (4) the 

patient's moral character. Depending upon the circumstances 

surrounding each particular case, emphasis will be placed on one 

or more of these factors. But a thorough diagnosis usually 

demands analysis of a number of different kinds of clues. 

The starting point is usually an exhaustive inspection of 

the patient's symptoms. Because characteristics of the 

attacking spirits are manifested either physically or 

behaviorally in the patient, symptoms frequently serve as 

indispensible indicators of the spirits ideniities. M~ny 

symptoms have become closely associated with one attacking 

spirit, or a small range of spirits and are highly stereotyped. 

For example, a condition in which the patient coughs up copious 

amounts of foul-smelling phlegm (~ aket) is often attributed 
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to attack by the 'king vulture' (mursip) poni. 'Blood vomiting' 

(aplis aket), on the other hand, is usually perceived as the 

work of red animal ponikana, or the 'sea turtle' (yauk) 

poni. 25 Rotten or bleeding vomiting may, of course, be caused 

by other, different spirits, but the above choices are the most 

obvious ones in the absence of evidence other than the symptoms. 

Different maladies which afflict the eyes, for instance, 

are usually attributed to the maneuvers of a few select ponikana: 

- itching eyes: attack by the jellyfish poni, the 
sandbug poni, or the worm (~) poni. 

- watery eyes: attack by the sea turtle poni or the 
dog poni. 

- red eyes: attack by the jellyfish poni or the 
octopus(kikkir) poni. 

- swollen or bulging eyes: attack by the sea turtle 
poni. 

- clouded eyes: attack by the 'mist worm' (poo~) 
poni or the 'mist dog' (poo achu) poni. 

- eyes with sharp jabbing pains: attack by the morning 
star (poni, the 
squirrel fish poni, 
the tarantula poni, 
or the snake poni. 

When a child is bothered by itching eyes, a common 

ailment in San Blas, a rapid survey of the symptoms usually 

25. The most ~ommon red animal spirits are the macaw 
(nalu or salu) poni, the yolin (a small red bird) poni, the 'red 
~hicken' (kanir kinit) poni, the 'red dog' (achu kinit) poni, 
and the squirrel fish (tasi) poni. Sea turtles bleed copiously 
when butchered, and for this reason sea turtle ponikana are 
associated with blood. 
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narrows the list of suspects to three: the jellyfish poni, the 

sandbug poni, and the worm poni. And unless there is evidence 

implicating some other spirit, this is usually as far as the 

enquiry will go. For minor ailments of this kind precise 

identification of the responsible poni is seldom of great 

concern. Once the medicine man has isolated the most likely 

culprits, he merely has to mention all of them to his medicines 

and counsel the medicines to spread their net wide enough to 

catch whichever one is responsible. But if the illness persists 

or becomes more complicated, a fresh diagnosis will have to be 

made and a new curing strategy tailored to these findings. 

For more serious illnesses, however, precise 

identification of the attacking spirits is desirable, and at 

times absolutely essential. Again, diagnosis begins with an 

exhaustive inspection of the patient's symptoms, but it is often 

the case that determination of cause calls for additional 

information. 

While the symptoms usually suggest a number of working 

hypotheses, evidence in the form of recent incidents in the 

patient's daily routine, his medical history, and his moral 

character may become crucial. There is no inherent priority of 

one type of evidence over another, and the ways in which 

different sets of evidence are weighed depend largely on who the 

patient is and what the significant clues happen to be. Thus, 

correct diagnosis is an empirical question, and will differ 

according to the circumstances of the case. 



After the symptoms have been carefully examined, an 

exhaustive survey is frequently made of the places the patient 

has recently visited. His activities during the past few days 
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are also reviewed. If a man begins to vomit bloo~, for example, 

a search will be made to find out where he might have been 

exposed to a poni capable of causing his disorder. Has he 

participated in any ritual involving blood or red animals? Has 

he had occasion to handle, kill or even see any red animals 

lately? Has anyone in his immediate family had contact with red 

animals? Has the patie~t been near a menstruating woman, or 

killed and slaughtered a sea turtle? Has he had dreams in which 

a potential blood-provoking poni might have appeared? As so on. 

An example of how such information is coordinated with 

symptomatic phenomena was observed several years ago on 

ustuppu. Two small children had just arrived by launch from the 

carti area. The next morning they awoke with swollen faces and 

blood-shot eyes. The women in the house took notice of the 

symptoms and reasoned that the sea journey had had something to 

do with their condition. A short time later, it was concluded 

on the basis of these two types of evidence that the children 

had been attacked by an octopus poni as they passed over a reef 

along the coast. 26 

Another example of how a patient's recent activities may 

contribute to diagnosis is found in the case or headaches, which 

26. The octopus has very red eyes and, of course, has a 
head which appears "swollen." 



may stem from a number of causes. A person may hit his head 

against a house post, spend too much time in the sun without a 

hat, or simply wake in the morning with splitting pain. When 
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school children come down with powerful headaches, however, the 

cause is usually clear. In the course of their studies they are 

trying to force vast quantities of new information into their 

heads, and their 'spiritual brains' (called Kurkin) become 

strained. 27 The 'spiritual brains' are simply too small, and 

the knowledge they are assimilating is pressing forcefully 

against the spiritual tissues. In this particular case, the 

cause of the ailment is traced to pressures encountered in 

school work. Information of this sort is essential, since it 

will determine the type of curing strategy employed. 

A review of recent actions is of great importance in 

cases of purpa abduction, for when this occurs the symptoms are 

always the same: high fever and weakness. Nothing can be said 

about the identity of the attacking poni by merely observing the 

symptoms. Thus, the most important questions become: "Where 

did the purpa drop from the body?" and "Which poni carried it 

off?" The patient is closely questioned as to where he has been 

over the past few days, where he might have been startled (and 

if so, by what), where he might have felt a "strange" sensation, 

and where he might have stopped to rest. His dreams are 

likewise reviewed for significant signs. It is hoped that amid 

27. See Glossary for definition of this concept. 
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this reconstruction of events some important clues will 

surface. An example of how such an investigation is carried out 

was given to Nordenskiold by his informant, Ruben Perez: 

He (Perez) was out in the forest and experienced a 
fright. Having returned to his hut he felt fever 
coming on, and the next day he was rather ill. Perez 
did not know what kind of illness he was suffering 
from, and his people asked him to given an account of 
the dreams he had during the night. He then told them 
that he had dreamt that he had revisited the place in 
the forest where had been the day before. His people 
then expressed the opinion that his purba had been 
ravished by some evil spirit. The fever increased, and 
each time he dropped off to sleep he dreamt of the same 
spot in the forest. His people then called in a person 
who, by means of the Spanish pepper chant, (kaburr 
tulet 28 ), kuew how to dispatch the protective spirits 
on their quest to rescue the ravished purba. 
(Nordenskiold 1938:335). 

If a victim of purpa abduction walked around a bend and 

was surprised by a jaguar, it is highly likely that his purpa 

dropped at that moment and was taken off by the jaguar poni. 

Simililarly, if he stepped on a crocodile burrow and it 

collapsed, plunging him into the fetid mud, the crocodile poni 

will become the prime suspect. It is often the case, however, 

that the agent which provokes the purpa into dropping from the 

body is not the actual thief; it merely sets things up so a poni 

wandering the region can attack. For example, a small girl was 

once badly frightened by a vaccination needle in the ustuppu 

28. Nordenskiold was confused. The name of this chant is 
Kapur Ikar ('The Way of Spanish Pepper'); the specialist who 
knows this chant is referred to as kapur tulet ('Spanish pepper 
man'). 
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clinic. Her purpa was jolted loose, fell to the ground, and was 

snatched up and carried off by a 'water dog' (tii achu) poni 

which lived in the bay at the edge of the island behind the 

clinic. A few years ago, a man slipped as he was walking on the 

pier of the community of Suituppu, in the Carti area. When he 

later came down wich a high fever, it was discovered that his 

purpa had dropped into the water and was subsequently carried 

off by a shark (nali) poni that was cruising by at the time. 29 

It is essential to locate the exact site of purpa loss, 

for the dropped purpa never strays far afield and is almost 

invariably picked up by a poni residing nearby. As mentioned 

before, the domains of the ponikana are interspersed throughout 

the hills, swamps and valley as the mainland; they dot the 

coastline and stretch up the rivers like beads on a string; and 

they extend out to sea to ring the islands and the off-shore 

reefs. Along the coast, for example, every small bay, sandy 

beach, spit of land, rock outcrop, and clump of mangrove trees 

is named and the identities of the ponikana inhabiting them are 

known. Thus, when it is ascertained that someone has lost his 

purpa in a particular region, the spiritual geography of the 

29. The little girl recovered, but the man from Suituppu 
died. 



area is scanned and the resident ponikana are soon 

identified. 3D 

In cases of purpa abduction the intensity of fever is 

also an important element in diagnosis. Ponikana have domains 
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on the surface of the (spiritual) earth, but they also maintain 

quarters on other levels of the cosmos to which they can travel 

at will. The deeper ponikana journey into the levels with the 

stolen purpa, the more serious the condition of the patient 

becomes. Generally, the mildest fever indicates that the 

ponikana still have the purpa hostage on the surface; as the 

fever grows in intensity, the specialists assume that the 

ponikana are retreating down through the levels. 31 Information 

as to the depth to which the ponikana have taken the purpa is of 

vital importance, for the curer must know where to send his 

spiritual helpers to retrieve it. Although it may be known, for 

example, that croc00ile ponikana residing at the mouth of a 

particular river are responsible, a search on the surface would 

be futile if in fact the purpa has been taken to the second 

30. purpa loss often occurs in areas containing several 
adjacent spirit domains. For this reason, the chanters usually 
send their spiritual assistants to search for the purpa in at 
least three contiguous domai.ns at the same time. 

31. There is difference of opinion on this matter among 
specialists in ustuppu and Okop Sukkun. Some begin their search 
for the purpa on the third level, no matter what the intensity 
of the fever. They do not even look on the surface. A number 
of other specialists, however, claim that if the purpa is taken 
as far as the third level, it caLnot be recovered and the 
patient will die. 



level. Thus, complete diagnosis in cases of purpa abduction 

entails not only the identity of the thieving ponikana (which 

depends primarily on the patient's recent actions), but also 

knowledge of the level on which the Eonikana are holding the 

purpa (which is based on the intensity of the symptoms). 
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In certain cases, scrutiny of recent events in 

conjunction with physical symptoms becomes far less important 

than consideration of other, overriding factors. Attack by some 

of the most virulent types of ponikana often 'opens up a road' 

(ikar imakke) to the victim's purpa which medicines cannot close 

off effectively. Consequently, although the victim may be 

momentarily cured and restored to health, he becomes subject to 

periodic relapses. While the recurrence of similar symptoms 

definitely points to the return of the same spiritual agent, 

different symptoms may also be attributed to the original 

attacker. For example, the woman (mentioned in the last 

chapter) whose purpa was infected by a nia (demon) as a result 

of blood she donated to her cousin at the Ailikanti hospital was 

never entirely cured. She enjoyed periods of sound health, but 

the nia persisted in molesting her. No matter what sort of 

illness she became stricken with, from dizziness and nausea to 

stomach cramps and skin rashes, the culprit was always 

identified as nia. 

Nele Kantule, the famous seer, curer and chief from 

ustuppu during the first half of this century, reportedly 

suffered from 'body heat' (apkan ueleket) during his later 

years. According to the opinion of some people, he was being 
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attacked by the 'hot' purpa which emanated from the clay incense 

pots (sianala) he used to burn cacao seeds. Due to the demands 

of his profession as nele, he was forced to spend a tremendous 

amount of time sitting ove£ these pots peering through the cacao 

smoke, and eventually he was overcome by the heat. Persons who 

have damaged their purpa by misusing dangerous medicines may be 

cured temporarily, but residues of harmful ponikana ~ften linger 

on to cause recurrences of the original illness. In similar 

fashion, Kuna men who participated in the revolution of 1925 

were exposed to the assassination of Panamanian national 

-guardsmen. Afterwards, the 'assassin' poni became an integral 

part of their spiritual makeup, and has continued to lie dormant 

inside them. When they become old and their nika level begins 

to drop, they are occasionally attacked by this poni. 

In the preceding chapter, it was noted that a number of 

serious illnesses inflict persons with serious character 

defects. These defects may be passed on to children from their 

parents, and for this reason, not only the personality of the 

patient, but also that of his parents, will be taken into 

account. The Kuna believe that someone who is stingy, 

irascible, boastful, tells lies, or steals from others has a 

damaged purpa. To a greater or lesser extent he himself has 

become poni, and he may be easily attacked by other ponikana 

which bring on even more extreme behavioral defects. In some 

cases, the ponikana may even cause death. This happened several 
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years ago to a man from Okop Sukkun. He had once bncome 

kiatakkalet, and although cured of the most serious symptoms of 

this malady, he had a reputation for being anti-social. It was 

widely rumored that the day before his death he had met a nia in 

the jungle who pushed a stick up through one of his nostrils 

into his brain. Because the attack was spiritual, he survived 

until the following morning. 

Significant biographical facts and undesirable character 

traits are usually common knowledge in KUna communities, and 

often become determining factors in diagnosing illness and 

disease. People with biographical and/or behavioral "records" 

may, of course, be surprised by other, entirely unrelated, 

ponikana for altogether different reasons. But the unique 

features of their biographies seldom escape notice, and will 

strongly influence any investigation into the causes of the 

illnesses they suffer. Recent incidents in their daily routine 

will often simply be taken as signs indicating that the ponikana 

which have opened up a road to their purpakana at some time in 

the past have launched another attack. Everyone knows they are 

marked; they carry potential danger with them wherever they go. 

And when they are stricken by illness, it is assumed more often 

than not that they are paying for their past actions, or 

suffering as a result of their defective personalities. 

In summary, diagnosis is a complex process of inference 

which sifts through available evidence and attempts to establish 

the identity of the poni or ponikana which have caused the 
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illness in question. At times, diagnosis is simple and the 

treatment based upon it is successful. This demonstrates to the 

Kuna conclusively that the diagnosis was correct. Occasionally, 

however, the evidence is less clear, and the Kuna are left with 

several competing interpretations. The most desirable strategy 

at this point is to enlist the aid of a nele (seer), who 

possesses .the power to scan the purpa of the victim and view the 

problem directly. But even the nele may err, and when the 

patient fails to respond to treatment, new attempts at diagnosis 

must be undertaken. When a range of possibilities exists, 

several different hypothesis are occasionally maintained and 

used as a basis for treatment. 

An example of this occurred two years ago in ustuppu. A 

well-known medicine man was violently stricken by a poni which 

produced a corroding skin rash over much of his body, nausea, 

weakness, loss of appetite, and a drastic loss of weight. He 

was restricted to his hammock and within two weeks he was 

reduced to skin and bones. As his condition grew more severe, 

three alternate diagnoses were proposed, and all of them were 

kept alive as working hypothesis. It was first seen as 

significant that the medicine man had fallen ill within a week 

of performing a ceremony to 'cool the purpa' (purpa 

ottammimakket) of a four year-old girl. During the ceremony, 

which lasted four days and demanded the participation of the 

girl's family members, a group of children had been allowed to 

run about, joke loudly among themselves, and generally raise 



havoc. It was believed that the spirits of the medicines used 

during the ceremony may have become offended by this lack of 

discipline and had turned in retaliation on the chanter. The 

second hypothesis proceeded from the fact that the patient had 

been actively involved in the revolution of 1925. Because he 

had seen Panamanian national guardsmen killed, the 'assassin' 

poni had infected him" and now, years later, it had begun to 

ravage his spirit. The final hypothesis centered on the fact 
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that the patient was adept with nia medicine. Because this 

profession brings the specialist into intimate contact with the 

powerful nia spirits, it is highly dangerous. While the 

medicine man was usually protected by his knowledge of 

medicines, somehow his guard had dropped -- perhaps because he 

was old and his nika was low -- and a nia was attacking his 

purpa. 

I left the field with the patient lingering on the verge 

of death; the true cause of his malady had not yet been 

discovered. For two months various possibilities were discussed 

and re-discussed, and remedies were brought to his home to drive 

the elusive poni from his purpa. 32 Because he failed to 

respond to treatments and his condition continued to worsen, all 

three diagnoses were kept alive as possibilities. In cases of 

this sort, diagnosis is made several times during the treatment 

32. The patient's family even enlisted the aid of the 
Panamanian doctor from the clinic, who came several times daily 
to give him shots of antibiotic. 
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process. If the initial diagnosis dictates a treatment that is 

ineffective, it will be discarded, and another diagnosis will be 

proposed. And so on, until things are finally resolved, one way 

or another, by cure or death. 

However, when evidence for the cause of an illness is too 

vague for diagnosis, or when the illness is severe and precise 

diagnosis is imperative, steps are taken to procure the services 

of a nele. 33 The nele customarily takes a seat on a low 

wooden stool placed before the patient, puffs vigorously on a 

pipe full of tobacco, and peers through the smoke produced by 

eithe~ four or eight cacao seeds which have been placed in a 

small clay 'brazier' (sianala) filled with burning coals. After 

several minutes a spiritual 'lens' (ispe) forms over his eyes, 

transforming him into something like a supernatural x-ray 

33. When diagnosis is mentioned in the literature dealing 
with Kuna curing practices it is invariably stated that it is 
performed by a nele (Nordenskiold 1938:83; stout 1947:47; Puig 
1948:124-5; Keeler 1960:231; Howe 1974:225). While the nele 
does in fact perform some diagnosis, he is by no means the only 
member of Kuna society who does so. The nele is the ultimate 
authority, the "master diagnostician," but in actual fact more 
illnesses are diagnosed without his intervention. This should 
be clear solely for demographic reasons. Nerkan are in very 
short supply in San BIas, and many communities lack them 
altogether. In 1940, Stout counted ten nerkan in all of San 
Blas (1947:32), and Wassen listed only six in 1947 (1949:107). 
I would not venture to guess how many nerkan are living today, 
but their number could not be much greater than in the 1940:s. 
In 1975, there were three nerkan living in Ustuppu, which was 
the most populous village in San Blas with a population of just 
over 4,000 inhabitants. It should be obvious that such a small 
group of nerkan could not possibly handle diagnosis for the 
illnesses which appear among a population of more than 25,000 
people. 
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machine. Describing Nele Kantule of Ustuppu, Nordenskiold says 

that "he sees right through him (the patient) as if he were made 

of glass" (1938:83). with his vision thus altered, the nele is 

able to look directly into the patient's purpa, and see exactly 

which spirit has attacked and how the illness is developing. A 

number of nerkan have described this experience in terms of 

sparks of light or brilliant colors, and it is probable that at 

least some of them possess genuine telepathic powers. 34 

Occasionally, the nele does not confront the patient in 

person, but works on his diagnosis from another community. When 

an illness requiring the help of a nele has developed, and there 

34. In 1972, I had the opportunity to spend time with a 
truly remarkable psychic from England. When he arrived in 
ustuppu, I served as an interpreter and accompanied him as he 
not only made correct diagnoses and read minds, but also cured a 
number of sick Kuna who suffered from headaches, stomach aches, 
arthritis, and a variety of other ailments. He was able to do 
these things with amazing consistency, in spite of the fact that 
he spoke no Kuna and no Spanish (Reading minds, a feat which 
dredged up some rather precise and at times embarrassing 
information, was perhaps the most astounding thing he did. He 
clearly operated without the language.) Diagnosis of such 
ailments as ear aches was often done in the dark, a circumstance 
which precluded utilization of visual clues. As soon as the 
Kuna had seen the English nele perform a few times, they began 
forming lines outside his doCYr, and he was exhausted by the time 
he left s~~ Bl?-s. 

He ~lRn h~d th~ chdnce to observe several Kuna nerkan 
peering into patients, and reported seeing multi-colored lights 
moving from their stomachs, along their spines to their heads~ 
His assessment of two nerkan was that they definitely had 
psychic powers, but they were weak and undisciplined. While 
this sort of "evidence~ is certainly open to question, the 
English psychic was, to my mind, entirely genuine, and I believe 
that this opinion on the matter of Kuna shamans should not be 
discounted altogether. 
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is no nele near at hand, members of the patient's family often 

journey far afield for consultation. They usually carry with 

them a carved wooden nuchu figure from the patient's household, 

and the nele attempts to communicate with the nuchu's spirit in 

a dream. If he is successful, the nuchu will inform him of the 

nature of the illness and the relevant facts of the case. with 

this information, the nele is then in a position to indicate 

which medicines and/or chants should be employed to treat the 

illness (Nordenskiold 1938:83). 

The conclusions reached by nerkan are almost always 

conditic~ed by information obtained from women surrounding the 

patient, and the forays of nerkan into the world of spirit are 

consequently seldom uninformed. If the nele lives in the same 

community as the patient, he is usually aware of the case as 

soon as it develops, for he commands most, if not all, of the 

relevant information for diagnosis before he peers into the 

patient's purpa. The key facts of most illnesses spread rapidly 

throughout the community, and women in the patient's household 

fill the nele's ears with detailed accounts of symptoms, recent 

incidents, and biographical clues when they approach him for 

advice. For example, the mother of a female nele who performed 

extensive diagnosis in the house where I lived during fieldwork 

visited with the women ~~ the kitchen every morning without 

fail, and they used to discuss illnesses that were occurring all 

over the island. The degree of conformity between the 

assessments of the women and the diagnostic judgements of the 
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nele was remarkable, making it clear that, in this case at 

least v the nele relied heavily on the information gathered by 

her mother. On another occasion, a nele came to diagnose an 

illness and was told everything she needed to know while she 

spent several minutes trying to light her clogged pipe. She was 

even given a lengthy account of the diagnosis reached by another 

nele who had studied the case a few days earlier. When she 

finished her own examination, her conclusions fell nicely in 

line with the things she had been told. 

The Specialists and the Women 

It has been assumed by anthropologists working with the Kuna 

that specialists are the only ones who fully understand the 

field of curing and, therefore, that they make all important 

decisions in the treatment process. While this conclusion is 

not stated directly, published accounts of Kuna therapeutic 

chants and curing ceremonies invariably omit mention of the 

active participation of non-specialists (see Nordenskiold 1938; 

Stout 1947; Holmer and Wassen 1947, 1953, 1958, 1963). It is 

true that the nele, the 'medicine man,' and the 'knower of 

chants' are the recognized experts in medical matters -- and 

they always have a hand in diagnosis. But it should not be 

assumed that the laymen surrounding the patient are merely 

passive observers of curing rituals, and that the specialists 

take complete charge of proceedings. 
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In matters of diagnosis, the role taken by older 

non-specialists, and in particular the women of the patient's 

household, is frequently decisive. Many of the older women have 

spent years married to, or living under the same roof with, 

curing specialists. They have listened while the specialists 

practice their chants or perform them over patients. 35 They 

have often spent literally thousands of hours preparing and 

administering medicines~ and they have participated in countless 

discussions of every aspect of disease and curing, both with 

specialists and among themselves. Their understanding of the 

principles of disease causation and treatment is frequently 

equal to that of the most knowledgeable specialists and is at 

times even more thorough. One old woman from the house in which 

I lived for two years far outstripped most of the younger curing 

specialists (under fifty years of age) in her grasp not only of 

the system of disease classification of the specialists, but 

also in the more esoteric terminology of the chants. In fact, 

several old women were invaluable informants on chant vocabulary 

which some of the chanters themselves did not fully understand. 

Women are also in charge of caring for patients. When a 

patient is confined to his hammock, women tend his every need. 

35. One old woman who had been married to a well-known 
curing specialist became rather heavily intoxicated during a 
puberty feast while I was in the field. She began to sing 
verses from her husband's curing chants, and displayed 
impressive fluency. Although she had never had the opportunity 
to perform them over patients, they had been engraved on her 
memory. 
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They feed him, bathe him, administer medicines to him, question 

him about his condition, and accompany him during his long hours 

of repose. Men, on the other hand, seldom spend much time with 

the patient; indeed, both specialists and non-specialists tend 

to maintain a certain amount of distance between themselves and 

persons who are ill. Medicine men generally bring their 

medicines to the patient's house and turn them over to the women 

with instructions as to how they should be administered. The 

knowers of chants, on the other hand, have no medicines to offer 

and thus have no real need to give instructions to anyone. 

Occasionally, a specialist may discuss the illness, but he does 

this with the women, not the patient. His dealings are with the 

curing spirits and it is to them that he directs the bulk of his 

discourse. This lack of contact with patients was dramatically 

demonstrated on one occasion when a chanter arrived to rescue 

the purpa of a small girl. He sat on a small wooden stool at 

the head of the girl's hammock, and while he was smoking a pipe 

and stirring the coals in a clay brazier he asked the women 

present if the patient was a boy or a girl. His query was made 

in the most off-hand manner, as if it were merely to make 

conversation; the topic then changed to idle matters unrelated 

to the patient or the illness, and when he was ready to chant he 

laid aside his pipe and began. 

The men of Kuna households engage in subsistence 

activities which usually take them away from the community early 

in the morning, and when they return in the afternoon they 
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characteristically go about small tasks around the house, rest, 

or visit with friends. Because the women so thoroughly 

monopolize the patient, they are clearly in the best position to 

know what his or her problems are. Occasionally, a specialist 

will appear to question the patient directly, but the women are 

invariably the ones who carry out most of the detective work. 

They study the symptoms, reconstruct the past few days, and 

dredge up relevant facts from the patient's biography. They 

discuss their findings among themselves, while neighboring 

women, lured to the scene with hopes of uncovering the latest 

gossip, drop by to offer their opinions. Households in which 

someone has recently fallen ill frequently become packed with 

women absorbed in the case; and near-by houses periodically send 

representatives over to find out about the most recent 

developments. 

Having sifted through all the available evidence, the 

women generally send one of their number to the house of a 

specialist skilled in treating the ailment they suppose the 

patient to have. 36 The emissary customarily explains all the 

relevant facts to the specialist and informs him oi the 

interpretation arrived at by the women. From my experience, 

diagnosis has often been reached before the messenger makes her 

36. Most of the long curing chants have stylized 
introductory descriptions of the patient agonizing in his 
hammock; after this comes an account of how a woman makes her 
way to the house of the knower of chants. In the chants, men 
never approach the specialists. 
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way to the specialist's door. The advice of the specialist is 

asked, but it will be based firmly on the analysis already made 

by the women. At this point, the specialist generally nods 

agreement as the evidence and conclusions are presented to him; 

he sometimes rephrases what is said with terminology more in 

line with the tradition of the specialists, sums up arguments, 

and perhaps adds a few extra observations. But in most cases, 

he accepts the core of the women's reasoning intact. When the 

specialist pronounces his verdict, it is more often than not 

precisely what the women have already concluded. This visit, 
~ 

however, is of great importance to the patient's family; it 

places the specialist's official seal on diagnosis, thus 

affirming and reinforcing it and making it fully legitimate. 

I have seen this happen on a number of occasions and 

suspect that it is quite common. Diagnosis of the sickness 

suffered by the woman who was attacked by a nia after donating 

blood to her cousin was thoroughly worked out before it was 

brought to the attention of a specialist. In another case, a 

family in Ustuppu once found what appeared to be residues of 

medicine on the hammock strings of a son who had left his 

wife. 37 It was strongly suspected that the wife's family had 

somehow anointed the son's hammock with medicine designed to 

bring him back to her; and when this conclusion was related to 

the specialist, it was accepted entirely. In similar fashion, 

37. Residence among the Kuna is matrilocal. 



as soon as the two children from carti arrived on Ustuppu and 

came down with swollen faces and blood-shot eyes, the women 

began to work on the problem. They took note of the symptoms 

and immediately related them to the children's journey by 

launch. Before long, the women decided that the octopus poni 

was the most likely attacker. One of the women then brought a 

specialist to the house, and after he had been briefed, he 

announced gravely that yes, the octopus poni was indeed the 

responsible spirit. 
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This is not to imply, of course, that the role of curing 

specialists in diagnosis is unimportant, or that they accept 

uncritically everythiilg ~omen tell them. To the contrary, the 

Kuna regard specialists as the guardians of medical tradition, 

the recognized medical theorists, the ultimate authorities on 

matters of disease causation and curing. But diagnosis of 

specific cases demands a good deal more than theory. To 

establish the cause of a particular illness it is necessary to 

have concrete information about the patient, and this is 

generally what specialists lack. Because these details are 

crucial for precise diagnosis, the specialibts rightly regard 

the women as indispensible sources of information. They are the 

ones who have intimate contact with the patient and are in the 

best position to knuw about his recent activities, his 

biographical peculiarities, and the nature of his moral 

character. 
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If women are to be effective as medical detectives they 

must know which factors are relevant and how to weigh them. 

They must also understand the basic theories of disease 

causation, be able to relate the evidence at hand to these 

theories, and then communicate their assessments to the 

specialists. Occasionally, these skills are picked up from 

specialists living in the same household; but there are many 

specialists who make frequent visits to the homes of their 

regular clients, and these visits serve to diffuse information. 

Some visits are made to monitor the progress of patients under 

treatment, and to question the women about new developments. 

But many specialists arrive daily for no particular reason. 

Their visits are more on the order of social calls. 

The women generally gossip about illnesses or unusual 

cases around the neghborhood, as well as matters unrelated to 

disease and curing. The specialists invariably devour the 

gossip, offer comments on the observations of the women, discuss 

diseases and medical matters from their corner of the village, 

and clarify theoretical points. In this way, a continuous 

interchange of ideas and information is maintained, and the 

women are effectively schooled in the conceptual system 

underlying disease causation and curing. Diagnosis, therefore, 

is best seen as a collaborative effort in which the specialists 

provide the theoretical guidelines and the women supply the 

relevant facts of particular cases. It is clear that if the 

specialists were forced to operate alone, diagnosis would be a 

much more difficult and uncertain process. 



CHAPTER 5 

CONVERSING WITH THE SPIRITS IN THEIR OWN TONGUE 

Once the need for curative treatment has been decided 

upon, a 'medicine man' (inatulet) and/or a 'chant knower' 

(ikarwisit) is summoned. The range of activities performed by 

these two types of Kuna specialists will be discussed in 

Chapters Six and Seven. This chapter sets the scene for that 

discussion by describing certain features of the chants that 

constitute the core of curing rituals. Because of the 

importance of verbal behavior in Kuna healing practices, an 

understanding of the language employed in chants is crucial. 

While there are significant structural differences 

between the 'medicine counselling (chants)' (ina unaet) of Kuna 

medicine men and the 'chants' (ikar) of chant knowers, they both 

serve the same general function: to establish communication 

with inhabitants of the world of spirit and, in doing so, direct 

the course of events in that realm toward a positive curative 

outcome. TO achieve this end, chants are sung in the language 

of the spirits, not in colloquial Kuna. The spirits, of course, 

are fully capable of understanding colloquial speech, a fact 

which is occasionally demonstrated when they eavesdrop on human 

beings or, clothed in substance, converse directly with them in 
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some lonely spot in the jungle. l But Kuna specialists 

maintain that their cures would be ineffectual if their chants 

were performed in the ordinary language of humans. The 

overriding aim of curing rituals is to gain control over the 

'good' helpful spirits as well as the ponikana they deal with, 

and this can only be accomplished by meeting them on their own 

ground and speaking to them in their own tongue. In using the 

language of the spirits, curing specialists demonstrate that 

they are familiar with the world of spirit, that they know the 

names of the objects and beings that occupy the spiritual realm, 

and that they are thoroughly versed in the characteristics of 

this alien dimension of reality. Such knowledge is power, and 

only by manifesting this power are Kuna specialists able to 

persuade the spirits to carry out their bidding. 

The Language of the Spirit world 

The language of the spirit world is significantly 

different from colloquial Kuna (tule kaya or tule kakka). 

Although specialists often refer to this language as 'the 

language of the nuchukana' (nuchu kaya or ~ mimmi kaya) or 

'the language of the ponikana' {ponikan kaya) , its use is not 

limited to communication with these two groups of spirits. To 

1. In fact, the spirits are thoroughly poly-lingual. 
They possess the ability to travel in such exotic settings as 
Europe and the united States without the need for interpreters. 
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the contrary, it is spoken and understood by all the inhabitants 

of the spirit world, including the purpakana of non-specialist 

human beings, the purpakana of medicinal plants, and even the 

spiritual manifestations of natural phenomena. 

Words in the language of the spirit world refer to 

objects and personages that exist in that realm. In contrast, 

colloquial Kuna is employed to describe things that exist in the 

world of substance. It is essential to an understanding of 

curing beliefs to understand that, in the Kuna view, the 

referents of words in the two languages are different. 2 For 

example, while the words iawala (in the language of the spirit 

world) and tiwar (in colloquial Kuna) both mean 'river,' the 

former term refers to an invisible river in the world of spirit 

and the latter to a physical body of water. By the same token, 

the words apisua and kana refer to 'a spiritual chanter' (or the 

~~ of a chanter), while ikarwisit refers to a flesh-and-blood 

'knower of chants'. Thus, when a chanter performs a medicine 

counselling chant or a curing chant, his purpa is the sender of 

the chant and everything his words describe exists on the level 

of spirit. 

2. The specialists occasionally use the language of the 
spirit world to refer to things in the world of substance, but 
this is rare and does not occur in the context of the chants. 
They sometimes call the womb 'Muu's house' (muu neka) instead of 
the colloquial uu. If they were chanting, they would be 
referring to MUUTs house, not the flesh-and-blood womb of the 
woman. Outside the context of the chants they use this phrase 
metaphorically, for the purpose of disguising their meaning from 
those for whom such discussions are taboo. 
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The language of the spirit world differs from colloquial 

Kuna both phonologically and lexically. Colloquial Kuna has a 

strong tendency to delete final syllables and to change final 

segments of words in the flow of a spoken sentence. Thus, when 

occurring in a spoken sentence, the word neka ('house, place') 

becomes nek or nei; makke ('to shoot, spear') becomes mai; and 

apala('half') becomes apar. Or consider words composing the 

sentence "I also want to go horne': 

ani neka seka nae moka 

I horne toward go want also 

This sentence is never spoken as it is written here because the 

words are contracted in the following manner: 

an nek ~ na Ei:. mo(ka) 

In sharp contrast, the language of the spirit world 

retains most words in complete non-contracted form. For example: 

inna ipekkwa 010 pokachi pilli ulupali 

'owner of chicha' 'gold' 'hammock' 'surface' 'beneath' 
(man) 

nelekana kilamakkali-ye 

'shamans' 'begin to gather together' 

(Beneath the golden hammock of the owner of chicha 
the shamans are beginning to gather together) 
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certain words in the foregoing sentence are not the 

exclusive property of the spirit language and are also found in 

colloquial Kuna. But when they are used in everday speech, they 

are almost always contracted. For instance, 010 becomes or, 

pilli becomes pir, kachi becomes kas, ulupali becomes urpa, and 

nelekana becomes nerkan. 

The tendency to use complete forms is evident in all the 

major chanting traditions, including the chants sung in the 

gathering hall, a fact which is at least partially 

understandable because the longer forms lend themselves better 

to the drawn-out cadences of chants. But Kuna specialists point 

out that the uncontracted forms used in chants serve a much more 

important function: they serve to emphasize the messages being 

transmitted and make these messages as clear as possible. This 

is done, the specialists contend, because the therapeutic 

success of chants depends overwhelmingly on the ability of 

chanters to convey information to the spirits unambiguously.3 

And this is also one of the explanations for chanting the same 

chant, more or less identically, over a period of four days. 

3. At one point during fieldwork I noted that when Kuna 
adults address small children they frequently use the 
non-contracted forms to make certain their meaning is clear. 
They also use the longer forms with adults when striving for 
emphasis. When speaking with small children, for example, 
adults often say masi kunne take ('come eat food') instead of 
the usual mas kun take. When-r-asked several specialists if 
this was analagous~what was going on in the curing chants, 
they agreed that it was indeed similar. One specialist said 
that although he had not thought about it before, I was correct 
in seeing the parallel. 
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The most striking differences between the language of the 

spirit world and colloquial Kuna are found in the area of 

lexicon. The vocabulary of the language of the spirit world 

contains many terms which occur in everyday speech, but beyond 

these there are enough differences to make the spirit la::guage 

sound like a foreign dialect to the untrained Kuna ear. This 

can be illustrated with a selection of words from both languages: 

Colloquial Kuna 

orne 

tule 

masi 

sappi 

esa 

'woman' 

'man' 

'food, banana' 

'tree' 

'knife' 

'potentially 
dangerous spirit' 

Spirit Language 

walepunkwa 

inna ipekkwa, tona 
ipekkwa4 

ipe mimirio, 
kirpali 

~pe tinikiwala, 
~ punak1wala 

ipe tintuli, ipe 
sintuli5 

apa-isele, 
urwetuLe'6 

4. Inna ipekkwa means 'owner of chicha' and tona ipekkwa 
means 'owner of tobacco'. 

5.~ tintuli is the form used in the ustuppu ~egion; ipe 
sintuli is used 1n the carti region. 

6.Apa-ise means literally 'bad or evil body'; urwetule 
means 'angry man." 
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Colloquial Kuna Spirit Language 

'whirlpool' ulusumpa 7 pirya 

make 'to paint' narsope, makkaleke 

nae 

sope 

pippi 

nueti 

ichakkwakwa, 
l.skana 

nukar nikkat8 

'to go' iirmakke 

'to make, build' wimakke 

'small' totokkwa, muilukkwa 

'good' nuakkwa 

'bad, evil ' apa-isele 

'well sharpened' nuptulukkwa 
(a knife) 

(By taking four words from the above list, the phrase 'a small, 

well- sharpened knife' can be constructed in the two languages 

as follows: 

colloquial kuna: es pippi nukar nikkat 

spirit language: ipe tintule totokkwa nuptulukkwa) 

One of the most interesting features of the language of 

the spirit world -- and the most significant feature in the 

discussion which follows -- is its abundance of colorful 

metaphors and poetic phrases, a characteristic which is 

7. Ulusum~a means 'the house of the canoes'. The 
whirlpools are t e homes of the crocodiles, who are the canoes 
of the ponikana. 

8. Nukar nikkat means 'has teeth'. 
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largely absent from colloquial kuna. 9 Kuna specialists 

delight in lavish verbal imagery, and the most admired chants 

are those in which this penchant for poetry is fully displayed. 

For example, many for the animals mentioned in the chants 

receive descriptive labels that are highly imaginative: 

Colloquial Kuna 

suchua 

pansus 

kaimattar 
('flat mouth') 

sule 

usu 

'butterfly' 

'hummingbird' 

'broadbill' (bird) 

'paca' 

'agouti' 

ppirit Language 

mola koal ipe 
('owner of the 
pieces of cloth') 

nusupane lO 
('worm that moves 
back and forth') 

mani kuchal ipe 
('owner of the 
silver spoon') 

ukkusaliki 
tulekala11 
('in-the-ground 
animal' ) 

~ tulekala 
( animal that 
screams ~') 

9. Poetic expression is a common feature of the gathering 
session speech, but not of everyday interaction. 

10. The Kuna informant of Holmer & Wassen (1947) 
erroneously translated this word as 'penis'. Their informant 
was not a ritual specialist, and saw the word as a composite of 
~ ('worm') and pane ('frigate bird'), both of which are 
metaphors for 'penis' in colloquial Kuna. In fact, it is a 
composite of nusu and aipane ('to move back and forth'). 

11. Tulekala (literally 'man bone') is the spirit word 
for 'animal'. 
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taim 'crocodile' 

sikli 'curassow' 

puttu 'great tinamou' 
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Spirit Language 

(olo)purtika 
('he who holds his 
breath under 
water') 

mola kuppana ipe 
( i owner of the 
soot-colored 
clothes,)12 

pormol ipe 
(' owner of the 
pot' ) 13 

Colors and sounds are occasionally described with words 

used in colloquial Kuna, but it is far more common to paint them 

with descriptive analogies: 

Colloquial Kuna 

kinit 'red' 

'red' (light) 

12. The male curassow is jet black. 

13. The great tinamou is dark brown 
like a pot. 

14. The :lolin bird is small, red and 

Spirit Language 

apekiakwale 
('llke blood') 

nalu tl1tukwale 
l'ITke maCa\'l 

flowers') 

and 

yolinakwale 
(illke the yolin 
bird' ) 14 

alulukwale 
('llke flre') 

is full-bodied 

black 



Colloquial Kuna 

korokwat 

arrat 

arrat 

meekwa 

'yellow' 

'blue' (light) 

'blue' (dark) 

'green' 

green with white 
stripes 

'glowing, shining' 

sounds like 
chains grating 
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Spirit Language 

ipe naLl sapina 
takkeE'l~ 
('looks like a 
macaw's stomach') 

puttusale 
('llke a great 
tinamou'- reference 
to the color of the 
egg) 

kokanisa takketi 
~ 
('looks like the 
juice of the 
koka15 plant') 

ipe asapu takketi 
~ 
('looks like a 
frog' ) 

kusepa turpakwale 
('like the fruit 
of the kusep 
plant') 16 

niiskwale 
( 'like stars') 

kunwale kunwale 
('like glow worms') 

urule urule 
(from sound 
uuurrr)17 

15. The koka plant is used to dye cloth (it is now being 
replaced with synthetic dyes). 

16. Kusep is a cucurbit with small green and white 
striped fruits (the wild variety). The seeds and pulp are 
edible. 

17. There is also a verb in the spirit language that 
incorporates this sound (uurmakke: 'to grate, growl, hum'). The 
tendency to use onomatopoetic verbs (such as aisuurmakke: 'to 
spurt, make the sound suurrr') is common in the spirit language. 



Colloquial Kuna 

sounds like machetes 
hitting trees 
"ping ping" 

sounds like bells 
ringing 
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spirit Language 

esale esale 
('like machetes') 

kappanale kappanale 
( 'like bells') 

yaalekele 
('like small 
cicadas' ) 

01010 purpakwale 
(i11ke the purpa 
of large cicadas') 

As portrayed by Kuna specialists, the world of spirit is 

a fantastic realm, and chanters depict its landscapes and 

inhabitants with all manner of powerful metaphors and 

circumlocutions. However, this lavish verbal expression is not 

poetic whimsy; rather, it is an essential element of the chants 

and it is vitally necessary if they are to be effective. To be 

sure, the Kuna enjoy the highly imaginative descriptions 

contained in chants, C'.lt· they maintain strongly that the 

inhabitants of the spirit world delight in them even more. And 

to tell the spirits about themselves in the most pleasing manner 

possible is precisely what the specialists try to accomplish 

when they go about curing illness. 

Telling the Spirits About Themselves 

Two skills are given particularly high value among Kuna 

ritual specialists: a thorough knowledge of the features of the 
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spirit world, and an ability to articulate this knowledge in a 

coherent, comprehensive, and pleasing manner. The Kuna believe 

that in order to control the course of events in the world of 

spirit -- and, consequently, in the world of substance -- one 

must be able to tell the spirits about themselves. A specialist 

must demonstrate to the spirits that he knows who they are, how 

they carne into being, what their physical and behavioral 

characteristics are, where they live, and what their names are. 

Such information comprises what is called the purpa. In this 

context, the word purpa means something more than 'spirit' or 

'soul'. It refers to the underlying essence of things, the most 

fundamental facts of existence. And only by knowing the purpa 

of something can one control it. 

The word purpa also labels a genre of short "origin 

histories" which describe the birth of various important spirits 

from the womb of the Great Mother. 18 For reasons no one could 

explain to me, these origin histories are in colloquial Kuna, 

not the language of the spirit world. Their content is 

blatantly sexual, and because they are perfectly intelligible to 

non-specialists they are closely guarded by the specialist who 

18. Also called wilup(pi) ('size, measure, image'); thus 
wakar wilup: 'face image'= 'photograph'. 
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19 know them. Origin histories are not chanted, but rather an 

spoken softly or merely thought through in the presence of the 

spirits (see Nordenskiold 1938:346). In theory, all things have 

purpa histories, for all things were born from the Great Mother 

at the time of creation. In actual fact, however, only a 

handful of purpa histories of 'principal' spirits are known and 

used by Kuna specialists. Some of these deal with the origins 

of powerful medicinal spirits such as genipa, balsawood, Spanish 

pepper, cacao, and igrandmother string' (muutup);20 others 

involve prominent inhabitants of the world of spirit such as Muu 

and Uncle Kwetuli (see discussion of Apsoket Ikar in Chapter 

Seven). There are also purpa histories for things such as 

snakes, centipedes, wasps, scorpions, and bars of incandescent 

steel. 

Although I have heard and recorded only one example of an 

entire purpa history (for genipa, see below), and have heard no 

more than portions of several others, I have been told that they 

are all very similar in structure. This assertion is supported 

by two fragmentary texts of purpakana published by Nordenskiold 

(1938:388-393; of the sea turtles) and Holmer & Wassen 

(1958:16-37; of balsawood). The various purpakana differ 

19. Sexual matters are never discussed publically. While 
I was doing fieldwork, several teenage boys discovered some of 
these origin histories written in a specialist's notebook. They 
were caught reading them to their friends, some of whom were 
girls. The culprits were severely punished, and the book was 
locked up. 

20. See Glossary for a definition of muutup. 
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primarily in the information they contain about the spirits 

mentioned. Thus the following summary of the purpa history of 

genipa can be taken as representative of the purpa genre in 

general: 

'Genipa, its Purpa' (Saptur ~ Purpa)21 

In the beginning, the Father and the Mother came to 
earth. They were thinking about the future. The 
Father called to the Mother (i.e. had sexual relations 
with her), and the mother then had a kurkin (i.e. she 
became pregnant). So the Father created a table from 
the Mother's abdomen, and formed the table's legs with 
his penis. The Father then took the Mother's vagina, 
transformed it into a golden cup, and placed it on the 
table. The Mother sat on the table and opened her legs 
toward the East. She began to contemplate her 'body 
road' (vagina). Blood was dripping from it. It was 
cold blood, it had a strong smell. Then a person came 
descending to the table. It was the White Genipa 
person, and it was formed from a mixture of the 'red 
purpa' (menstrual blood) of the Mother and the 'white 
purpa' (semen) of the Father. Its seeds were formed 
from the Mother's liver, and for this reason they had a 
strong smell. It had a small 'bud' on its rear end, 
and wore eight hats that were full of tiny holes, like 
a sieve. 22 

The Mother again turned to contemplate her 'body road,' 
and successively the Red Genipa Person, the 
Fire-colored Genipa Person, the Yellow Genipa person, 
the Blue Genipa person, the Mud-colored Genipa person, 
the Striped Genipa Person, the Oozing Genipa Person, 
and the Dripping Genipa Person descended to the table. 
The Father caught them in his hands. 

Then the Father spoke to the Mother: 'Let us create a 
tunnel for the golden wind,' he said. He took the 

21. This purpa history was recorded from a specialist's 
notebook on ustuppu. The complete text appears in appendix G. 

22. Immature genipap fruits have a small "bud" on one 
end; they are pock-marked like a sieve. Having eight hats means 
that genipap is a powerful spirit. 
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Mother's vagina and made a tunnel. The golden wind was 
made from the Mother's breath. Then; one by one, the 
following things were created: golden canoes were made 
from the Mother's 'vagina lips;' a golden house was 
made from the Mother's large intestine; golden fire 
fans were fashioned from the Mother's clitoris; golden 
flags were made from the multi-colored blood of the 
mother. When he had finished, the Father turned to 
advise the Genipa people: 

'You have golden canoes, I made them for you. The 
'good children' (the Kuna) have not yet arrived (on 
earth). Perhaps some of them will be curing 
specialists. When they call to you, you will go like 
the wind in your golden canoes, that is the way you 
are. Your tunnel for the golden wind is ready, I made 
it for you.' 

The names of genipa are: Olowiknikili, Maniwiknikili, 
Inawiknikili, Ikwawiknikili; Oloyakintili, 
Mani-yakintili, Inayakintili, Ikwayakintili. 23 

According to the Kuna, the primary purpose of recounting 

purpa histories is to control the spirits in question by 

demonstrating to them that the specialist knows all about them. 

As one specialist put it: "If you want to sing 'The Way of 

Cacao,' you have to tell cacao about itself. You have to tell 

cacao how it was born, who its mother is, who its father is. 

Then Cacao will work for you." Ideally, before a major 

treatment is undertaken, the specialist recites the purpa of his 

principal spirit ally to ensure maximum cooperation. Although a 

chant such as Apsoket Ikar ('The Way of ConveLsing') will 

probably have some power if 'Shaman Balsawood', who is the 

leader of the ceremony, is not told his purpa, full 

effectiveness will not be achieved. Some specialists even claim 

23. These are the names of women. 
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that the chants of those who do not know the purpakana of their 

principal spirits are next to worthless. 24 The best 

specialists are thoughtly grounded in the purpa histories of the 

spirits they confront to cure illness. For instance, the most 

highly regarded chanters of Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu') have 

learned the purpa of Muu. without this knowledge, they will be 

only relatively successful in controlling Muu and manipulating 

her to release the spirit of the fetus being held captive inside 

her house on the fourth level of the cosmos. 

purpa histories are not the only means used by Kuna 

specialists to tell the spirits about themselves. Short chants, 

usually no longer than fifteen or twenty minutes, are also 

employed for the purpose of picking up venomous ~nimals and bars 

of red-hot iron. The objective of these chants, which are sung 

in the language of the spirit world, is similar to that of the 

purpa histories: the chanter demonstrates to the relevant spirit 

that he knows all about it. 

24. According to Nordenskiold (1938:374): "Every medicine 
song must be preceded by an invocation announcing the origin of 
the medicine, or else the incantatation does not act." This is 
not correct. There are thousands of different types of 
medicines, and it would be a never-ending task to learn (and 
recite) the purpakana of all of them for every chant. As noted 
above, Kuna specialists know only the purpakana of principal 
spirits. It is likely, however, that the Kuna were much 
stricter about learning and using the purpakana of these spirits 
in the past than they are today. 
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An excellent example of this chant genre is 'The Way of 

Grabbing the Snake' (Naipe Kaet Ikar).25 It is sung to the 

spirit of a snake that the specialist has encountered on the 

mainland. It begins with a description of how the specialist 

has arrived at his farm, and is looking it over. He sharpens 

his machete and begins to clear brush when the snake appears. 

The snake, whose name is Machi Olo-aitikunappinele,26 is 

described: he has a white chin, the tip of his tongue is the 

color of the koka plant (dark blue), and saliva is falling from 

his mouth. The snake calls out to the specialist: 

pule pan kalu sailati nue wisirpa tipa-ve 

How really well do you know my domain? 
(i.e. do you know a good deal about me?) 

To this the specialist answers: 

na pe kalu sailati wisikusaku pinne 

(the chanter) has already learned about your domain 

na pe kalu sailapa totoke tanikki 

(the chanter) is coming to play about your domain 

na pe kalu saila epire tanikki 

(the chanter) is coming to walk around your domain 

25. The text from which this information is taken was 
recorded by Joel Sherzer in the village of Mulatuppu in 1970. 

26. Machi means 'boy.' Ii colloquial Kuna this snake is 
called tappa (species unknown). 
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The specialist then desc~ibes how he strengthens his 

purpa: he makes his hand (with which he will pick up the snake) 

strong with nika. Then he starts to tell the snake about 

itself. He recounts how its lips, its chin, its pupils, the tip 

of its tongue, its 'golden arrow points' (fangs), its venom, its 

flat head, and its spinal cord were created. He tells it about 

the 'necktie' (muswe) it is wearing, and describes its 

slithering motion as it moves beneath the felled brush. 27 

Then the snake edges toward the specialist's outstretched hand 

with his tongue sticking out of his mouth, and the specialist 

picks him up (at this point in the chant, the specialist 

actually picks up the snake). The snake addresses him: 

ani kan apisuati ani purpati wisikusarpa 

My specialist, you know a good deal about my purpa 

ani kana apisuati iki ani sato tipa ani kunnokto tipa-ye 

My specialist, what will you do to me? Will you kill me? 

Such an act, of course, is not on the specialist's mind, 

and he replies cordially to the snake: 

kati na pe kunnukke wali-ye patto aya nueti na sate 
pinnemale-ye 

(The specialist) will not kill you. (You and the 
specialist) have just become good friends. 

27. The 'necktie' is the snake's underbelly. 
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picking up venomous animals and pieces of incandescent 

iron is done largely for display, and control over the objects 

in question is direct and tangible. 28 Less obvious, yet 

equally important, is the manner in which specialists harness 

the spirits by telling them about themselves in the medicine 

counselling chants, the curing chants, and a series of 'play' 

(totoet) chants. In these three types of chant, the spirits are 

not informed of the circumstances of their birth or conjured 

into the hands of waiting specialists. Instead, they are placed 

under the power of the specialists by means of lavish 

descriptions of their physical appearance, their behavior, and 

in some cases, their history. According to Kuna specialists, 

the spirits are never satisfied merely by being told who they 

are. They like to be entertained, and for this reason the 

descriptions in chants are often poetic and amusing. 

This attitude is clearly illustrated in a number of short 

'play' chants which have no purpose other than 'making (the 

spirits) feel good' (oweloe). These chants, which usually last 

no longer than ten or fifteen minutes, are not sung as integral 

parts of ritual ceremonies or in contexts associated with 

curing. Occasionally, the specialists chant them as they lie 

28. 'Grabbing things' (immar kaet) serves no practical 
purpose other than impressing human beings and, of course, 
inhabitants of the spirit world with the specialist's 
abilities. There is at least one exception to this. Wasps are 
sometimes gathered for use as medicines. They are employed, for 
example, in the Apsoket ('Conversing') ceremony. (Howe, 
personal communication, 1976) 
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idly in their hammocks; they are also sung for the amusement of 

friends, especially when they are participating in puberty 

feasts and are under the influence of alcohol. On different 

occasions I have heard 'play' chants about MUu, the rattlesnake, 

balsawood, and genipa; and I once recorded six short chants 

about 'things' belonging to Muu: her door, her genipa trees, her 

flowers, her hammock, her wooden stools, and her whirlpools. 

All of these chants are primarily descriptive; they contain no 

narrative action. For example, the 'play' chant concerning 

MUu's flowers describes how gold and silver blossoms are 

standing in rows, turning yellow, twisting around on a table, 

curling in the breeze, turning around, swaying back and forth, 

making noises like cicadas, and so forth (the full text appears 

in Appendix M). When the chanter had finished the six chants 

about Muu, I asked him what purpose they served. He replied 

with an amused chuckle: "Just play. It makes Muu feel good to 

hear about her things." Thus, Muu feels good and is informed in 

a pleasing manner that the specialist possesses knowledge about 

her and her things. And when a serious need arises, he is 

assured of exercisiag a strong measure of control over MUu's 

actions. 

Detailed descriptions of the above kind are also found 

throughout both the medicine counselling chants and the curing 

chants. As a general rule, the most powerful chants are 

considered to be those in which description is most copious, 

intricate, and poetic. It reaches its fullest expression in the 
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long "expedition" curing chants (see Chapter Seven), where the 

abundance of descriptive detail vastly outweighs narrative 

action. This was noted by Levi-Strauss in his analysis of 

Holmer & Wassen's published text of muu ikar (1947; Levi-Strauss 

1963:187): 

••• we are surprised to find that the song, whose 
subject is a dramatic struggle between helpful and 
malevolent spirits for the reconquest of a "soul," 
devotes very little attention to action proper. In 
eighteen pages of text the contest occupies less than 
one page and the meeting with Muu Puklip scarcely two 
pages. The preliminaries, on the other hand, are 
highly developed and the preparations, the outfitting 
of the nuchu(kana), the itinerary, and the sites are 
described with a great wealth of detail. 

Even narrative action, Levi-Strauss points out, is 

brought almost to a standstill as it is carefully and minutely 

portrayed. A typical example of this, taken from the version I 

recorded of Muu Ikar, occurs when the women are preparing 

intoxicating chicha to be carried to Muu: 

walepunkana mola tarpa olopuikpu oteenai manipuikpu 
oteenai inna asakkwa atar kwakekalarke 

The women take the golden sieves from their blouses, 
they take out the silver sieves, to strain out the 
sediment from the chicha 

walepunkana mola tarpa olowesarkwa oteenai maniwesarkwa 
oteenai inna makkukkwa weekalarke 

The women take the golden spoons from their blouses, 
they take out the silver spoons, to collect the foam 
from the chicha 



walepunkwa mola tarpa Olo!ik~i oteenai manipikpi 
oteena~ alulu newamakkeka ar e 
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The women take the golden fire fans from their blouses, 
they take out the silver fire fans, to fan the fire 

walepunkana mola tarpa olokarpa oteenai manikarpa 
oteenai alulu omakkekalarke 

The women take the golden baskets from their blouses, 
they take out the silver baskets, to set the fire (the 
baskets have hot coals) 

walepunkana esali pomette apalukkalimala puna 
pisetiliki puna nopatili esali pomette apalukkali puna 
kokketili esali eomette apalukkali nue tar 
palltakkakwar lkl yalle yalie pomette kwena 
apaluktekine walepunkan uanae kue 

The women begin to wash the iron pots with sweet basil, 
with nopar (sweet-smelling plant); they begin to wash 
the iron pots with kokke (sweet-smelling plant), they 
begin to wash the iron pots, they are beginning to look 
good, they are all in a line; wash all of them, women, 
(the chanter) advises you. 

walepunkan alulu omakkali alulu omakkeyolakimala 
olokatwaki alulu omakkeyolaki 

The women begin to arrange the fire, they are arranging 
the fire with the golden tongs, they are arranging the 
fire 

walepunkan olopikpiki alulu newamakkali alulu 
uurmakkali alulu kwapunyekwichi-ye alulu naka na 
aitittismakkeyolakir-ye 

The women begin to fan the fire with the golden fire 
fans, the fire begins to make noise 'uuurrr', the fire 
is flaming up, the fire is shooting off sparks 

walepunkana esali pomette ainakkwiali alulu yaaki esali 
pomette ainakkwemai ipe kala kumpaapakka naale 

The women begin to lift the iron pots onto the fire, 
the iron pots are being lifted, eight times (there are 
eight pots) 



walepunkana olonoka takkali olonokaki inna apalisa 
weekala inna apalisa alimakkeyolaki 

The women begin to reach for the golden cups, the 
golden cups to collect the chicha liquid, (the cups) 
fill up with chicha liquid 

walepunkana esali pomette apalase inna apalisa 
aisuurrmakkekala esali pomette alimakkeyolaki 
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The women (go) among the iron pots to pour ( with the 
sound 'suuurrr') the chicha liquid; the iron pots are 
filling up 

walepunkan ipe kammikka oteali-ye 

The women begin to take out their stirring paddles 

walepunkana ipe wirwili oteeyolakimala 

The women take out their beating sticks29 

walepunkan inna apalisa alimakkeyolakimala muu nekase 
naekala 

The women fill (the iron pots) with chicha liquid, to 
go to the house of of Muu 

walepunkana inna opali opatyeyolaki inna opali 
ekwaneyolaki inna opali nuasaeyolaki 

The women drop corn into the chicha, the corn falls 
into the chicha, the corn makes the chicha good 

walepunkana inna apalisa opirieyolaki ipe kammikkakine 

The women mix the chicha liquid with the stirring 
paddles 

29. This implement is a thin stick with pieces of wood 
arranged like a fan at the base. The stick handle is held 
between both palms and,spun back and forth in liquid to stir 
it. In colloquial Kuna it is called wirwir (because it make the 
sound 'wiiirrr, wiiirrr' when spun rapidly). 



walepunkana inna apalisa kammulekenai inna apalisa 
piomakkenai 
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The women make funnels in the chicha liquid, the chicha 
liquid is spurting 

And on and on until, some thirty verses later, the chicha is 

finally prepared and made ready for the journey to MUu's house. 

II 

In the same analysis of Muu Ikar, Levi-Strauss notes that 

some elements which might appear secondary ••• are treated 

with luxuriant detail as if they were, so to speak, filmed in 

slow motion ll (Ibid.:188). The metaphor of a slow-motion film is 

indeed apt, but it would be wrong to assume that some of the 

scenes described are IIsecondary.1I Spare descriptions reduce the 

efficancy of the chants, for they demonstrate to the spirits 

that the chanter knows little about them. Only by depicting the 

spirits and their actions exhaustively do chanters bring the 

spirit world under control. 

Good and dangerous spirits alike are brought under 

control by means of lavish description. All of the spirit 

helpers of the chanter are depicted with some measure of detail, 

but the leaders of the expeditions are generally given special 

treatment._ .In Muu Ikar, for example, more than ninety verses 

are devoted to the leader, Shaman Balsawood. The chile pepper 
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shamans, who are also key figures in the journey to Muu's house, 

are given slightly less attention. By the same token, Muu and 

her creatures, which are encountered by the shamans and the 

women at every turn of the road along the way, are made 

subservient to the chanter through use of this same verbal 

tactic. The crocodiles and fisher birds along Muu's river and 

the jaguars perched in Muu's genipa trees are dangerous threats 

to the shamans, and the chanter must neutralize them. It is 

insufficient merely to mention the fact that these spirits are 

looming in the path of the shamans; they must be rendered 

innocuous with intricate descriptions of how they look and 

behave. If this were not done, they would sense that the 

chanter knows little about their purpa and therefore cannot 

control their actions. Similarly, when the shamans finally make 

their way through Muu's door -- two-thirds of the way through 

the chant -- they do not immediately rush forward to confront 

Muu. They must first take stock of Muu's birds, lizards, 

monkeys, sloths, anteaters, peccaries, pacas, agoutis, tapirs, 

and jaguars. 'There are so many living things that the end of 

them cannot be seen,1 we are told; and from the time they enter 

the house it takes the shamans and the women more than 

one-hundred and fifty verses to make their way past all the 

'living things' to Muu's hammock. 

Although it takes the shamans and the women more than 

five hours of chanting to reach Muu's house and liberate the 

spirit of the fetus from her clutches, there are no unnecessary 
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detours in their journey. The mission is literally a matter of 

life and death, and the shamans and women must secure the spirit 

of the fe~us and bring it down MUu's river as rapidly as 

possible. If the chanter were to indulge in shortcuts and prune 

away descriptive detail, the efficacy of the chant would be 

greatly diminished and all might be lost. 

In sum, the linguistic variety of the chants of curing 

specialists is the language of the spirit world, which is 

significantly distinct from colloquial Kuna. It is marked off 

from colloquial Kuna by numerous phonological and lexical 

differences which make it unintelligible to all but those who 

have been exposed, over many years, to the curing traditions. 

This fact, however, has no bearing on the efficacy of the 

chants, for the audience of the specialists is spiritual, not 

human. The chant language is u~derstood and used by the 

inhabitants of the world of spirit, and as such is the only 

means of gaining entry to and influencing the course of events 

in that dimension of reality. 

Whereas colloquial Kuna is employed to refer to things 

existing in the world of the waking senses, the language of the 

spirit world refers to objects, beings, and events which are 

spiritual. Thus, when specialists begin to intone their chants, 

they move into another order of reality; their 'souls' 
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(purpakana), not their physical bodies, become the chanters, and 

the messages they send are received by spirits, not by beings in 

the world of substance. Beyond this, use of the chant language 

enables specialists to effectively demonstrate to the spirits 

that they know about them. By assigning the correct (spiritual) 

names to the spirits in short, by telling the spirits about 

themselves in their own tongue specialists manifest their 

knowledge of the most profound facts of their being. Such 

knowledge constitutes the 'soul' (purpa), or underlying essence, 

of the spirits, and it enables the specialists to exert control 

over the latter's actions. 

Another characteristic which sets the language of the 

spirit world apart from colloquial Kuna is its wealth of 

metaphor and lavish verbal imagery. Although this feature of 

the chants may at first appear to be little more than linguistic 

embroidery, it serves an essential practical purpose. According 

to Kuna specialists, the spirits are never satisfied with a mere 

listing of their names and matter-of-fact descriptions of their 

history and their physical and behavioral characteristics. If 

the spirits are to perform the tasks desired by specialists, 

they must be told about themselves in a pleasing and 

entertaining manner. Spirits appreciate intricate accounts of 

their essence and the facts of their existence, for these 

accounts 'make them feel good.' Thus, the most effective 

specialists are those who can converse with the spirits in their 



own tongue, and, in so doing, delight them by weaving complex 

tapestries of metaphor, poetry, and elaborate description. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MEDICINES 

A brief examination of the contents of a medicine man's 

house shows that practically anything can be used as medicine. 

Boxes of odd-shaped sticks and vines, animal skulls, carved 

wooden figures, shells, and numerous other items line the walls; 

baskets, gourds, and cloth packets stuffed with drieu leaves, 

seeds, and coagulated pastes hang from the beams and walls; and 

if the specialist has just returned from a medicine gathering 

trip to the jungle, several baskets of freshly cut stems, vines, 

leaves, and bark will be found sitting in a corner awaiting 

preparation. While most of these medicines are natural products 

taken from the local surroundings, some have may comes from 

places far beyond San BIas. Thus, medicine men periodically 

rummaged through my effects in search of new medicines, and 

occasionally put in requests for objects they spotted in books 

and magazines. One medicine man was delighted when I presented 

him with a massive horse tooth I had found on a beach near 

Panama City; and polished agates from Arizona, together with 

blocks of hardwood from Costa Rica and the seeds of exotic 

plants, were always in great demand. l 

1. The horse tooth was seen as excellent medicine for 
strengthening human teeth; the polished agates are used for 
lowering fevers, and are called akkwanusa ('rock rat') and 
akkwalele ('rock shaman') (see Glossary); and the plants are 
employed for a variety of illnesses, depending upon their 
characteristics (for example, the flower of a sweet pea was seen 
as medicine for pregnant women to ensure that their babies would 
have well-formed noses). 
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During the initial creation, the Great Mother and the 

Great Father placed all the medicines on earth and counselled 

them how they were to serve mankind. The role of Kuna medicine 

men today is to gather the medicines, prepare them: and instruct 

their purpakana in combatting ailments. Because the medicines 

were given advice as to their functions in the beginning, the 

'medicine counselling chants' (ina unaet) performed by Kuna 

specialists are understood to be reminders rather than fresh 

instructions. But since certain medicines may be employed for a 

variety of illnesses, they must be told, in any specific case, 

what is expected of them. For example, sweet basil (pisep) may 

be used to increase intelligence, to facilitate childbirth, to 

cure headaches, or to enhance hunting skills. 

When the counselling chant has been performed, the 

medicines are carried to the patient, where they are 

administered in a bath, ingested, anointed as a paste, or burned 

to produce smoke. According to the Kuna, the physical substance 

of medicine does not effect cures. Since all illnesses occur on 

the level of spirit, the cures must likewise be spiritual; as 

one specialist expressed it, the purpakana of the medicines seep 

into the purpa of the patient much in the same manner as sweat 

oozes from the human body. In this way, the spiritual qualities 

of the medicines leave the physical body in which they are 

housed and are transferred to the purpa of the patient, becoming 

part of it. The purpa of human beings resides in the blood 

(apalisa: apa ('body'), lisa ('liquid'», and the spirit 
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of the medicines is often referred to as 'medicine blood' (ina 

apalisa). 

Medicines among the Kuna are used to carry out a number 

of functions. Some are employed to eliminate ponikana which 

have attacked the purpa, and thus are aimed at restoring the 

patient to a normal state of health. But many medicines are 

used when there is no disorder present. Thus, medicines may be 

administered for the purpose of adding desirable qualities to 

the patient's purpa, such as reddish color, strength, a 

prominent nose, intelligence, muscular coordination, or fluency 

in speaking or chanting. still other medicines are employed as 

protective measures, to 'guard' (nakkuleke) the patient from 

attack, or to 'confuse the road' (ikar opurre) that ponikana 

might take to the purpa. In actual practice, treatment of a 

particular illness often involves medicines that serve all these 

different functions. For example, if a person is suffering from 

poni attack. he may receive medicines to drive the poni from his 

purpa, medicines to restore his strength, medicines to stand 

vigil over him in his weakened condition, and medicines to 

confuse the road that other ponikana might take to his spirit. 

This section will examine the ways in which Kuna 

specialists classify medicines, the organization of treatment 

regimens, and the structure and properties of chants for 

counselling the medicines. The classification of medicines will 

be approached from three different perspectives: (1) the 

"functional" groupings used by medicial specialists to organize 
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groups of medicines into treatment categories; (2) several 

important "qualitative" distinctions between diferent types of 

medicines; and (3) the social implications of the opposition of 

'dangerous' versus 'non-dangerous' medicines. 

Functional Categories of Medicines 

In response to the query, 'What kinds of medicines are 

there?' (ina soipikwa nikka), Kuna medicine men 

characteristically reply with a list of the following major 

categories: 

punmal (muu) ina ('young woman (midwife) medicine'): for 
pregnancy, birth. 

tupa ina {'vine medicine') 2: to cure snake poni attack. 

nia ina ---- ('demon medicine'): to cure psychological 
disorders, dizziness, skin disease (any attack 
by nia). 

kiatakkalet ina ('kiatakkalet medicine'): to cure 
someone who attempts to kill others in 
dreams. 

urrikan ina ('assassin medicine,)3: to cure blood or 
infections in the urine or stools. 

kurkin ina ('kurkin medicine'): to cure headaches or to 
enhance learning ability. 

neloket ina ('medicine for bathing nerkan'): to develop 
the supernatural powers of nerkan. 

2. Tupa ('vine') is used as a symbolic representation of 
the snake; it does not refer to the fact that vines are often, 
but not exclusively. used as medicine to cure snake attack. 

3. Urrikan ('assassins') are men mentioned in Kuna 
mythology. 
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kaptakket ina ('dream medicine'): to stop bad dreams. 

nika kannoet ina ('nika strengthening medicine'): to 
--- make a person strong 

ipia iskuet ina ('damaged eye medicine') 

sapan nunmakket ina ('stomach ache medicine') 

apkan nunmak~.~t ina (' body ache medicine') 

kala pichisat ina ('broken bone medicine) 

ukka iskuet ina ('damaged skin medicine') 

~ ittoket ina ('dizziness medicine') 

00 ina ('common cold medicine') 

This list is not exhaustive. Additional medicines exist 

for such diverse purposes as hunting turtles, curing sore 

throats, vaginal disorders, fevers, tumors, boils, chest pains, 

and converting women into adept seamstresses. Each of the major 

categories of medicine is viewed as a 'path' (ikar), or branch, 

within the broad field of medicine; these paths are roughly 

analagous to the sub-fields of Western medicine, such as 

orthopedics, gynecology, and otolaryngology. The analogy is 

apt, for Kuna medicine men, like their Western counterparts, 

generally establish reputations in one or more specific branches. 

Kuna medicine men have traditionally kept drawings that 

depict the medicines used for specific ailments or treatments. 

The characters in these drawings are usually arranged 

horizontally in legal-size notebooks, in lines of fifteen 

characters or more, with ten or more lines on each page. 

Reading sequences vary from medicine man to medicine man, 
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but most begin at the bottom and run from the left or the right, 

either beginning afresh with each new line from the original 

margin or proceeding upward in a ziz-zag manner. In recent 

years, however, those Kuna who have learned to read and write in 

schools sometimes begin from the top on the left-hand margin and 

move down the page beginning each line on the left. 4 

The picture drawings invariably represent lists of 

medicines, but some of them also have characters that designate 

attacking spirits and particular illness symptoms. For example, 

Figure 12, which depicts a list of medicines for snake poni 

attack, begins on the bottom right-hand margin with the patient, 

followed by the snake ~, then a seri~s of medicines used to 

combat the disease. Moving upwards, the subsequent line 

reverses its direction, moving from the left-hand margin. 

Toward the middle of the sequence, one can see several red birds 

signifying hemorrhaging, and there are a number of depictions of 

the patient dripping blood from his mouth. Toward the top of 

the page are several red animals covered with bristling spines, 

signifying jabbing pain. List of medicines such as this 

represent an exhaustive compilation of the herbs which may be 

used for certain disorders, not those which must by employed. 

While some of the characters are standardized (e.g., a fish hook 

representing a snake), most of them are idiosyncratic and can be 

read only by the medicine men who have drawn them or by persons 

4. Nordenskiold's informant, Ruben Perez, followed this 
strategy (Nor~c~~!~iold 1938, plates at the end of the book). 
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the latter have instructed. Beyond this, each character stands 

for a type of medicine, the domain of a poni, or a poni itself. 

There exist no "idea" pictographs, and, to my knowledge, the 

drawings never encode information on how the medicines should be 

prepared or administered. 5 

As early as the 1920's, a number of young Kunas with 

writing skills began to record native medical prescriptions in 

Latin script, using a mixture of Spanish and Kuna. These 

efforts were originally part of a project sponsored by Nele 

Kantule of Ustuppu and were aimed at preserving Kuna 

traditions. 6 One of the men involved in this task was Ruben 

Perez, who worked as secretary to the Ustuppu congress during 

the early part of the century. When he journeyed to Sweden in 

1931, he carried with him several texts of medical prescriptions 

which were evidently dictated by medicine men on Ustuppu. While 

these texts are Aomewhat bare of detail, they constitute the 

first written records of their kind, and nicely illustrate 

5. This is seemingly contradicted by several pictographs 
given to the Swedes by Perez (Nordenskiold 1938) and Guillermo 
Hayans (1947, 1953). They depict all manner of symptoms, 
treatments, actions by the specialists, desired results of 
treatment, and so forth. The drawnings were apparently 
fabrications of these two young men, who were not themselves 
curing specialists. I have never seen pictographs of this sort 
anywhere in San BIas, and numerous specialists have told me 
(fervently) that they do not exist, and never have. 

6. When the first Catholic and Protestant missionaries 
arrived in San BIas during the first two decades of this 
century, a number of Kuna traditionalists became very much 
interested in Western education. Their enthusiasm was due in 
large part to their belief that writing and reading skills were 
excellent tools for recording and learning traditional knowledge. 
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some important features of Kuna medical practice. For example, 

prescriptions for different types of throat ailments were 

written down as follows (Nordenskiold 1938: 519-522): 

1. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation and 
administration: 

2. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation: 

3. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation: 

4. Ailment: 

Inside the throat it is red, it 
looks like it has been bitten, and 
saliva is coming from the mouth 
('the sun is inside, there is a 
large hot-coal hole') 

Carbon from burnt trees of various 
sorts (sopmas, pailawala 
(balsamo?), ailiwala (mangrove), 
ikwawala (tonka bean tree), 
mukir); also soot from a 
motor-powered launch. 

The soot and carbon are mixed with 
water, and the paste is painted on 
the throat with cotton wound 
around a small stick. 

Pain caused by a 'small snake' 
(naipe totokkwa) which has made a 
hole. Also for inflamed lips on 
small children. 

Sugar cane, naa (barbasco), tender 
shoots of sugar cane. 

Roasted, use ashes. (no 
instructions on administration). 

Pain caused by 'two whirlpools' 
(pirya tarpokwa) in the throat 
(?). Red mouth, bad smell. 

Several kinds of small shellfish 
that cling to mangrove trees just 
below the water line. 

Roasted, use ashes. (no 
instructions on administration). 

'Rock rat' (akkwanusa) pain in 
throat. Throat pain, not clear 
exactly what the symptoms are. 



Medicir:.es: 

Preparation and 
administration: 

5. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation: 

6. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation: 

7. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation and 
administration: 
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Poksimas, blue poksimas, yellow 
poksimas, mangrove eaten by worms, 
mangrove with tunnels. 

The plants are mashed up, made 
into small congealed balls 
(kwamakkalet); powder is ground 
off the balls, mixed with water, 
and drunk. 

Pain 'from the sixth level' 
(pillinerkwaki). 'It feels like 
spines are sticking the throat, 
continuous pain.' 

Several plants with spines: 
kalasappi (a tree), white 
kalasappi, blue napkiar, white 
napkiar (a vine). 

The bark of the trees is grated 
and mixed with the tender spines 
of the vine; both mixed with 
water. (no instructions on 
administration). 

'Feels like ants are biting the 
throa t. 'The throat is red, 
continuous pain. 

Sappi sitsilkalu (a tree), sappi 
ul natsa sappl (a tree), fire ant 
(sichir) nest, leaf-cutter ant 
(ikli) nest. 

The bark of the trees and the ant 
nests are burned, and the ashes 
are used (no instructions on 
administration). 

'Very strong throat pain.' 

010 (gold), olosantu ('gold 
saInt,' a golden cross), olotala 
('golden eye,' a chest adornment), 
mania (silver). 

Placed in water, the water is 
drunk. 



8. Ailment: 

Medicines: 

Preparation and 
administration: 

'Snake throat pain.' 
on the throat. 
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White spots 

Several plants: naipe ~ sappi (a 
tree), setron (cedar?), ututpunu 
(?), manusnantupa (a vine), 
ukkunaipetupa ('rattle snake 
vine'), uekotupa ('snake hawk 
vine'). 

Take the stems, grate them, make a 
paste; the paste is applied to the 
throat. 

9. Ailment: 'Whirlpool hole' throat paine?) 

Medicines: 

Preparation: 

Several plants from the sea, 
including a sponge. 

These are burnt. Use the ashes (no 
instructions on administration) • 

Although the picture records of medicines are still 

widely used, many Kuna specialists have learned to write, and in 

ustuppu and Okop Sukkun there presently exists an abundance of 

notebooks with carefully copied instructions for medical 

treatments and texts of the longer curing chants. Several 

examples of medical prescriptions copied from the books of 

different medicine men clearly illustrate some of the ways in 

which they organize their trade: 

1. Urrikan ina, tulekati ('assassin medicine, Kuna variety'): 
for blood in the stools or urine. 

a. osippusae ('to make white'): five plants with white, 
gummy sap are listed (kunnuwala, ikkorwala, markiswala, 
nunistupa, isperwala). Bark and pieces of wood are 
taken and boiled, and the juice is drunk; or the saF 
is hardened in balls (Kwamakkalet), powder is ground 
off the balls with a rough stone, placed in water, and 
drunk. 
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b. osaye ('to dilute'): seven bitter plants, six of them 

vines (tupa), one a tree (sappi) (ina nusnan tupa 
naipe urkisaila, ina kaursip, yanko tupa, ponki tupa, 
sopki tupa, naipe saila tupa). These are boiled, and the 
juice is drunk. 

2. Urrikan ina, waikati ('assassin medicinc r Panamanian 
variety'r:-gonorrhea, syphilis, urinary infections picked 
up from Panamanians. 

a. Medicines of Panamanian origin: paint, akkwa arrat 
('blue rock'-small blue crystals that fiz in water, 
caustic), sealing wax, soaps of all colors (in the 
medical terminology soap is called wai sappi: 
'Panamanian tree'). These are placed in water, and 
the water is drunk. 

b. Medicines of Kuna origin (plants), 'to make white' 
(osippusae), all have white sap: parts of black palms 
(ila, irsu, sater, yansatwala), sarki tupa (a vine). 
Placed in water, water drunk. 

3. Urrikan ina, iwala nunu ('assassin medicine, rotten 
vagina')-.--For women with vaginal infections. 

a. Medicines: Plants: tuppu, ~, mursoke, naras 
('orange'), ukakka, nuinukkwa (smells like onions). 
Placed in water, water drunk. 

4. Nunmakket urrikana ina ('painful assassin medicine). For 
pain when urinating-.--

a. Medicines: spiny plants: napkiar (a vine), sirtunkit 
pinwe. Placed in water, water drunk. 

5. Suu ittoket ina ('medicine for dizziness'). 

a. For dizziness in general. A collection of bark taken 
from trees with edible fruit (maria, kwilup, inkwa 
~, sulinkwa, wiwikkia, apkap); the bark is soaked 
in water, and the patient bathes in the water. The 
medicine is to divert the attention of the attacking 
spirits (purwakalemalatti: 'wind spirits'), which eat 
the spiritual fruit of the trees. 

b. Dizziness with 'spinning around' (pippirkuali). A 
collection of plants with spines (maski, akkepantupa, 
wesarkitupa, uu masi). Placed in water, the patient 
bathes in the water. 

c. Dizziness caused by spirits from swamps (nek mattakan 
kine). A collection of trees and vines from swamps. 
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The bark and stems taken and placed in water, and the 
patient bathes in the water. 

d. Dizziness caused by spirits from the coast (temar 
kakkapali). A collection of trees from the beaches, 
including mangrove. The bark is placed in water, and 
the patient bathes in the water. 

6. Mimmi poet ina ('medicine for crying children') 

a. misi poet ina ('medicine for cat-crying'). To stop 
a child from 'crying like a cat.' A collection of 
parts of plants that look like the anatomy of a cat 
(face, leg, etc.). Placed in water, and the patient 
is bathed in the water. 

b. waki poet ina ('medicine for blue-headed parrot
crying'). To stop a child from crying like a 
blue-headed parrot. Bark from a number of trees 
that parrots feed on (the fruit). The bark is 
soaked in water, and the patient bathes in the 
water. 

In similar fashion, many medicine men keep records of the 

illnesses they have studied along with lists o~ the different 

medicines used to cure them. Two more abridged examples show how 

general categories are broken down into sub-categories for 

particular manifestations of poni attack: 

Snake Medicine: (each followed by a list of medicines): 

medicine for diluting the spirit of the snake 
medicine for excessive bleeding 
medicine for rotten holes in the flesh 
medicine for hemorrhaging 
medicine for peeling skin 
medicine for heat 
medicine for sharp jabbing pains 
medicine for blotchy skin 

Pregnancy Medicine: (each followed by a list of 
medicines): 

medicine for headaches 
medicine for hemorrhaging 
medicine for making the fetus small 
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medicine for retaining the fetus in the womb 

(anti-miscarriage medicine) 
medicine for making the vagina slick for easy birth 
m~dicine for dizziness 
medicine for keeping the purpa cool (against body 

heat) 
medicine for swelling 

Since most Kuna treatments are aimed at producing more 

than one effect, several different classes of medicines may be 

administered at the same time, either mixed together or in 

separate preparations. Kurkin treatments, for instance, often 

attempt to ease headaches, enlarge the kurkin, give it a light 

red color, make it smooth, make it firm, and refresh it. All of 

these conditions are sought through the simultaneous application 

of discrete, yet complimentary, categories of medicines. At the 

same time, medicines used to produce a particular effect, such 

as cooling, are often employed with little or no modification, 

no matter which spirit has attached or which part of the anatomy 

has been affected. For example, a standard set of 'cooling' 

medicines -- the most prominent of which are smooth river agates 

(akkwanusa, akkwalele), a group of plants taken from river 

banks, and genipa -- are traditionally enlisted to cool the 

purpa when excessive heat accompanies snake poni attack, 

pregnancy complications, soul loss, or headaches (see Figure 

13). By the same token, plants with spines are called upon to 

alleviate pains which may attack any part of the body and are 

caused by spirits ranging from crocodile ponikana to 'demons' 

(niakana). This is not to say, however, that identification of 

the attacking spirit is unimportant. Especially with serious 

illnesses, it is essential that the medicine man know which 
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poni is causing the problem, since this information must be 

passed on to the medicines to better orient their curative 

efforts. 

Types of Medicines: Qualitative Distinctions 

Kuna medicines are partitioned into three broad 

qualitative categories which cross-cut functional categories of 

the type described above. The qualitative categories are: 'old 

medicine' (ina serret) which does not rot, fresh plant medicine, 

and animal medicine. 7 'Old medicines' are kept in the homes of 

medical specialists as a more or less permanent part of their 

pharmaceutical inventory. Many of these medicines are plants 

and parts of animals (especially bones), but they are 

distinguished from the other two categories by virtue of the 

fact that they can be stored for long periods of time without 

decomposing in the humid climate of San BIas. Fresh plant 

medicines are used inmediately after they are gathered, for 

otherwise they will spoil rapidly. Animal medicines are almost 

always burned, and the ashes and bones are used soon after they 

are prepared. Although there are certain cases in which animal 

medicines such as ants and wasps are mixed together with fresh 

plants, the three types of medicine are almost always 

7. 'Old medicine' is also called 'medicine which does not 
rot' (ina nunu sulit). In Kuna there are no ~exemes for the 
domainS-Of plants or animals. 



administered separately. In other words, when a particular 

illness is being treated, 'old medicines', fresh plant 

medicines, and animal medicines are often used in the same 

treatment, but they are not blended together in a single 

concoction. 
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Before describing the three qualitative classes of 

medicine in greater detail, a few words should be said about 

Kuna botany. Most accomplished specialists have an extensive 

knowledge of the botanical resources which surround them. Much 

of this knowledge deals with "natural" family groupings of 

plants, which serve to guide medicine men in selecting 

medicines. However, as will be seen, the selection of medicines 

is frequently based on entirely different considerations. 

The Kuna divide the plant kingdom into three general 

classes: 'trees' (sappiwalakan), 'vines' (tupakan), and 'small 

plants and bushes' (kakan or purkan). Those versed in ritual 

history explain that during the creation the Great Mother and 

the Great Father came together to give birth to all of the 

plants and place them or earth. They did this 'in lines' (ile 

ile), which is to say that they placed them in orderly fashion, 

one after the other, family by family. There is a good deal of 

confusion among different specialists as to what the precise 

order of creation was, but the composition of the individual 

family groups is generally agreed upon. Thus, the original 

couple sent all of the trees with hard hearts in a group, one 

after the other, and they represent a single family. Similarly, 
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all of the black palms with spines came together, as did the 

trees with abundant white sap, the trees with foul-smelling 

bark, the trees with spines, the bitter trees, the foul-smelling 

vines, the vines with spines, the bitter vines, the plants which 

yield red coloring, a group of small plants which grow along the 

river banks, the sweet-smelling plants, the chile peppers, and 

so forth. 

Membership in a particular family group is based on the 

presence or absence of one or more shared attributes, such as 

degree of hardness, color, possession of spines, smell, and 

taste. These attributes are closely related to function. Thus, 

trees with hard hearts are used as posts for house construction 

and as medicine for making the nika strong. The black palms 

with spines are employed in house construction, for making 

fishing spears, bows and arrow tips; as medicines they are used 

to strengthennika, to combat ponikana which cause sharp jabbing 

pains, and to aid in recovering abducted purpakana. The chile 

peppers are used as condiments with meals, and as medicines to 

'confuse the road' that ponikana take to the purpa. When the 

attributes of two or more different family groups are similar, 

the families are seen as distinct yet closely related, for they 

perform the same medicinal functions. Thus, although 

foul-smelling vines and trees are obviously different in a 

botanical sense, they are considered functionally equivalent. 

Both serve to confuse the road taken by ponikana, and are 

therefore often mixed together in a single medical preparation. 
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Skilled medicine men have a thorough knowledge of the 

different plant families and their functional attributes. Such 

knowledge is essential in organizing medical treatments, for 

there is often a correspondence between "natural" botanical 

categories and their medicinal counterparts. The following 

examples, taken from the notebooks of several medicine men on 

ustuppu, illustrate this point: 8 

sappi nika kannomalatti ('trees with strong nika'; trees 
with hard hearts): 

ikwawala 
pailawala 
nakkiwala 
:eichiwala 
~sperwala 

arkanwala 
koipirwala 
wasawala 
sapkwasiswala 
ampewala 

suarkinitwala 
pakkiwala 
pupakiwala 

(All of these trees are used for nika strengthening 
medicine). 

tupa ikko nikmalatti ('vines which have spines'): 

akkepantupa 
wesarkitupa 
maskitupa 
napkiartupa 

tukimurmurttupa 
tapunukartupa 
tulupsikakittupa 
sarkitupa 

(All of these vines are used as medicine for body pains) • 

tupa kaipimalatti ('bitter vines'): 

inanusnantupa 
ponkitupa 
inakaursip 

tiurkitupa 
pachartupa 
pakkitupa 

kwapantupa 
kintupa 
asuinkitupa 

(All of these vines are used to eliminate the snake poni.) 

8. I did not identify most of these plants according to 
the western botanical scheme, and therefore leave them with Kuna 
names. It is sufficient here merely to note the criterial 
attributes of the family groups as seen by the Kuna. 



sappi kichi nikmalatti ('trees with (white) sap'): 

markiswala 
weparmaswala 
kunnuwala 

tupisperwala 
arrisekitwala 
kunnunuawala 

mammarwala 
ikkorwala 
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(All of these trees are used to produce a white color.)9 

These examples demostrate a neat isomorphic relationship 

between ethnobotanical and medicial categories. However, such 

close correspondence is not always the case since certain 

medical prescription call for the combination of plants from 

different families. This is so because medicine men also attend 

closely to attributes of different parts of plants and not 

exclusively to those criteria that serve to distinguish 

"natural" botanical families. Another notebook entry is 

illustrative in this respect: 

nis ottinnoket ina ('medicine for drying up liquid (blood 
or pus) , ) : 

lukka (?) 
ukkurwala (balsawood) 
masar (Spanish: caffa blanca; Gynerium sagittatum) 
upsana (cotton) 
kwinir(?) 
antu (calabash gourd; Lagenaria leucantha) 

Botanically, this is a diverse group: balsawood is a 

medium-sized tree with soft wood, cafta blanca is a type of cane, 

cotton is a bush, and the calabash gourd is a small tree. And 

the Kuna recognize that they belong to different family groups. 

9. Either they are used to restore clear color to 
something which has become dark, bloody, etc. (such as urine).; 
or to cure impotency in males, by strengthening the sperm. 
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Yet all are mixed together into a preparation to dry up liquid 

because certain parts of each plant share the attributes of 

dryness and fluffyness. The medicine man from whom I obtained 

this prescription explained that he used the fluff from the pod 

of the balsa tree, the tip of the flower stem from cafia blanca, 

the white fluff from the cotton bush, and the immature fruit of 

the calabash gourd. 

Another category of plant medicine is of interest because 

it combines members of five distinct botanical families and 

attempts to produce two different effects simultaneously: 

ikwawala, isperwala (trees with hard hearts) 
napawala, ilawala (black palms with spines) 
soskawala (palm tree without spines) 
nekarwala (a tree with foul-smelling bark) 
eslo, milurwala (fruit trees - eslo is "caimito" in 
------ Spanish (Chrysophyllum ~), and is cultivated; 

milurwala is said by the Kuna to be a wild species 
of eslo.) 

All of these trees share the attribute of hardness, and 

for this reason they are used in the above treatment to 

strengthen nika. Yet this same assortment of trees has been 

chosen from among the wider range of hardwood trees because it 

can be enlisted to carry out a second function: to enhance skill 

in hunting. Each of the eight trees produces fruit that is 

eaten by game animals, and therefore anyone who takes them in 

the form of medicine will assimilate the quality of "attracts 

game animals" as well as "hardness". 

From these examples, it should be evident that in the 

hands of Kuna medicine men, plants of all types may be moved 
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about and combined with members of widely different botanical 

families. While the botanical groups are rigid, having been 

created by the Great Mother and the Great Father, the medicinal 

categories are fluid, open-ended, and zubject to a good deal of 

manipulation. Thus, while the leaves of a particular tree may 

possess attributes that recommend their use as one kind of 

medicine, the pods, bark, roots, and flowers of the same tree 

may be used in other medicinal preparations. plants with many 

salient attributes can be used for a wide variety of 

treatments. For example, isperwala (Spanish: 'nispero'; 

Manilkara zapota) is hard (used for strengthening nika), 

produces edible fruit (used for enhancing hunting ability), and 

exudes a sticky white juice from its fruit (used to combat 

impotency). Likewise, saptur (genipa; Genipa americana) has 

fruit whose juice turns the skin black (used to 'confuse the 

road' taken by ponikana) and also works to cool the skin (used 

to cool the purpa). 

'Old Medicine' (Ina Serret) 

Boxes and baskets containing non-perishable medicines 

line the walls of the homes of Kuna medicine man. These 

medicines are highly varied and characteristically include such 

objects as the skulls of different animals (peccaries, 

crocodiles, pacas, armadillos, sea turtles, dolphins, etc.), 

twisted vines, pieces of hardened clay, leg and arm bones of 
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animals, sections of bamboo and cane, broken smoking pipes, 

pieces of carved hardwood, bits of glass, lightbulbs, marbles, 

eye-glass lenses, shells, river agates, stone axe heads, snake 

fangs contained in bottles, crosses made from various woods, 

pieces of dried bark, tiny bows and arrows made from the flower 

sterns of a certain type of cane and from black palm, feathers, 

g££~~~~.~ and other figures carved in the shape of animals, 

vials of different colored powders, pieces of soap, bees'wax, 

rusty scissors, sealing wax, phonograph needles, and pieces of 

plastic dolls (see Figures 14 and 15). 

If Kuna medicines comprise a varied lot, so, too, are the 

ways in which they are used. Depending on the particular case 

at hand, they may be taken whole, ground into powders, or 

burned. Most 'old medicines' are used over and over, and some 

have been passed down through generations of medical 

practitioners. When a medicine is not in use, a portion of its 

spirit resides inside it in a dormant state, while its 

"principal" spirit continues living far away in the domain of 

its origin and must be summoned by specialists when needed for 

curing purposes. 

From among assortments of medicines that do not rot, 

specialists identify different medicinal categories based on 

common function, although, as pointed out above, certain 

medicines may be used for a variety of treatments. 

Representatives of the different categories are often grouped 

together in single boxes, baskets, or piles. For example, 
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smoking pipes, sections of bamboo and cane, and mechanical 

diaphragms from the chests of plastic dolls are generally found 

in one group, for they all serve to combat respiratory 

ailments. Similarly, pieces of glass, eye-glass lenses, 

marbles, and lightbulbs form a single category of medicine used 

for eye disorders; and chunks of hardwood, leg bones from strong 

animals, deer antlers, and hard chunks of clay -- all of which 

may be employed to strengthen nika -- are often piled together. 

Fresh Plant Medicines 

Fresh plant medicines are gathered in the jungle, along 

the coast, on islands, and from herbal gardens maintained by the 

medical specialists in their own patios. Leaves, pods, fruits, 

stems, roots, flowers, and bark are collected in small baskets, 

covered with blankets of broad leaves, and carried to the 

specialist's home, where they are prepared and taken to the 

patient for immediate use. When fresh plants are used in baths, 

they must be changed every four days. By this time they have 

often begun to rot, and a white foam resembling toads' eggs 

forms in clots on the surface of the bath water.' The Kuna say 

that after four days virtually all of the 'spirit of the 

medicine' (ina purpa) has seeped out into the bath water, 

leaving behind 'medicine husks' (ina ukka). The water is then 

dumped into the ocean. The husks are gathered in baskets and 

are placed along the outside walls of the house, where they 
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remain until one of the men from the patient's family takes them 

off and deposits them in a pile at the mouth of a river on the 

main1and. 10 Fresh plants must then be gathered if the 

treatment is continued. 

Animal Medicines 

Medicines prepared from animals are much fewer than 

either medicines which do not rot or fresh plant medicines. 

Only a small number of animal medicines are used extensively. 

Leaf-cutter ants (ik1i) are employed to make young men into 

tireless workers, and also to transfer the same qualities to the 

hands of women who wish to become adept seamstresses. Pregnant 

women ingest the ashes of hummingbirds (pansus) to ensure that 

their fetuses will remain small for easy chi1dbirth~ they also 

eat the meat of the green moray eel (yarpi) to make their 

10. These piles are usually about three feet high and 
five or six feet long (Figure 16). When the rivers swell after a 
hard rain the piles wash away, and the husks are often carried 
out to the islands and deposited on the beaches. There is some 
difference of opinion as to why the husks are taken to the 
mainland. Most specialists claim that it is merely to remove 
potentially harmful plants from the island, for many of them are 
rotten, noxious, or have spines (although many are entirely 
harmless). One medicine man said that it was done as a favor to 
the purpakana of the plants. Even the husks, he noted, still 
retain a small measures of their original purpa, and they should 
be taken to the mainland so that their spirits can make their 
way home again (however, several other medicine men laughed at 
this notion). The son of Ne1e Kantu1e told me that his father 
had advocated taking the husks to the mainland and burying them; 
but the son didn't know the reasoning behind this suggestion. In 
any case, no one took Ne1e up on it. 
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vaginas slick. ll While these medicines are harmless to the 

user, most animal medicines are used infrequently and only with 

considerable caution. They are considered to be more powerful 

than other types of medicine, and are said to produce dangerous 

side effects if used incorrectly. Some of the most important 

types of animal medicines are the following: 

The ~ parrot: 12 

The kikka bird: 13 

The Cormorant (toto), 
the king fisher-csInna), 
and a species of sea 
gull (uapu): 

The snake called naipe 
tukkolokwat ('yellow 

Used to enhance public speaking 
ability and to learn ritual 
knowledge. The body is burned and 
the ashes are ingested; the bones 
are buried beneath the hammock of 
the patient. 

Used to learn ritual knowledge. 
The body is burned and the ashes 
are ingested. 

to improve fishing skills. 
The bodies are burned and the 
ashes are made into a paste which 
is smeared on fishing implements. 
The ashes from cormorants and king 
fishers are smeared on spear 
points. 

11. The moray eel is covered with a slimy mucous which 
makes it extremely difficult to grab. . 

12. This is probably the yellow-crowned parrot (Amazona 
ochrocephala) (Davis 1972:55, plate 8). This species of parrot 
learns to talk. 

13. This is almost certainly the squirrel cuckoo (piaya 
cayana) (Ridgely 1976:133, plate 6). Ridgely notes that one of 
its calls sounds like "kikerah" (kikka to the Kuna). The cries 
of the kikka bird warn the Kuna of nearby dangerous animals or 
ponikana. 
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used to drop game animals with a 
single shot. The body is burned 
and the ashes are mixed with 
gunpowder in shotgun shells. 

The bird called sikkwi 
sichit ('black bird,)15: used for success in hunting 

The jaguar (achu), 
the harpy eagle 
(suluppaki) , 
and the kwaria hawk: 16 

The iguana (ari):17 

sea turtles. The male (which 
is black) and the female 
(brown) are burned together, 
and a paste is made from the 
ashes. The paste may be 
smeared on the tip of a turtle 
spear, or placed in a small 
hole in a wooden turtle decoy 
(which goes with a tangle 
net). The ashes may also be 
drunk. 

used ~o become an accomplished 
hunter. The hearts of these 
animals are taken, burned, and the 
ashes are ingested; the bodies of 
the smaller hawks are sometimes 
burned. 

used to increase intelligence. The 
head is burned and the ashe~ are 
ingested. 

14. This snake (species unknown) causes hemorrhaging of 
the blood vessels. Because it is so lethal, the ashes should not 
be touched by the person who prepares the medicine. 

15. Sikkwi sichit is also called sikkwi kartule 
('flute-man blrd') because it emits long wfilstllng calls; it 
often perches on the crests of Kuna homes, raises it beak in the 
air, and cries plaintively as if blowing a flute. The Kuna say 
it is calling to the sea turtles. This bird is probably the 
great-tailed grackle (Cassidix mexicanus) (Ridgely 1976:309, 
plate 26). 

16. The common blackhawk (Buteogallus anthracinus) (Ibid: 
71, plate 3). It commonly lives in swamps and eats crabs. The 
jaguar, the harpy eagle, and the common blackhawk all have, 
according to the Kuna, excellent vision and skill in grabbing 
their prey. 

17. The iguana is considered by the Kuna to be wise. 
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and the red howler 
monkey (ulur):19 
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Used to attract people to the 
user (either as "love medicine" 
or to bring home relatives who 
have been away from home for a 
long time). The body of the 
pakkakka bird is burned and the 
ashes are ingested; I don't know 
how howler monkeys are prepared. 

Dangerous Versus Non-dangerous Medicines 

All of the ani~al medicines listed above are considered 

potentially dangerous by the Kuna, and for this reason they are 

rarely used. 20 It is significant, however, that when animal 

medicines are administered, the aim is to transfer certain 

desirable behavioral traits to the user. Animals, according to 

the Kuna, are clearly better suited for this task than plants 

(or glass marbles or hunks of colored plastic) because they are 

sentient creatures fully capable of behaving in complex ways 

similar to human beings. At the same time, this very ability to 

think and act makes animals less predictable and therefore 

18. I have not been able to identify this bird. It is 
robin-sized, has a call that sounds like "pakkakka," and 
occasionally pursues people, taking dives at them, as they 
paddle along the rivers. 

19. The male howler monkey is often seen in the company 
of a harem of females, and is known to be a womanizer. 

20. It is said that in the past widespread use was made 
of these medicines. This could be done without ill effects 
because the Kuna of past generations (1) knew a good deal more 
about medicines and could therefore contain the danger involved, 
and (2) were constantly taking nika strengthening medicines 
which served to protect them from adverse effects. 
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potentially harmful. Animals are less easily controlled and when 

something goes wrong they may turn on the patient and attack 

him. For example, instead of converting the user into a skilled 

hunter, the jaguar spirit may affect him adversely and cause him 

to become irrascible, quarrelsome, and belligerent. When 

treatment goes awry, the spirit of the sea gull (uapu) may 

appear in the user's dreams as a man with feathe~s and claws; 

this invariably signals an impending attack, which manifests 

itself in jabbing body pains and cramps. Similarly, the spirit 

of the pakkakka bird, though enlisted to attract people, may 

shift its powers and cause the user's throat to dry up.21 And 

when medicinal treatments involving the great-tailed grackle 

(sikkwi sichit) run amiss, the user may dream that a man dressed 

in black, together with a woman clad in brown, approach him from 

the spot where the birds were caught. The couple then tries to 

lure him underground to their domain, knowing that if he follows 

them he will become severely disoriented and eventually die. 

A celebrated case of the perversion of animal medicine 

involved a man from ustuppu who years ago ingested the ashes of 

a kikka bird in order to learn curing chants. When he 

administered this treatment to himself, he damaged his 

"spiritual brain" (kurkin) and became kiatakkalet. His spirit 

took to roaming the streets of the village by night, appearing 

21. This occurs because of the pakkakka's hoarse cry, 
which is transferred to the user's purpa. 
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in the dreams of neighbors and trying to kill them with a 

knife. The man was immediately given medicines to restore his 

kurkin to its formerly 'round' (orokkwa) shape, since it had 

been badly deformed by the kikka spirit. After lengthy 

treatment, he was cured to the point where he stopped appearing 

in the dreams of villagers, but his kurkin was never completely 

repaired. Some years later, he sired two sons, and his damaged 

kurkin was passed on to them. One son is insane and has spent 

time in the asylum in Panama City; the other is smaller than 

normal men, misshdpen, and given to incoherent and occasionally 

violent outbursts. The father, after he was "cured", went on to 

distinguish himself as a chanter in the village gathering 

sessions; he was prohibited, however, from pursuing a career in 

curing. 

While most dangerous medicines are concocted from 

animals, several non-animal medicines are also potentially 

harmful. Two of these are the following: 

sappi karta (' tree paper') : 22 Used to aid in learning 
ritual knowledge. The 
leaves from the sappi 
karta are soaked ln 
water, and the patient 
bathes his eyes in the 
water. 

muutup ('grandmother string,):23used to ensure success 

22. Sappi Karta is a strongly veined leaf from a tree of 
unknown species. See Glossary. 

23. Muutup is the string used by Kuna women to hold up 
their underskirts. See Glossary. 
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in hunting sea 
turtles. The user 
obtains the string from 
a young, unmarried 
girl, and carries it with 
him when he hunts 
turtles, or ties it 
around his spear 
or on his turtle decoys. 
There is a short spoken 
"secret" (purea) dealing 
with the orig2n of muutup 
that activates the spirit 
of the medicine, and it 
attracts the turtles to 
the user sexually. 

As with the dangerous animal medicines, preparations 

involving sappi karta and muutup sometimes produce unintended 

results of a disastrous nature. For example, a number of years 

ago in the carti region, a man treated himself with sappi karta 

in order to learn curing chants. While sleeping at night, his 

purpa travelled to a region of the spirit world and undertook a 

study of chants under the direction of the 'sappi karta spirit. 

Before long, the man from Carti was afflicted with a series of 

splitting headaches, and although he discontinued treatment he 

had by this time become Kiatakkalet. Since this misfortune, he 

has been accused of trying to kill villagers in their dreams on 

no fewer than four different occasions, and while he is 

presently a highly respected curing specialist, his reputation 

as kiatakkalet is widely known. 

When muutup is used, the turtle hunter makes a pa~t with 

the girl from whom he has received the medicine. He agrees to 

turn over to her a certain percentage of his catch, and, if he 
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is imprudent enough to have sex with her, the medicine will be 

rendered ineffectual or even harm him. Beyond this, the 

attraction of the muutup may extend beyond turtles. Several 

decades ago on Ustuppu, a man carrying muutup returned from a 

hunting expedition, and as he was walking across the island to 

his home he attracted a woman who was watching him from her 

doorway. The attraction was so strong that he soon took her as 

his second wife, and set her up in a separate household. In 

extreme cases, muutup can produce severe psychological 

derangement. 

Because of the risk involved, medicine men who administer 

dangerous medicines must have a thorough knowledge of what they 

are doing, for one slip can bring on disaster. In addition, it 

is essential that persons anxious to use these medicines first 

consult a nele, who inspects their purpakana to make sure they 

are sufficiently sound to assimilate the medicines without 

adverse effects. If the judgement of the nele is favorable, 

they may proceed; if the nele spots any weakness (e.g., if the 

nika is low, or if there are defects in the purpa) plans must be 

abandoned until the purpa is worked into proper condition. 

While some misfortunes with dangerous medicines are attributable 

to blunders on the part of medicine men, or to deviations from 

prescribed treatments by careless patients, most adverse effects 

stem from the decision to avoid consulting a nele. This is what 

happened to the man, mentioned above, who ingested the kikka 

bird. Working in league with one of his uncles, who was 
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a well-known medicine man, he took the medicine secretly. In 

similar fashion, the man who became k:atakkalet when he used 

sappi karta medicine only revealed his project after he began 

appearing in people's dreams. If these two men had consulted a 

nele they would have realized that their purpakana were in some 

way deficient and would never have undergone treatment. 

All of the dangerous medicines, animal and non-animal 

alike, are used either to acquire behavioral traits which carry 

prestige or to force an individual to act contrary to his will. 

Thus, a man skilled in chanting or public speaking stands out as 

a superior member of the community, as does a particularly adept 

hunter or fisherman. And while medical preparations used to 

attract others are sometimes justifiable -- as when, for 

example, a mother wants her son to return from an extended stay 

in Panama City -- the motivation lurking behind this type of 

medicine is typically tinged with selfishness. By contrast, 

non-dangerous medicines do not confer qualities which bring 

prestige to the user; neither do they impinge on the lives of 

others. For example, among those animal medicines which are not 

considered dangerous, leaf-cutter ant medicine transforms the 

user into a strong, diligent worker. These are qualities which 

are expected of all Kuna men, not those which are restricted to 

a select few. By the same token, women who ingest hummingbird 

ashes and green moray eel meat during pregnancy are not 
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interested in gaining prestige; they are simply taking sensible 

steps to avoid complications during childbirth. 

The Kuna are always anxious to have as many ritual 

specialists as possible in their communities, and they certainly 

do not criticize men who become outstanding hunters and 

fishermen. Such skills are understood to be necessary for a 

strong community, and young men are encouraged to develop them. 

Ritual specialists are considered public servants with a binding 

responsibility to satisfy the needs of village members; and 

hunters and fisherman are expected to share their spoils with 

their families and relatives; and, in the advent of an 

exceptionally large take, with the community as a whole. 

Note should be made of two commonly used medical 

treatments for developing prestige skills that are not 

considered dangerous. These are: 

pisep (sweet basil): Used to enhance hunting ability. 
The patient bathes in the leaves 
of sweet basil for four or eight 
days. During this time, a chant 
called Pisep Ikar ('The Way of 
Sweet Basil') is sung. The 
primary purpose of the treatment 
is to clothe the patient's purpa 
with sweet basil leaves, which 
make him sexually attractive to 
the animals mentioned in the 
chant. When the treatment is 
finished, the animals will 
approach him with seduction in 
mind as he wanders about in the 
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jungle. 24 

kurkin medicine: Used to boost intelligence and to 
learn ritual knowledge. The 
patient bathes in the home of a 
medicine man for either 16 or 32 
days, using all manner of plants. 

Although these two treatments may appear to be exceptions 

to the pattern of dangerous medicines employed to enhance 

prestige skills thus fa~ described, they serve, in fact, to 

support it. The administration of sweet basil to develop 

hunting skills and sweet-smelling plants to strengthen the 

kurkin both involve bathing regimens that are semi-public in 

nature and are therefore impossible to conceal from the 

community, even if the patient were to desire to do so. By the 

same token, potentially dangerous medicines lose all or most of 

their negative qualities when a nele is consulted and their use 

is condoned. Such consultation effectively makes public the 

intentions of the user and gives him the official stamp of the 

community. Treatments carried out clandestinely, on the other 

hand, are seen as clear evidence that the user is motivated not 

by thoughts of community service but rather by personal 

ambition. Instead of learning special skills in the spirit of 

public duty, he is trying to outdo his peers and augment his own 

prestige at the expense of others. Viewed in this light, it is 

24. Even if this medicine is highly effective and 
attracts large numbers of game animals, the hunter must limit 
himself to a single animal his first time out. If he becomes 
greedy and kills several animals, he runs the risk of being 
converted into a homosexual. 
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evident that the motivations of individuals who use dangeous 

medicines, and not necessarily the inherent qualities of the 

medicines themselves, play an important role in determining the 

outcome of treatment. 

Gathering Medicines 

Many medicines, called either 'unimportant medicines' 

(ina pasulit) or 'small medicines' (ina purwi), may be gathered 

by anyone who knows how to identify them; they may also be 

administered without a chant that brings their purpa to life. 

Common examples are genipa for skin problems, barbasco to 

protect the feet and hands from snakes, and several medicines 

for minor arthritis or headache. The Kuna believe that enough 

purpa is already awake in these plants to handle minor curing 

task, and for this reason, a specialist need not be consulted. 

Medicines which are 'genuine' (sunsoket), or 'principal' 

(itualet) are a different matter. These medicines are used to 

combat powerful ponikana or to produce long-lasting effects, and 

they are usually gathered with a certain amount of ritual. The 

night befo~~ ~ Kun~ specialist ventures into the jungle to 

gather medicines, he must abstain from sexual relations, for the 

spirits of the plants are females and their jealousy should not 

be provoked. In the morning, prior to setting out, the 

specialists often smokes himself with cacao seeds or bathes in 

sweet-smelling plants. He paints his chep.ks with achiote and 
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places a red or orange necklace around his neck to make himself 

more attractive to the spirits of the plants. When he arrives 

at the gathering site, he stands before the plants and chants 

for several minutes, telling the spirits of the plants how the 

Great Father placed them on the earth, how they grow, what their 

properties are, how they will be gathered and taken back to the 

community, and how they are expected to function as medicines to 

aid the patient. The following verses from a chant performed 

prior to cutting bark from trees that strengthen nika 

illustrates the way in which this is done: 

Patto tioleletina-ye pe sailakan okwichi-te nuitakketi 
kine nepakikan kwen opesa suli-ye 

Long ago, Tiolele (Great Father) stood your trunks 
upright, they all had good appearance, he did not leave 
any of the valleys empty 

Kana apisuati pei mapi mol ukkapi pal 'lanaiali kana 
apisuati pei mani mol ukkapi-ye purpati tulokekwichi-ye 
naka tulalerka pe opinye tulalerka pe sae-ye ••• 

The medicine man 25 begins to counsel your silver 
bark, your silver bark's purpa is coming to life; 
medicines, you are being changed, you are becoming 
medicines ••• 

Patto tiopanakanti peka purpati uanate patto tioleleti 
peka purpati tulokekwichi pe sailakan okilamaite neka 
nepaki nukkukankine 

Long ago, Great Father counselled your purpa for you, 
long ago Great Father brought your purpa to life for 
you, he stood your trunks in the bottoms of the 
valleys ••• 

25. In the medicine counselling chants and the longer 
curing chants, the chanter always refers to himself in the third 
person. 
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The medicine man, on the side (of the tree) where the 
day rises (east), is gathering your silver bark ••• on 
the far side of the day (west) ••• out to sea (north) 
v •• to the side oppo~ite the sea (south) ••• he begins 
to cut your silver bark, he is cutting your silver 
bark, he is gathering your silver bark ••• 

Uu karpa totokkwaki pei mani mol ukkapi urpekwichi-ye 
pel apirkuna apirkunalepii ••• 

In the small basket he is placing your silver bark, all 
in pairs, in pairs ••• 

Ipi ulale pe purpati pani solapa muchuppi pali pee-ku 
na-ye peka posumpa neka sikki waka aipirie na peka 
posumpa neka s1kk1-ye pupawala arkaswamakke pupawala 
ituamakkenai na posumpa nekase 

J,n this way it is hoped that your purpa will follow me; 
with you (the medicine man) turns around to go toward 
his home, with you toward the house, (his) legs are 
opening and closing, one leg goes before the other, 
toward the house ••• 

Posumpa neka mosa sokele ipi ulale pani purpa nuekante 
pali kwen aiteke pie kue nai ••• 

When the house is reached, in this way, to me, it is 
hoped that the good purpa(kana} have not dropped (from 
the substantial bark) ••• 

Na posumpa neka seka inna-ipekana tulekalakante pe 
apintakke ailusailakante uurmaitakele sokele 

Off toward the house, the dogs of the men are waiting 
for you, their throats are making growling noises 

Pani purpalelekante kwen ainie pani purpalelekante kwena 
tukkinkuepi na pee pukkwamar kep ipi soke kute na 
tulaler pal uanae 
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(For) me, your shaman purpakana will not leave (the 
substantial bark); (for) me, your shaman purpakana 
will not lose their strength, it is hoped; now, 1t will 
be thus; medicines, you are being counselled 

Naka tulaler ka pe opinye patto ta~a ipalelekanti peki 
kannotemalatti tata ipalelekantina-ye peki 
unnisatemalatti tata ipalelekantinaye peki 
machotemalatt1-ye na t~er man1 mol ukka pal 
uanaekwichi-ye 

Medicines, }tUll liLt: b\::~u'j dlai19cd; l.vil'j ago the great 
curers with you became strong, the great curers with 
yeu became what they were, the great curers with you 
became men; medicines, your silver bark is again being 
counselled 

Naka tulaler ka pe opinye tata ipalelekantina-ye peki 
apa-isekana api sailamaitemalatti apa-isekana 
osakkitemalatti apa-isekana osaarmaitemalatti-ye neka 
~alepa pillis8 na tulalel pal uanae 

Medicines, you are being changed; the great curers of 
yore with you confronted the evil ones, they eliminated 
the evil ones, they diluted the evil ones; out in the 
open air medicines, you are being counselled 

When this chant is completed, the specialist approaches 

the tree, cuts two pieces of bark from each of the four cardinal 

sides of the trunk, and places them carefully in a small fibre 

basket(Figure 17). He then moves to another nika strengthing 

tree, where he repe&~s the same chant and cuts eight more strips 

of bark. 26 If the specialist has time to spare, he may 

journey to different regions of the jungle, sometimes miles 

apart, to gather the same or different species of plants. 

26. This particular chant is the same for all the 
different species of tree used as nika strengthening medicine. 
It does not mention the individual species, as some chants do. 



Figure 17 . Specialist cutting strips of bark for use 
as medicine. 
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Alternatively, he may enlist the aid of other medical 

specialists, or request that several of his students comb 

different river valleys or mountains for an identical list of 

medicines. The Kuna believe that medicines for a single 

preparation which are taken from a wide geographical range are 

more effective than those which have been gathered in the same 

place. In fact, one of the most persistent criticisms of 

today's medicine men is that they no longer spend enough time 

collecting medicines deep in the jungle. Instead, they are said 

to fill their baskets in a single area close to the mouth of the 

river, a short distance away from the village. 

Medicines used to combat particularly virulent spirits 

such as niakana ('demons') are frequently gathered with chants 

that are more closely suited to the plants employed. Thus, a 

medical specialist told me that when he collects medicines to 

cure persons who have become kiatakkalet, he first clears a path 

to each plant, hangs a necklace in its branches, and then stands 

back to chant. The chants he sings describe the unique 

characteristics of each plant. For example, a plant called ina 

~ ('worm medicine') is told how it roots stretch down into 

the gold and silver levels of the cosmos, how its leaves grow, 

27 and what its medicinal properties are. When the chant is 

completed, the specialist pulls the ina ~ plant up by the 

27. Ina ~ (wormgrass; Spigelia anthelmia). The roots 
are used for driving out nia, for snake bite, and for abortion. 
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roots and tosses it on the ground a few feet away from where he 

is standing. He then picKs it up, cuts the roots into sections, 

packs these in his medicine basket, covers them with leaves, and 

continues his search for other plants. 

There are also chants which are performed in the village 

before gathering expeditions begin. Perhaps the most 

outstanding of these is Saptur Kwanet Ikar ('The Way of 

Gathering Genipa ' ), which is sung prior to collecting genipa for 

the puberty ceremony.28 In a 45 minute version that I 

recorded from a specialist in Ustuppu, thorough descriptions are 

given of all the preparations that must be made before leaving 

the village, the trip to and from the genipa trees, how the 

fruits are to be harvested and in what sequence, and how the 

fruits must be placed on strings and hung from the foreheads of 

two specialists before returning to the village. 

The spirits which live in the branches of the genipa tree 

are described in great detail. The tree is guarded by 'chiefs' 

(sailakan) and women who are accompanied by ferocious jaguars. 

When the two fruit-harvesting specialists arrive, they are 

greeted by the growls of the jaguars, who immediately join with 

the chiefs and the women to disperse the genipa fruits and hide 

them among the leaves so they cannot be found. The specialists 

28. The puberty ceremony is not considered a cur.ing rite 
in the strict sense, although genipa fruit is used as medicine 
for a wide range of illnesses. However, 'The Way of Gathering 
Genipa' is known by numerous medicine men and chant knowers, and 
is an excellent and detailed example of how ritual procedures 
are often encoded in chants. 
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paint the base of the tree with achiote and walk around the 

trunk puffing vigor.ously on long ropes of tobacco (~ suit), 

the smoke from which is the spiritual 'drink' (inna) of the 

spirits. The jaguars, chiefs, and women then descend the tree 

to take the offering. They become intoxicated and happy. The 

women begin to laugh and hug the specialists with affection. 

The genipa fruits again come out into the open, and the 

specialists climb the tree to collect them, taking them first 

from the eastern side of the tree, then the west, the north, and 

finally from the south. They place the fruits on strings, cover 

them with leaves, and hang the strings around their foreheads 

and down their backs. The women and the chiefs are sad at 

losing their fruits, but they are appeased by the offerings of 

tobacco smoke, a drink made of corn and cacao, half of a 

hard-boiled egg, and a piece of banana, all of which they ingest 

spiritually. The specialists make their way back to the 

village, firing a shotgun four times at different points along 

the path. This is done to warn the villagers that they are 

coming and that everyone must hide from their arrival, for 

persons who see the genipa collectors with their fruits will be 

inflicted with black marks on their faces. When the specialists 

reach the house where the pubescent girl is staying, they hand 

the genipa fruits over to several women who take charge of 

preparing them and administering them to the girl. The chant 

ends with a description of the cooling action of the medicine as 

it enters the veins: 
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Inna tuu ipe walepunkwa ipe itukkawala kakka piriemai 
pel apakialepi-ye 

Around the mouth of the river 29 of the daughter of 
the 'owner of chicha' (man),30 all is like blood 

Inna tuu ipe walepunkwa ipe itukkawala kakka piriemai 
pela nalu tutulepi-ye ••• 

Around the mouth of the river of the daughter of the 
'owner of chicha', all is like macaw flowers 
(red) ••• 

Nika paliwala tammipawala-ye naka sunno koleyolaki-ye ••• 
paliwala neilopawala-ye ••• 

Nephew Genipa, the cooling tree, is there ••• the genipa 
tree, the black tree ••• 

Yai nua ki tammipakwal upoenai pel apa tammipakwale-ye 

The coldness is entering the pubsecent girl, her entire 
body is cold 

Y·ai nua pupa tiikana kwen opesa _~.~;J:..~ yai nua ki 
tammlpakwal upoenal pel apa tammipakwale ••• 

without leaving any of the pubsecent girl's veins empty, 
the coldness is entering the pubescent girl, her entire 
body is cool. •• 

Yai nuaka nikapurpa tarnmipamakkenai yai nuaka nikapurpa 
tampoenai. •• 

29. The 'river' of the girl is the (spiritual) vagina; 
the mouth of the river is the (spiritual) vulva. It must be 
kept in mind that the action described in chants of this sort 
takes place on the level of spirit. 

30. 'The owner of chicha', as well as 'the owner of 
tobacco' (tona-ipekkwa), is used in chants to designate 'man'. 
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cold, the nikapurpa of the pubescent girl is cooling ••• 

Yai nuaka pupa nukku tammipamakkenai yai nuaka nukku 
tampoenai ••• 

The lap (genital region) of the pubescent girl is 
becoming cold, the lap of the pubescent girl is cooling 

Especially in the chant for gathering genipa, but also to 

a lesser extent in other chants performed prior to harvesting 

medicines, the sequence of events to be followed is minutely 

detailed. On the one hand, these chants serve as mnemonic 

devices that fix the various ritual steps of medicine collection 

in the minds of the speci~lists. To the Kuna, however, the most 

important function of the chants is their magical effect on the 

course of events at the time of gathering. The words of the 

chants set the scene for the journey into the jungle by exerting 

pressure on the world of spirit and its inhabitants, and, in 

this way, ensure that events will unfold in conformance with the 

ideal sequence that has been described. 

'Medicine Counselling Chants' (Ina Unaet) 

Chants used to 'counsel medicines' (ina ~), which are 

almost as numerous as the medicines themselves, are extremely 

31. The medicine cools both the purpa and the nika, and 
for this reason the two spiritual elements are placed together. 
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variable in length. Some last only four or five minutes, while 

others stretch out for several hours. The chants employed to 

counsel medicines used for minor illnesses are generally the 

shortest. Since all the medicines received instructions from 

the Great Father at the time of creation, those needed for minor 

illnesses require only cursory reminders of their properties and 

brief instructions as to the specific tasks they are to 

perform. More serious illnesses, on the other hand, need more 

complete advice and the counselling chants that accompany them 

must be longer. Depending upon the severity of the illness, a 

short or long version of the same chant will be performed. For 

example, if a person had been afflicated with a minor skin rash 

caused by a snake poni, the medicines will be counselled with an 

abridged chant; but if the same poni has produced a thoroughly 

wasting form of skin eruption, a much longer chant will be 

used. According to Kuna specialists, the most effective chants 

are those which are long, filled with intricate metaphors, and 

replete with descriptive detail. Thus, when maximun effect is 

desired from the medicines, the counselling chants must be 

expanded and cmbe~lished accordingly. 

Medicine counselling chants are performed by 

specialists before the medicines are turned over to the patient 
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important to note that counselling chants contain information 

for the medicines, not the patient, and for this reason they are 

addressed directly to the medicines. It should also be pointed 

out that the performance of these chants is the only absolutely 

necessary action of the medical specialist in the curing 

process. The medicines themselves are often prepared by the 

specialist's wife or his students, although the specialist 

provides instructions on how this should be done. And once the 

medicines have been counselled, they are frequently taken to the 

patient's home by someone other than the specialist himself. 

The following example of a medicine counselling chant 

is characteristic of shorter versions. While certain chants 

name and describe the medicines used in the cure, this one does 

not. It is aimed at a collection of vines which are not 

specified, but the nature of the affliction and the action 

expected from the medicines are clearly outlined. 

Kalanukki ina unaet 

'Advice for twisted bone medicine' (for Paralysis) 

Tiolele-ye pe sailakanakwa-ye urpitemala-ye tulalel 
uanae-ye 

32. It is not important that the person who ultimately 
counsels the medicines is the one who has collected them. Many 
specialists have a covey of students who are on their way to 
becoming adept botanists, and they are frequently sent into the 
jungle with a list of plants to collect. When this is done, 
responsible medicine men inspect the medicines to make sure the 
selection has been made correctly before they counsel them. 
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Tiolele (Great Father) placed your bases, medicines, 
you are being counselled 

Tiolele-ye pe kiatupakana nasiktemala-ye amma kelasu 
pilli yalapali-ye 

Tiolele spread out your vines over the surface of the 
earth 

Tiolele amma kelasu pilli yalapali pe sailakanti 
urpenasa-ye tulelel uanae 

Tiolele, over the surface of the earth, placed your 
bases, medicines, you are being counselled 

Tiolele-ye pe kiatupakanti nasiktemala-ye ipe tiniki 
p~lli yalapali-ye pe kiatupakanti arpikenanai-ye 

Tiolele spread out your vines among the trees, your 
vines extend out 

Kalukwa sapur-ye nai-ye kalu tukkaenai-ye kalu tuksoenai 
tulelel uanae-ye 

You are wrapped around your domain (the trees), you are 
grabbing the tops of your domain, you are hanging from 
the tops of your domain; medicines, you are being 
counselled 

Naka tona ipekkkwatina-ye kalalukki-ye naka 
nunumakkenanaimalatti apisailamakkoe-ye api osakkisa 
pinnoe api naisiksa pinnoe naka tulalel na pe 
uanaemala-ye 

The 'owner of tobacco' (the man) has been attacked by 
the twisted bone spirits, by those which are causing 
pain; you must confront them, eliminate them rapidly, 
disperse them rapidly; medicines, you are being 
counselled 

Naka inna tona ipekkwatina-ye kalalukki aarwalemalatti 
nununmakkenanaimalatti-ye mai-ye maitemai 
apisailamakkemai api naisikkemai api osayemai naka peki 
peemala-ye na tulalele-ye pe sailakana pe uanae tar mala 
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The 'owner of chicha, of tobacco' (the man) has been 
attacked by the twisted bone spirits, by those which 
hold fast, by those which are causing pains, by those 
which jab; it is hoped that you will confront them, 
that you will dip~erse them, that you will eliminate 
them; medicines, . !ur chiefs, you are being counselled 

Naka kalalukki kilamakkalemalatti nunumakkenanaimalatti 
apisailamakko-~e api osakkisa pinno api opattisa pinno 
api naisiksa p~nno naka tulelele sailakana tar pe 
uanaemala-ye na kana pe tulalelekanti tuloali-ye pe 
tulelele uanaekwa tar siikwa-ye 

The bone twisting spirits, those that are rigid, those 
that are causing pain; you must confront them, you must 
eliminate them, you must throw them aside, you must 
disperse them; chiefs of the medicines, you are being 
counselled; the medicine man is giving you medicines 
life, he is seated counselling you medicines 

Naka tona ipekkwatina-ye kalalukki 
sinnilemalatti-ye nunumalte ma~ma~-ye 
makkenanaimalatti-ye apisailamakko api osakkite 
pinnoe-ye naka tulelekwa sailakana pe uanaemala 

The 'owner of tobacco' has been attacked by 
the bone twisting spirits, by those that are curved, by 
those that are causing pain, by those that jab; you 
must confront them, you must eliminate them rapidly; 
chiefs of the medicines, you are being counselled 

Naka tona ipekkwatina kalalukkikwa-ye 
kilamakkalemalatti naka pippirmakkalemalatti 
apisailamakkoe-ye api osakkito api naisiksa pinnoe-ye 
na tulelel na pe uanae tar-ye mala-ye 

The !owner of tobacco' has been attacked by 
the bone twisting spirits, by those that are rigid, by 
those which go in circles; you must confront them, you 
must eliminate them, your must disperse them rapidly; 
medicines, you are being counselled 

Naka tona ipekkwatina-ye kalalukki-ye kilamakkalemalatti 
nunumaitemalatti-ye mai-ye makkenanaimalatti 
apisailamakkemai api osayemai api naisikkemai naka peki 
pee-ye mala na tulelel uanae-ye 

The 'owner of tobacco' has been attacked by 
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the bone twisting spirits, by those that are rigid, by 
those which are causing pain, by those which jab; it is 
hoped that you will confront them, that you will 
eliminate them, that you will disperse them; medicines, 
you are being counselled 

Naka tona ipekkwatina-*e kalanukki purwa yopi 
malattl-ye naka nunuma kenanal mal-ye 
makkenanaimalatti a isailamakko- e a i osakkisa inno 
apl nalsl sa plnno-ye na a tu e e wa pe 
uanae-ye 

The 'owner of tobacco' has been attacked by 
the bone twisting spirits, by those that are like 
winds, by those which are causing pain, by those which 
jab; you must confront them, you must eliminate them 
rapidly, you must disperse them rapidly; chiefs of the 
medicines, you are being counselled. 

Naka tona ipekkwati kalanukki ulupkinemalatti-ye kala 
yalapa nunumaitemalatti mai-ye maitemalatti 
apisailamakkemokoe-ye api osakkisa pinnemokoe naka 
tulelele pe uanae-ye na kanalelekkwa pe mol ukkati 
tuloali-ye pe mol ukka uanaali ipe alina uanaeti pakka 
yopi ipe ole ole sailakanti tulolosatti yopi kana pe 
mol ukkati tuloali-ye kana ~e mol ukka uanae pe pupa 
tllkana t~loall-ye pupa plr lkana tuloall-ye pupa 
makkukana tuloali-ye kana tar tina kua-ye 

The 'owner of tobacco' has been attacked by 
the bone twisting spirits, by those that are inside, 
inside the bone, by those that have caused pain, by 
those that are jabbing; you must confront them also, 
you must eliminate them rapidly also; chiefs of the 
medicines, you are being counselled; the medicine man 
is bringing your bark to life, he is counselling your 
bark as if it were advice for the alina parrot, as if 
he were bringing to life the ole ole parrot; the 
medicine man is bringing your bar~o life, the 
medicine man is counselling your bark, he is bringing 
your veins to life, he is bringing your wrinkles (in 
the bark) to life, he is bringing your foam to life, 
the medicine man is doing this 

Tona ipekkwakala-ye ponikwakanapi naisikkekala-ye na pe 
mol ukka uanae na ipalelekana pe uanasatti yopi 
ipalelekana pe sailakana tulosatti yopi na tulelel na 
pe uanae 
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For the 'owner of tobacco', to disperse the 
powerful ~onikana, your bark is being counselled; like 
the mediclne men of yesteryear counselled you, like the 
medicine men of yesteryear brought your chiefs to life; 
medicines, you are being counselled 

Yoo kanakanka kutemalatti pe wisikutemalatti-ye pe mol 
ukkati uanaoe-ye nana pe mol ukkati tuloto patto 
tlolele pe sallakantl uanate nekatl sallapall-ye neka 
purpapali-ye naka tulelel na pe uanae-ye 

Those who have become medicine men, those who have 
learned about you, had not yet arrived; they would 
later counsel your bark, they would later bring your 
bark to life; long ago Tiolele (Great Father) 
counselled your chiefs, in the beginning of time, when 
the earth was spirit; medicines, you are being 
counselled 

Ali tona ipekkwatina-ye leki-~e akatiluktoe-ye peki 
apatlwaloto-ye na lpe ka a kWlmpa kenaale-ye lawala 
apalisa pakka opuriakwale naka tulelel na tar pe 
uanae-ye 

The 'owner of tobacco', with you, is going to 
bathe his body, with you he is going to wet his body, 
during four days, mixed together with water from the 
river; medicines, you are being counselled 

Although there is much variation in the length of chants 

(and, thus, in the amount of information they encode), all tend 

to conform to a general structural pattern. Most counselling 

chants begin with a description of how Tiolele (Great Father) 

placed the medicines on the earth. For example, if the 

medicines being advised were placed along the banks of rivers, 

this will be mentioned. By the same token, descriptions of 

vines, trees, or small bushes, together with the environment in 

which they live, are provided, based upon the unique 

characteristics of the medicines in question. The primary 
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purpose of this segment of the chants is to inform the medicines 

that the specialist knows them well; by convincing them of this, 

he is able to control their spirits effectively, and thus they 

will be inclined to do his bidding. A good example of this is 

contained in a chant which counsels sweet basil (pisep): 

Patto tiolele neka amma kelasu pilli naisitemala-ye 
nuitakketi nuikwa epinsaekwati kine-ye 

In the beginning, Tiolele unfolded the surface of the 
earth, it was of good appearance; he was thinking of 
the well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma kelasu pilli-ye matumakkenai saa-ye 
nuitakketi nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

For you (pisep), Tiolele made small mounds on the 
surface of the earth, it was of good appearance; he was 
thinking of the well-being (of the future inhabitants 
of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma kelasu pillikana-~e imaaleke nasa 
mala nui takketi ki nui epinsaekwat1-ye kine-ye 

For you, Tiolele prepared the surface of the earth, it 
was of good appearance; he was thinking of the 
well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma kelasu pilli yo-imakke nasa 
nuitakketi ki nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

For you, Tiolele made small holes in the surface of the 
earth, it was of good appearance; he was thinking of 
the well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma k~lasu pillikana-ye kammumakke nasa 
nuitakketi ki nui ~piusaekwati kine nai 

For you, Tiolele made small tunnels in the surface of 
the earth, it was of good appearance; he was thinking 
of the well-being (of the future inhabitants of the 
earth) 
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Tiolele amma kelasu pilli na yalapa pe silapa urpite pe 
sailakan okirmakke nasa nuitakketi ki nuikwa-ye 
ep~nsaekwat1 k~ne-ye 

Tiolele place your stalks on the surface of the earth, 
he put your stalks in lines, he made them of good 
appearance; he was thinking of the well-being (of the 
future inhabitants of the earth) 

This description, which is found in a chant aimed at the 

rather elementary task of preparing a pregnant woman for 

childbirth by soothing her purpa, is brief. When more important 

medicines are being employed to undertake major tasks, however, 

the description of medicinal plants is often exhaustive and may 

even be embellished with accounts of the animals which are 

characteristically found in and about the plants. For example, 

after eighteen verses describing the creation and physical 

characteristics of cacao (sia), the following chant for 

improving the kurkin continues: 

Paliwar kelina pippitule winikanti unnikue soke unni pe 
w1n1kant1na-ye kololeke unn~ w~nikanti 
tuklelekenanai-ye amma kelasu pillikin-ye 

In the small cacao tree there are abundant pods, your 
pods are turning yellow, your pods are hanging in 
clusters, on the surface of the earth 

Tulekala iklipanalele pe pupa yalapa ainakkwemai-ye pei 
mola uapamolapi ittimiemai-ye pei mola uapamolapi 
opurmakkemai-ye pe~ mola uapamolap~ oupokemai-ye ipe 
upina ulu pane na kirpalika saemai tulekala 
iklipanakanti 

The leaf-cuter ant shamans are climbing up your trunk, 
they are cutting your 'clothes' (leaves), they are 
making your 'clothes' abundant (i.e., cutting them into 
pieces), they are putting your 'clothes' under the 
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Paliwar kelina pippituletina tulekala pukkipa 
nelekantina-ye pei wini puilu saemai-ye paliwar kelina 
naila pilliki okesumakkemai paliwar kelina pilli nai 
pilli opayamakkemai-ye tulekala pukkipakanti 

The little cacao tree, numerous animals who are shamans 
are eating your pods; cacao tree, they are making your 
branches grate against each other; cacao tree, they are 
piling your branches on top of each other; the numerous 
animals 

Paliwala-ye wini seka-ye ulukka tule olopanelakanti 
naikuemai-ye pei winipi apalisapi kopemai pe apalisapi 
epiernal-ye ulukkakana sW1talekenana1 ulukkakana 
wawanm~kkenanai ulukkakana uurmakkenanai paliwar kelina 
naila pilli ukakka pirki 

Toward the cacao pods the hummingbirds are arr1v1ng, 
they are drinking the liquid from your pods, they are 
sucking your liquid, the birds have tails in the form 
of scissors, the birds are vibrating, the birds and 
making a whirring noise, along the branches of the 
cacao trees 

Ulukka tule olopanelakantina-ye mola naka iismakkenai-ye 
ulukkakana switalekenanai ulukkakana wawanmakkenanai 
ulukkakana tuttumakkenanai-ye paliwala winipi epiemai 
winipi kopemai 

The clothes of the hummingbird and iridescent, the 
birds have tails in the form of scissors, the birds are 
vibrating, the birds are flashing {in the sun}; the 
cacao pods, they are sucking the pods, they are 
drinking the pods 

Paliwar kelina naila pilli ukakkapali-ye amma mola koal 
ipekantina-ye mola nakanapi koalekena mola nakana 
koarmakkemai-ye paliwala kelina apalisapi epiemai-ye 

Among the branches of the cacao tree, the aunts 'owners 
of the pieces of cloth' {butterflies}, their dresses 
are in pieces, their dresses are made of pieces, they 
are sucking the juice from the cacao tree 
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Paliwar kelina-ye naila pilli ukakkapali-ye amma mola-ye 
koal i Pekantina-1e pei mola nakana koarmakkemai-ye 
pa11war nal1a Pl 11 ukakkapa11 

Among the br;:lnches of the cacao tree, the aunts 'owners 
of the pieces of cloth,' your dresses are made of 
pieces, among the branches of the cacao tree 

Paliwala kelina-ye naila pilla seka-ye olokunwa 
lpekante-ye olokannela~i okaemal olokannelapl 
otakkarmakkemal-ye pallwar kellna nalla pllll ukakka 
pali-ye 

Toward the branches of the cacao tree (come) the 
'owners of the golden sparks' (lightning bugs); they 
are lighting up their golden lanterns, they are making 
their golden lanterns spark, along the branches of the 
cacao tree 

(and so on •••• ) 

After the description of the medicines is completed, the 

nature of tpe patient's malady is outlined. Thus, in a chant to 

combat skin disease caused by the snake poni, the ailment is 

described in the following manner: 

Naka-ye yapakilakkwatina-ye naipe apakanakwa-ye 
nunumaitemalatti mai-ye ••• 

The child has been attacked ~y the snake, those that 
cause body pains are there ••• 

Naka yapakilakkwatina kua-ye naipe kinkitule-ye apakana 
nunumaite mai-ye makkenanaimalatti ••• 

The child has been attacked by the snake spear men 
(with fangs), those that cause pain in the body, those 
that jab ••• 

Medicines used to strengthen the nika are told: 

Tona ipekkwatina-ye muu sopia muu soptuletina-ye ipe 
tiki tupa naisiktemalatti nololetemalatti-ye 
tukkinkutemalatti ••• 
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The man; Muu Sopia and Muu Soptule34 dispersed (his) 
veins (throughout his body); they are weak, they have 
lost their strength ••• 

Tona ipekkwatina-ye muu sopia muu soptuleti ipe naila 
pillikanti wimaitemalatti ipe naila pillikanti 
tukkinkutemalatti ipe naila pillikanti 
nololetemalatti ••• 

The man; Muu Sopia and Muu Soptule maqe (his) limbs 
(arms and legs); (his) limbs have lost their strength, 
(his) limbs are weak ••• 

Tona ipekkwati-ye ~uu sopia muu soptuletina-ye ipe panno 
iwalakant1-ye wimaitemalatti ipe panno !walakana 
nololetemalatt1 ••• 

The man; Muu Sopia and Muu Soptule made (his) lungs; 
(his) lungs are weak ••• 

And medicines administered to keep the fetus healthy 

inside a woman's womb are told to look out for several potential 

difficulties: 

Ani walepunkwa pinakinekwattitina muu iwala palitaite 
sokekua walepunkwa-ye muu iwalakine muu tulekala-ye 
nalilikante-ye ailu katemalatti muu iwalakine ailu 
wisoptemalatti ••• 

When my pregnant woman is looking at MUu's road 35 
(trying to give birth), (if) in MUu's road Muu's 
animals the sharks have grabbed the tunnel, (if) they 
have built (an obstacle) in MUu's road ••. 

Ani walepunkwa pinakinekwattitina muu iwalakine kana 
nasila ipekante muu iwala ailu katemalatti muu iwala 
ailu wisopemal~tti ••• 

34. Two of the principal Muukana who form the fetus of 
human children in the womb. 

35. Muu's road (also MUu's river) is the spiritual 
counterpart of the woman's vagina. 
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My pregnant woman, (if) in Muu's road the octopuses 
have grabbed the tunnel, (if) they have built (an 
obstacle) in MUu's road ••• 

Walepunkwa pinakinekwattitina muu iwala palitaite 
sokekua walepunkwa-ye muu iwalakine olokana siol 
ipekante muu iwala ailu katemalatti muu iwala ailu 
wisoptemalattite ••• 

When the pregnant woman is looking at Muu's road, (if) 
in Muu's road the conchs have grabbed MUu's road, (if) 
they have built (an obstacle) in Muu's road ••• 

Once the patient's problem has been outlined, the 

medicines are told how they should act to put things right. 

Thus, medicines for combatting skin disease caused by snake 

ponikana are advised in the following way: 

apisailamakkemai-ye api osayemai naka tula kilokemai 
tula opattekw1cfi1 naka na pek1 pee-ye mala-ye tulalel 
unanae 

(the medicine man) wants you to confront them, to 
eliminate them; medicines, to kill them, medicines, to 
throw them out; medicines, (he) is counselling you. 

When a woman has had several miscarriages, it is said 

that her 'hammock is damaged' (kachi iskusa). To guide her 

through subsequent pregnancies without misfortune, the medicines 

are instructed to enter her womb: 

kachika nuatakkenaika kachimala napirokenai naka pee-ye 
tulelel uanaiali-ye 

(the medicine man) wants you to repair the hammock, to 
make the hammock well; medicines, (he) is counselling 
you 

Medicines which have desirable qualities are frequently 

instructed to 'make the patient like you'. Thus, the arra 
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parrot (called kweyanasopi in the language of the spirits), 

which can be taught to speak, is used as medicine to facilitate 

the learning of ritual specialties: 

Tona ikpekkwati inna ipekkwati-ye pe pakka yopi naka 
tar pe mo-ye na ulukka kweyanasop pal uanae 

The 'owner of tobacco', the 'owner of chicha' will 
become like you also, bird arra; (the medicine man) 
counsels you again --

Inna ipekkwa pekine-ye na-ye kakka pillikana ipe tinta 
pillikana napoekwichi naka tar pee-ye na ulukka saila 
pal uanae 

The 'owner of chicha' with you his lips, his tongue 
will be made well, (the medicine man) wants; chief 
bird, he is counselling you again. 

Naka tulalerka pe opinye inna ipekkwatina-ye pe kine 
tiolele iwalapi wisikuekwichi tiolel iwala kakka 
purwapi-ye pal epise tiolel iwala kakka purwapi-ye pal 
epise tiolel iwala kakka purwapi okwinmakkemai naka tar 
pee-ye na ulukka kweyanasop pal uanae kana apisuatin-ye 

Medicine, (the medicine man) is changing you, he wants 
that the 'owner-of chicha'l with you, will learn 'The 
Way of Father' (Pap Ikar),~6 that he will (learn to) 
recount the words of~e Way of Father', that he will 
finish (learning) the words of 'The Way of Father; bird 
arra, the medicine man is counselling you again 

Similarly, vines are instructed to pass on their 

'strength' to the nika of a patient, as follows: 

Inna ipekkwati pe pakka yopi naka pee-ye tar 
machoekwiche peki puloekwichi naka tar pee-ye tulaler 
kiatup saila pal uanae 

(The medicine man) wants the 'owner of chicha' to 
become like you, he wants him to become a man, to 
become strong; Chief vine medicines, he is counselling 
you again 
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Toward the end of most medicine counselling chants, 

specialists often make reference to the ways in which the great 

curers of yesteryear made use of the same medicines. For 

example, nika strengthening medicines are told: 

patto tata ipalelekanti peki kannotemalatti tata 
ipalelekantina-ye peki unnisatemalatti tata 
ipalelekantina-ye peki machotemalatti-ye ••• 

Long ago, grandfather curers made themselves strong 
with you, grandfather curers made themselves 
sufficiently strong with you, grandfather curers made 
themselves men with you ••• 

Similarly, medicines used to combat 'twisted bone 

disease' (kalanukki) are reminded that the present medicine man 

is enlisting their aid in the same way as did curers of past 

epochs: 

Tona ipekkawakala-ye poni kwakanapi naisikkekala-ye na 
pe mol ukka uanae na ipalelekana pe uanasatti yopi 
ipalelekana pe sailakana tulosatti yopi na tulelel na 
pe uanae 

For the 'owner of tobacco', to disperse the powerful 
ponikana, (the medicine man) is counselling your bark; 
like the curers of old counselled you, like the curers 
of old gave life to your chiefs; medicines, (the 
medicine man) is counselling you. 

The next verse of this chant reminds the medicines of 

their original mission on earth, and how Kuna medicine men, like 

36. 'The Way of Father' refers to the chanting tradition 
which is performed in the secular 'gathering' (onmakket) 
sessions of the Kuna. 
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the present chanter, would later arrive and use them to combat 

illness: 

Yoo kanakanka kutemalatti-ye pe wisikutemalatti-ye pe 
mol ukkati uanaoe-ye nana pe mol ukkati tuloto patto 
tiolele pe sailakanti uanate nekati sailapali-ye naka 
purpapali-ye naka tulalel na pe uanae-ye 

For those who would later become medicine men, those 
who would later learn about you, they would later 
counsel your bark, they would later give life to your 
bark; long ago Tiolele (Great Father) counselled your 
chiefs, at the beginning of the world, when the earth 
was spirit; Medicines, (the medicine man) is 
counselling you. 

The final verse of a typical counselling chant informs 

the medicines of the way in which they will be administered. 

The following lines are from a chant that counsels medicines 

used to drive out ponikana causing dizziness: 

Walepunkwati-ye ipekala kwim paapakkanaale-ye peki 
apalukkemai-ye apa tammipamakkemai kuto epinsae-ye naka 
tulalel pe uanae t1olelet1-ye kakkapo ~akkapakkekwa 
naale kana nappi-ye pe sailakana uanae 

The woman, during eight days, is going to bathe her 
body with you, her body will become cold, (the medicine 
man) believes; medicines, (the medicine man) is 
counselling you; Tiolele (told you) two 
words, four words; the medicine man is counselling your 
chiefs for the last time. 



Preparation and Administration of Medicines 

Although Kuna medicines are administered in several 

different forms, the general procedure is always the same. 37 
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The medicines are gathered, prepared, counselled by a medical 

specialist, and then taken to the patient. Only the most 

insignificant medicines may be used without the intervention of 

a specialists at some point in the process. 

A common form of treatment is the medicinal bath, which 

is prepared with fresh plants and medicines that do not 

rot. 38 Non-perishable medicines that are not soluble in water 

37. At least two types of treatment not practiced today 
were apparently used in the past. Wafer mentions blood-letting 
(1933:18-19), and Restrepo (1888:126-7) and McKim (1947) note 
the practice of steaming patients. Restrepo: "For someone sick 
with fever, as soon as he feels weariness in his body, they 
place a large pot of water. They heat three stones to 
incandescence and throw them in, the water boils, and the well
wrapped Indian receives steam on his back and starts to sweat; 
at this moment two Indians grab the hammock, go to the river and 
abruptly give him a col( bath. They dry him and put him in 
another hammock". 

38. That baths are the most customary form of medical 
treatment for generalized body ailments was demonstrated a 
number of years ago when an epidemic of malaria struck the 
highly traditional island of Mamituppu ('Marney Island'). At 
first, there was strong opposition to the interventions of a 
non-Kuna doctor, but when the disease continued unabated the 
inhabitants agreed to let one in. It was announced that 
medicine was being distributed in the gathering hall, and the 
women poured in carrying huge buckets to take the medicine 
home. They were somewhat perplexed when they were handed tiny 
white aralin tablets. 

The Kuna have a strong appreciaton for injections, and 
the doctor at the Ailikanti hospital receives frequent requests 
for them. When the requests are insistent -- and the doctor 
sees no valid reason for an injection -- shots of purified water 
are sometimes given. This interest in injections is due to the 
belief that medicine purpa is present in the injected fluid, and 
is sent directly into the patient's system. 
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are simply placed in buckets, pots, or canoes full of water, and 

the patient periodically pours the water over his head or paints 

it on the afflicted part of his body.39 Although there is no 

visible mixing of the medicine with the water, the purpa of th~ 

medicines seeps into the water, and in this way is passed on to 

the patient. Some examples of baths with non-perishable 

medicines are: 

Smooth river agates (akkwalele ('rock 
akkwanusa ('rock rat'» are placed in 
the water is poured over the patient. 
cool the purpa (for fevers). 

shaman'), 
water, and 

Used to 

Scissors are placed in water, and pregnant women 
bathe in the water to facilitate childbirth. The 
spirits of the scissors cut through eonikana that 
might try to obstruct the fetus's ex~t from the womb. 

A crocodile skull is placed in water and the patient 
is bathed. Used to clear the lungs, and to make 
them strong. The crocodile is noted for its 
tremendous lung capacity because it is able to hold 
its breath under water for long periods of time. 

A collection of tiny bows and arrows fashioned from 
black palm and "cafta blanca" (masar) ~tems is placed 
in a canoe, and the patient bathes in the water. 
Used to combat niakana (demons) that have attacked 
the purpa (Figure 18). 

Massive leg bones from an animal called wio~ (usually 
tra~slated by the Kuna into Spanish as "oso (bear); 
probably a giant ant eater) are placed in water and 
the patient bathes his limbs in the water. Used to 
make bones strong. 

39. Small canoes used specifically for medicine baths are 
often found as permanent fixtures in the houses; if those are 
absent, regular-sized canoes may be brought in for specific 
treatments. 
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Procedures for baths involving fresh plants have already 

been described earlier in this chapter, and several examples 

will suffice here: 

Pieces of roots, vines and plant stems with red 
color are placed in water. The red juices leech out 
into the water, turning it red. Used to strengthen 
the blood and make it run rapidly through the veins. 

A collection of small plants that grow along the 
river banks is placed in water, and the patient 
bathes his entire body to cool his purpa. 

Sweet-smelling plants (pisep, nopar, kokke, 
achueryala) are placed in water and the patient 
ano~nts h~s head with the water to soothe his kurkin. 

Grasses with sharp, serrated edges are placed in 
water and the patient bathes in the water to cut the 
spiritual 'bead necklace' (wintup) which has been 
placed around his neck by ponikana during 
gestation. As the bead necklace makes a person 
vulnerable to attack by ponikana, this medicine is 
used to eliminate his vulnerability.40 

Vines and stems of plants with spines are placed in 
water and the patinet bathes the parts of his body 
which are being attacked by ponikana causing pains. 
The spirits of the plants attack and drive out the 
ponikana. 

Only a small number of medicines are eaten. The fruit of 

the genipa tree (saptur) is eaten raw to 'obscure the road' 

(ikar osichoe) that ponikana have opened to the stomach; ana the 

meat of green moray eels (yarpi) is cooked and eaten by pregnant 

women to make their vagina's slick for easy birth. The 

overwhelming majority of ingested medicines are taken as 

40. See Glossary for a more thorough explanation of 
wintup. 
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beverages. Stems and roots from fresh plants with red juice are 

boiled, and the resulting concoction is drunk to strengthen nika 

and make the blood run more rapidly through the veins. It is 

often said that, in the past, men carried small pots of this 

medicine everywhere they went in the community, and, for this 

reason, they were healthy and hard workers. 41 

Beverages are also used as medicine for throat ailments. 

Many c~ring specialists are afflicted with throats which have 

'dried up' (tinkusa) because of constant chanting and inhaling 

the smoke of noxious plants such as chile peppers. In fact, 

most older specialists have difficulty making their way through 

longer chants without pausing frequently to cough up phlegm and 

taking a few swallows of throat medicine, which they keep in 

small pots at their side. 

A number of medicinal beverages are prepared with ashes 

or powders. Most animal medicines are burned, and the ashes 

from them are mixed with water for drinking. Powders made from 

grinding hard medicines which do not rot, such as shells, 

skulls, antlers, and pieces of wood are also taken in water. 

Carved nuchu figures are frequently scraped on the head (for 

head ailments), on the nose (for nose ailments), and other parts 

of the body (for other problems), and beverages are prepared 

from the shavings. To ensure that a pregnant woman's baby will 

41. The decline of this practice is seen by many older 
men as an explanation for the laziness of today's youths. 
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be born head-first, a nuchu fashioned from cacao wood is tossed 

head-first out of a door in the house, and the shavings from 

it's head are used as medicine. 42 Powder is also made from 

pieces of hard clay (napsa, nappa machi) and mixed in water to 

combat diarrhea. 

Other medicines are mashed into pastes and rolled into 

small oblong balls which are dried in the sun (Figure 19). 

These balls are called 'congealed medicine' (ina kwamakkalet) 

and may be kept in the homes of patients for long periods of 

time. Whenever treatment is desired, the patient scrapes off 

some powder and drinks it mixed in water. Several kinds of 

sweet-smelling plants are prepared in this manner and used as 

medicine for throat ailments and pregnancy. Likewise, the 

excrement of leaf-cutter ants, together with the ants themselves 

is made into congealed medicine to make men hard workers. 43 

42. The pulp surrounding the cacao seeds is slimy, and 
therefore cacao is also thought to make the vagina slick for 
easy birth. 

43. There is another interesting treatment involving the 
same ant. A young boy is held on one of the ant nests until he 
is covered with blood from the bites of the ants. The ants work 
day and night, tirelessly, and can strip sizeable chunks from a 
man's garden in a single day. These qualities are transferred 
to the patient. 

".~." 



Patent medicines are also taken for certain 

'I t 44 a1 men s. Alka-seltzer and Pepto-bismol are popular for 
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acid indigestion and stomach disorders. Skin lotions with an 

alcohol base and kerosine are occasionally drunk to induce 

abortions. 45 It is significant, however, that although these 

medicines are seen as "Panamanian medicine' (wai ina) (as 

opposed to 'Kuna medicine' (tule ina), they are frequently 

counselled by Kuna specialists in accordance with traditional 

medical theory.46 

44. Some patent medicines are used with frequency. 
Sweet-smelling lotions are anointed on the head for kurkin 
medicine, and ointments are smeared on skin irritations. 
However, pills are not widely used. 

45. Kuna specialists do not like to discuss their 
knowledge of abortion medicine, although may of them know 
prescriptions and have even used them. It is often called 'evil 
medicine' (ina iskana). On the one hand, Panamanian law forbids 
its use; but at the same time, the Kuna themselves frown upon 
it. It is often said that unscrupulous medicine men receive 
sexual favors in return for abortion treatments. Although it is 
impossible to calculate how widespread this arrangement is, it 
is clearly an excellent way to create scandals. The death of a 
patient, which is entirely possible, would entwine the 
special~st in an even more distasteful. controversy. For these 
reasons, most medicine men, when they do offer information about 
abortion medicine, say that yes, other men do use it, but they 
personally know very little about it. 

More traditional abortion medicines include tobacco, 
chile pepper, and all sorts of poisonous plants (e.g., plants 
used to kill fish, such as barbasco) and a root calle ina nusu 
('worm medicine'~ Eng.: wormgrass). --- ----

46. Now that there are hospitals in Ustuppu and 
Ailikanti, the medicines are often not counselled by Kuna 
specialists. But when the specialists obtain the medicines on 
their own, or prepare mixtures of patent medicines, they 
invariably counsel them. 

The doctor in Ailikanti told me that once he prescribed a 
bottle of medicine for a sick woman. After a few days she 
returned to him and said that it didn't work. The doctor went 
to her house and found it sitting, unopened, among a cluster of 
nuchukana. A specialist had counselled the bottle, and she had 
expected the spirit of the medicines to cure her. 
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Some medicines are mashed into paste and applied to the 

body as nnguents. For example, a prescription for curing 

blotchy marks on the skin (wili), copied form a medicine man's 

notebook, makes use the following ingredients: 

Nests of fire ants (sichir) (burned, use ashes) 

Leaf-cutter ant excrement (ikli ~) 
ashes) 

(burned, use 

Nests of six different kinds of wasp (pulu) (burned, 
use ashes) 

Ashes form the cooking fires of four houses 

Soot from cooking pots 

Four different kinds of pepper (burned, use ashes) 

(these are all mixed with makep (achiote; Bixa 
orellana), and the resulting paste is applied to the 
afflicted part of the skin» 

Pastes are also frequently used to cure arthritis, sores that 

produce pus, and bleeding. 

The most common medicine which is smeared on the body is 

genipa (saptur) (Figure 20). The pulp of genipa fruits is 

mashed in a mortar and rubbed on the body. Although the pulp is 

clear and gelatinous when fresh, it soon turns black. It has 

already been noted that genipa, used as medicine, has two major 

functions: to 'darken the road' taken by ponikana and to cool 

the purpa. During ~he months of clearing jungle for planting, 

Kuna men often paint their hands and feet to become "invisible" 

to snakes; and corn and rice seeds are sometimes treated with 

genipa to protect them from harm when they are planted. 
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Pregnant women may paint their genital area to cool it and to 

keep ponikana at bay; and persons with skin diseases 

occasionally paint their bodies to make them invisible to 

skin-damaging ponikana. 47 Girls who participate in the 

puberty ceremony have their bodies painted from head to toe with 

genipa to protect their ~urpakana during this period of 

vulnerability. And a four day ceremony to cure those who suffer 

from chronic fevers, called EEEE~ otammimakket ('cooling the 

purpa') also entails painting the entire body with genipa (see 

photo X). 

A number of treatments are performed with the smoke of 

burned medicines. The smoke of cacao seeds is used to sooth the 

purpa when it threatens to leave the body; the smoke calms the 

purpa, makes it feel good, and persuades it to stay with its 

owner. Patients taking kurkin medicine regularly envelop 

themselves in the smoke of burning cacao seeds after medicinal 

baths so that the newly formed (spiritual) tissues of the kurkin 

will maintain their healthy condition. To avoid accidents with 

47. This treatment is excellent for scabies, and workered 
wonders on our daughter, who had come down with a particularly 
virulent attack. We had first used a patent medicine bought in 
Panama City, which was actually a toxic insecticide that burned 
the skin painfully and failed to clear up the problem 
effectively. The genipa fruit was non-toxic (it can be eaten), 
dried up the pustules immediately, cooled the skin, and didn't 
wash off every time we bathed her. The patent insecticide 
(Kwell Lotion) came off with each bath and had to be re-applied 
amid ear-splitting screeches. within days after applying the 
genipa, she was cured -- although the color only gradually came 
off, lingering for about a month. 
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snakes, men gather plants used for fish poision, plants with 

foul-smelling bark, and chile peppers, and smoke their feet and 

hands to confuse the road that snakes might take to them as they 

move about in the mainland vegetation. Women bathe their hands 

in the smoke of burning tree ant nests to increase their skill 

in sewing blouses (mola) .48 They also burn the nests of two 

birds (suisuppi and tulu) and hold their hands over the smoke to 

enhance their sewing abilities. 49 To keep their fingers from 

tiring, women burn leaf-cutter ants and their excrement. 

When someone is attacked by demons (niakana), all manner 

of foul smelling plants, lumps of plastic, pieces of rubber, and 

termite nests are burned around the house to drive the invading 

spirits away. Spanish pepper (kapur) is used extensively on 

ocassions when particularly malignant ponikana have attacked. 

The effects are similar to tear gas, and unsuspecting passersby 

in the street may inadvertently walk into a cloud of pepper 

smoke that has drifted through the cane walls of a house in 

which a ceremony is being perfomed. 50 When childbirth becomes 

complicated, medical specialists and midwives start to burn 

48. The trails the ants leave on the tree trunk are 
perceived as similar to the designs on the blouses. 

49. Both of these birds fashion nests which look like 
hanging bags. 

50. This has happened to me on several occasions, and the 
strength of this smoke is truly overpowering. Chanters, on the 
other hand, often perform amid dense clouds of pepper smoke as 
if it did not exist. 
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Spanish peppers, and, as birth is prolonged, pour greater and 

greater quantities of peppers into clay incense pots. During 

particularly difficult cases, the birth house becomes filled 

with clouds of smoke so thick that it is impossible to see more 

than a few feet. 5l 

Length and Organization of ~reatment 

Kuna medical treatments may be informal, the medicines 

being administered anywhere and at any time without supervision 

by a medical specialist. Alternatively, they may be highly 

structured events, confined to specific ritual areas, with rigid 

schedules and numerous restrictions on the behavior of all who 

are involved. Minor ailments such as skin irritations; 

superficial infections, arthritis pains, and sore throats are 

generally dealt with in casual fashion. Thus, pastes for skin 

problems and arthritis may be applied without regard to any 

particular schedule, and patients usually treat themselves 

whenever they consider it necessary. Similarly, men take 

periodic swallows of ,lika strengthening medicine from small 

me~a1 pots as they relax at home in the afternoons; and pregnant 

women occasionally ingest medicines to prepare the way for a 

smooth delivery as they work around the house. 

51. A Catholic nun who has spent 19 years helping with 
these ceremonies told me that in spite of the violent quality of 
pepper smoke, the patients never seem to suffer from it. 
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When a person is stricken with an incapacitating disease 

he should not leave the confines of this house, because his nika 

is at a low ebb and he is highly vulnerable to poni attack. 

While Kuna houses are invariably filled with numerous meaicines 

for keeping dangerous spirits away, no such protection exists in 

the streets of the village. This fear of being attacked by 

ponikana is one of the main reasons people with severe illnesses 

resist visiting the hospital. To avoid such journeys into the 

open streets, women who are caring for the patient often appear 

at the hospital and ask the doctor to make a house call. And 

when young children are taken to the hospital for treatment of 

serious illnesses they are generally carried there wrapped 

tightly in sheets. 52 

All medicinal treatments for serious illnesses or for the 

purpose of investing patients with powerful positive qualities 

are undertaken in seclusion and according to rigid regimen. 

Persons afflicted with severe infections, corrosive skin 

diseases, and ailments caused by 'demons' (niakana) are kept 

tightly guarded in the homes of specialists, in their own homes, 

or in huts erected at some distance from the village. Visitors 

are discouraged and are sometimes restrained entirely from 

52. Another important reason patients with serious 
illnesses do not like to venture from their homes is that they 
feel 'shame' (pinke). They do not like their neighbors to see 
them in a debilitated condition. 



entering. 53 This rarely poses a problem, however, for 

knowledge of the virulent nature of the attacking poni is 

generally sufficient to keep would-be intruders away.54 
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Two highly structured treatments are those used to cure 

snakG·-bite and to enhance intellectual capacity. When a person 

is bitten by a snake, a crisis situation develops in which both 

the patient and the entire village become vulnerable to further 

att:a'ck by snake ponikana. Treatments for increasing 

intelligence, on the other hand, pose no threat to the 

community. These are private affairs involving the patient and 

the specialist, but at the same time they must be closely 

controlled in order to be effective. 

Cure for Snake Bite 

There are more than ten species of poisonous snakes in 

San Bias (N6fiez Quintero 1959). These include the tropical 

53. This makes things difficult for nosy ethnographers 
intent upon investigating cases of this sort. Once when I 
attempted to find out more about a girl who had been attacked by 
nia, I was effectively barred from the house. Although I knew 
the family of the patient well, several old women met me at the 
door and made it very clear, in a friendly yet insistent manner, 
that I was not welcome. This behavior is generally not the case 
with less severe illnesses. 

54. For example, when someone has been attacked by nia, 
the women living in the immediate neighborhood frequently paint 
their faces with a thick coat of achiote paste to protect 
themselves, and the children in the area are kept at a safe 
distance with frightening stories of the lethal powers of nia. 
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rattlesnake (ukkunaipe; Crotalus terrificus), which is seldom 

seen and is not common on the mainland;55 the bushmaster 

(Kuna: ?; Lachesis muta) , the largest poisonous snake in Panama; 

the coral snake (masarnaipe; two major species: Micrurus, 

nigrocintus and Elaps mipartitus);56 and a host of pit vipers 

(genus Bothrops). The most common pit viper is the fer-de-lance 

(tappa (?); Bothrops atrox), which may grow to eight feet in 

length and is extremely lethal (Ditmars 1949:133). Other types 

of pit vipers that live in the region are the so-called palm 

vipers (nipanaipe: literally 'above snake'), which are arboreal; 

the 'jumping' (kwile) viper (Bothrops nummifer), a thick bodied 

snake capable of jumping several feet in the air to strike its 

victims; and the 'yellow-tailed snake' (naipe tukkolokwat), 

which may be the hog-nosed viper (Bothrops la~Sbergi).57 

with the exception of the coral snakes, the venom of all 

these species is largely composed of hemotoxins. These 

55. The rattlesnake is seen by the Kuna as their 
"friend", and is not generally killed. If it is killed, its 
head must be taken far away and hidden in the branches of a 
tree; so the snake cannot unite itself, come to life again, and 
pursue its killer. The rattlesnake spirit is instrumental in 
he1pinq snake medicine men find medicines in the levels of the 
cosmos to combat snake bite. 

56. It is said by the Kuna that those who see a coral 
snake will soon thereafter have someone in their immediate 
family die. 

57. In Venezuela, this species is called "rabo amarillo' 
(yellow tail). The immature of this species generally have a 
yellow or orange tail (Roze 1970: 126-7}. 
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substances attack blood corpuscles and beak down the linings of 

the blood vessels, causing the blood to clot. The symptoms, 

which are extremely painful, include a burning sensation at the 

site of the bite, swelling, and extreme discoloration of the 

affected tissues. Within an hour of being bitten, the victim 

may also start to bleed profusely from the mouth,58 his eyes 

become blood-shot, and destroyed blood cells are expelled from 

the bowels and in vomit (Ditmars 1949:134; Nufiez Quintero 

1959:11). Tissues around the bite become necrotic, and if they 

are not treated quickly with anti-venom they may become 

gangrenous (Nufiez-Quintero: Ibid.) I have heard of several 

cases in San Blas in which such infections have lingered on for 

months, eventually rotting the flesh to the point where the 

victim's bones were exposed. 

In the late 1920's, Nordenskiold noted that on the 

mainland near Ustuppu " ••• snakes are common, and accidents are 

fairly frequent. In the village of Ustuppu, for example, three 

men have already been snake-bitten this year" (1938:396). By 

contrast, Duke (1967:2), a biologist who has spent extended 

periods of time in the Darien jungle, says that " ••• a man's 

chances of being bitten by a poisonous snake in Panama are no 

greater than being struck by lightning", and adds "in more than 

a year of beating the bush in Panama, I saw only three poisonous 

58. For this reason, those who have loose teeth or 
bleeding gums (trench mouth) are seen by the Kuna as victims of 
snake poni attack, even although they have not been bitten by a 
snake. 
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snakes". Rnake-bite is relatively rare in ustuppu today. This 

is no doubt due to the fact that Ustuppu men spend less time on 

the mainland than they did five decades ago, and they are 

considerably less prone to journey for protracted periods deep 

into the jungle than in the past. It is significant, however, 

that snake-bite is more frequent in the more traditional 

communities, whose members continue to work long hours on the 

mainland and venture farther into the jungle than residents of 

ustuppu. 59 

The victim of a poisonous snake-bite should sit down 

immediately, remain as immobile as possible, and call for aid. 

As soon as helpers arrive, they bathe themselves to lower their 

nika level, for strong nika is dangerous to the victim's 

weakened purpa. If some knowledge of medicines is present among 

those who have come to aid the victim, medicines are gathered 

and preliminary treatment is given. A specialist in snake 

medicine is sent for, and it is he who determines the 

seriousness of the bite. The victim is then carried carefully 

to a canoe in which medicines are placed. If the wound is minor, 

it is generally treated on the spot, and the victim is taken to 

his home, where treatment will continue. However, most victims 

59. I have heard of no victims of snake bite on ustuppu 
or Okcp sukkun during the past five or so years. still, there 
have been several cases in recent memory, and snakee are greatly 
feared. They become more abundant following floods, and Kuna 
men still use medicines to protect themselves from snake bite 
when they are clearing brush on their farms in preparation for 
planting. 
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of snake-bite are transported to a small thatched hut located 

some distance from the community, either on a nearby uninhabited 

island or on the mainland. 60 This is usually done in the late 

afternoon, when activities in the community have quieted down. 

At this point, a medicine man skilled in the treatment of 

snake-bite takes full charge of the case. The only people 

allowed near the hut are the assistants of the medicine man and 

older m~mbers of the patient's family. young people are 

excluded from the proceedings, for their nika is too strong and 

will cause harm to the patient; and pregnant women are strictly 

prohibited, for their bloated purpakana may attack and cause the 

victim's purpa to swell. As soon as possible, the patient's 

family presents the principal specialist with a string of 

multi-colored glass beads, which he places around his neck for 

the ceremony to follow (Figure 20); this gift is accompanied by 

a small number of sewing needles and fish hooks. If the 

specialist does not receive these items, he himself will be 

vulnerable to attack by snake ponikana (Nordenskiold 

1938:397-8).61 

60. The ustuppu snake-bite hut, which is mentioned by 
Nordenshiold (1938: 397), is no longer a permanent structure. 
When needed, it is hastily constructed. However, virtually all 
victims of snake-bite are now taken directly to the Ailikanti 
hospital. 

61. The necklace is perceived as similar to the patterned 
designs on the skin of a snake; the needles and fish hooks 
represent the snake's fangs. The multi-colored bead necklaces 
are frequently worn by snake medicine men even when they are not 
working on a case, and serve as identity badges. 
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During the first few days the patient is not allowed to 

eat; and until his condition has improved considerably he is 

restricted to drinks. He is expected to remain as quiet and 

inactive as possible, and is bathed in sweet-smelling plants to 

soothe his purpa. One snake-bite specialist told me that he 

sometimes enlists the aid of an old woman who calms the patient 

with lullabys. Medicines are administered to eliminate the 

snake poni from the patient's purpa and to 'confuse the road! 

the snake poni has taken to the patient. The medicines used to 

dilute the venom and drive the snake poni from the patient's 

system is made up largely of bitter vines and bark. The 

road-confusing medicines include noxious plants such as chile 

peppers, tobacco, foul-smelling bark and vines, and barbasco; 

these are all burned inside the medicine hut. 62 The patient 

is also surrounded with carved nuchu figures and crosses made 

from various plants (nakkruskana) which serve to protect the 

patient and repel ponikana. These medicines are of the utmost 

importance, for once lodged in the purpa, the snake poni begins 

to call to his spirit friends, inviting them to join in the 

attack. Aside from summoning other snake ponikana, the initial 

intruder sends similar invitations to the toad (~) poni, which 

causes swelling; to the squir=el fish (tasi) poni, to the 

morning star (puiksu) poni, to the fish hook (achuer nukar) 

62. with regard to the effects of smoke, which is 
abundant, Duke notes: "(the patient) may smoke as smoking tends 
to slow down the circulation" (1967:16). 
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poni, which cause sharp pains; to various red animal ponikana , 

which cause hemorr.haging; and to the 'white powder' (puru 

sippukwat) poni, which causes the blood to dry up.63 When and 

if any of the complications caused by these spirits occur, they 

are combatted with specially tailored medicines. 

During treatment, a chant called 'The Way of the 

Rattlesnake' (Ukkunaipe Ikar) is performed. 64 The audience of 

this chant is the spirit of the rattlesnake (called Nele 

Ukkupana Kinki Tule), who is instructed by the medicine man to 

aid him by collecting medicines. 65 The chanter begins by 

telling the rattlesnake that he knows all about the 

circumstances of his birth. The rattlesnake is then directed to 

arm himself with a blowgun and darts to kill 'the food' 

(kirpali; i.e. other kinds of snakes) and send them to the sixth 

level of the cosmos. The rattlesnake's wife prepares a banana 

drink for him on the cooking fire. 'He fills his throat with 

63. Nordenskiold (1938:398) says: "When anyone has been 
snake-bitten, a host of spirits gather, bent upon attacking 
him. I have heard of a medicine man who collected all sorts of 
pictures out of trade catalogues and illustrated periodicals. 
If anybody then got bitten by a snake or became seriously ill in 
some other way he would burn all those bits of paper, and strew 
the ashes about the house within which the patient lay. All 
those pictured objects then changed into a vast shopping 
emporium, and the evil spirits that were congregating upon the 
house got so busy looking at all the wonderful things contained 
in that stor.e that they had no time to spare for the sick 
person." 

64. The chant from which this information is taken was 
recorded by Joel Sherzer on the island of Mulatuppu in 1970. 

65. Kinki means 'spear' (or 'gun'); snakes are called 
kinki tulekana ('spear men'), a reference to their fangs. 
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banana drink,' puts on his golden coat, and informs his wife 

that he will be away from her four days helping the medicine man 

and the patient. The snake then reflects on the perils of his 

enterprise: those who have no faith in the abilities of the 

medicine man might try to shoot his body full of holes, 'close 

his eyes,' or chop him to pieces with the:r machetes. Then he 

sets out rapidly 'one leg goes before the other' and exits 

through the door of his house, which is 'glistening like a 

golden mirror,' making noises like cicadas, clocks, harmonicas, 

bells, and thunder. Outside, he begins to summon the medicines 

from their domains on the sixth level of the spirit world: all 

are bitter vines that will 'frighten away' the spirits of the 

snakes. 66 

No one in the community is allowed to journey to the 

mainland during the four days following snake-bite, for it is 

said that at such times snakes appear in great numbers. 67 

There is even danger that snake ponikana will launch a 

full-scale attack on the village. To avoid calamities of this 

sort, a large quantity of a mud-brown, toxic liquid is prepared 

66. This version of the chant is incomplete. It ends 
after only two types of medicine have been gathered. 

67. One specialist drew an analogy between the snake and 
the white-lipped peccary. When one peccary is spotted in the 
jungle, it is certain that a large group of them is not far 
off. When someone is bitten by a snake, the snakes are banding 
together in similar fashion. 
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and everyone in the village is given a swallow. 68 The primary 

purpose of this medicine is to 'confuse the road' that snake 

ponikana might take to the villagers; but it also serves to 

lower their nika so the patient will not be overcome. The women 

in the patient's immediate family strip off all the beads from 

around their necks, arms and legs, and wear their blouses inside 

out, because their flamboyant, snake-like designs might attract 

snake ponikana. No one in the village is allowed to make loud 

noises; the purpakana of noises fly through the air and jolt the 

weakened purpa of the patient. 

An interesting series of events took place on the island 

of Sasarti/Mulatuppu while Joel Sherzer was doing fieldwork 

there in 1970 (personal communication 1978}.69 Chiefs and 

interpreters from several San BIas communities had gathered in 

Mulatuppu for a session of historical-mythological chants. A 

Mulatuppu man died of unknown cause while they were chanting, 

68. Only a tiny swallow is given to village members. 
According to several informants, this brings on mild nausea and 
dizziness. (The same or similar medicine is used to combat nia, 
and also to cure those who have become kiatakkalet. When used 
for these illnesses, only the patient is given the medicine. It 
is given in larger doses and the patient usually loses 
consciousness and occasionally dies. See Chapter Seven for a 
discussion of cure for nia attack.) Of course, snake-bite 
victims are not given this medicine. And while village members 
are required to take it internally, the toxic quality of the 
medicine exempts pregnant women, sick people, and small 
children. In these cases, the liquid is merely painted on their 
legs or arms. 

69. The island is split into two discrete communities, 
Sasarti and Mulatuppu. 
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and the participants switched proceedings to the gathering hall 

of Sasarti, where they continued. At this point, however, they 

spoke rather than chanted, apparently so as not to impede the 

deceased man's purpa on its journey to the domain of the Great 

Father on the eighth level of the cosmos. But things were soon 

interrupted again when a man from Sasarti ventured into the 

jungle at night and was bitten by a poisonous snake. The 

gathering session was then disbanded and the participants 

returned to their respective communities. 

The principal snake-bite medicine man from the island was 

away on a trip at the time, so the case was handed over to 

another man, the chief of Sasarti, who knew a good deal less 

about snake medicine. The victim was not taken to a snake-bite 

hut on the mainland, but brought to the specialist's house in 

Sasarti. The island was sealed off completely. A red flag was 

hoisted as a warning to approaching canoes that they should not 

beach on the island, and no villagers were allowed to visit the 

mainland. 70 All noise was prohibited. She~zer was informed 

that he could play his tape recordings softly in the morning, 

but in the evening even this had to be stopped. A ring of 

guards was posted around the site of the ceremony, and another 

surrounded the entire neighborhood. While the treatment was 

70. The red flag is a common signal used to warn 
outsiders not to land in Kuna villages. It is also raised when 
smallpox (aisapet) has struck, and when the ceremony called 
'Conversing' (Apsoket) (see Chapter Seven) is being performed. 
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in effect, there was some dissatisfaction over the measures 

being taken by the specialist in charge, and a number of special 

gatherings were called in Mulatuppu. These gatherings were 

short, directly to the point, and conducted in whispers so as 

not to endanger the patient. The fears of the village leaders 

were later substantiated when the patient came down with 

gangrene. The illness was clearly too much for the specialist's 

limited abilities, and the patient was taken to the hospital at 

Ailikanti, where he was eventually cured. 

Treatment in the snake-bite hut may last for several days 

or stretch out over a period of weeks, depending upon the 

species of snake and the seriousness of the wound. When the 

patient has recovered sufficiently to be moved, he is taken back 

to his home and treatment is continued in a more relaxed key. 

However, even in cases where the patient appears to recover 

fully, he will often continue to take snake medicines for long 

periods of time. According to the Kuna, the snake poni holds 

onto the victim's purpa tenaciously, and Kuna medicines work 

slowly to eliminate it entirely. When snake-bite victims are 

treated at the Ailikanti hospital -- a practice which has become 

standard in all but the most strongly traditional communities 

they always initiate lengthy treatment with medicine men 

immediately upon their return home. The Baptist doctor at the 

hospital is considered by the Kuna an expert at eliminating most 

of the initial symptoms, such as swelling, pain and infections; 



but he is quite ineffectual at dislodging the snake poni from 

71 the victim's purpa. 

Kurkin Medicine Treatments 
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In colloquial Kuna the word kurkin means 'hat.' In the 

language of the spirits, however, its meaning is less easy to 

define. The term is sometimes used to refer to a spiritual hat 

resting on the head of a particular spirit, a magical hat that 

stands for the special knowledge and power possessed by its 

owner. 72 However, the most prominent meaning of kurkin 

pertains to the intellectual and creative capacity of an 

individual, and in this sense it designates his "spiritual 

brain."73 At the same time, kurkin may refer to a person's 

personality, any special aptitudes he may have, or to his unique 

bent of mind. Everyone has a kurkin, and it is said of those 

who hc.ve learned several prestige skills that they have multiple 

71. The doctor is also an expert plastic surgeon, and is 
in great demand for cosmetic work with skin grafts for 
snake-bite victims. 

72. In a number of curing chants the spirit helpers of 
the~chanters are described as wearing eight hats. They also 
wear eight coats, eight vests, eight pairs of shoes, eight pairs 
of pants, etc. (as these clothes are spiritual, there is no 
problem in putting them on; of course, eight pairs of 
substantial shoes would cause greater difficulties). The hats, 
along with the other articles of clothing, point to the fact 
that the spirit helpers are formidably powerful characters. 

73. The kurkin is not a spiritual counterpart of the 
substantial brain. The substantial brain is called nono sakwar. 
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kurkin. For example, skilled chanters have kurkin for chanting; 

and those who have established reputations as public speakers, 

hunters, canoe makers, artists or medicine men also have kurkin 

for their respective specialities. A person's kurkin also 

determines the contours of his personality. Someone who is 

stingy, irascible, or quarrelsome is said to have a defective 

kurkin. 74 

The kurkin of human beings is initally formed by Muu and 

her daughters inside the womb, and is therefore innate. 75 

However, while a per-son's mental abilities and character are to 

some extent determined at birth, his kurkin can be modified 

during the course of his life. The parents of children born 

with a kurkin marking them as nerkan (seers) occasionally 

administer medicines to nullify this ability; and medicines are 

used to cancel the characteristics of a kurkin which makes the 

owner vulnerable to attacks by certain kinds of wild animals and 

74. There is another metaphorical meaning of kurkin which 
isn't easily explained. When a woman is pregnant it is said 
that she 'has a kurkin' (kurkin nikka). This expression is used 
to disguise her condition from young people, who shouldn't know 
about such things. 

75. In some of the curing chants (Kurkin Ikar, Muu Ikar) 
there are descriptions of Muu and her daughters 1nstruct1ng-tlie 
spirits of fetuses ('her children') to write on pieces of 
paper. These are their kurkin, which are being developed. 



'k 76 ponl ana. By the same token, the kurkin may be damaged by 

ponikana which launch attacks and bring en headaches, bad 

dreams, and mental disorders; and people occasionally bring 

misfortune upon themselves through the irresponsible use of 

dangerous medicines. In such cases, the kurkin is often 

corrupted beyond redemption, leaving the user kiatakkalet, 
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, '" 1 h l~ , " d 77 SU1Cloa , or a L-Wl~~e • On the other hand, the kurkin may 

be improved through the proper use of medicines. The purpose of 

kurkin medicine is not to make the user more knowledgeable, but 

rather to develop his abilities for learning. Specific 

qualities of the medicines are added to the kurkin so that the 

patient is able to increase his capacity for learning particular 

specialities. 

A distinction is made between two broad classes of kurkin 

treatment: first, that which employs a long curing chant called 

Kurkin Ikar ('The Way of Kurkin'); and second, that which 

involves the exclusive use of 'kurkin medicine ' without the 

curing chant. While the two traditions are closely related in 

that the same medicines are employed, Kurkin Ikar has a more 

76. According to Nordenskiold (1938:366), " ••• one can 
have kurgin for meeting poisonous snakes. A person who has much 
kurgin for poisonous snakes is followed by them. One can even 
have kurgin for seeing evil spirits." Nordenskiold is here 
referring to what is termed wintup ('bead necklace ' ) (see 
Glossary). The wintup is located on the kurkin. 

77. Nordenskiold mentions a man who bathed in Panamanian 
newspapers to become more intelligent; the treatment went wrong, 
and he beame an idiot (1938:365). 
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restricted purpose. It is almost always sung in crisis 

situations, when someone has been overpowered by severe 

headaches, and is performed in the presence of the patient. The 

curing chant generally lasts two or three hours, and is usually 

sung at least four times, sometimes with slight variations, over 

a period of four consecutive days. If the headaches persist, 

the chant is continued until they disappear. By contrast, 

kurkin medicine, while often used for headaches in conjuction 

with the ritual involving the curing chant, is fequently 

administered with the aim of increasing intelligence. Beyond 

this, kurkin medicines are counselled with chants before they 

are administered to the patient, and not in his presence. 

Small children who are subject to recurring headaches are 

customarily placed on a rigorous schedule of kurkin medicine 

treatments which may last eight, sixteen, or thirty-two days, 

depending upon the seriousness of the problem. This is not done 

while the patient is suffering from the headaches, but during 

healthy interim periods. However, one of the most common uses 

of kurkin medicine is to boost the intellectual capacity of 

school children. Older men still employ kurkin medicine to 

facilitate the lEarning of ritual knowlege, but as emphasis 

shifts toward modern education in the government schools, more 

and more youths are being treated to improve their kurkin for 
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learning Spanish and other school-related subjects. 78 I would 

estimate that more than fifty percent of the boys who have gone 

past the sixth grade in the government school system in San 

BIas, and most of those who have moved to Panama City to 

continue their education, have taken one or more kurkin medicine 

treatments. Girls are less likely to receive kurkin medicine 

because there is less pressure on them to study. 

Many of the school-age boys suffer from headaches and 

poor concentration in the face of rigorous study. The Kuna say 

that their kurkin is simply too small to incorporate all the new 

things they are learning, and it needs to be 'ep~_rged' 

(otummoe) and 'opened up" (onape, ekae). The pain they 

experience is caused by an abundance of knowledge pushing 

against the walls of the kurkin; and their inability to 

concentrate is produced when the kurkin is 'rising up' 

(ainakkwe), a condition which causes light-headedness. When 

this occurs, a medicine man skilled in kurkin medicine is 

approached. and arrangements are made as to when, where, and how 

treatment should be carried out. The medicine man then collects 

a varied assortment of plants, prepares them, and informs them 

78. The change in emphasis from ritual specialities to 
school learning began during the 1920's. According to 
Nordenskiold (1938:364), "many of the Indians take medicines in 
order to develop their kurgin for study. Thus, for example, the 
young people who are sent to Panama to attend the schools there, 
do this. Now that the Cunas in several villages have founded 
schools with native teachers, the schoolboys go in for taking 
medicine in a thorough way in order to learn more easily." 
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of the patient's difficulties and the manner in which they 

should work to set things right. Kurkin treatments call for a 

wide spectrum of medicines, for several tasks must be 

accomplished. Some of the major medicines are the following: 

kurkin kinkaet ina ('medicine to grab and hold onto 
the kurkin'): to cure the condition whereby the kurkin 
is rising up, causing light-headedness and dizziness. 
The medicines are a collection of plants with thorns 
and hooks to pull the kurkin down to its proper 
position. 

kurkin kwamakket ina ('medicine to firm up, or congeal, 
the kurkin'): to make the kurkin, which is being 
re-formed, firm. The medicines are a collection of 
hard plants. 

kurkin oyakket ina ('medicine to smooth out the 
kurkln;' also caIIed kurkin oswiloet ina: 'medicine to 
make the kurkin slick T) :---Ehe' medicines are a 
collection of thorned and hooked plants, to comb the 
kurkin smooth, and to take out the wrinkles. Cacao and 
other slimy plants are used to make the kurkin slick, 
smooth. 

kurkin otammimakket ina ('medicine to cool the 
kurkln'): The medlcTli'es are a collection of 'cool' 
plants taken from the river banks. 

kurkin aurmakket ('medicine to give the kurkin a pink 
color l ): used to give the kurkin the warm redness of 
health. The medicines are plants with red color and red 
juices. 

kurkin otummoket ina ('medicine to make the kurkin 
larger' also called kurkin onapet ina or kurki~ e~aet 
ina: 'medicine for opening up the kurkin t) : used to 
make the kurkin larger so more knowledge can fit 
inside. The medicines are a collection of flowers with 
wide mouths, and sweet-smelling plants. The 
sweet-smelling plants also soothe the kurkin and make 
it fragrant. Alcohol-based skin lotions are also 
frequently used for this purpose. 

(It is also common to administer nika strengthening 
medicines simultaneously with kur~medicines.) 
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Many Kuna medical specialists formerly had small houses 

constructed in their patios expressly for administering lengthy 

treatments, but these are rare in ustuppu and Okop Sukkun 

tOday.79 At present, a person taking kurkin medicine with the 

aim of increasing his intellectual capacity usaully stays in the 

house of a specialist for the duration of treatment. 80 During 

this time, the patient is not permitted to leave the premises 

except to relieve himself. A hammock is strung for him at a 

quiet end of the house next to a small enclosure covered with 

leaves and/or pieces of cloth (Figure 21). Inside the 

enclosure, there is an undersized canoe containing medicinal 

plants soaking in water, and off to the side are several pots 

and buckets filled with similar preparations. 

The patient is encouraged to bathe himself as often as 

possible. Some medicine men say he should bathe every half-hour 

79. According to Nordenskiold (1938:364-5), "it is not 
advantageous to be exposed to the smoke from the fireplaces when 
one is taking medicinal baths. Therefore Nele (Kantule) is 
considering the idea of building a special bath house on the 
nearby uninhabited mainland for the schoolboys of Ustuppu, where 
each and everyone can have his own bathtub can can bathe in 
medicine which makes it easier for him to learn to read and 
write." This was evidently never done. 

80. Kurkin medicine may also be given in the home of the 
patient, but this is not common. One young man told me that he 
had once taken a kurkin treatment in his own home, and later 
another in the home of a specialist. Although the same medicine 
man engineered both treatments, the patient claimed that the one 
undertaken in the specialist's home was by far the most 
effective. 
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for maximum effect. 8l When it is time to bathe, the patient 

takes off his clothes, sits on a small wooden stool placed in 

the center of a medicine canoe, and pours water over his entire 

body with a gourd dipper. Some of the medicines from the 

smaller pots are applied sparingly to the patient's head and 

rubbed in carefully~" At times, sweet-smelling skin lotions are 

also massaged into the patient's scalp. When the patient has 

finished bathing, he dries himself with a towel, drops eight 

cacao seeds into a clay brazier, and sits in the smoke until the 

seeds are completely consumed. 

In the process of re-forming a kurkin, strict controls 

are placed on the patient's behavior and on the types of food he 

may eat, for his new spiritual kurkin is believed to be like 

soft tissue, very delicate, and easily damaged. All of his 

food, which is sent from his house, is carried either by 

pre-pubescent girls or women past the reproductive age, and 

contact with teenage girls and young women is absol.utely 

forbidden. The Kuna say that the spirits of the medicines, 

which are women, stand guard over the patient and help him bathe 

when he sits down in the medicine canoe. 82 Competition for 

81. One young man who had undergone this treatment said 
that he found it difficult to wake up regularly in time for this 
baths; but he made every effort to do so. 

82. During a kurkin treatment, a boy once dreamed that he 
saw several strange women standing at the foot of has hammock. 
When he related this to the specialist, he was told that these 
were the spirits of the medicine. 
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the patient's affections with mortal women of reproductive age 

would make them jealous, and when this occurs, they often refuse 

to work for him and the medicines do not function. 83 

To guard the delicate kurkin from harm while it is being 

restored to health and re-conditioned, crabs and lobsters are 

removed from the patient's menu, for the loud cracking noises 

made when bitting through their shells resound inside the mouth 

and jolt the kurkin. similarly, tough foods put too much strain 

on the jaws. Large fish and mammals have too much blood and a 

strong odor, and therefore only small, 'bloodless' fish may be 

consumed. Condiments such as chile peppers, salt, and lemon 

juices are also prohibited. 

During treatment, the patient becomes a virtual prisoner 

in the house of the medicine man. He is not allowed to receive 

visits from friends, and everyone in the house is instructed to 

keep contact with him to a minimum. He is not permitted to 

read, to listen to the radio or a tape recorder, or to engage in 

any activity which might tax his kurkin. When he journeys 

outside the house to urinate he is expected to lock his vision 

straight before him and to avoid all distractions. During thes~ 

trips, he must either wrap a towel around his head or wave a 

short wand of masar cane back and forth in front of his face to 

clear away the spiritual cobwebs that might foul his soft new 

kurkin. 

83. For this reason, no medicine man may engage in sexual 
intercourse when he is handling a treatment. Of course, he may 
associate with women much more freely than the patient. 
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For the course of his eight, sixteen, or thirty-two days 

0f treatment, the patient has little to do except rest, bathe 

regularly, eat the bland fare placed before him, and inspect his 

own thoughts. One boy who had gone through sixteen days of this 

regimen admitted that toward the end he was becoming quite 

restless, but he felt much better. His school-induced headaches 

had vanished (never to return), and he was filled with a strong 

desire to get back to his studies. Even the teachers in the 

schools, many of whom are acculturated Kuna who scorn the native 

traditions, generally voice strong approval of kurkin 

treatments. They frequently cite individual students whose 

performance in school has improved significantly after treatment. 

Brief inspection of a Kuna medicine manls pharmaceutical 

inventory demonstrates that the types of substances used as 

medicines cover an extremely wide range. These medicines are 

divided into three broad qualitative categories: fresh plants, 

objects which do not rot, and animals. Among these, fresh plant 

medicines are used most frequently, while medicines made from 

animals, which are both more powerful and -- usually 

dangerous, are used only infrequently and with great caution. 

Kuna specialists also classify medicines according to 

their functions. Thus, they deal with distinct categories of 
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medicinal treatments for facilitating childbirth, adding 

desirable characteristics such as intelligence to patients, and 

comb~tting illnesses such as infection resulting from snake poni 

attack. These functional categories 'often cross-cut the 

qualitative categories of medicines and can include fresh 

plants, objects which do not rot, as well as animals. However, 

while several different qualitative classes of medicines may be 

utilized to achieve a single curative effect, they are only very 

rarely mixed together in the same medical treatment. 

All illness is caused by spirits, and therefore cures 

must likewise be spiritual. While physical substances are used 

in medicinal treatments, the important fact to the Kuna is that 

the spiritual essence of the medicines seeps into the spirit, or 

'soul', of the patient. To effect cures, Kuna specialists first 

collect medicines and then 'counsel' them by means of 'medicine 

counselling chants' (ina unaet) which invariably begin by 

telling the spirits of the medicines where they live, what they 

look like, and how they behave. The primary purpose of this 

segment of the chant is to inform the medicine spirits that the 

specialist knows all about them and can therefore control them 

to do whatever action he desires of them. The next sections of 

the chant describe the illness the medicines are being enlisted 

to combat and instruct them as to the role they are to play in 

curing the patient. These chants, which are generally short 

when utilized for minor diseases and long, with copious 

descriptive and at times poetic embellishment, when used for 
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spirit world. 
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Kuna medicines are prepared in a variety of different 

ways. They may be used in their original, natural form, boiled 

into juices, mashed into pastes, hardened into oblong balls 

called icongealed medicine' (ina kwamakkalet), or burned. Baths 

are the most widespread form of Kuna medicinal treatment; 

however, medicines are also eaten, drunk as potions, anointed on 

the skin as unguents, or burned for their smoke. Treatments for 

minor illnesses are usually informal, taken at any time with a 

minimum of supervision on the part of specialists. Conversely, 

curative strategies for serious illnesses are frequently 

carefully structured, laborious affairs involving tight control 

by specialists and numerous ritual prohibitions and stipulations. 



CHAPTER 7 

CURING CHANTS 

Both 'medicine counselling chants (ina unaet) and 'curing 

chants' (ikar) employ the language of the spirit world and serve 

to counsel spiritual agents in the performance of curative 

tasks. l They differ primarily in that the former are directed 

to medicines before they are taken to the patient for 

administration, while the latter are performed in the patient's 

presence. 2 It must be stressed that, as conceived by the 

Kuna, curing chants are addressed to spirits; while the patient 

may understand the language used in these chants, he is not the 

audience, as erroneously assumed by Levi-Strauss (1963) and 

1. The word ikar (or ikala) has a number of related 
meanings. It may refer to'path' or 'road,' 'law,' 'custom,' 
'tradition,' 'specialty,' 'branch' (of medicine, etc.), or 
'chant.' Following Holmer & Wassen (1947, 1958, 1963), I 
translate ikar in the context of the curing chants as 'way.' 
Thus, Kapur Ikar is 'The Way of Spanish Pepper' (see Sherzer 
1975:264). Furthermore, I have glossed ikar as 'curing chant,' 
although these chants are not always used to cure illness. For 
example, Apsoket Ikar ('The Way of Conversing') is sometimes 
used to prevent illness, not cure it. While 'curing chant' is 
not an entirely adequate gloss, it does serve to differentiate 
this type of chant from the medicine counselling chants. 

In the discussion which follows r I will refer to the 
spirits marshalled in the curing chants as 'shamans' or 'shaman 
spirits.' In the chants they are called nelekana. 

2. There is one exception. Sia Ikar ('The Way of 
Cacao') may be sung in the presence of the patient or in the 
home of the specialist, away from the patient. In tEe latter 
case, the chanter sings to eight cacao seeds wrapped in sweet 
cornroot (urwa; Caltathea allouia ) leaves. He then takes the 
seeds to the patient and burns them in a clay brazier beneath 
his hammock. 
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Kramer (1970:84). The chants are sung for the patient, not to 

him. 

Another important difference between medicine counselling 

chants and curing chants is that while most of the former tend 

to conform to a single structural pattern (described in the 

preceding chapter), the latter exhibit two broad types: (1) 

curing chants in which expeditions of shaman spirits are sent to 

confront ponikana that have caused (or are threatening to cause) 

illness; and (2) curing chants which are similar to medicine 

counselling chants in both structure and content. 3 A 

significant difference between these two types of curing chants 

is that the former carry out curative action outside the 

patient's body, while the latter instruct medicines to work 

inside it. 4 

3. Although the Kuna recognize the difference between 
"expedition" chants and the chants which are similar to medicine 
counselling chants, they do not generally make a distinction 
between the two types. In other words, this is not a Kuna 
classification of the chants. 

4. One "expedition" chant, Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu'), 
describes action which takes place in the spiritual cosmos and 
the (spiritu~l) body of the patient simultaneously. This is 
discussed in the following chapter. 
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Curing chants comprise a more or less bounded set of ten 

major chant traditions. 5 The salient features of each are 

summarized as follows: 

The "Expedition" Chants: 

Apsoket Ikar ('The Way of Conversing'): used to repel 
and contain ponikana which have broken loose, or are 
threatening to break loose, from their domains to 
attack the entire village. This is the longest and 
most complex of all Kuna curing chants, and is 
performed for approximately six hours each afternoon 
and evening during eight consecutive days. The chanter 
summons a host of shaman helpers and directs them on a 
journey to the domain of the ponikana that are menacing 
the village. The spiritual leaders of the expedition 
are fifty balsawood shamans that are represented at the 
site of the ceremony in the form of balsa logs carved 
in human form. During the first day of chanting, the 
problem facing the community is described. Over the 
next four days the chanter summons the spirits of the 
balsawood shamans as well as numerous other shamans 
that will participate in the journey. Also during this 
time, a noxious spiritual chicha (inna) which will be 
used to intoxicate the ponikana in their lair is 
prepared. On the sixth day of chanting, the women of 
the shamans carry the chicha to the domain of the 
ponikana on the fourth level of the underworld and 
induce them to drink to the point of unconsciousness. 
Thus rendered camatose, the ponikana are rounded up 
with hooks, vines, nets, and baskets (all of which are 
shamans), placed inside their domain, and providen 

5. There are several other chants which I have not 
included in this list. Pisep Ikar ('The Way of Sweet Basil') is 
used to enhance hunting ability; it is short, and is often 
referred to as a 'play' (totoet) chant, although its purpose is 
mildly serious. Another chant, Siku Ikar ('The Way of the 
Arrow'), is long (a version I heard was over six hours in 
length), and used for a very serious purpose (driving off 
ponikana), but it is apparently not widely known. The only 
specialist who knows it on ustuppu/Okop Sukkun is rumored to 
have invented it himself. Other chants I have not included are 
variations off the major Apsoket Ikar, such as Kapur Apsoket 
Ikar ('The Way of Spanish Pepper Conversing') and Saptur Apsoket 
Ikar ('The Way of Genipap Conversing'). 
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with an ample supply of chicha to keep them happy and 
ensure that they desist from attacking the village. The 
shamans return to the village, stand vigil for several 
days, and then return to their own domains in the world 
of spirit. 6 

Nia Ikar ('The Way of the Demon'): used to fend off and 
destroy 'demons' (niakana) which are attempting to 
'seduce' (or have seduced) their victims by changing 
themselves into attractive humans of the opposite sex 
(Holmer & Wassen 1958) or by attacking them directly. 
The aim of the demon is to lure the purpa of the victim 
off to the demon's domain, where he or she will meet 
certain destruction. Some demons cause behavioral 
disorders in their victims: The victims speak, rant, 
and sing when alone, rip off their clothes, bang their 
heads against house posts, try to hit others, and may 
even kill others or commit suicide. Other demon attacks 
brings on dizziness, weakness, and lack of appetite. 
The chant assembles a group of shamans, led by Shaman 
Balsawood, who catch the demon with vines and nets. 
Then they carry the entrapped demon in a crocodile canoe 
to the depths of a whirlpool, there they burn it on a 
pyre (see Holmer & Wassen Ibid.). This chant may last 
for four or five hours. 

Serkan Ikar ('The Way of the Dead'): used to 'confuse 
the roa~ikar opurre) opened by ponikana that have 
disguised themselves as dead relatives of the victim. 
The ponikana customarily appear first in dreams, and as 
the road opens wider they begin to intrude on his waking 
life. They approach the victim dressed in fancy 
clothes, gold and silver hats, and sporting expensive 
watches and other adornments. Thus adorned, they 
examine the victim, taking note of his miserable 
condition in contrast to their own opulence, and attempt 
to coax him onto their luxurious yacht to their domain. 
The victim's sight is transformed so that the ponikana 
become more real to him than his family. He carries on 
conversations with the invisible spirits, and his 
behavior in general becomes more erratic as he slips 
into the world of the ponikana. The chant, which may 
last two or more hours, summons a group of shaman 
spirits to close off the road opened to the victim by 
the ponikana (see Holmer & Wassen 1963). 

6. ~soket Ikar and the ritual and symbolic context in 
which it is used is discussed in more detail at the end of this 
chapter. 
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Purwa Ikar ('The Way of Wind'): used to repel attacks 
by' 'wind' (purwa) ponikana which i1ave come from their 
domains in the clouds to invade the eurpa of their 
victims. The wind ponikana are spirltual sloths, tree 
anteaters, butterflies, birds, etc., that bring on 
violent shaking, weakness, dizziness, and epilepsy. I 
have neve~ heard this chant performed, but have been 
told that a group of shamans is instructed to eliminate 
the wind ponikana from the victim's purpa, and confuse 
the road they have opened up. The chant generally takes 
no longer than one hour. 

Kapur Ikar ('The Way of Spanish Pepper'): used to 
recover abducted purpakana, a state of affairs which 
brings on fever, and general weakness. The chant may 
last for three or more hours, and directs a group of 
shamans on an expedition to the domain of the ponikana 
which have stolen the patient's purpa. The spirit 
leader of the expediton is Shaman 'Drunktree' (Nele 
Mumupalele),7 and he is followed by a varied 
collection of bee shamans, thorny plant shamans, sticky 
sap tree shamans, vine shamans, pepper shamans, and so 
forth. In a version I transcribed (see Appendix A for a 
detailed summary), Shaman Drunktree and his followers 
journey to the doman of the crocodile ponikana which 
have stolen the patient's purpa. The shamans crush the 
crocodile spirits to the ground by placing heavy golden 
hats on their heads, and then the pepper shamans lift 
off their hats, sending out asphyxiating clouds of 
pepper smoke. with the crocodiles in a state of 
confusion, the shamans search the house, find the purpa, 
place it on their hip 'like a child,' and carry it back 
to the patient. When they arrive at the patient's 
hammock, they stuff the purpa into his body, and post 
themselves in 'vigil' (nakkuleket) around him. 

Sia Ikar ('The Way of Cacao'): also used to recover 
abducted purpakana. This chant is employed for the same 
purpose as Kapur Ikar, but it is shorter (not longer 
than one hour), less complex, and less powerful. The 
spirits enlisted are either 'Sister Cacao' (Puna 
Kelikkwa) or 'Shaman Cacao' (Nele Kelikkwa), and they 
accomplish their task without the aid of a diverse 
collection of assistants. In a version I transcribed 
(see Appendix B for a detailed summary), the cacao 
shamans follow the 'footprints' (kannala) of the 

7. Mummutwala is a large tree with red flowers and sap 
which burns the skin. The animals which eat its fruit are said 
to become 'drunk.' Spanish: javillo; Hura polyandra. 
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patient, which have been left two days earlier along the 
coast, to the whirlpool of a powerful poni named 'Uncle; 
Kwetulilelec 8 They enter the whirlpool but do not 
confront the owner. They merely search his house, find 
the purpa, and take it back to the patient. 

Nusa Ikar ('The Way of the River Agate,):9 also used 
to recover abducted purpakana, but has an added emphasis 
on cooling the purpa. The first part of Nusa Ikar 
directs the river agate shamans to the domain of the 
ponikana which have stolen the purpa, where they recover 
it and return it to the patient. The last part of the 
chant advises the river agate shamans and a group of 
female plant spirits, which have come from their domain 
at the headwaters of the river, to cool the patient's 
purpa. This chant is generally not longer than two 
hours. 

Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu'): used to facilitate 
childbirth when the purpa of the fetus is trapped inside 
its mother's womb. During gestation the fetus is living 
inside the house of MUu, which is the spiritual womb, 
where all manner of animal spirits are also residing. 
If any of these animal spirits decide to grab the fetus 
and hold it fast, or if Muu herself refuses to release 
it, birth will be thwarted. In the version I 
transcribed (see Chapter Eight), a group of shamans, led 
by Shaman Balsawood, travel to Muu's house on the fourth 
level of the cosmos f where they intoxicate Muu with 
chicha, fill her house with pepper smoke, find the 
purpa, and return to the woman in labor along MUu's 
river. They then stuff the purpa inside the woman and 
stand vigil over her. Muu Ikar is variable in length; 
the version I recorded, which is a long version, lasts 
over six hours. 

Chants which are similar to the medicine counselling chants: 

Otammipoet Ikar ('The Way of Cooling'): used to cool 
the purpa of those with chronic fevers, women who are 
pregnant, and children who have survived after their 

8. Uncle Kwetuli(lele) is a 'demon' (nia). He is the 
principal antagonist of some versions of Apsok~Ikar, and also 
plays a central role in the version of Nia Ikar recorded by 
Holmer & Wassen (1958). --- ----

9. These polished river agates are often used as 
medicines for fever. Also called akkwanusa. See Glossary. 
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mothers have lost several earlier children. The chant 
instructs medicines to refresh the patient's purpa, and 
in this sense it is similar to the medicine counselling 
chants. It differs from the medicine counselling 
chants, however, in that it is performed in the presence 
of the patient and involves the active participation of 
the patient's family members, who are expected to sit in 
the room where the chant is being performed and smoke 
cigarettes and pipes continuously. The chanter 
periodically sings a section called 'bathing the body' 
(pupa apalukket), during which the patient must bathe 
himself in a canoe containing the medicines which are 
being addressed in the chant. After several hours, the 
chant ends with a section called 'standing vigil' 
(nakkuleket), in which a host of protective spirits are 
assembled and counselled to guard the patient from the 
incursion of ponikana. This chant is not performed in a 
crisis situation (i.e., when the patient is actually 
suffering from fever), but rather during a heRl~hy 
stretch between fevers, or as a preventative measure. 
It is usually sung on four consecutive evenings. 

Kurkin Ikar ('The Way of Kurkin): used to restore the 
kurkin (see Glossary) to health when it has been 
'damaged,' a condition which causes headache. The 
chant, which often lasts two or three hours, includes a 
detailed description of how the kurkin is formed in the 
womb by Muu, accounts of the ways in which th~ kurkin is 
harmed by attacks of 'the angry ones' (urwe tulekana -
that is to say, ponikana), and advice to the medicines 
as to how they should set things right. Kurkin Ikar is 
similar to Otammipoet Ikar in that the medicines being 
counselled are usually present while the chant is 
performed. There are apparently several branches of 
Kurkin Ikar; one of them is chanted in the presence of 
newly born infants in the birth house. It is not used 
to cure headaches, but rather to ensure that the child's 
kurkin will be healthy. 

Importance and Closeness of Relationship of the Curing Chants 

Although Kuna specialists make no attempt to place the 

curing chant traditions within a coherent ~lassificatory scheme, 

they do make a number of distinctions among them along two 

cross-cutting dimensions: importance and closeness of 
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relationship. The most important chants are those which have 

the most complex structures, are the most difficult to learn, 

carry the most prestige, and present the greatest amount of 

danger to the specialists who perform them. These are described 

as 'principal' (itualet) or 'genuine' (sunsoket) chants and are 

contrasted with 'small' (purwi) chants. It should be noted that 

while the Kuna generally agree on rankings of the most important 

chants, consensus regarding the placement of minor chants is 

less certain. lO Thus, while fairly consistent rankings on the 

scale of importance can be achieved for the 'principal' chants, 

minor chants are comparatively undifferentiated. 

In the eyes of the Kuna, Apsoket Ikar is the most 

. t t . h t 11 lmpor an curlng c an • It is the longest, the most 

demanding in terms of apprenticeship, and the chanter who 

performs it places himself in an extremely vulnerable position. 

Not only is the chanter expected to conform to strict behavioral 

rules during the exacting eight-day ceremony in which the chant 

is performed, but any violation of ritual restrictions by 

community members may also result in lethal spirit attacks upon 

him. 

10. When the Kuna list things such as chants, medicines, 
plants, or animals, they characteristically begin with the 
'principal' members of each group; as the list continues, they 
tend to make no distinctions in terms of relative importance. 

11. A Chanter who knows A~soket Ikar is 'often referred 
to in his community as apsoket, WhlCh, ln this context, means 
'knower of Apsoket Ikar.' The specialist w~ll be called apsoket 
even although he may know several other curlng chants. In other 
words, his prestige as a specialist derives overwhelmingly from 
the fact that he knows this chant. 
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Next on the scale of importance come Nia Ikar and Muu 

Ikar, both of which are lengthy (five or six hours) and involve 

highly dangerous spirits. 12 Nia ('demon') is greatly feared, 

and ceremonies in which Nia Ik~~ is performed are tightly sealed 

off from causal visitors. Foul-smelling plants and insect nests 

are burned in and around the patient's house to 'confuse the 

road' of the demons which have attacked, and the walls are 

covered with broad leaves and cloths to frustrate the curious 

impulses of neighbors. The atmosphere of these ceremonies is 

subdued and sober, and idle conversation is frowned upon. 

Similarly, Muu I.kar is performed amid a good deal of secrecy. 

The th);lt:;!ied roof of the birth house in Okop Sukkun slopes down .:,.r·· 
to the ground on all sides to shield proceedings from 

inquisitive passersby, and elderly women are often posted as 

guards outside to drive away those who venture too near. Muu 

and her spirits are considered so dangerous that the inside of 

the building is usually filled with choking clouds of 'road 

confusing I chilt;; pepper smoke. The performance of both Nia Ika.r 

and Muu Ikar is a serious undertaking, and the atmosphere in 

which they are set is anything but lax. 

Kapur Ikar and Otammipoet Ikar are not surrounded by the 

dangers of the three chants just mentioned, but they outrank the 

12. It must be remembered that there are longrand short 
versions of most of the curing chants, and I am here referring 
to the long versions. Of course, the short versions of chants_ 
such as Nia Ikar and Muu Ikar are not rated as importantly as
the long-vP.rSIOns. 
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five remaining chants because of their length and their 

effectiveness in curing. Kapur Ikar, Nusa Ikar, and Sia Ikar 

are all employed to recover abducted purpakana, but Kapur Ikar 

is the most complex and powerful of these three. Otammipoet 

Ikar, on the other hand, may last for four or five hours, and is 

coordinated with a ritual that involves all the members of the 

patient's family. 

Intersecting the "importance" dimension is another 

according to which Kuna specialists group certain curing chants 

as being 'closely related,' or 'brothers' (kwenatkana); other 

chants stand alone or in no particular relationship. The 

unrelated chants are Muu Ikar, Otammipoet Ikar and Kurkin Ikar, 

which are used to perform unique functions that set them off by 

themselves. There are two groups of closely related curing 

chants, both of which are named. Scaled roughly in terms of 

importance from top to bottom, these two groups are as 

follows: 13 

Chants for 'grabbing ponikana' (ponikan kaeti): 

1. Apsoket Ikar 
2. Nia Ikar 
3. Serkanrkar 
4. Purwa Ikar 

Chants for 'recovering the purpa l (purpa amieti): 

1. Kapur Ikar 
2. Nusa Ikar 
3. Sia Ikar -- ---

13. Serkan Ikar is usually considered more important 
than Purwa Ikar; but~would be risky to attempt to distinguish 
between Nusa Ikar and Sia Ikar. -- -- -- ---
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Kuna specialists observe that the members of each group 

of chants share a number of features in common. The structure 

of all the chants for 'grabbing ponikana' is very similar, ana 

while the content of each chant differs, all serve to repel and 

contain ponikana that menace fiuman beings. The structure of 

chants for 'recovering the purpa' is also very similar, and 

although Nusa Ikar places heavier emphasis on cooling the 

recovered purpa than do the other two chants, the primary 

purpose of all three is the same. In fact, Sia Ikar can be seen 

as an abbreviated version of Kapur Ikar. Structurally, they are 

virtually identical. It should be noted that Muu Ikar is also --- ----
employed to recover the purpa; however, it is not as closely 

related to the three chants discussed above because it serves 

the restricted purpose of liberating the purpa of a pregnant 

woman's fetus from the clutches of Muu. By contrast, Kapur 

Ikar, Nusa Ikar, and Sia Ikar are used to cure people of any sex 

and age who have come down with fever as the result of purpa 

loss. 

It was mentioned in Chapter Four that Kuna specialists 

begin their careers by studying minor chants and graduate to 

more complex materials as their experience grows. No one, for 

example, begins learning chants such as Apsoket Ikar without 

having first learned several of the less powerful chants. And 

because only a few outstanding men pursue their careers with 

sustained dedication, there are many who know the minor chants 

but only a handful who have gone on to learn the most powerful 
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ones. On ustuppu, for example only one man has mastered Apsoket 

Ikar (another man knows it partially); three specialists have 

learned Muu Ikar, but only one of these knows a long version; 

and four men are recognized adepts in Nia Ikar. By contrast, 

minor chants like Sia Ikar are known by as many as ten or more 

individuals in the community. 

There is a strong tendency for specialists who begin 

with minor chants in one family of 'brother' chants to move 

upward through the other chants in the same family. It is 

usually the case, for example, that specialists who know Nia 

Ikar have first learned Serkan Ikar and/or Purwa Ikar as 

stepping stones to the more complex chant. In Ustuppu, three of 

the men who know Nia Ikar also know Serkan Ikar and Purwa Ikar; 

and virtually all those who know Kapur Ikar have graduated to 

this chant after having first learned at least Sia Ikar. In 

rather dramatic contrast to this pattern, the specialists who 

know the two most important unrelated chants, Muu Ikar and 

Otammipoet Ikar, have moved up through the ranks from a variety 

of different directions. 

It must be stressed, however, that this is merely a 

strong tendency, not a strict rule. Specialists may move from 

'small' chants to 'principal' chants along any path they 

choose. Some specialists pursue their careers by progressing 

upward within both groups of closely related chants more or less 

simultaneously. Other men establish themselves in the field of 

medicine and then move directly on to the more important curing 
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chantse For instance, the principal Apsoket Ikar chanter in 

Ustuppu does not know Nia Ikar, Serkan Ikar,or Purwa Ikar; he 

worked his way to Apsoket Ikar from Sia Ikar, Kapur Ikar, and a 

solid grounding in medicines. But this man is an exception to 

the general pattern. Practically all of the chanters who know 

the most important chants in one of the family groupings have 

worked up through the ranks in that particular family. 

In summary, Kuna specialists do not have a 

classificatory scheme that orders all of the curing chants in a 

tightly structured fashion. However, they do rank the chants 

along a rough scale of importance in which those that are most 

complex, most difficult to learn, highest in prestige value, and 

most dangerous are considered the most important. Kuna 

specialists also recognize the existence of two closely related 

groups of chants, as well as three chants which stand alone. 

The resulting picture of how the Kuna conceive the field of 

curing chants is far from neat, but it does serve to illuminate 

a number of key distinctions made by the curing specialists. 

The structure of the "Expedition" Chantsl4 

The structure, or narrative sequence, of all the 

"expedition" curing chants is similar. All "expedition" chants 

14 This discussion excludes Otammipoet Ikar and Kurkin 
Ikar, both of which are similar in structure to ~mediclne 
counselling chants. 
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summon hosts of shaman spirits and prepare them for journeys 

into the realm of spirit; all describe expeditions to the 

domains of ponikana or about the community of the patient; and 

all describe confrontations between the shamans and ponikana, 

concluding with a successful resolution of the problem at hand. 

To illustrate this sequence, I will rely most heavily on 

examples taken from Apsoket Ikar, Muu Ikar, Nia Ikar, and Kapur 

Ikar. 15 I have arbitrarily divided the sequence of the 

"expedition" curing chants into the following components: 

1. Introduction. Recognition of the problem and 
enlistment of the specialist by the patient's family. 

2. Summoning and assembling of the shaman spirits. 

3. Preparation for the journey (changing clothes; 
brewing chicha in Apsoket Ikar and Muu Ikar). 

4. Journey into the world of spirit. 

15. While shorter "expedition" chants such as Serkan 
Ikar, Purwa Ikar, Nusa Ikar and Sia Ikar are certainly of 
interest, I have left them out of this discussion because they 
are, in a structural sense, abridged versions of the longer 
chants. For example, Muu Ikar, Kapur Ikar, Nusa Ikar, and Sia 
Ikar are all identical in their sequential organization. In 
these chants, groups of shamans travel into the world of spirit 
to recover abducted purpakana, rescue them, and return them to 
the patient. Muu Ikar and Kapur Ikar, however, differ from 
Nusa Ikar and Sla Ikar in that they are much longer, contain 
greater descriptive detail, and are packed with episodes which 
have been pruned away, as it were, from their shorter 
counterparts (see Appendices A and B for a comparsion of Kapur 
Ikar and Sia Ikar). For this reason, the longer "expeditlon" 
chants offer better examples of the points I want to make than 
the shorter ones. 

For this discussion, I rely on published texts of Muu 
Ikar (Holmer & Wassen 1947, 1953) and Nia Ikar (Holmer & Wassen 
'1958), on texts of Muu Ikar and Kapur Ikar that I recorded, and 
on informants' statements and personal communication from Howe 
(1976) about Apsoket Ikar • 



5. Confrontation with the responsible spirits and 
resolution of the problem (recovering the purpa in 
Kaeur Ikar and Muu Ikar; destruction of a 'demon 
(~j in Nia Ikar; containment of ponikana in 
Apsoket Ikar). 

6. Retreat by the shamans to the house of the patient 
(to the 'tobacco smoking house' (war uet neka) in 
Apsoket Ikar). --- --- ----
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7. 'Standing vigil' (nakkuleket) over the patient (over 
the entire community in Apsoket Ikar). 

Although these components are not identified as such by 

the Kuna, native medical specialists certainly recognize the 

episodic character of curing chants. To begin with, the chants 

are learned in sections which are mastered one-by-one, like 

beads on a string, until they are committed to memory. For 

example, in all of the curing chants, the section in which 

shaman spirits are called from their domains and assembled 

around the chanter is perceived by the Kuna as comprising a more 

or less bounded unit. There may be abrupt breaks in the flow of 

this episode -- as when a tangential detour is made in Muu Ikar 

to describe how a group of men arm themselves with baskets and 

machetes and set off into the jungle to first gather Spanish 

pepper and then balsawood -- but the idea that it makes up a 

largely self-contained segment is strongly held by Kuna 

specialists. 

I first became aware of this idea when I was recording 

chants from specialists. Because Muu Ikar is over five hours 

long and Kapur Ikar lasts for approximately three hours, both 

chants were recorded in sessions extending over a period of 
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several days. The chanters never concluded a day's session 

haphazardly; they always stopped when they had reached the end 

of a discrete episode. For example, the first session with Muu 

Ikar ended after the specialist (in the chant) had agreed to 

take the case, changed into clean clothes, and made his way to 

the patient's house. The second session concluded with the 

summons issued to all of the shaman spirits. The third session 

dealt with the shamans and the women 'changing clothes' (mola 

okwaet) and 'brewing chicha' (inna .sopet). The fourth session 

saw the shamans and the women proceed along Muu's river, through 

the levels to Muu's house, and past her animals to her hammock. 

The last session dealt with the confrontation between Muu and 

Shaman Balsawood, and continued until the chant finally ended. 

I recorded Kapur Ikar in three sessions. The first concluded 

when the shamans had all been assembled. The second session 

came to a close just as the shamans arrived at the domain of the 

ponikana, and the third session followed through to the end of 

the chant. 16 

16. Both specialists could just as easily have finished 
their recording sessions at different places in the chants, for 
they always covered several episodes. Furthermore, specialists 
occasionally indicate discrete "episodes" with lexical terms 
such as 'changing clothes,' 'brewing chicha,' and 'standing 
vigil;' but usually they do not. Some of the "episodes" are 
sharply defined units, while other sections are not. For 
example, the introductory stanzas of Muu Ikar alternate back and 
forth rapidly from descriptions of the community, the 'cloths' 
of Muu (spiritual tissues) that are closing around the woman's 
fetus, and chile pepper smoke rising into the air. Each of 
these descriptions takes up only a few lines, and is repeated 
several times. Beyond this, there are occasionally what might 
be called "mini-episodes" which are embedded in larger 
"episodes." For this reason, no precise list of the "episodes" 
found in the chants, as they are conceived by the Kuna, can be 
made. 
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Drawing examples frcm Apsoket Ikar, Muu Ikar, Nia Ikar; 

and Kapur Ikar, the sequential structure of "expedition" chants 

may be described as follows: 

1. Introduction. All the chants begin with descriptions of 

the natural environment surrounding the cummunity of the chanter 

and the patient. In Muu Ikar, the clouds are the color of ikwa 

trees (grey), carbon (black), and ikkwi flowers (red) in the 

late afternoon; blue whirlpools spin with force and dive down 

into the sea just off the shore of the island. In Nia Ikar, a 

storm drives huge breakers onto the beach and bends the coconut 

trees; the north wind fights with the wind from the south. In 

Kapur Ikar it is afternoon; the sun looks like gold, the trees 

are changing color. 

The focus of "expedition" chants then shifts to the 

patient and his or her family as they discuss the illness that 

has struck. The mother of the patient leaves the house to visit 

the specialist in Nia Ikar and Muu Ikar, and after a long 

interchange returns home. The specialist bathes, changes his 

clothes, paints his face with achiote, and sets off for the 

patient's house carrying his silver walking stick. In Kapur 

Ikar, the patient's mother addresses the shaman spirits beneath 

the hammock, explaining the problem to them in similar fashion. 

In Apsoket Ikar the problem which has occurred in the community 

is outlined in detail. 
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2. Summoning the Shaman Spirits. In Muu Ikar, Nia Ikar, and 

Kapu£ Ikar the chanter positions himself beneath the hammock of 

the patient and begins to call h~s shaman spirits one by one. 

The shamans are summoned from the direction of the rising sun in 

each chant. In Muu Ika~; for example, each verse summoning the 

shamans is prefaced with 'from the direction of the rising sun, 

the shamans are arriving' (neka ainakkwa nekapali nelekana 

sunnakole take). The characteristics of each shaman are 

described as he arrives. In Kapur Ikar, verses describing the 

supernatural powers of the shamans and their superiority to 

ponikana are interspersed throughout. In Muu Ikar, there are 

intermittent references to 'Muu's cloths' that have closed 

around the fetus. The shaman who leads the expedition is always 

described in more detail than his followers. In Apsoket Ikar, 

Muu Ikar, and Nia Ikar, the leader is Shaman Balsawood; in Kapur 

Ikar, the leader in Shaman Drunktree. 17 

17. It has been stressed by many writers that all of 
the shaman spirits involved in these curing chants are nuchukuna 
-- spirits represented by carved wooden figures placed under the 
patient's hammock (Nordenskiold 1938:344-348; Holmer and Wassen 
1947:68-70; 1958; 1963; Levi-Strauss 1963; Kramer 1970:81-84; 
Sherzer 1975:271-272). This is not the case. In Muu Ikar, Nia 
Ikar, and Kapur Ikar the leaders of the expedition into the -
cosmos are nuchukana, but the majority of the remaining shamans 
are not. For example, in Muu Ikar only 13 of th~ 35 shamans 
assembled by the chanter are-nUChUkana. All the rest comprise 
a collection of spiny plant shamans, foul-smelling plant 
shamans, 'sticky' shamans (including Shaman Sealing Wax), bee 
shamans, armadillo shamans, scissor shamans, and so forth. 
Furthermore, in Apsoket Ikar the fifty balsawood shamans who 
lead the exoedition are not even nuchukana; an.d in Sia Ikar and 
Nusa Ikar n~ne of the shamans are nuchukana. -- ----- --
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While the shamans are being assembled in Muu Ikar there 

are two tangential episodes in which groups of men change into 

old clothes, arm themselves with baskets and sharp machetes, and 

journey into the jungle in search of chile peppers and balsawood. 

3. Preparing for the Journey. All the shamans have arrived 

and their women are with them. In each chant the shamans and 

the women change into new and elegant clothes. The leader of 

the expedition exhorts them to be diligent and serious in their 

mission. The men put on eight hats, eight coats, eight shirts, 

eight pairs of shoes; they place eight strings of flutes, 

harmonicas, Jew's harps, bells, and other ornaments around their 

necks. The women dress in similar splendor. When they are 

ready, the shamans dance about and play their flutes to make 

themselves strong. 

In Muu Ikar and Apsoket Ikar, the women prepare an 

intoxicating chicha which they will carry as an offering for 

their adversaries in the realm of spirit. The leader of the 

expedition tells the women that they must behave themselves, for 

the success of the mission depends upon the chicha being strong. 

4. The Journey. In Apsoket Ikar, Muu Ikar, and Kapur Ikar, 

the shamans and the women set off for their destinations in the 

world of spirit, The shamans in Kapur Ikar make a short journey 

to the river and come to the whirlpools of the crocodile 

ponikana. They have followed the footprints of the patient to 

the place where his purpa dropped. In Muu Ikar, the shamans 

board canoes at the mouth of Muu's river, travel upstream, beach 
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at Muu's water hole, and strike out overland. They pass by 

numerous spirit creatures as they make their way inland to MUu's 

house on the fourth level of the cosmos. In Apsoket Ikar, the 

shamans travel into the depths of the spirit world to the 

underground domain of Kilu Kwetuli, the 'king' (~) of the 

ponikana who has caused the problem in the Kuna community. 

Nia Ikar is somewhat different. Before leaving on their 

journey, the shamans observe a 'demon' woman as she leaves her 

domain in the mountains and makes her way to the village. 18 

She spots her victim, talks to him seductively, and places a 

supernatural 'hat' (kurkin) on his head to 'change his vision; 

and open his eyes to the domain of the demons. As she crawls 

into the man's hammock, the shamans rush forward and catch her 

with nets, vines, and spiny plants, binding her fast. She 

begins to scream like cicadas; her heart is pounding and her 

body is quivering. Shaman Balsawood informs her that he and his 

followers are going to take her to the depths of a whirlpool and 

roast her on a pyre. Then the shamans procure a gigantic 

crocodile, which they use as a canoe, and set off with her into 

the ocean. The journey proper of Nia Ikar begins at this 

point. The shamans pass the domains of pelicans and other 

birds, and observe hordes of sea turtles crawling 

18. The 'demon' (nia) has disguised itself as a 
fetching young woman to trap her victim with her seductive 
charms. 



about on a beach. Finally they arrive at the domain of Kilu 

Kwetuli in the depths of a huge whirlpool. 
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5. Confron:t:.?tion. In Apsoket Ikar, Muu Ikar and Kapur Ikar 

the shamans enter the domains of the spirits which have caused 

the problem they have set out to resolve. In Nia Ikar, the 

shamans are merely visiting Kilu Kwetuli and using his domain to 

incinerate the demon woman. The interchange between the leader 

of the shamans and the owner of the domains is similar in all of 

the chants. First, they greet each other. Then the hostile 

spirits ask why the shamans have come to visit, and the shamans 

claim that they have no particular purpose. Next, the shamans 

state th~ goal of their mission, and the enemy spirits deny all 

responsibility for the troubles the shamans have come to 

repair. Then the enemy spirits attempt to learn the identity of 

the chanter who is directing the shamans on their journey, but 

this information is refused them. At this point in Kapur Ikar, 

the shamans play a game of exchanging hats with the crocodile 

ponikana, and the weight of the shamans' golden hats crushes the 

crocodiles to the floor. Following this, the chile pepper 

shamans lift off their hats and filL-the room with asphyxiating 

pepper smoke. In Muu Ikar and Apsoket Ikar, the shamans give 

their hosts chicha and intoxicate them. In Muu Ikar, the chile 

pepper shamans fill the house of Muu with clouds of pepper 

smoke. In Muu Ikar and Kapur Ikar, the residents of the house 

are thrown into confusion, and the shamans find the pllrpa they 

for which are searching. In Apsoket Ikar, the ponikana drink to 
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the point of unconsciousness. They are then rounded up by the 

shamans with nets, baskets, vines, and hooks, and placed inside 

the domain from which they have escaped. 

Nia Ikar is again somewhat different. Shaman Balsawood 

calls the firewood shamans, who pile up to form a bonfire for 

the demon woman. She is twisting, fainting. As the flames 

consume her she crackles and seeths; her body is shining like 

fire as it is rapidly transformed into ashes. Then the shamans 

confront the owner of the whirlpool, Kilu Kwetuli. The 

interchange is short, as the shamans have already done what they 

set out to do. They say goodbye to him, warn him that they will 

return if any more demons open roads to humans, and board their 

canoe to return home. 

6. The Return Trip. In Apsoket Ikar and Muu Ikar, the 

shamans leave abundant quantities of chicha with their hosts to 

ensure that they will not follow. The shamans in Apsoket Ikar 

firm up the walls and doors of the domain of the ponikana with 

nails, vines, sticky sap, and sealing wax to trap the ponikana 

inside, and race back to the surface of the earth. The shamans 

in Muu Ikar do a similar job on MUu's house as they leave. In 

Apsoket Ikar, MUll Ikar and Kapur Ikar, the shamans spread ropes 

and nets over the path to catch ponikana which might attempt to 

follow them. The return journey in all of the chants (including 
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Nia Ikar} is very rapid and there is virtually no description of 

the places througn which the shamans pass. 19 

7. 'Standing Vigil' (nakkuleket). The shamans return to the 

house of the patient. In Muu Ikar and Kapur Ikar, the shamans 

stuff the purpa into the patient piecemeal: into the chin, the 

eyes, the tips of the hair, the lips. Then, in Apsoket Ikar, 

Muu Ikar, and Kapur Ikar , the shamans station themselves facing 

the four cardinal directions around the patient (or around the 

community in Apsoket Ikar) to 'stand vigil' (nakkuleke). This 

is an essential part of all the chants, for the ponikana 

characteristically attempt to attack the patient in his or her 

k d d ·· 20 wea ene con 1t10n. It is also common to chant an 

additional segment of 'standing vigil' after the main body of 

the chant has been completed. At the end of Apsoket Ikar the 

balsawood shamans are thanked warmly for their assistance before 

they are sent back to their domain. 

19. It is clear that the Holmer & Wassen version of Nia 
Ikar (1958) is incomplete from this point on. It contains no---
descriptions of barricades to keep the demons from attacking the 
patient and the chanter, and while there are several brief 
mentions of chicha for the demons, this theme not developed. 

20. In Apsoket Ikar the shamans return to the 'tobacco 
smoking house' (war uet neka), where the adult males of the 
village are assemblea:- The 'standing vigil' section is not 
included in the v~rsion of Nia Ikar published by Holmer & Wassen. 
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The "Expedition" Chants as Military Campaigns 

Levi-Strauss (1963) and Kramer (1970) both give the 

impression that the "expedition" curing chants -- which Kramer 

calls "therapeutic epics" -- are properly understood as 

analogous to military campaigns. The domains of the ponikana 

and other residents of the cosmos are consistently called 

"strongholds" and "fortresses," and the shaman spirits are 

referred to as "soldiers" making up "supernatural battalions" 

(Levi-strauss 1963:199) which journey into the world of spirit 

to "attack enemy forts" (Kramer 1970:82). Throughout both 

works, the use of words such as "invasion," "conquest," 

"troops," "reinforcements," "struggle," and "conflict" serves to 

give their interpretations of the chants a thoroughly 

militaristic flavor. 21 Kramer even hypothesizes that warfare 

with the Spaniards along the San Blas coast in the 17th century 

gave the Kuna " ••• the model for the struggle between the 

tutelary spirits (shaman spirits) ••• and the spirits of sickness 

in the therapeutic epics" (1970:80,. 

The Kuna themselves lend some support to the claim that 

curing chants describe military battles by occasionally 

21. Neither the text of Muu Ikar nor the comments by 
Holmer & Wassen (1947), from whicn-LeVI=strauss worked, contain 
this military vocabulary (except for "stronghold"). It is 
therefore clear that Levi-Strauss conjured the invasion theme 
from his own fertile imagination. Kramer was evidently 
influenced by Levi-Strauss when he made his interpretations of 
the curing chants. 
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translating nelekana as "soldados" (soldiers), and talking about 

"ejercitos" (armies) that "atacan" (attack) "fortalezas" (forts) 

of ponikana. However, they also refer to the shaman spirits as 

"abogados" (lawyers), "ayudantes" (helpers), "seguidores il 

(followers), and "espiritus buenos" (good spirits) that 

"engaftan" (deceive) the ponikana in their "corrales" (corrals), 

"dominios" (domains), "casas" (houses), or simply "lugares" 

(places). Although none of these translations is fully 

adequate, the latter set is closer to the true nature of the 

chants. Nowhere do the chants describe anything like pitched 

battles carried out by battalions of spiritual soldiers. 

with the possible exception of the roasting of a demon 

on a bonfire in Nia Ikar (Holmer & Wassen 1958), violence in the 

chants is virtually non-existent. None of them contains 

descriptions of bloodshed. The shamans never attack their 

adversaries with weapons ur engage in hand-to-hand combat. 

Instead, the shamans overcome their enemies through argument, 

guile, and superior supernatural powers. They occasionally 

menace their opponents with threats of violence -- such as when 

Shaman Drunktree tells the crocodile ponikana in Kapur Ikar that 

if they fail to return the purpa they have abducted he will dry 

up their whirlpools -- but such threats ara never carried out. 

Confrontations in the expedition chants between the 

shamans and their spirit adversaries hardly constitute "attacks" 

or "battles." There is always an underlying element of danger, 

but the conversations among spirits are always, at least when 

they begin, close to amiable. In Muu Ikar, for example, Muu and 
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Shaman Balsawood address each other respectfully as ifriend' 

(aya). As the conversations in the chants unfold, the shamans 

and their hosts fence with words, not weapons. In Kapur Ikar 

and Muu Ikar, the shamans are asked if they would like to rest 

in the hammocks and stools of their hosts; but they decline the 

invitation, knowing full well that if they do so they will be 

stuck fast and overcome. In Muu Ikar, Muu attempts to discover 

the identity of the chanter who is directing the shamans; but 

here again she fails, for the shamans are clever enough to keep 

this information secret. 

To repeat, the adversaries of the shamans are overcome 

not by physical assault, but by strategies employing 

supernatural deception. In Muu Ikar and Apsoket Ikar, the 

shamans offer their hosts chicha that intoxicates them and makes 

them divulge their secrets or renders them comatose. In Kapur 

Ikar and Muu Ikar (the Holmer & Wassen version), the shamans and 

their adversaries playa game of exchanging their hats, 'to see 

whose golden hats are the heaviest;' and the shamans emerge 

victorious. In most of the chants, the spirits which have 

caused illness are overcome when the shamans place supernatural 

strings of beads around their necks; and in several chants, the 

chile pepper shamans lift off their hats and send forth clouds 

of pepper smoke, clogging the lungs and drying up the throats of 

their foes. 

But things go no further. Once the dangerous spirits 

are contained, the shamans do not move in for the kill. They 
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leave Muu (in Muu Ikar) and the crocodile ponikana (in Kapur 

Ikar) writhing about on the floor, and set off after the purpa 

they have come to find. In Apsoket Ikar, the shamans drag Uncle 

Kwetuli and his ponikana inside their domain and lock them up. 

In Apsoket Ikar and Muu Ikar, they even leave their hosts an 

ample supply of chicha to keep them happy. At this point, the 

shamans part company on cordial terms. For example, as the 

shamans leave Muu's house, Muu calls out to Shaman Balsawood: 

"Friend Shaman, when do you think you will visit me again?' 

(Holmer & Wassen 1947:55) 

One striking feature of both medicine counselling chants 

and curing chants is the existence of passages which are 

described by the Kuna as 'playful' (totoet). Although the 

chants are performed in deadly earnest, and the spirits 

confronted by the shamans are considered to be extremely 

dangerous, they often contain a strong element of humor. Many 

of the de~criptions of the actions and physical appearance of 

the spirits are readily acknowledged by the Kuna as delightfully 

amusing. For instance, the following description of 'Uncle 

Shaman Whale' {Kilulele Pailele}, taken from a version of Kapur 

Ikar, brought chuckles from the specialist who gave it to me: 

kilulele pailele nek ipekuemai 

Uncle Shaman Whale is the owner of the place 



pilatola esaula takketi yopi 

He looks like the ships of the foreigners 

e ipe niilawalakan aipulaletenai 

His masts are abundant 
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e ipe pattik tupakan koormakkenanai muu tarpa apinni 

His pulley ropes are calling out with the ocean wind 
blowing against them. 

e ipe irikki tupakan siwimakkenanai muu tarpa apinni 

His thin ropes are making the noise 'siwii' (as they 
swish back and forth) with the ocean wind blowing 
against them 

e esanasi tupakan arkwanenai 

His 'claw' (anchor) ropes are falling down. 

e kammi sailakan iipienai pela tala kwikipe sailale 
nak ipe saila apinni 

His rudders are glistening, all like fire, with the 
sun against them 

Kuna specialists often laugh at such descriptions, and 

find the ingenuity of the shamans highly entertaining. Once, 

when I was listening to a live performance of Kapur Ikar, the 
• "~I~. 'I'"'''' specialist, whom I knew only sl1gntly, paused to rest. As he 

was stirring the coals in his clay brazier and dropping in cacao 

seeds, one of the women in the house told him with a grin that I 

was learning his chant so I could practice curing in the united 

states. He turned to me and began to explain that in the chant 

the shamans had just entered the house of Uncle crocodile 
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and were conversing with him. I asked him if they were now 

going to e~change hats. He laughed and replied: 'you already 

know Kapur Ikar. The shamans are 'playful' (totoeti) people, 

aren't they?' 

How the curing chants work 

curing chants are properly regarded as something akin to 

scripts in which the events being described take pace 

simultaneously in the realm of spirit. Thus, when a chanter 

calls his shaman spirits and assembles them around him, the 

spirits are understood to actually arrive, 'like winds,' and 

line up for action. Similarly, whp.n a chanter describes how the 

shamans and women dress in golden clothes and adorn themselves 

with gold and silver flutes, harmonicas, Jew's harps, and 

watches, the women and shamans are actually adorning themselves 

beneath the hammock of the patient. And when the chanter 

details the steps of their journey into the realm of spirit, the 

shamans and women are, in fact, making their way to all the 

places mentioned. In a very real sense, then, the chanter is 

the overseer and di~ector of an intensely complex and dangerous 

drama which unfolds on the level of spirit at the same time that 

he intones his chant. 

That this is the case is clearly stated by Kuna 

specialists. Any failure on the part of the chanter as he 

directs his shaman helpers on their quest results in their 
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destruction. And throughout the chants there are references to 

the effect that, in the past, shamans have been trapped and 

killed by ponikana when chanters have been unable to continue 

because their throats have 'disintegrated' (tatarwe). To 

prevent this, chants must always be completed. If, for example, 

a patient's baby is born while the shamans in Muu Ikar are still 

making their way to MUu's house, the chanter cannot simply stop 

his performance and return home. He is obliged to continue, 

usualiy with an abbreviated form of the chant, in order to bring 

his spirits safely back to the surface of the earth. Failure to 

do this would leave the shamans stranded in the depths of the 

cosmos, without guidance and su~rounded by lethal ponikana. 

If the shaman spirits fail in their mission and are 

trapped by ponikana or by spirits such as Muu, the chanter also 

stands to lose his life. In the most powerful expedition 

chants, such as Apsoket Ikar, Muu Ikar, Kapur Ikar, and Nia 

Ikar, the spirit of the chanter accompanies the shamans on their 

journey, and the entire party, including the shamans and the 

h t b t ' t d' h ld f "t 22 c an er, can e ex erm1na e 1n t e wor 0 sp1r1. A 

number of specialists have told me that the chanter's spirit is 

carried hidden by the shamans, wrapped in a white sheet. This 

fact is kept secret, and no mention of the chanter's 

22. My information on this point comes from specialists 
on Ustuppu. In contrast, Howe (personal communication, 1976) 
asked informants in Niatuppu about this, and they all said that 
the chanter does not accompany the shamans. 



presence with the shamans is made in the chants. Were the 

spirits confronted by the shamans to learn the chanter's 

identity, they would immediately launch an attack on him and 

bring the expedition to ruin. In Muu Ikar, for example, Muu 

tries unsuccessfully to pry this information from Shaman 

Balsawood: 

inso ipi kana pe palimiemai kana nikkakua pinne peti 
anik~ upoke take 

Well, then, which chanter is sending you? You have a 
chanter, you come entering to me 

But Shaman Balsawood is one step ahead of his adversary, and 
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even denies that he has a human chanter directing his actions: 

muu-ye tule olokana sulitti na peki upoke take 

Muu, I have no Kuna chanter, I come entering to you 

patto tiolele ilakwen unanaakwar an palimiemai 

Long ago Tiolele (Great Father) counselled me one time, 
he is sending me 

While there are no references to the chanter who is 

presently sending the shaman spirits on their quest, mention is 

made of past chanters who have been exterminated in MUu's 

house. When Muu invites the shamans to sit on her golden 

stools, Shaman Balsawood turns to his followers and warns them 

by saying: 
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apisua muu nekakine akkutemalatti olokanaki anniriemai 

The chanters could not resist in Muu's house, they were 
stuck fast to the golden stools 

There is also a telling grammatical construction in some 

of the chants which points to the fact of the chanter's 

presence. The word pani (a contraction of ~ ('you') and ani 

(iI, Me') occurs only in the chnnts in which the chanter 

accompanies the shamans. Pani frequently occurs in verses such 

as the following: 

iawala nakkaki ulusumpa pan(i) (i)tu sunnakolesii 

At the mouth of the river the whirlpool is looming before 
you-me. 23 

By contast, in the chants which do not involve the 

direct participation of the chanter, ~ ('you') is used instead 

of pani. For example, in Sia Ikar the chanter does not travel 

with the shamans, and we find the following verse: 

23. Translation of pani is problematical. It 
apparently implies a close relationship between the speaker and 
those being addressed. Strictly speaking, it does not mean "we" 
-- although in the curing chants in which pani is used, both the 
chanter (spiritually) and his shaman helpers are present. Howe 
notes that, at least in the context of Kuna gathering sessions, 
" ••• pani refers to a "you" but it indicates a certain kind of 
relationship between the speaker and the addressee, namely that 
the speaker (or singer) is senior to the addressee and that he 
has a legitimate interest in the addressee's behavior and right 
to counsel him on it. Quotes of God speaking to humans some
times use this form, and chiefs etc., sometimes use it, both in 
spoken unaets (admonishments) and chants" (personal 
communication 1979). 



muukwa tar kakka yalapali-ye ulusumpati pe (i)tu 
sunnakolesii-ye 

Along the shore of the ocean the whirlpool is looming 
before you 
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Thus, in the long expedition chants, the purpa of the 

chanter moves through the world of spirit with the shamans and 

the women, guiding them on their journey. But he is doing much 

more than advising his spirit helpers. He is also manipulating 

all of the actors, good and evil, as well as sketching in the 

landscape in which the entire drama unfolds. The chanter is 

analagous to a playwright in that he creates a world of action 

by orchestrating the movements of his actors and placing 

dialogue in their mouths. As he chants, the action he describes 

is propelled forward along the course he sets. Thus, it would 

be seriously incorrect to suppose that events and activities 

described in chants constitute limy tho logy (that) ••• does not 

correspond to an objective reality ••• n (Levi-Strauss 

1963:1972). The actions of the protagonists and the 

antagonists; as well as the scenery which forms the backdrop 

against which these actions are played out, are very real in the 

eyes of Kuna specialists. And although they are invisible to 

humans observing the ceremonies, the dramas generated by the 

chants are essential for the restoration of well-being to 

patients undergoing treatment. 

It rarely happens that patients are cured of their 

ailments at precisely the same time that the shamans overcome 

their foes in the world of spirit. For example, babies are 
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seldom delivered from their mothers' wombs at the very instant 

the shamans in Muu Ikar bring the spirit of the fetus down Muu's 

river and emerge through MUu's door into the birth house. And, 

by the same token, few patients experience breaks in their 

fevers immediately after the shamans in Kapur Ikar, Sia Ikar, 

and Nusa Ikar restore their purpakana to their bodies. There is 

always some lapse of time before the desired effects are 

manifested on the level of substance. According to Kuna 

specialists, the chants exert a powerful coercive force which 

hangs in the air and pressures the physical condition of the 

patient to conform to the course of events on the level of 

spirit. Given that the chanter is skilled, and that diagnosis 

of the problem has been accurate, the patient will be cured. 

The chants, as well as the medicines, work slowly but surely. 

Two curing events 

The remainder of this chapter consists of capsule 

accounts of two major curing chants: Nia Ikar ('The way of the 

Demon') and Apsoket Ikar ('The Way of Conversing'). In order to 

understand their meaning more fully, they are viewed (l) in 

relation to the set of circumstances which most commonly moves 

the Kuna to employ them, and (2) as an integral part of the 

ceremonies in which they are performed. 
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Nia Ikar ('The Way of the Demon') and Demon Attack 

According to Holmer & Wassen (1958), Nia Ikar ('The Way 

of the Demon') is a chant used by the Kuna to cure insanity. 

There are several difficulties with this statement. First, the 

Kuna have no terms which label conditions which might be 

translated as "insanity;" and second, while the chant is often 

used to cure patients suffering from what are clearly severe 

psychological disorders, it may also be employed to alleviate a 

variety of other ailments, including dizziness, fainting spells, 

loss of appetite, bad dreams, and even skin disease. It is best 

said that 'The Way of the Demon' is performed to expell and 

destroy demons which have taken control of a person's purpa, 

corrupting it in anyone of a number of different ways. 

However, demon attack is usually a very serious matter, for this 

particular spirit is one of th~ most virulent and dangerous 

inhabitants of the Kuna cosmos. 

Demons are not associated with any particular animal or 

natural force, and they have the ability to transform themselves 

into all manner of shapes and guises. They usually appear in 

humanoid form; frequently they are grotesque, and they 

occasionally appear as Blacks. In the mythological accounts, 

demons are often pictured as fantastic qua~i-human creatures 

with eyes in the back of their heads and bodies covered with 

black bumps, coarse hair, or lights that flash on an off. They 

are considered to be the 'chiefs' or 'kings' of lesser ponikana, 
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and are sometimes seen journeying about the cosmos mounted on 

the backs of huge crocodiles, tapirs, or jaguars. But demons 

are not always possessed of such terrifying shapes. When they 

are bent on deception they often take the aspect of harmless 

Kuna men or women. They have a penchant for taking on the form 

of a friend or close relative, or even an alluring stranger, for 

the purpose of coaxing their unsuspecting human victims into 

traps. For example, in the chant published by Holmer & Wassen 

(Ibid.), a demon disguises itself as an attractive young woman 

who seduces her victim with feminine charm. while monstrous 

demons strike terror in the hearts of solitary Kuna wandering in 

lonely places, demons disguised as innocuous humans are even 

more threatening, for their attacks are devious and therefore 

more difficult to guard against. 

Demons often trick people into committing anti-social or 

self-destructive acts. For example, during the past twenty 

years there have been at least six cases of suicide in Ustuppu 

and Okop Sukkun, and all of the victims were persuaded by demons 

to take their lives. All were males; two hanged themselves and 

four ended their lives with shotgun blasts. One was an older 

man who had been bitten by a snake several months previous. 

Although he was given traditional treatment, the snake poni was 

not successfully purged from his purpa. The corruption of his 

purpa became increasingly severe and the damage was mirrored in 

his body by progressive infection that eventually rotted the 

flesh to expose the bones of his leg. He became despondent, and 
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one night when the rest of this family was attending a puberty 

ceremony he was visited by a demon who confused his thinking and 

convinced him to hang himself from a roofbeam. 

people with irascible personalities are often victims of 

demon attack. Their anti-social behavior is attributed to 

defects in their spiritual makeup (which are in turn due to 

contamination by ponikana), and they are more susceptible to 

domination by demons. When people of this sort die, especially 

in some unnatural way (e.g., being struck by lightning, 

drowning, etc.), it is believed that they may return to the 

world of humans as demons themselves. 

This occurred several years ago in Ustuppu when an 

elderly woman noted for stinginess and kleptomania died during 

an operation at the Ailikanti hospital. One of the woman's 

cousins had given blood for a transfusion, and later became 

infected by the same demon who had taken over the old woman's 

spirit. Shortly thereafter, the cousin came face-to-face with 

the dead woman's decayed demon purpa as she walked alone in the 

dark outside her house. One month later, the demon spirit 

appeared in the cooking house and bit her on the leg, causing 

intense pain and, eventually, fainting spells, loss of strength, 

and dizziness. In similar fashion, a man from Okop Sukkun who 

had reputedly been kiatakkalet died in 1975 when a demon pushed 

a stick through one of his nostrils into his brain. 24 Within 

24. Kiatakkalet people travel spiritually in the dreams 
of fellow villagers and attempt to kill them. See Chapter Three 
and the Glossary for a more detailed explanation. 
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a month after his death, his purpa, which had been converted 

into a demon, started to appear in people's dreams, threatening 

all manner of violent action. And when a sleeping man's cheek 

was mysteriously sliced open, this demon was held responsible. 

Persons victimized by demons often become emotionally 

deranged. They hold conversations with demons (which are 

invisible to everyone else), run about erratically, take off 

their clothes, froth at the mouth, try to jump in the ocean and 

drown themselves, bang their heads against house posts, quarrel 

with others, and occasionally attempt bodily harm to those 

around them. The purpa of these people has been dominated and 

'transformed' by demons, and they have lost control over their 

behavior. Obviously, this condition is dangerous not only to 

the victims but also to the community at large. Demons 

frequently impart abnormal strength to those whom they possess, 

directing them to kill other people or cause general havoc in 

the village. Because of the dangers involved in such cases, 

strong pressure comes from the community to perform 'The Way of 

the Demon,' a ceremony which combines a powerful chant with the 

administration of toxic medicines. 

During the performance of the chant, the walls of the 

patient's house are covered with leaves and strips of cloth to 

obstruct prying eyes, and crosses made of nipar palm stalks are 

placed around the walls of the house and piled in heaps on the 

floor to keep the demons away. In the cases I have observed, 

there were no children present and a deathly silence hung over 
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the proceedings. The only sound was the monotonous incantation 

of the 'demon' chanter, who rested in a hammock strung beside 

that of the patient. The women characteristically paint their 

cheeks with a brilliant coat of achiote paste to frighten the 

demons away. Achiote paintings of humanoid figures with spikes 

instead of limbs adorn the doors and houseposts; and a white 

flag decorated with the same figures is often flown from the 

roof top to scare the demons and to warn passersby from 

venturing too near. Inside the house, and occasionally outside 

on the street, spanish peppers, termite nest, barbasco, and 

other foul-smelling plants and materials are burned to 'confuse 

the road' the demons have opened to the victim. The core of the 

ceremony is 'The Way of the Demon' chant (Nia Ikar) , which 

generally lasts between three and five hours. 

In the version published by Holmer & Wassen (1958), there 

is a description of a demon that transforms itself into a 

seductive young woman and leaves her mountain domain to capture 

the purpa of a man she has selected to be her likely victim. 

She puts on fetching Kuna clothes, paints her face with achiote, 

and sets off through the trees and along the river toward the 

Kuna village. She crosses the river, cuts through a banana 

plantation and then a coconut grove, finally making her way 

across the ocean to the island where the man lives. As she 

waits on the shore near a fleet of beached canoes, the man comes 

out of his house and she approach~s him. 'Do you have a wife?' 

she asks him. He says yes, and she continues: 'I see that you 
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do not like your wife. Since you do not like your wife, we will 

get married.' She then moves forward and places a magical hat 

on his head, transforming his vision. His eyes become bright,· 

'like lightning bugs,' and he sees the spiritual world of the 

demons stretching out before him. A road opens to the domain of 

the demons, and the man's behavior is suddenly altered: 'the 

man is yelling "yoo;" the man is yelling "wii;" he man is 

yelling "suk;" the man is roaring with laughter; he is acting 

like a demon.' 

But the shaman helpers of the chanter, led by Shaman 

Balsawood, have previously been deployed about the area, and now 

swing into action. AS the demon woman climbs into the man's 

hammock, making him laugh, Shaman Balsawood exhorts his helpers 

to grab her with nets, vines, and hooks. The net ropes make 

noises like cicadas, bells, and fire beetles, and the demon 

woman cries out 'What is happening to me?' Her body is 

quivering and her heart is pounding, but after a short struggle 

she is thrown to the ground and bound tight. Shaman Balsawood 

counsels hiz men, telling them to work well, to keep their 

courage. The demon woman is wrapped in nets and tied fast with 

vines and iron chains. She screams like cicadas, her lips are 

twisted, her nose is like a gourd. 

Shaman Balsawoo~ confronts her: 'Are you trying to look 

like an Indian woman? You have opened a road to my man, you 

have placed a hat on his head.' Then he informs her that she 

will be taken to a deep whirlpool and roasted. She tries to 

change his mind by saying that she will become someone who 
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'washes your shirt, your golden coati' but he replies: 'How are 

you going to wash my shirt and my golden coat; you are not a 

woman, I see.' 

The shaman spirits then leave the demon woman to visit 

Kilu Kwetuli, notorious 'king' of the demon spir~ts, to borrow a 

canoe to transport the demon woman to the whirlpool. Kilu 

Kwetuli greets the shamans: 'Shaman friends, what brings you 

here?' Shaman Balsawood replies: 'Kilu ('Uncle'), I come to 

visit you. I want one of your canoes. The demons have opened a 

road to my man, I see. In order to roast the demons I want your 

canoe.' Then he ad6-' 'If you don't turn a canoe over to me, I 

will dry up your whirlpools. Here are shamans that can dry up 

your whirlpools, I come to tell you. If you don't run a canoe 

over to me I will send your golden stools down to the eighth 

level.' 'Friend shaman,' answers Kilu, 'I hear you well. I 

know that you have tied up all the demons... I will find a 

large canoe for you.' 

The shamans return with the canoe, which is a crocodile, 

and lift the entangled demon woman inside. They set out for the 

whirlpool of Kilu Kwetuli again; their paddles turn over the sea 

water, make it foam, rise up, shine, form funnels. They raise 

their sails and the canoe shoots forward at greater speed. They 

pass by the 'glistening deep whirlpool,' the 'swampy dee~· 

whirlpool,' the 'small deep whirlpool,' the 'dry deep 

whirlpool,' the 'deep whirlpool that moves back and forth.' 

They see pelicans of all colors, crab8, and turtles laying eggs 
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on the sandy beach. Finally, they reach Kilu's domain. Shaman 

Balsawood tells his helpers to gather together different types 

of firewood, and they construct a pyre. They ignite it and lift 

the demon woman into the flames. She is twisting, fainting, her 

hair is abundant. Her body crackles and seethes, her clothes 

and hair shine like fire, and before long she is converted to 

ashes. Kilu, who has watched the entire scene, says to the 

shamans: 'Shaman friends, when do you think you will visit my 

domain again?' Shaman Balsawood replies: 'If the demons happen 

to open a road to my man, I will come to visit your domain 

again, I believe.' And with this warning, they return to the 

house of the sick man. As they approach the village, they hear 

their chanter singing in the patient's house ••• and the chant 

comes to,a close. 

'The Way of the Demon' is usually repeated at least four 

times over the same number of days to e~sure maxium effect; if 

it fails to bring about the desired cure, a different chanter 

may be brought in to continue, altering his strategy if a nele 

finds that the initial diagnosis has been faulty. As mentioned 

before, the purpose of the chant is to rid the area of the 

menacing demons and seal off the victim from further attacks. 

In this regard, the chant text in Holmer & Wassen's book is 

incomplete. While it describes disposing of the demon woman who 

possess the patient's purpa, it lacks the crucial section in 
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guard against the incursion of other demons. 25 

Another imporant facet of treatment for demon 

possession, carried out concurrently with the chant, involves 
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the administration of highly toxic medicines designed to clean 

the patient's purpa of demon contamination. One of the 

ingredients in this mixture is a poisonous root called 'worm 

medicine' (ina ~);26 others are barbasco, which is also 

used as fish poison; and certain substances employed in another 

context to induce abortion. The medicine -- a murky brown 

liquid -- is forced down the patient's throat. The initial 

doses are carefully calculated to cause unconsciousness. As 

soon as the patient passes out, he is carried to a medicine 

canoe and bathed in water steeped in sweet-smelling plants such 

as pisep (sweet basil), kokke, nopar, and achueryala, which 

soothe the purpa of the patient and revive him. This treatment 

continues for several days, until the last vestiges of demon 

pollution are purged from the purpa. If the patient remains in 

the grasp of . 

25. I went over the text with several specialists in 
demon cures, and they were quick to point this out. They 
claimed that this part of the chant was essential, and the 
non-specialist who transcribed it (a man from Ustuppu) had 
simply left it out. Beyond this, the entire text of the chant 
in Holmer & Wassen's book is confused, fragmentary, and hard to 
follow. Parts of it are unintelligible; leaving the impression 
that it was transcribed in bits and pieces, leaving entire 
sections absent. 

26. This is wormgrass (Spigelia anthelmia). According 
to Duke (1968:115), the roots can be used in small doses as 
vermifuge. 
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the demon spirits, larger and larger doses are given until he is 

either cured or killed. When a case is seen as incurable, the 

inevitable end is death. 27 

At least in part because Panamanian law frowns on such 

drastic measures, Kuna curing specialists now occasionally send 

their more difficult cases to the hospital in Ailikanti, where 

they are treated with drugs such as Thorazine. Although this is 

not yet an entirely accepted practice among the Kuna, it 

occurred in 1974 with a teenage girl from Ustuppu. She had 

recently come to live with her parents in San BIas after having 

spent virtually all of her life in Panama City. She spoke only 

a few words of Kuna, felt very much out of place, and within the 

course of a few months suffered a nervous breakdown. Her family 

was preparing the traditional treatment for her when several 

Catholic missionaries intervened. Knowing the culture well, 

they argued that Kuna medicine would do her go good because she 

had most surely been stricken by a Panamanian demon while living 

in the capital. 28 Reasoning that only Panamanian medicine 

27. As late as the last century, the Kuna apparently 
burned the more severely affected victims of demon attack on 
pyres, in the same manner that the shaman spirits dispose of the 
demon woman in the chant (Holmer & Wassen 1958: 12-13). Today 
this practice has disappeared altogether. 

28. In line with this reasoning, a female nele from 
Niatuppu who once visited Panama City and tried to use her 
skills there was told by her spirit helpers that she should 
return to San BIas, for they could not work so far from home. 
(Howe, personal communication 1979). 
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succeeded in having her taken to the Ailikanti hospital. 29 

'Conversing' (Apsoket) 

The longest and most complex of all Kuna curing 
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ceremonies is called Apsoket ('Conversing'), or Nek Apsoket 

('Conversing with the Place')e It involves the entire comm~nity 

in one way or another and spans eight intensive days, together 

with several more after the major part of the ritual has been 

completed. The most common purpose of the ceremony is to rid 

the village of ponikana which have either been threatening or 

ravaging the populace with disease on a~ epidemic scale. At 

times, however, Apsoket is performed as a precautionary 

measure. For example, when the community is anxious to utilize 

a virgin stretch of land known to be controlled by dangerous 

ponikana to open up a plantation or carry out a construction 

project, ~.psoket will be undertaken to contain the spirits, and 

'calm the place down.' According to traditional history, the 

first Kuna to inhabit the region around ustuppu pacified the 

spirit-infested whirlpools along the coast in this manner. 

29. She was given Thorazine and other powerful 
tranquilizers. After several months she was able to return to 
Ustuppu. She was much better, but lived on a stea6y diet of 
drugs. 
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The following incidents are just a few examples of the 

kinds of adverse circumstances that have motivated the 

performance of Apsoket ceremonies over the past several decades 

in ustuppu: 30 

1. A group of men journeyed to the far tip of Kwituppu 
('Mosquito Islana'), seaward of ustuppu, and chopped 
down some trees belonging to a colony of jaguar 
ponikana. These spirits became angered and retaliated 
by abducting the purpakana of a number of people on 
Ustuppu. 

2. Along the coastline, just east of the mouth of the 
Putturkanti (River), lies a mangrove swamp teeming with 
crocodiles. Several years ago, some men from Ustuppu 
went there to hunt them for their skins, which they sold 
in Panama. When they caught a crocodile with two tails, 
they knew something was amiss. Sure enough, shortly 
thereafter the crocodile ponikana began attacking the 
village and carrying off purpakana. 

3. Some men walked inland behind Sukkun Yaa (a large bay 
filled with mangroves about an hour east of ustuppu) and 
chopped down a large tree (pinnuwala) to make a canoe. 
They were evidently not aware that a band of niakana had 
strung their clothes lines across the branches of the 
tree. When the lines were disturbed, the niakana became 
furious and swept through ~stuppu with an epldemlc of 
skin disease. 

4. The Ustuppu villagers wanted to clear a swampy stretch 
of land at the far end of Sukkun Yaa to establish a 
community coconut farm. It was well known that this 
spot contained a spirit whirlpool called Tapnati Pirya, 
which was inhabited by numerous ponikana: elephants, 
crocodiles, sharks, water jaguars, swamp birds, and the 
like. Before moving forward with their plans they had 
to contain these spirits. 

30. See Stier 1979:135 for an account of spirit 
molestation leading to Apsoket on Sasarti, a community to the 
east of ustuppu. Also see Howe 1976. 
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The Apsoket ceremony is sometimes undertaken on the 

heels of a series of disquieting portents~ sparks a~e seen 

falling out of clouds, or animals with anomalous behavior are 

spotted (e.g., groups of sharks are seen cruising near the 

island or birds begin their migration at the "wrong" time of 

year). If a man noted for anti-social behavior has recently 

died his purpa may be converted into poni and begin to appear to 

members of the community, making threats of havoc or causing 

injury. The spirits of people who have died in "freak" 

accidents, who have taken their own lives, or who have been 

murdered are also often transformed into ponikana whch menance 

the community. At such times, the Kuna say that 'the place is 

heating up' or 'the place is angry.' To banish these spirits 

from the region and bring things back to normal, the Kuna 

characteristically prescribe the Apsoket ceremony. 

Once villagers have decided to perform Apsoket, plans 

are made to gather the medicines to be used during the eight-day 

ritual. As there may be as many as 80 different types of 

medicines involved, some of which are only found far inland in 

the Bayano region or east along the coast across the Colombian 

border, the collection often takes several months. 3l Medical 

specialists with a thorough knowledge of botany, together with 

the men who have unleashed the ponikana through their reckless 

31. Those medicines which cannot be found have their 
spirits called to the community during the chanting ceremony. 
Their physical presence is not entirely necessary, although it 
is desirable. 
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actions (if this has taken place), are sent to round up the 

necessary materials. 

While this is being done, 50 tall figures, each about 

five or six feet in height, are carved from balsawood trunks. 

The spirits of these figures are to be the leaders in the 

campaign against the ponikana who are threatening the village, 

and they in turn are given a chief, who is also made of 

balsawood, yet is somewhat taller than the rest. These figures 

are usually carved to look like human beings, although some are 

occasionally rendered in the image of eagles, jaguars, 

crocodiles, and other dangerous animals. 32 The chief of the 

balsawood 'shamans,' as they are called, is carefully selected: 

a number of years ago, for instance, an American visitor to the 

village of Ailikanti saw a seven foot-tall figure for Apsoket 

made in the likeness of General Douglas McArthur, who was 

apparently considered by the Kuna to be the most worthy 

personage for the ceremony. According to DeSmidt (1948:37):33 

32. According to Howe (personal communication, 1976), 
these animal figures are made to disguise the balsawood spirits 
in the form of ponikana spirits they will confront during the 
ceremony. This allows them to sneak up on the ponikana and trap 
them. The balsawood spirits are not made to house the spirits 
of the animals they represent. 

33. An epidemic of fever was caused by the U.S. Armed 
Forces, which had chopped down a number of large trees and 
drained stagnant pools on the mainland to build an emergency air 
field. In the process, they had molested the ponikana who lived 
there. Perhaps McArthur was chosen to lead the ceremony because 
the U.S. Army had caused the epidemic. 



Because the Indians were not familiar with military 
regulations governing dress they mace some grave 
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errors. Instead of wearing khaki, the image is painted 
so as to be wearing a green cap with a pink band and one 
white star. His coat was painted a powder blue with two 
pink breast pockets. Below the left pocket was what 
appears to be a German Iron Cross. He also wore a black 
bow tie and black pants. Although the Indians have 
small flat noses, they admire long pointed ones. They 
therefore made the image with a nose that projected 
three inches from the face. 

Just before the ceremony begins each household prepares 

itself with a surplus of food, for during the chanting the 

village is completely sealed off; no one is allowed to leave, 

and visits from neighboring villagers are strictly prohibited. 

All trading boats by Colombia and Panama are warned against 

docking, and air traffic to the village is discontinued. 34 

Numerous ceremonial objects, such as clay incense burners, 

tobacco, and pipes, are collected and taken to the place where 

the ritual is to be performed. The ceremony usually takes place 

in the village gathering hall, which is the largest building 

available and is able to house the bulk of the adult male 

population; it is now called the 'tobacco smoking house' (war 

uet neka). The 50 balsawood figures are brought in and placed 

in a line along one of the walls. Many privately owned 

nuchukuna are also taken to the 'tobacco smoking house,' where 

34. In recent years these rules have become more lax in 
some communities. For example, it w~s decided a short while ago 
in Carti Suituppu that tourists (who are near-daily visitors in 
the Cart! region) could visit the island during an Apsoket 
ceremony. villagers could sell artifacts to them, but, it was 
cautioned, everybody had to be very quiet. 
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they serve as 'assistants' to the balsawood spirits. 35 

Finally, the carefully gathered medicines are taken to the hall 

and assembled in piles near the balsawood figures. 

When all the preparations have been made i the ceremony 

begins. Adult males in the village are required to sit in the 

tobacco smoking house for the duration of Apsoket Ikar , which 

lasts eight consecutive days, from late afternoon until about 

midnight. Some older women may also attend, but this is not 

mandatory. Leading the ceremony are the principal Apsoket 

chanter, his assistants, and a nele, whose tasks are to keep 

spiritual vigil on community members, to ensure that everyone 

behaves correctly, and to monitor the efficacy of the chant and 

the ceremony in general. There are also several men in charge 

of periodically blowing tobacco smoke in the faces of all the 

participants (a prophylactic measure taken against ponikana), 

others to keep the clay braziers burning and primed with cacao 

seeds, others to take charge of the medicines, and still others 

to distribute tobacco in small gourd bowls. with the exception 

of the ~hanters, everyone is expected to smoke as much as 

possible during the ritual, and no one is allowed to nod off to 

sleep.36 If someone starts to doze, he is immediately shaken 

awake by his companions. 

35. villagers invariably keep some nuchukana in their 
homes during Apsoket to serve as protection against errant 
ponikana. 

36. While the chanting is orchestrated by the principal 
Apsoket chanter, the chant itself is sung is sections by the 
principal chanter and his assistants. 
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The chant begins with a lengthy description of the 

problems at hand, the ponikana who are responsible, and the 

events which led to their attack on the village (if this has 

occurred). ~hen the chanter brings the spirits of the balsawood 

figures to life and calls them to the tobacco smoking house. 

Numerous other spirit helpers are called to assist the balsawood 

shamans, including river agates, chile peppers, nuckukana of all 

types, bees, armadillos, sealing wax, plants with spines, nets, 

and vines. Once assembled in the tobacco smoking house, they 

are informed of their upcoming mission and instructed as to how 

they will be expected to perform their duties. 

During the second day, chanting is aimed at bringing the 

medicines to life. As each medicine is mentioned, the 

assistants of the Apsoket chanter place it on hot coals in the 

clay braziers. The spirits of the medicines, transformed 

through incineration, comprise the key ingredients for a 

powerful intoxicating chicha (inna) which the shamans will carry 

into the underworld to offer to the ponikana and render them 

helpless. Another potent ingredient is the spiritual essence of 

the tobacco the men in the hall are smoking. 

The next four days of chanting are repetitions of the 

second day. The chicha is brewed, and by chanting the same 

verses and burning the same medicines for five days its strength 

is augmented. If anyone breaks wind during the r.eremony the 

potency of the chicha will drop, and the culprit is immediately 

given a huge pipe stuffed with tobacco to smoke, a strategy 
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which lifts the strength of the chicha back to its former 

level. A brigade of spirit women presides over the preparation 

of the chicha; they wander about invisibly among the 

participants, collecting the essence of the tobacco smoke and 

mixing it with the medicines in large (spiritual) clay pots. 

The men return each evening to their homes to sleep 

after the chanting is finished. They are strictly forbidden 

sexual congress, and men and women keep interaction between them 

to an absolute minimum. Children are not allowed to play, and 

the streets at all hours are virtually empty. No one is allowed 

Lu m~ke ~ny sort of loud noise, for this would disrupt the 

fermentation of the chicha and cause its potency to drop.37 

If someone is imprudent enough to engage in sex during the 

course of the ceremony, the spirits of the balsawood images will 

become angry. They may refuse to carry out their mission, or, 

more seriously, attack the Apsoket chanter and his assistants, 

causing them to become ill or die. 38 Then, too, improper sex 

will cause the chicha to lose its strength. The presiding nele, 

who is posted in a hammock strung beside the chanter, is ~n 

constant touch with a contingent of nuchukana who patrol the 

37. When Apsoket was performed about eight years ago in 
ustuppu the Kuna told the Catholic missionaries to stay within 
the church walls and refrain from sounding the chur~h bells on 
Sunday. One priest ventured forth and headed for the tobacco 
smoking house to see how things were progressing, but was 
promptly and vigorously told to turn heel. 

38. While any type of illness may strike, the chanters 
are often afflicted with severe nose bleeds (Howe, personnal 
communication 1976). 
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village like policemen to ensure that everyone is behaving 

correctly. If anything occurs to upset the ceremony, the nele 

immediately dispatches his spirit helpers to investigate. When 

a villager is discovered transgressing the rules he is 

publically called to task, roundly admonished, and fined. 39 

This, of course, is a very serious matter, and to make certain 

such things do not occur, community leaders deliver strong 

counsel to the men in the tobacco smoking house before and after 

each evening of chanting. 40 

On the seventh day, the chant changes its emphasis and 

the spirits of the balsawood leaders and their followers are 

directed to carr.y the chicha down to the domain of the ponikana 

on the fourth level of the spirit realm. As the massive force 

of spirits makes its way noisily past the communities of 

ponikana stretched along the route to the fourth level, it 

spreads fear and confusion. Once they have arrived at their 

destination, the balsawood shamans deal directly with the chief 

of the ponikana, who is variously called Kilu ('Uncle') Kwetuli, 

Kilu Ikkwali, or Kilu Salupip (Howe, personal communication 

1976). The balsawood chiefs are the most intelligent of the 

39. From time to time, the ceremony must be prolonged 
for a couple of days because a transgression has weakened its 
power. When this occurs, the guilty party is expected to 
finance the extension. 

40. The entire village is also counselled in 
sessions during the weeks leading up to the ceremony. 
takes place during the customary night=time sessions, 
special congresses held during the day for women. 

congress 
This 

and in 
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spirit helpers of man, and are sometimes described as 'lawyers,' 

for they have come to argue the case of their clients (the Kuna) 

before the ponikana. The chicha is set out in pots in Kilu's 

house, and he is told to round up all his 'children' (the 

ponikana) to come and partake of the festivities. 

The balsawood shamans confront Kilu and frequently 

resort to deception to explain the disaster that has driven the 

ponikana amok. For example, if a tree belonging to a colony of 

ponikana has been felled by an irresponsible villager, the 

shamans say that it was not a Kuna who caused the damage but 

rather a strong wind. If a spirit whirlpool has been disrupted, 

they explain that it was done by an earthquake. The Kuna, they 

continue, were not responsible. Look, the shamans argue, they 

have sent you this excellent chicha to demonstrate their good 

will! 

The ponikana arrive, drink without restraint, fight with 

each other, and pass out in heaps on the floor. Kilu, on the 

other hand, is not so easily dominated, for he knows a chant to 

ward of intoxication called Wipoet. 4l The shamans produce a 

specially-prepared, more powerful chicha for Kilu, and he 

eventually falls comatose among the rest. The final day of the 

chant then describes how the spirit helpers grab the groggy 

ponikana with hooks, spines, nets, and baskets, bind them with 

vines and ropes, and drag them inside their stronghold. The 

41. Wipoet is often sung by Kuna specialists during the 
puberty ceremony, when there is heavy drinking by participants. 
Its purpose is to sober everyone up. 
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sha.'ans firm up the walls of Kilu's domain with sealing wax, 

sticky sap, and vines and leave the ponikana with enough chicha 

to keep them occupied in the future. As the balsawood shamans 

prepare to depart, they inform Kilu and his ponikana that they 

should desists from attacking the Kuna since they are their 

friends. If the Kuna are planning to clear a ponikana sanctuary 

for the purpose of establishing a farm or erecting a building, 

the ponikana are instructed to cause them no harm. Then the 

shamans all beat a path back to the tobacco smoking house, 

having successfully completed their mission. 

After the main chanting is finished, there are still two 

days of organized smoking for the men. The balsawood spirits 

are thanked warmly and sent back to their homes, as are the 

other spirits who have assisted. The nuchukana belonging to the 

village are posted to stand vigil over the community and guard 

against further attacks from the ponikana. From this point on, 

life in the community gradually returns to its normal routine. 

One strategy used by Kuna curing specialists is the 

administration of medicines, which was discussed in Chapter 

Six. In this chapter I have discussed the second major curing 

strategy employed by the Kuna, which involves the performance of 

a series of more or less fixed-form 'curing chants' (ikar). 
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There exist approximately ten major curing chant traditions, and 

although each tradition serves th~ same curative purpose, there 

is a good deal of variation among the individual chants within 

each class. For example, 'The Way of Muu' is always performed 

to overcome difficult childbirth, yet there are numerous 

different versions of this chant in San BIas. However, given 

that any two versions are roughly equivalent in length, 

descriptive intricacy. and content, they are considered by the 

Kuna to be of similar efficacy. 

Some of the chant traditions, such as 'The Way of Cacao,' 

are short, and are generally performed in less than 45 minutes. 

By contrast, chants such as 'The Way of the Demon' may stretch 

out for over four or five hours. The longest curing chant among 

the Kuna is 'The Way of Conversing,' which is usually performed 

for five or six hours ~aily over a period of eight consecutive 

days. In the eyes of the Kuna, the most powerful curing chants 

are those which possess the most complex structure, are the most 

difficult to learn, carry the most prestige, and present the 

greatest amount of danger to the specialists. 

All curing cr.ants, like the 'medicine counselling 

chants,' are performed in the ritual language, not colloquial 

Kuna. Although they are performed in the presence of patients 

-- which is not the case with medicine counselling chants -

their audience is not the patient, but rather the inhabitants of 

the realm of spirit. Consequently, their purpose is to advise 

and direct a bost of shaman spirit allies to carry out curative 

action within that realm. 
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While Kuna specialists have no formal classificatory 

scheme for the curing chants, there exist two broad types: (1) 

"expedition" chants in which contingents of shaman spirits are 

sent into the levels of the cosmos to confront E9nikana that 

have caused (or are threatening to cause) illness; and (2) 

curing chants which are similar to medicine counselling chants 

in both structure and general content. The expedition chants, 

which are the most numerous, can further be broken down into two 

subdivisions that are seen by the Kuna as being closely related: 

chants for 'grabbing ponikana,' and chants for recovering 

abducted purpakana. 

The basic structure, or narrative sequence, of all of 

these expedition chants is similar. All summon hosts of shaman 

spirits, counsel them, and prepare them for journeys into the 

levels of the cosmos; they contain accounts of expeditions to 

the domains of the spirits causing the illnesses being treated; 

and they describe confrontations between the chanter's shaman 

helpers and the illness-causing spirits, which leads to 

successful resolution of the problem at hand. Finally, they end 

with descriptions of the shaman spirits as they 'stand vigil' 

over the patient to guard against further incursions of ponikana 

Kuna curing chants are best seen as something akin to 

scripts in which the events they describe actually take place in 

the world of spirit at the same time the specialists intone 

their chants. For example, when a chanter relates how the 

shamans in 'The Way of Muu' make their way past menacing jaguars 
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inside the door of Muu's house, the shamans are, at that very 

moment, confronting these animals on the fourth level of the 

cosmos. Thus, curing chanters are the master directors of 

extremely intricate and often dangerous dramas that unfold in 

the world of spirit. Not only do they guide their shaman allies 

in their quest through the cosmos; they also manipulate all of 

the remaining actors by placing dialogue in their mouths and 

orchestrating their behavior, as well as paint the contours of 

the landscape in which all of the action is set. The desired 

effect of curing chants is the creation of a powerful coercive 

force which pressures events in the world of spirit to fall in 

line with the desired end of the chanter, which is the 

restoration of well-being to the universe. If the chanter is 

skilled and this is accomplished,.the patient he is treating 

will soon recover. 



CHAPTER 8 

TWO CURING EVENTS 

In preceding chapters, I have attempted to describe and 

interpret the major concepts that give cultural shape and 

substance to the Kuna domain of disease and curing. Thus far, I 

have dealt with aspects of the world of spirit, disease 

causation, diagnosis, medicinal and curing chants, and the 

rituals in which these chants are performed. At the same time, 

I have made an effort to progressively expand my discussion by 

providing numerous examples of actual curing events. It has 

been my objective to lead the reader toward an increasingly 

deeper understanding of the domain of Kuna curing by describing 

its major conceptual parts and, by examining how the parts fit 

together, to form an integrated and coherent system. 

This chapter presents two extended examples that serve to 

illustrate the complex nature of curing events by charting their 

course from start to finish. The first example is a case study 

of the illness and cure of a four year-old girl from ustuppu; it 

demonstrates the interplay of Kuna theories of disease 

causation, diagnosis at various stages of treatment, medicinal 

and curing chant rituals, and the complementary roles of 

specialists and non-specialists, including a Panamanian doctor 

from the hospital at Ustuppu. 

369 
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The second example, which is a composite portrait of a 

particular branch of Kuna curing, deals with the ritual and 

symbolism that surround conception, pregnancy, and birth. It 

covers Kuna theories of how babies are formed within the womb, 

how they develop during gestation, and the dynamics involved in 

overcoming difficult labor. This example goes beyond a simple 

cataloguing of the successive steps to provide an interpretation 

of the symbolism of birth and the interaction of the spiritual 

and substantial levels of reality during the birth event. 

The principal point of these two example -- and, in fact, 

one (Yf the main points of this ethnogr5.phy -- is that the 

es~ential logic of Kuna curing strategies can onlj be made 

intelligible by viewing them as they unfold in their natural 

settings, and by interpreting these concrete events in terms of 

Kuna notions of how the universe operates. Curing chants and 

medicinal prescriptions presented as disembodied texts bereft of 

the wider backdrop of social and symbolic meaning, such as those 

gathered by Nordenskiold (1938) and Holmer & Wassen (1947, 1953, 

1958, 1961), remain largely opaque and unitelligible. In other 

words, without contextual information, the meaning of Kuna 

chants and ceremonies can only be guessed at, and the results 

are often far off the mark. The hazards of such an interpretive 

venture are discussed below in the case study of birth, with 

reference to a confused analysis done by Levi-strauss (1963) of 

Holmer & Wassen's published version of 'The Way of Muu' (Muu 

Ikala) (1947). 
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Makiryai: A Sick Child 

A four year old girl named Makiryai became feverish. Her 

lungs were congested, she had a hacking cough, and she was 

seriously constipated. Despite medicinal baths, her fever rose, 

she lost her appetite, and she cried often because of persistent 

headches. At this point, a decision was made to summon a nele 

to make diagnosis and suggest the best course of treatment. 

This decision was based on two considerations: first, 

Makiryai's condition was becoming progressively worse; second, 

she had suffered since infancy from chronic attacks of fever. 

The nele was a close neighbor and friend of Makiryai's 

maternal grandmother and great-grandmother, a circumstance which 

gave her access to the important facts of Makiryai's medical 

history as well as the details of her current illness. l When 

she arrived at Makiryai's horne, the nele sat on a small wooden 

stool facing the child's hammock, puffed on a pipe given her by 

one of the women, and gazed intently through a shifting funnel 

of smoke rising from cacao seeds burning in a clay brazier at 

her feet. 2 After several minutes of silence she turned 

1. Furthermore, the nele's mother was a daily visitor to 
the patient's great-grandmother's house, which was on the 
opposite side of the village. During these visits one of the 
most common topics of conversation was illness and curing. 

2. According to the Kuna, the cacao smoke aids nerkan 
form a supernatural 'lens' (ispe) over their eyes, enabling them 
to peer directly into the purpakana of patients and spot the 
spiritual manifestation of dlsease. 
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to the assembled women and announced that when Makiryai had been 

vaccinated several days betore at the village clinic she had 

been frightened by the needle. Her purpa was jolted loose; it 

fell to the ground and was carried off by the 'water dog' (tii 

achu) that lived in a deep pool called 'the hole of the dog' 

(achu yaa) just off the beach behind the clinic. The nele 

recommended that Tomas, Makiryai's maternal grandfather and a 

chanter of some reputation, sing 'The Way of Cacao' (Sia Ikar) 

that evening to recover the abducted purpa and restore it to her 

body. 'The Way of Cacao' is not the most powerful chant among 

the Kuna for recovering stolen purpakana; if the fever had been 

more serious, the nele would have prescribed 'The Way of Spanish 

Pepper' (Kapur Ikar). She also advised that more medicines for 

fever and lung congestion be collected and administered. 

That evening Tomas chanted 'The Way of Cacao,' and the 

following morning the nele returned to evaluate Makiryai's 

condition. She ascertained that Tomas' chant had indeed 

recover~d the missing purpa and placed it back inside the body. 

However, at some point during the night another 'dog' poni, an 

ally of the 'water dog,' had appeared from directly under the 

house, shaken the freshly restored purpa from Makiryai's body, 

and taken it off again. This had occurred, the nele said, 

because Tom6s had neglected to sing an additional chant to 

'confuse the road' (ikar. opurre) that the 'dog' ponikana had 

opened to Makiryai's purpa. The first attack by the 'water dog' 

poni had forged the road to her, and because Tomas had neglected 
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to seal it off, one of the 'water dog's' close relatives had 

moved in and abducted her purpa for the second time. 

At this juncture, Makiryai's paternal grandmother took 

the initiative and called another nele to give a second opinion 

of the illness. The nele arrived late in the afternoon and sat 

down on a wooden stool placed directly before Makiryai's 

hammock. A clay brazier with burning embers was set before her 

and four cacao seeds were dropped into it. As the sweet-

smelling smoke rose into the air, one of the older women stepped 

forward with a pipe for the nele. The nele tried vainly to 

light Tomas took it back and poked at the tobacco with a 

wire. Again the nele puffed vigorously, still without success. 

Tomas picked it up a second time, removed all the tobacco, 

unclogged the air passage, refilled the bowl, and lit it himself 

for the nele. All of this took more than five minutes, which 

was sufficient time for the four women present to give the nele 

a detailed account of everything the first nele had said, and to 

explain Makiryai's symptoms thoroughly. 

More cacao seeds were dropped into the brazier, and, as 

smoke rose again into the air, the nele peered through it at 

Makiryai, puffing rapidly on the pipe and occasionally spitting 

sideways on the floor. After sitting immobile for some ten 

minutes, she removed the pipe from her mouth with a decisive 

gesture, grunted as if to say "finished," and turned to face the 

assembled adults. She then launched into a staccato monologue, 

asserting that the first nele had been correct: The 'water dog' 
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poni had initially stolen the purpa at the clinic, and Tomas' 

performance of 'The Way of Cacao' had restored it to the body. 

Then the purpa had been shaken loose again and carried off by 

the 'dog' poni living beneath the floor of the house. This had 

occurred because Tomas had failed to 'confuse the road' of the 

'dog' ponikana. For this reason, 'The Way of Cacao' should be 

repeated. 

Beyond this, the nele continued, a 'yellow worm' (nus 

kortikit) had lodged itself in the abdominal region of 

Makiryai!s purpa and tms causing dark yellow urine and 

constipation. Medicine would have to be gathered to eliminate 

the worm. To alleviate the child's headaches, which were caused 

by damage sustained by Makiryai's kurkin, 'The Way of Kurkin' 

(Kurkin Ikar) should also be performed. The nele finished 

speaking, drank a cup of chocolate-and-corn drink brought to her 

by one of the women, and left the house. 

At this point, three things had to be done: (1) someone 

had to be recruited to sing 'The Way of Cacao,' for by this time 

Thomas' throat was sore; (2) another specialist had to be found 

to sing 'The Way of Kurkin;' and (3) medicines to purge the 

'yellow worm' from Makiryai's purpa had to be gathered and 

administered. Later that afternoon Makiryai's paternal 

grandfather, who was a medicine man, appeared with the 

appropriate medicines. The primary ingredient of the medicine 

for the 'yellow worm' was tobacco leaf. This was placed in two 

small cups of water which was periodically smeared on Makiryai's 
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stomach. A friend of Tomas, named Alfaro, came to the house to 

sing 'The Way of Kurkin.' And a small bundle of cacao seeds, 

wrapped in a cornroot leaf, was taken to another chanter who 

performed 'The Way of Cacao! in his own home. Thus, 'The Way of 

Kurkin' and 'The Way of Cacao' were chanted for Makiryai 

simultaneously. 

'The Way of Kurkin' chanter arrived at Makiryai's home 

carrying a hardwood walking stick topped with a carved human 

figure. 3 He sat on a wooden stool at the head of the child's 

hammock and leisurely smoked a pipe offered him by one of the 

women. In the midst of trivial conversation, he asked the women 

if the patient was a boy or a girl. Finally, he took some cacao 

seeds from a small gourd cup and dropped them into a clay 

brazier at his feet. He stirred the coals and the seeds began 

to smoulder, sending up strands of thick smoke. Then he laid 

his pipe aside, cleared the phlegm from his throat, and begin to 

intone the chant. 

Four women sat beside the hammock, chattering in animated 

fashion about tbt: ~';;:3i t of the neJ I':!., the symptoms of Makiryai, 

and the logistical difficulties of the several curing 

strategies. A baby pig roamed about the floor of the house in 

3. Medicine men and chant knowers invariably ca£ry these 
sticks (called kaapolet) when they are working on a case. When 
a young, healthy man is seen walking through the streets with a 
walking stick, he is either a "policeman" (called 'owner of the 
stick' (suar ipeti)) or a curing specialist on his way to cure a 
patient. 
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search of scraps of food, emitting spasmodic grunts as it moved 

under the hammock and around the chanter, and darted in and out 

of the cooking area. None of this distracted Alfaro, who 

proceeded with a stylized description of how the chanter had 

been approached by a woman in the patient's family and summoned 

to perform 'The Way of Kurkin.,4 He then began to chant 

verses in which he summoned and assembled the spirits of 

numerous medicines: cacao, several sweet-smelling plants, 

plants with hooks and spines, and so forth (see Chapter Five for 

a detail~n list of medicines commonly used for kurkin 

ailments). Next he chanted an account of the damage that had 

been done to Makiryai's kurkin: it was in pain, it was rising 

up, it was wrinkled, it was palid; it was being attacked by 'the 

angry ones' (the ponikana). Then the chanter told the spirits 

of the medicines only a few of which were physically present 

in the house -- how to conduct themselves in combatting the 

illness-causing spirits. From time to time, he paused to clear 

his throat, drank some 'throat medicine' (kammu ina), stirred 

the coals in the clay brazier, and dropped in more cacao seeds. 

He chanted a section in which Muu forms the kurkin in her house 

on the fourth level during gestation. Finally, he moved into a 

4. It will be remembered that the chants do not refer to 
specific human actors, but rather contain stereotyped accounts 
of encounters between idealized chanters and women. At the same 
time, however, the chants often contain descriptions of specific 
symptoms of the patient being treated. 
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segment called 'bathing the kurkin' (kurkin apalukket), during 

which the medicines bathe the kurkin of the patient. 

Then Alfaro stopped, relighted his pipe, and talked 

quietly to the women about nothing in particular. One of the 

women said with a smile that I was sitting in the rear 

listening, so I could sing 'The Way of Kurkin' the following 

day. Everybody laughed. Before long, the chanter began to sing 

again, this time to summon the spirits of numerous nuchukana 

(balsawood, 'drunk tree,' cacao, koipurwala, Spanish pepper, 

etc.) to 'stand vigil' (nakkuleke) over Makiryai. 5 Then he 

finished, smoked his pipe for several minutes, and left for home. 

The following morning, Alfaro journeyed to the jungle to 

gather kurkin medicines, which he brought to the house around 

noon. He chanted the same version of 'The Way of Kurkin.' 

About half an hour after he finished, a man named Rogelio 

appeared and began to sing his own version of 'The Way of 

Kurkin.' Tomas lay in a hammock outside the house with a blank 

look in his eyes. The easy banter of the first days had been 

replaced by silent preoccupation as Makiryai's condition 

worsened. A sheet had been hung over the door of the house, and 

the women sat inside with tired faces. Outside, Tomas noted 

that the present version of 'The Way of Kurkin' was different 

5. Nuchukana (see Glossary ) are carved wooden figures 
which are statloned beneath the hammock of sick people to guard 
them against poni attack. 
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from that previously sung by Alfaro. Furthermore, both versions 

were distinct from the one he knew himself. Tomas claimed that 

his own version was the more powerful because it contained an 

elaborate section dealing with the formation of the kurkin in 

MUu's house. Then he added that, in any case, all of the chants 

work well enough. 

When Rogelio finished 'The Way of Kurkin' he paused 

briefly, and then launched into 'The Way of the River Agate' 

(Nusa Ikar), which has the double purpose of recovering the 

purpa and cooling it. Shortly after he began, a tub of water 

containing some twenty 'river agates' (akkwanusakana, 

akkwalelekana) was brought forward and placed beneath Makiryai's 

hammock. The chant described the expedition of the 'river 

agate' shamans to the domain of the 'dog' ponikana. Once the 

shamans found the purpa, they reassured it and calmed it down, 

for it had become disoriented, confused, and afraid when it fell 

from Makiryai's body and was carried off. Then the 'river 

agate' shamans, assisted by a host of cool river plant shamans, 

worked to refresh the purpa. The chant lasted almost two hours. 

Later than evening, Tomas sang 'The Way of Spanish 

Pepper! (Kapur Ikar), which is the most powerful chant for 

covering abducted purpakana. 6 The use of this chant was a 

sign that Makiryai's illness was now perceived as much more 

6. For a detailed summary of 'the way of Spanish pepper' 
see Appendix A. 
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serious than the day before. Tomas sat on the stool at the head 

of Makiryai's hammock clutching his walking stick and 

periodically dropping leaves, branches, and fruits of Spanish 

pepper into the clay brazier at his feet. 

Makiryai had still not had a bowel movement, and her 

stomach was visibly more bloated than it had been the day 

before. In the afternoon she had managed to expell a minute 

amount of dark urine, but she was still without appetite. Her 

cough had developed into a deep, rasping hack. Medicines of 

various sorts had been accumulated on the floor beneath her 

hammock to deal with the symptoms she was experiencing. Among 

these medicines were the following: 

1. A large iron pot filled with sections of bamboo, 
pieces of cane flutes and small tubular st~ms. They 
were soaking in water, which was poured over Makiryai's 
body. Purpose: to open up her anus. 

2. A large iron pot filled with sections of roots taken 
from the river bank, beneath the water line. They, 
too, were soaking in water, which was poured over 
Makiryai's body. Purpose: to cool the purpa. 

3. A pail with about 20 river agates (akkwanusa) in 
wbter, which was periodically poured over Makiryai's 
body. purpose: to cool the purpa. 

4. A small pot filled with sweet-smelling plants such 
as pisep (sweet basil), kokke, nopar, and achueryala; 
also several different kinds of flowers; all soaked in 
water, which was gently massaged into Makiryai's 
scalp. Purpose: to refresh and repair her kurkin and 
to eliminate the headaches. 

5. Two small bowls with tobacco leaves soaking in 
water, which was smeared on Makiryai's stomach and 
rubbed in. purpose: to eliminate the 'yellow worm' 
that was causing her stomach problems. 
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60 A small pot filled with broken pieces of (smoking) 
pipes, bits of clay with tunnels in them, and a 
diaphram mechanism from the chest of a rubber doll. 
Soaked in water, which was poured over Makiryai's 
body. purpose: to clear her throat and lungs. 

7. A collection of bottled Western medicines: 
a. Pepto Bismol; drunk, to repair the stomach. 
b. vick's cough syrup; drunk, to eliminate the 

cough and congestion. 
c. Bay Rum (alcohol-base skin lotion); massaged into 

the head, to repair the kurkin. 
d. Menticol (alcohol-base skin lotion); massaged 

into the head, to repair the kurkin. 

At regular intervals, Makiryai was lifted by the women 

from her hammock and seated on a small wooden stool inside one 

of several large tubs of medicines. The water was poured over 

her body with a gourd cup. Water was taken from each of the 

large tubs and poured over her chest and shoulders: water from 

the pot with bamboo and cane flutes, from the pot with river 

agates, and so on. Next, a smaller gourd cup was used to 

sprinkle kurkin medicine sparingly on Makiryai's head; this was 

then rubbed gently into her hair. Lastly, the tobacco leaf 

water, which had turned dark brown, was massaged into her 

abdomen. After she had been bathed, dried, and reL~:.ned to the 

hammock, a sheet was held over her head like a tent. A clay 

brazier primed with red-hot coals and cacao seeds was positioned 

beneath her, and the cacao smoke filled the sheet, soothing her 

purpa. 

The next morning, Makiryai produced two small lumps of 

dark brown stool and her stomach was less distended. She was 

feeling better, but then, around 10:00 O'clock, she suffered a 
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relapse. She was listless and her face had a blank, empty 

look. Her fever continued unabated, and she had as yet eaten 

nothing but a few crackers. Shortly after noon, Rogelio 

returned to chant 'the way of kurkin.' He w~s a powerful man in 

his early forties, and as his voice boomed far out into the 

street he began to sweat profusely. He unbuttoned his shirt and 

continued chanting vigorously, leaving hardly a pause 

between verses. The four women sat immobile and silent beside 

the hammock. 

As he had done the day before, Rogelio moved on to 'the 

way of the river agate' after finishing 'The Way of Kurkin.' 

While he was performing, four different chanters were singing 

'The Way of Cacao' in their own homes. Tomas had sent each of 

them a packet of cacao seeds, and they were all at work 

simultaneously to recover Makiryai's purpa. Thus, on that 

afternoon, there were five chants being performed for her at the 

same time. 

The nele who had made the initial diagnosis of Makiryai's 

illness had been off for several days gathering medicines. 7 

As soon as she returned home, the women summoned her to evaluate 

the progress of the various cures. Rogelio had finished, and 

the nele went to work, sitting in the midst of cacao smoke to 

peer into Makiryai's purpa. Then she turned to the women. The 

patient was weaker than before, she said, because she had lost 

7. Aside from being a nele, she was also a medical 
specialist and a chant knower-.---
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still another element of her composite purpakana. In fact, the 

nele added, it was altogether likely that as many as two or more 

additional purpakana had been abducted and carried off. The 

nele expressed hope that the four cacao chanters, together with 

Tomas (who had been chanting 'The Way of Spanish Pepper') and 

Rogelio (who had been chanting 'The Way of River Agate'), would 

succeed in rescuing the missing purpakana and placing them back 

inside Makiryai's body. The previous evening, Tomas had 

performed a version of 'The Way of Spanish Pepper' in which he 

had sent his shaman helpers to the domains of six ponikana: 

three crocodile ponikana (taim, nonnor, and tiir), a poni with 

huge claws, a 'water dog' poni, and a fish-man (saipa) poni. 

The reason he had failed, the nele claimed, was that his aim had 

been faulty. Quite simply, he ~ad been looking for the 

purpakana in the wrong places. The sole culprit at this stage 

was the 'dog' poni living beneath the floor of the house. Thus, 

all of the chants from this point forward should concentrate on 

the 'dog' poni. 

The nele also learned that the 'yellow worm' had been 

eliminated. At the same time, however, complications had arisen 

because Makiryai had now been attacked by a 'frog' (sapu) poni 

that was causing her stomach to bloat. On the bright side, it 

was evident that the kurkin medicines and chants were having 

some effect. The spiritual 'juices' of the medicines were 

flowing through her kurkin, eliminating the 'angry ones' and 

restoring it to health. That this was indeed the case was born 
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out by the fact that Makiryai's headaches were almost entirely 

gone. Having spoken, the nele left. 

Although Makiryai's kurkin was becoming healthy, she was 

still in the grip of a high fever and her cough was as 

persistent as ever. I asked Tomas if he would consider taking 

her to the hospital at the village of Ailikanti, about an hour 

distant by motor-driven canoe, adding that I would pay the 

bill. He looked at me with a puzzled expression and replied 

that I did not understand. The only way to cure Makiryai, he 

said, was to rescue the purpa -- and the Baptist doctor at the 

hospital had no skill with such things. Then Tomas indicated 

that once the ~;~ had been found and placed safely inside her 

body, he might consider taking her to Ailikanti to fatten her up 

on the plentiful food offered at the hospital. 

That evening~ Tomas again chanted 'The Way of Spanish 

Pepper', this time directing his shaman helpers to the domain of 

the 'dog' poni beneath the floor of the house. 

The next morning, the Panamanian doctor working at the 

Ustuppu clinic heard of Makiryai's condition from a villager. 

He went to the house and had no difficulty convincing the women 

to bring Makiryai to the clinic. The women bundled her up in a 

sheet and carried her to the north end of the island, where the 

doctor examined her and gave her an injection. He did not 

explain his diagnosis to the women, nor did he tell them what 

the injection was. In fact, the women were not particularly 

interested in his interpretation of the illness. As soon as 
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again and left for home. 8 
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Several different medicine men had been in and out of the 

house, bringing new medicines and changing those that were 

rotting. 9 Rogelio came at noon again to sing 'The Way of 

Kurkin' and 'The Way of River Agate." When he left in the 

evening, an elderly specialist named Mastayans appeared to sing 

'The Way of Spanish pepper'; since Tomas' throat had finally 

given out altogether. As he chanted with a fragile voice that 

dissolved from time to time into fits of coughing, a group of 

women, wbich included Makiryai's maternal great-grandmother and 

her two grandmothers, sat facing the hammock with scarves over 

their heads. Makiryai had had a bowel movement, but her stomach 

was still abnormally swollen. Her whole body was hot with 

fever, and she was weak and listless. At the same time, 

however, there were indications that the purpa was returning to 

her body: she was starting to break out in sweat. 

Mastayans' version of 'The Way of Spanish Pepper' was 

somewhat different from the version sung earlier by Tomas, but 

8. The doctor told me that Makiryai had a fairly bad case 
of bronchial pneumonia. He gave her a combined shot of 
ampicillin and streptomiacin, and scheduled another for the 
afternoon. 

9. The Kuna generally change plant medicines every four 
days. By this time, the plants customarily begin to rot, and 
white foam forms on the surface of the water. The Kuna say that 
by this time virtually all of the !medicine purpa' has seeped 
out of the plants into the water, and fresh medicines must be 
gathered. 
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both chants followed the same general course and touched on the 

same major elements. Mastayans was chanting along and had just 

described his shaman spirits entering the domain of the 

crocodile spirits. He was on the verge of describing an 

exchange of hats among the shaman spirits and the crocodile 

ponikana when there was a loud noise at the door. 

In strode the Panamanian doctor, speaking in Spanish, 

followed by his Kuna nurse. Mastayans stopped chanting. The 

nurse carried a syringe in her hand. The women had failed to 

take'Makiryai to the clinic that afternoon, and the doctor put 

on an impetuous display of anger. In his view, patients were 

obligated to journey to the clinic to be treated; he was a busy 

man, and frequent house calls were eating inordinately into his 

schedule. He looked around the room with exasperation and said 

"They are always like this" to no one in particular. This 

admonishment, which was understood by several of those present, 

was met by silence. The women made no attempt to justify their 

behavior by explaning that they had been obliged to remain at 

home to receive the various chanters. lO Meanwhile, Mastayans 

sat patiently, observing the hubbub with detatchment. The nurse 

spoke to the women in Kuna, then stepped forward to inject 

Makiryai, who was being held firmly by her mother in the 

10. There is also reluctance to take sick people outside 
the protected homes. The open streets, which have no nuchukana 
to stand guard, are potentially very dangerous to those who have 
a low level of nika (strength, resistence). See Glossary for a 
discussion of this concept. 
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hammock. This done, the doctor and the nurse made their exit f 

and after a short break Mastayans picked up where he had left 

off, chanting about the game of exchanging hats. 

The next morning the women took Makiryai to the clinic 

for another shot, returning home immediately. The bathing 

continued. Shortly after noon Mastayans came to sing another 

round of 'The Way of Spanish Pepper;' he was tired and paused 

frequently to swallow throat medicine from a small bottle he had 

brought with him. A few minutes after he had finished chanting, 

Rogelio appeared to perform 'The Way of Kurkin' and then 'The 

Way of River Agate.' 

By the t~me evening fell, Makiryai was showing visible 

signs of improvement. At least most of her purpakana had 

returned to her body; she was having more substantial bowel 

movements, her cough was less violent, and she was more alert. 

The general atmosphere in her house was considerably more 

buoyant. For the past few days, the women had been somber and 

preoccupied, but now they were beginning to joke among 

themselves; bantering lightly and gossiping about trivial 

matters (For example, they had great fun with rumors that the 

doctor and the nurse were sleeping together). The emphasis of 

the chants performed for Makiryai had also changed. While they 

continued to cover the same ground -- the journey to the domains 

of the ponikana, the games of exchanging hats, the 

confrontations between shaman helpers and ponikana -- this was 

done more rapidly than before. The chanters now spent more time 
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on the final segments of their chants, which deployed the 

spirits of nuchukana at the four cardinal points surrounding the 

patient to stand vigil against further incursion of ponikana. 

Although the shaman spirits were still being sent to the domains 

of ponikana to search for fragments of purpa that might have 

eluded them, primary emphasis was now being placed on guarding 

Makiryai against new attacks. Fresh medicines were brought in. 

A huge pile of crosses fashioned from a plant called nipar was 

paced beneath Makiryai's hammock to accompany the nuchukana in 

their vigil (see Figure 27). The women gave the child 'nika 

strengthening medicines' (nika kannoet ina) as well as medicines 

to 'firm up' (kwamakke) and 'stretch' (epie) her purpa. The 

injections continued. 

The next day a distressing incident occurred: one of the 

agoutis kept in a pen outside the house escaped and Tomas' dog 

went racing after it. The two animals raced around the yard and 

broke into the house, creating several minutes of pandemonium. 

The agouti was soon cornered and grabbed, but the women feared 

that Makiryai's purpa, which had just returned to her body and 

was as yet not firmly fixed inside, may have been jolted loose 

by the excitement. They rapidly covered her with a sheet and 

smoked her with burning cacao seeds to calm her purpa. Because 

of their fast action, tragedy was averted. 

In the afternoon, Mastayans returned to chant 'The Way of 

Spanish Pepper.' The doctor and the nurse gave Makiryai another 

injection. Everyone was in a bright mood. That things were 



Figure 27. Nuchukana and palm stem crosses called nakruskana standing vigil beneath .Makiryai 's 
hamrock. 
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going well was confirmed by a cousin of Tomas: she had dreamed 

the previous night that a host of men and women wearing white 

hats had been standing about the house watching over Makiryai. 

These, she claimed, were surely the spirits of the nuchukana 

standing vigil. The benevolent spirit were now in control of 

the situation. 

Mastayans left and Alfaro appeared to sing 'The Way of 

Kurkin.' That evening, after all the chanters had finished, the 

nele who had made the initial diagnosis returned to determine 

Makiryai's progress. She scanned the child's purpa and 

concluded that the shaman spirits had done their job well; all 

of the purpakana had been recovered, the 'angry ones' had been 

routed, and Makiryai's purpa and nika were being restored to 

their former strength. Furthermore, the men and women with 

white hats, who had appeared in Tomas's cousin's dream, were 

indeed nuchukana. 

From this point on, things gradually returned to normal. 

Mastayans came for a final session of 'the way of Spanish 

pepper,' and Alfaro chanted 'The Way of Kurkin' twice. The 

sheet was removed from the door and neighbors came and went on 

mundane errands. Some of the medicines were discontinued, while 

others, such as the nika strengthening medicines, were replaced 

and continued. Injections were administered for two more days. 

Makiryai ate a hard boiled egg, some crackers, drank a can of 

fruit juice and some milk. She was very thin, but finally out 

of danger. 
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During the course of Makiryai's illness, two nelekana 

were brought in to make diagnosis and to monitor the course of 

treatment. Based largely on their pronouncements and 

recommendations, appropriate medicines were collected to refresh 

the child's purpa, clear the congestion from her throat and 

lungs, repair her stricken kurkin, eliminate the 'yellow worm' 

and the 'frog' ponikana from her system, open up her anus, 'firm 

up' and 'stretch' her purpa, strengthen her nika, and, finally, 

to stand vigil around her hammock. As Makiryai's symptoms 

became progressively more complicated and severe, appropriate 

new medicines were added to the inventory. The Kuna were 

willing -- and even anxious -- to make use of injections from 

the clinic, although they did not assign them any particular 

function within the traditional scheme of treatment. 

These medicines were used in conjunction with four 

distinct types of chant. In all, 'The Way of Cacao' was 

performed six times, 'The Way of Spanish Pepper' six times, 'The 

Way of Kurkin' eight times, &nd 'The Way of River Agate' four 

times. Eight different chanters were enlisted in the course of 

treatment. The core of the curing strategy was the need to 

recover Makiryai's abducted purpa and restore it to her body. 

If this had not been accomplished, she would have died. 
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Birth 

conception occurs when 'white purpa l (purpa sippukwat: 

semen) of the male mixes with Ired purpa l (purpa kinit: 

menstrual blood) of the female inside the uterus. The 'door' of 

the uterus closes tight, and the blend of red and white 

purpakana 'congeals ' to form the fetus. Neither the red purpa 

not the white makes up any particular part of the fetus! body or 

spirit (such as the flesh and the bones). The strength and 

quality of the purpa of each parent determines, to a significant 

extent, the physical and behavioral characteristics of the 

child. As the purpakana of the parents join to form the fetus, 

both good and bad characteristics will be passed on. Thus, if 

one or both of the parents have physical or temperamental 

defects -- such as paralysis, a damaged kurkin, or a quarrelsome 

disposition -- these are likely to mark the purpa of their 

offspring. While severe defects in the parents l purpakana can 

seldom be shielded from the fetus, minor defects can be purged 

by medicines prior to conception. For example, parents with 

weak nika take nika strengthening medicines, and those who 

suffer from excessive heat bathe in cooling medicines to lower 

the temperature of their purpa. In addition, women may bathe in 

medicines shaped like penises to ensure the conception of a boy 

and medicines in the form of a vagina for a girl. 
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Once conception has occurred, the danger that the fetus' 

healthy development will be upset is great, and, in fact, this 

is potentially the most critical period in the entire birth 

cycle. Not only the pregnant woman but also members of her 

immediate family are subject to numerous prohibitions, any 

violation of which could mark the fetus with crippling defects 

or even cause the death of both mother and child. An 

illustrative sample from among the large variety of taboos 

existing for the gestation period is the following: 

A pregnant woman should not 

-- Kill or eat sea turtle, for she will bleed 
excessively during childbirth (the sea turtle bleeds 
profusely when slaughtered). 

-- Touch, kill, or eat octopus, for the octopus poni 
will wrap its tentacles around the fetus in the womb. 

-- Look directly at the full moon, for the child will 
be albino; should not witness an eclipse, for the child 
will be spotted. 

-- Touch, kill, or eat conch or West Indian top snails, 
for the shellfish ponikana will clamp their doors shut 
on the fetus. ll 

-- Eat large fish, for the woman will bleed excessively 
(large fish have lots of blood). 

-- Touch or kill sloths or tree anteaters, for these 
ponikana will cause the baby to be lazy and weak. 

-- Bathe in medicines with spines or hooks, for they 
will 'grab' the fetus and hold it in the womb; they 
will also cause the mother sharp, jabbing pains. 

11. This prohibition applies only during the last half of 
pregnancy. During the first months of pregnancy these shellfish 
are often used as medicine to lock the fetus inside the womb and 
avoid miscarriage. 
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-- Touch paint or wet cement, for they will cause the 
fetus to become stuck within the womb. 

-- Touch basketballs, for they cause the fetus to bloat 
within the womb. 

-- Eat iguana, for this spirit causes the woman's 
backbone to twist and contort while she is trying to 
give birth. 

-- Eat trigger fish, for the trigger fish po~i will 
lodge itself inside the fetus' purpa, raise 1ts dorsal 

spine, and hold the fetus fast in the womb (when hooked 
by Kuna fishermen, triggerfish often do this in 
underwater caves). 

-- Eat large, ripe bananas, or manioc, for the abdomen 
will swell and split open. 

-- Eat wild ground-dwelling game birds such as !uttu 
(great tinamou), suira (little tinamou) and sik 1 
(curassow), for these animals eat all manner of 
repulsive worms and bugs that could attack the fetus. 

-- Handle needles, spear points or other pointed 
objects, for these will cause sharp pains. 

-- Have contact with a host of dangerous and/or noxious 
animals such as crocodiles, sharks, were-fish (ansu, 
saipa), 'red animals' (immar kinit), kingfisherS;-
jagu~rs, snakes ••• 

The number of prohibitions is so great that Kuna men 

occasionally leave their pregnant wives to live on neighboring 

islands or in Panama, an action taken to lessen the danger of 

spirit contamination until the baby is born. 

All pregnant women hold to a strict diet and follow a 

rigorous regimen of medicines to pave the way for uncomplicated 

childbirth. They restrict their food to such things as small 

'white' fish (which the Kuna say are 'without blood') to avoid 

excessive bleeding, and they eat undersized bananas and manioc 
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tubers to keep the fetus small. They also avoid spices such as 

chile peppers, lemon, and salt so as not to disrupt the 

formation of the fetus, and they eliminate lobsters and crabs, 

which could grab the fetus with their spines and claws, from 

their diet. Women with histories of miscarriages take medicines 

to fortify their 'hammocks' (the spiritual manifestation of the 

womb), and they may be treated with conch and other sea snails 

to keep their 'doors' shut tight. The ashes of hummingbirds are 

ingested to make the fetus small, thus allowing it to pass 

'I F '-h b rl ' d I' 12 S 11' 1 eaS1 y _rom ,-,_e ~'!om ... urlng e 1very. weet-sme 1ng pants 

such as sweet basil are used to soothe and clothe the purpa of 

mother and fetus in fragrance; and the curing chant Otammipoet 

Ikala ('The Way of Cooling') is often performed several times to 

cool their purpakana and protect thE!ln from abduction by 

ponikana. Nika strengthening medicim~ is also administered. 

Pregnant women frequently paint their abdomens with the juice of 

genipa fruit (saptur) to cover it with darkness, thus 'obscuring 

the path' ponikana may take to their purpa. And when the time 

of birth approaches, numerous medicines are administered to make 

the vagina slippery. For example, women eat the meat of the 

green moray eel and the slimy pulp of the cacao fruit, and drink 

water steeped in various plants with slippery sap.13 For the 

12. Another purpose of this medicine is to 'hide' 
(otukkoe) the fetus, and in doing so hide the appearance of 
pregnancy (which is a secret matter) • 

13. The green moray eel has extremely slimy skin and 
slips through one's fingers easily. The spotted moray eel, 
called 'water snake' (tii naipe), is not eaten by the Kuna 
because it looks too much like a snake. 
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same reason, women ingest and bathe in water in which 

funnel-shaped flowers and shavings from the prow of a canoe 

(which cuts a path through the water) have been soaked. 

When the amniotic sack breaks, the expectant mother stops 

all activity and persons who will help her in the birth process 

immediately being to organize themselves. One or more medicine 

men who have been working with the woman during pregnancy are 

contacted, and appropriate medicines are gathered and 

assembled. The midwives (muukana) are notified and they begin 

to move toward the birth house. 14 No one is allowed to peer 

inside it, and elderly women often post themselves outside the 

b . ld . k b d . 15 u~ ~ng to eep passers y at a ~stance. The midwives 

customarily go to the birth house one by one, inconspicuously, 

so as not to attract attention. The expectant mother, usually 

accompanied by one of the midwives or an older woman from her 

family, moves to the birth house as soon as she is able. If she 

cannot walk, she remains in the kitchen of her home (or in a 

portion of the sleeping house) and the area is shielded from 

curious eyes by covering the cane walls with pieces of cloth or 

large leaves. In this event, participants group themselves 

14. The birth house in Okop Sukkun is built with the 
thatch roof coming down flush with the ground, and nothing 
inside can be seen from the street (Figure 28). The Ustuppu 
birth house has a corrugated iron roof that is high off the 
ground, but the walls are sealed with cloth and leaves. 

15. Especially children are kept away from this house, 
and not only during ceremonies. They are told that a 'one-eyed 
grandmother' (muu ipia kwakwennat) lives there and will attack 
them if they go inside. 
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around her and everything continues just as if it were taking 

place in the birth house. If delivery has not occurred by 

sundown, the expectant mother is carried by two men in a hammock 

slung from a stout pole to the birth house under cover of 

darkness. 

At one end of the birth house, hammocks are tied from 

beams so as to face two small "birth enclosures" which are 

walled off from sight by pieces of cloth and leaves (Figure 29). 

The expectant mother is then positioned in the hammock at the 

center. She is flanked on either side by the principal midwife 

and her assistants, as well as by elderly women from the 
-~ 

patient's family. All of the women present have passed the age 

of childbearing, and the patient's mother is usually not 
16 present. It is important to note that the patient is 

directly attended to exclusively by women; men who involve 

themselves in the proceedings remain peripheral to the central 

core of action. Medicine men, who periodically bring medicines, 

leave them with the midwives to administer to the patient. A 

~ele might be called in to confer with the midwives and offer 

his diagnosis. To do this, he interprets signs the midwives 

have observed in the behavio~ or physical condition of the 

pregnant woman, peers into the world of spirit, or, as is 

usually the case, weighs both sets of evidence. The third male 

specialist is the chanter of Muu Ikar ('The Way of Muu'), who 

16. Although the mother may visit the birth house, she 
generally stays only a short time. 
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will perform only if birth is delayed and his intervention is 

deemed necessary by the shaman and the midwives. Under normal 

circumstances, none of these male specialists touches the 

patient or manipulates her physically in any way.17 Medicine 

men are involved in counselling the spirits of the medicines 

they bring, and the nele is concerned with symptoms on the 

spiritual level. The chanter of Muu Ikar enters into a dialogue 

with his spirit helpers who will attempt to rescue the spirit of 

the fetus, should this is necessary. 

The expectant mother is completely naked except for a 

cloth covering her body, and the midwives bathe her abdomen with 

water steeped in sweet-smelling plants and river agates 

(akkwanusakana, akkwalelekana) in order to soothe and cool her 

purpa. As the midwives work, they massage the expectant mother, 

positioning her baby correctly for birth. She is also given 

drinks that cause her to vomit, and no one in the birth house is 

allowed to eat any solid food until the baby is safely born, 

even if the event stretches out over several days. 

When the woman is ready to give birth, the midwives ask 

her if she is able to push hard and expell the baby. Unless she 

is in no condition to decide for herself, they do not oblige her 

17. There are occasional exceptions. The Muu Ikar 
chanter from Nalu Neka in the carti region, who sang the version 
summarized later in this chapter, has pulled babies from the 
womb. The reason for this "odd" behavior -- and it was judged 
as very odd by specialists in Ustuppu and Okop Sukkun -- is that 
Nalu Neka is a very small island, with a population of less than 
200 people. In the absence of trained midwives the Muu Ikar 
chanter occasionally had to step in and assume the role or--
"midwife" himself to get the job done. 
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to move into the birth enclosure. If she loses consciousness, 

the midwives blow pipe smoke in her face and burn dried chile 

peppers (kapur and kasankwa) in clay braziers. Both the tobacco 

and the chile pepper smoke serve to revive the expectant mother 

and to repel ponikana from the area. In difficult cases, the 

woman is lifted from the hammock and carried to the birth 

enclosure, where she squats over a bed of cornroot (~) leaves 

and rests her elbows on a horizontal pole placed approximately 

two feet off the ground. 18 The principal midwife positions 

herself behind the squatting woman and massages her abdomen, 

gently working the baby downward, poised to receive the child 

when it appears. 

If this process continues for some time without result, 

and the pregnant woman becomes exhausted and unable to 

coordinate her muscles, she is given assistance. One of the 

midwives positions herself on the horizontal pole and holds the 

pregnant woman facing her on her knees, with the woman's legs 

draped outside those of the midwife. The principal midwife 

continues striking the patient's abdomen and buttocks with a 

spiny nettle (takke) which produces bulbous welts on the skin 

and a sensation of numbness. If the baby is not born, the 

patient is returned to the hammock for a rest, and later moved 

back to the birth enclosure for another attempt. with 

18. Cornroot; Calathea allouia; bijao in Panamanian 
Spanish. The broad leaves of thlS plant are used by the Kuna to 
wrap food and medicines, as well as to cover the ground during a 
number of rituals. 
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particularly difficult cases, she may be shuttled back and forth 

in this fashion over a period of three or four days. 

The Nature of Muu 

According to the Kuna, Muu which means 'grandmother' 

or 'midwife' in ordinary usage -- is a female spirit living on 

the fourth level of the cosmos. She is responsible for the 

spiritual development of the fetuses of all land animals and 

humans born on earth. Muu is aided in this vast enterprise by 

numerous daughters and granddaugthers, each of whom specializes 

in the care and education of a particular animal or type of 

human being. with respect to humans, for example, there are 

daughters and granddaughters (collectivey called muukana) who 

are in charge of the formation of chiefs, shamans, albinos, 

weaklings, hard workers, trouble-makers, and so forth. Under 

normal circumstances, the spiritual fetuses of such indiviuuals 

are released from Muu's house at the end of the gestation period 

to be born to mortal mothers on earth. 

From time to time, however, difficulties in the birth 

process occur and the baby cannot make its way from the womb. 

The Kuna attribute these difficulties to a variety of causes. 

First, spirits offended by the violation of one or more of the 

prohibitions surrounding pregnancy may retaliate by attacking 

either the womau or her fetus. For example, if a sloth poni is 

disturbed by the pregnant woman's husband as he cleans his farm, 
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the sloth spirit living inside Muu's house can be expected to 

take revenge on the spirit of the fetus by attacking it 

directly. Similarly, if a conch is inadvertently handled, the 

door of Muu's house could be locked shut, trapping the fetus 

inside. 

It sometimes happens that Muu herself is responsible for 

difficult labor. The Kuna say that Muu and her assistants, in 

their role as prenatal mothers, occasionally become so attached 

to their 'children ' that they refuse to give them up at the 

apppointed time. Muu is not considered evil in any way; yet 

she, like humans, sometimes allows selfishness to influence her 

behavior and thus she may attempt to keep her children by her 

side. While the Kuna do not condone such actions, they 

recognize Muu's frustration at repeatedly losing her offspring, 

and thus regard her efforts to retain them as inevitable and 

natural. 

The Muu Ikar Specialist 

When complications with childbirth arise, a member of the 

pregnant womanls family summons a chanter of Muu Ikar. Before 

arriving at the birth house, he bathes in sweet-smelling herbs, 

changes into clean clothes, and paints his face bright-red with 

achiote paste. He also receives two or three yards of red cloth 

from the patient's family, which he drapes over his shoulders 

and across his chest while chanting. The red color protects him 
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against the wrath of MUu, who may attempt to attack him during 

the ceremony.19 As soon as he appears in the birth house, he 

consults with the midwives and the Eele (if present) about the 

expectant mother's condition and any evidence they may have 

concerning the action of ponikana. Such information is crucial, 

since it will influence the content and emphasis of the chant. 

If, for example, the pregnant woman's difficulties are being 

caused by a particular poni, the chanter will concentrate 

thoroughly on overcoming this antagonist. Having discussed such 

matters, the chanter positions himself on a stool at the head of 

the woman's hammock, places several dried chile peppers in the 

clay brazier at his feet, and begins to intone the chant. 

The purpose of Muu Ikar is to assemble a host of shaman 

spirits and direct them on a journe:~~,to MJlU'S house, where they 

will liberate the spirit of the fetus and return it to the birth 

house. ~his chant, like those discussed in preceding chapters, 

is a "script" in which the events described are understood to 

occur in the world of spirit as the words come out of the 

chanter's mouth. If the specialist is skillfull and is able to 

demonstrate that he knows the spirits he is dealing with 

thoroughly, the actors in the drama protagonists and 

antagonists alike -- will be forced to follow the script. In 

this way, order is restored to the world of spirit, and the road 

19. Muu invariably tries to find out the chanter's 
identity from the shaman spirits who are sent to rescue the 
fetus' spirit. They never tell her, for they know she will use 
this informatIon to attack him. Such a confrontation occurs in 
the chant itself (see summary, below). 
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is cleared for childbirth. On the other hand, if birth does not 

take place as expected, and there is no indication that the 

mother's condition is improving, a new diagnosis is made and the 

chant repeated. The second chant may be modified in content, 

length, and emphasis according to the new diagnosis. 

The version of Muu Ikar summarized below is slightly more 

than five hours in duration. The Kuna do not expect birth to 

occur as soon as the chant ends; developments on the level of 

physical reality generally unfold after the world of spirit has 

been put in order. It is entirely possible, however, that the 

baby will emerge from the womb before the chant has been 

completed. In this case, the chanter is obliged to continue 

singing, albeit in abbreviated form, to bring his shaman helpers 

back to the birth house. Should he terminate the chant while 

his helpers are still in MUu's domain, they would be stranded 

and left without direction, defenseless against attack from Muu 

and her numerous ponikana. 

Summary of Muu Ikar 20 

The first verses of Muu Ikar alternate between 

descriptions of the island outside the birth house and the woman 

20. This version of Muu Ikar was taped and transcribed in 
1971 on the island of Nalu Neka-c'Place of the Snapper'), in the 
region of carti. The chanter, whose name is Kilu ('Uncle'), was 
one of the most knowledgeable curing specialists in the carti 
area, and was known throughout San BIas. The version he gave me 
is complete, and lasts more than five hours. Kilu died in 1978. 
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lying in the hammock. The sky looks like gold, the heavens are 

streaked, the surface of the ocean is shining. Smoke from the 

chile pepper shamans (kapur and kasankwa), which is spreading 

out beneath the woman's hammock, is becoming abundant. The 

'cloths' of the Muukana are closing around the woman, shutting 

her in. They are achiote cloths, burnt-carbon cloths, spiderweb 

birth cloths, shining clothes, spotted cloths. The pregnant 

woman is 'looking along MUu's road, calling out "aku aku" along 

MUu's road; the angry ones (ponikana) are grabbing her.' 

The older women of the house are in anguish, they are 

sobbing. 'fhey dedide to solicit the assistance of the Muu Ikar 

specialist, and the mother of the pregnant woman sets out to 

find him. She arrives at his house, and after a short exchange 

he agrees to take the case, observing at the same time that 

'only my shamans, my spirits know (if we will succeed).' He 

bathes, changes his clothes, and walks through the streets with 

his silver walking stick to the woman's house 

The specialist approaches the woman's hammock, positions 

himself on a golden stool, and begins to chant. Simultaneously, 

he drops chile peppers into the clay brazier at his feet and 

smoke rises in the air. The woman is agonizing, she is looking 

along MUu's road, she is calling out in pain. In Muu's house, 

'the angry ones have placed a bead necklace around her 
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neck.,21 MUu's cloths continue shutting around the woman, 

trapping her. 

The men and women in the birth house change their 

clothes, sharpen their knives, equip themselves with baskets, 

and set out into the jungle to search for chile peppers for the 

ceremony. Upon arriving, they see that pepper fruits are 

abundant among the silver 'clothes' (i.e., leaves), and they 

gather them in their baskets. They return and place the peppers 

in clay braziers. The smoke from the peppers rises up 'like 

crouching dogs,' 'like human children,' 'like hummingbirds.' 

The chanter begins to call the 'chiefs' (sailakana) of numerous 

shaman spirits who will travel to the house of Muu to rescue the 

pregnant woman's fetus. He calls them from their domains in the 

direction of the rising sun. 

He first calls the chiefs of various types of chile 

peppers. They come in eight different colors: white-faced, 

fire-colored, yellow, two-colored, dark, spotted, the color of 

yolin (a small red bird), blue. Then he calls the spirits of 

Shaman 'Drunktree,' who is an audacious, fearless fighter: 

tule sakutto na pie tule mummutti na pie-teye tule inna 
asisl kakka yappa yoitti pie mummuttl yop oplnye take 

The man who is a trouble-maker, the man who is a drunkard, 
the man who has chicha in his mouth, who is like a 
drunkard, he comes transforming himself (i.e., becoming a 
spirit) 

21. This means that she has been attacked by the ponikana. 
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'Drunktree' shamans of all colors are called from the direction 

of the rising sun. 

The people in the birth house again change their clothes, 

sharpen their knives, and leave to cut trunks of balsawood 

(ukkurwala), whose spirit will be the leader of the expedition. 

They find the balsawood trees swaying in the breeze, bobbing up 

and down. The branches spread out over the ground, the pods are 

turning in the wind, splitting open, becoming white (i.e., the 

fluff is coming out). The men cut eight trunks, peel off the 

barkr and return home. They carve the trunks to look like 

humans; the carved trunks are dressed in golden clothes, painted 

with achiote paste, bathed in sweet-smelling herbs, and provided 

with silver walking sticks. Shaman Balsawood's purpa is 

transformed, his nika is made strong, and he is told of his 

illustrious past: he h~lped- the great specialists of yesteryear 

subdue the ponikana with chicha and to pursue and grab 'demons,' 

'mist jaguars,' and crocodiles. Shaman Balsawood is now being 

summoned to perform similar deeds for the chanter in the house 

of Muu. 

The chanter resumes calling the spirits of plant 

shamans. First he calls a group of different colored tree 

shamans: nekawala, tinkuwala, nupukkawala, nuinukkawala, 

kattewala, kaletiliwala. Then he summons a vine shaman, akutupa 

('onion vine'), who is offensive to the ponikana and serves as a 

repellent. He calls forth the spirits of tree shamans living in 
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swamps: soilawala, muttuwala, pailawala, pariawala (pine). To 

each he says: 

neka isiatola neka peutola neka mattakanatola neka 
insulutola neka tar-ye neka otilitola neka 
otilimakkartolerpa na pie taker-ye 

Dweller of the muddy regions, dweller of the swamps, 
dweller of the lakes, dweller of the swamp canals, 
dweller of the ooze, abundant dweller of the ooze, thus 
you are, you come 

The chanter then summons the spirits of a low palm called 

naiwala and the crosses (nakru~) that are made from it. He 

calls 'sealing wax' (amimmi) -- 'the man who will make Muu's 

door sticky' -- and then vine shamans ~ith spines and hooks 

(akkepantupa, akkeonatupa, wesartupa, maski) who will 'pull back 

Muu's cloth enclosure.' 

The chanter summons two bee shamans (yata, soimu) from 

their domain in the mountains; in the beginning, Tiolele made 

them savage warriors, and they will entangle themselves in MUu's 

hair.22 Two species of armadillo (uisi, tete) are brought to 

help dig tunnels through which all of the shamans will pass 

during the journey. The green moray eel (yarpi) and a species 

of long wrasse (yarpi ~) are called to make the sides of the 

tunnels slick for fast passage. Two varieties of worm (~, 

pipkia) and two sand bugs (kakai, ukkup sasili) are summoned to 

serve as diggers who will cut through roots and other 

obstructions in the tunnels. 

22. These two bees, when disturbed, attack the hair. 
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The wild pineapple shamans (~, pii) are summoned. They 

are covered with spines and will pull back Muu's cloth walls if 

they try to trap the shamans. The spirit of Shaman Scissors 

(tisla) is called to cut through Muu's cloths. The spirit of 

Shaman Kaupi (any small bush with a specific kind of bee nesting 

in it) is called from his home in the mountains. 

All of the shamans are now present: 'all of the children 

(i.e., shamans) are gathered together,' says Shaman Balsawood. 

Pretty young women have come with the shamans to carry the 

intoxicating chicha to Muu. They are told how they must brew 

the chicha and how they must behave during the journey to Muu's 

domain: 

walepunkana mola sumpa apalakine walepunkana innaka 
kwen ulute kinemalarke a isua kar isaemala ke teki na 
pemal lpl soke wa l-ye 

Women, in the center of the cloth enclosure, women, 
with the chicha do not fight, or the chanter will be 
made a skeleton (i.e., killed), do not let this happen 

walepunkana mola sumea a~alakine panka uumola 
sWltukkuklne kwen epltelnemala aplsua karplsaemala 
kep teki na perna 1 ipi soke wali-ye 

Women, in the center of the cloth enclosure, do not 
pull at the tails of your blouses, or the chanter will 
be made a skelton, do not let this happen23 

When the chicha is ready, the shamans and their women 

gather together and begin to prepare themselves. They all 

23. The women will carry the chicha in gourds inside 
their blouses. If they pull at the blouses, the chicha could 
fallout and be ruined. 
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change into elegant golden clothes, putting on eight of each 

item. The men's clothes consist of hats, shirts, neckties, 

pants, socks, and shoes; the women wear blouses, skirts, head 

scarves, shoes, and socks. The shamans hang bone flutes, 

harmonicas, jew's harps, necklaces, and bells around their 

necks. They have golden watches and carry silver walking 

sticks. After they finish dressing, they cluster together in a 

group; there are so many shamans and women that the end of them 

cannot be seen. The shamans play their flutes and dance about 

to give themselves strength. Then all set off in the direction 

of MUu's house. 

The armadillo shamans make a tunnel through the surface 

of the earth and everyone descends to the first level, where 

they emerge at the mouth of MUu's river. Crabs and lizards are 

moving about on the beach, bobbing up and down, 'looking along 

MUu's road.' The shamans run along the beach, find Muu's long 

canoe! and climb into it. They paddle upstream, passing ominous 

whirlpools of all colors that rise up like funnels and rush down 

into the water. The shamans play their instruments loudly and 

dance about. Along the riverbanks, there are silver fields of 

cornroot and wild bananas. 

The shamans arrive at Mangrove Island, where Muu's fisher 

birds are living: heron, cormorar.t, kingfisher, river duck, 

bittern, broadbill. The birds are spearing sardines and 

crayfish. They climb into the main branches and sway back and 

forth, puff out their feathers, and defecate. The place stinks. 
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The shamans and the women continue together upriver. 

They come to the domain of MUu's canoes (crocodiles). The river 

is packed with them, they are paddling toward shore, pulling 

themselves up on the sand. In the sun they are slimy and 

glistening, and their open mouths look 'like yolin birds 

(red).' The shamans turn their own canoe around and paddle up 

the river, eventually landing on a beach near a massive boulder: 

pela ikkwikiale pel apekiale nuselu pillikana pinye sii 
muu apak1lakan uu mola apa-1sekan apalukke nana1 

It all looks like ikkwi flowers (red), it all looks 
like blood, the surface of the boulder is changing 
(colors); MUu's children are washing the foul sickness 
cloths24 

waleeunkana muu nekaki kunnuktemalatti ••• mola 
apa-1sekan apalukke nanai 

The women who have been killed inside MUu's 
house 25 ••• (Muu's children) are washing the foul 
sickness cloths 

Muu's children hang the sickness cloths on lines to dry. The 

shamans counsel each other~ 'do not give Muu the purpa of the 

woman.' They pause to play their instruments and dance about, 

then set out running along MUu's road, which is eight 

arm-lengths wide. Smoke streams from their tall hats as they 

rush forward. 

24. These are the cloths used in the birth house. They 
are drenched with blood. 

25. The purpakana of women who have died in childbirth 
are found at this rock. 
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The shamans, begin ascending into the hills and soon come 

to the Mountain of Squash. Squash flowers are budding, 

blooming, turning yellow. Muu's children are gathering the 

squash seeds and eating them. The shamans and the women move on 

rapidly and see the Mountain of Kwala looming up before 

them. 26 The kwala bushes are standing in lines; the flowers 

are budding, opening up, withering. The shamans pause to play 

their instruments, 'to make merry, to go to the house of Muu 

Sopana, Muu Sopipa, Muu soptule.,27 Then they rush among the 

kwala flowers and along Muu's road, which 'looks all like ikkwi 

flowers (red), all like gold, all like silver.' 

They come to the Mountain of the Trees and find 

themselves amid trees covered with blue flowers and bulging 

fruit. Muu's grandchildren (insects) are burrowing into the 

fruits, they are laughing. The shamans pause to look about the 

landscape: they see the serrated mountain peaks in the 

distance. They turn around and observe far below them the 

tufted waves on the sea; in another direction, they see MUu's 

house and patio, MUU's bell towers and waving flags, the source 

of MUu's river. The Muukana are coming out of the house and 

their hair is white. 

26. Kwala is a small bush used for sweeping the house. 
It is called escobilla ('broom') in Spanish. 

27. These are the names of the 'principal' Muukana. They 
derive from from the verb sope ('to make'), for they are the 
'makers l of the fetuses. 
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The shamans press on and meet one of Muu's henchman, the 

'demon' (nia) Maitule Ekitola. He is guarding the road and asks 

the shamans where they are going. 'I have never received 

shamans like you,' he tells them. They offer him chicha, which 

they claim 'was created in the beginning of time' (meaning that 

it is of the best vintage). Shaman Balsawood confronts the 

demon: 

inna tona-ipekkwa walepunkwa purpapa na peki upoke tani 
~~u sopana muu sopipa inna-ipe walepunkwa purpa ipekue 
ma~ 

For the purpa of the woman of the 'owner of 
chicha-tobacco' we come entering to you; (with) Muu 
Sopana and Muu Sopipa the pur~a of the woman of the 
'owner of chicha' is residing 6 

The demon replies: 

ipi muu sunna-teye muuti na sunna kwena wisi kwichi ipi 
soke wali 

Which Muu? I do not know of any Muu, it is thus 

The shamans step forward and place two necklaces over the 

28. Although the chant appears to indicate that the 
shamans are searching for the purpa of the pregnant woman, the 
chanter of this version, as well as other specialists, insisted 
that the shamans are primarily concerned with rescuing the purpa 
of the fetus. At the same time, they noted that during labor 
the purpakana of the woman and her fetus are inextricably tied 
together, and the shamans must liberate both simultaneously from 
MUu's clutches. 
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girl brings him a golden gourd of chicha. He drinks it, 
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'becomes like the chicha' (intoxicated), and blurts out: 'Well, 

my Muu passed by here with the woman's purpa.' 

The shamans gather together and set off at a run. They 

arrive at the place of MUu's 'barrels' (parikana). The barrels 

are shuffling back and forth, spurting water, overflowing, 

trembling, coming to life, fluttering. They are of all colors. 

The shamans and the women dash between the barrels playing their 

instruments loudly: 'their golden flutes do not want to stop 

playing.' They pass among the golden tubes of the barrels, 

which are striking out like snakes, jumping back and forth, 

waving about, groaning, and spurting red liquid. 

They come to the place of the genipa trees (saptur). The 

genipa trees extend out before the shamans, covering all of the 

surrounding hills. They are waving back and forth and bristling 

in the wind, creaking. The genipa jaguars are waiting for the 

shamans in the branches, looking at them with eyes that are 

blinking and shining. Shaman Balsawood cautions his men not to 

return their gaze, for 'they are not like your dogs.' The 

jaguars are of all colors; they are clawing at the branches, 

crouching. It appears that they are ready to spring at the 

shamans. The 'golden cups' (fruits) of the genipa tree 

29. The necklaces are used to dominate the demon and make 
him tell the shamans where Muu is and whether or not she has the 
pur~ of the fetus. 
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are falling to the ground and splitting open. The blood of the 

cups is oozing out. 

The shamans hurry forward, playing their flutes. Out of 

nowhere Muu's wind begins to blow. It threatens to rip off 

their clothes; 'the women wrap their golden coats around 

themselves tightly.' Trees everywhere around them are being 

uprooted and carried off through the air. Then MUu's wind 

suddenly subsidies, and the shamans summon their own wind from 

the direction of the rising run. It makes the trees sway back 

and forth, the branches spread out and groan from the strain. 

Muu's house is shaking, the posts and beams are creaking. The 

wind lifts MUu's golden stools off the ground, and her golden 

gourds hit the ground and shatter. Seated in her hammock, Muu 

grabs her hat to prevent it from flying away. 

The shamans and their women set out again, finally 

arriving at MUu's house. Her patio is filled with gold and 

silver flo' ~rs that cover the ground and climb the walls of the 

house. The air is filled with fragrance. Muu's grandchildren 

are wandering among the flowers, their long hair cascading down 

their backs. 

The shamans come to Muu's door and there confront four 

guards. They have very serious faces; their golden clothes 

shine brightly and change colors constantly. Shaman Balsawood 

is also impressively dressed: 'he looks like the sun that has 

risen in the sky.' A long exchange ensues similar to that 

involving the demon encountered earlier. The chief guard asks 
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Shaman Balsawood to sit on one of his stools, but the offer is 

declined. 'I am not a man who sits. I am a standing man,' 

proclaims Shaman Balsawood. The pretty young woman offers the 

guards some chicha, they become drunk, and the shamans gain 

control of the key to MUu's door. When they turn the key in the 

lock, it creaks like cicadas and South American fire beetles. 

The armadillo shamans dig tunnels beneath the door and the 

shamans and the women enter MUu's house. Shaman Balsawood 

enjoins his followers to be careful and to do their tasks well. 

Inside, the shamans and the women are immediately 

confronted by Muu's jaguars. The jaguars are hunched over, 

their mouths are open, their teeth are snow white; they are 

growling, scratching the floor, staring and blinking at the 

shamans. The shamans erupt in a burst of noise. Muu's house is 

huge; it has eight sections and is filled with blood. On the 

walls and the beams are clusters of birds that rock back and 

forth, bob up and down, and fluff their feathers; they are 

macaws, parrots, suisuppi birds (small yellow-breasted bird), 

toucans. Lizards and iguanas crouch on the roof beams together 

with several varieties of monkeys, sloths, tree anteaters, and 

tree porcupines. On the ground, there are peccaries who bristle 

their fur and gnash their teeth. The pacas are digging holes in 

the earthen floor. The 'swamp chicken' (kwasir) and the rooster 

are scratching about on the floor. 

The shamans move forward to the side of MUu's hammock. 

Muu says to them: 
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aya nelekana-ye ipi sunna ulale panki upoke tani weki 
malatti nelekana kwen an apitakke mai suli 

Friend Shamans, why do you come entering to me? 
Shamans such as you I have never received 

MUu's hair is white, it is bristling. Shaman Balsawood's 

hair is also white and his beard bristles; he is very old. Muu 

invites him to sit on her golden stool and then in her golden 

hammock, but he refuses. A slimy substance is dripping from the 

undersides of MUu's hammocks; it is like spiderwebs, like ikkwi 

flowers (red) , like blood. The hammocks constantly change 

color. 'Blood is dripping inside MUu's house. , The gold and 

silver stools are shining, throwing off sparks, shuffling about, 

entering into the ground, emitting corruscations of light, 

rocking back and forth. Stools made of different types of trees 

and 'sealing wax' (amimmi) exude sticky sap. 'Chanters (in the 

past) have been overcome in MUu's house, they have been stuck to 

the golden stools.' 

Muu faces the shamans: 

inso ipi kana pe palimie mai kana nikkakua pinne pete 
anki upoke take 

Well, which chanter is sending you? You have a 
chanter, you come entering to me 

Shaman Balsawood replies: 

muu-ye tule olokana sulitti na peki upoke tani patto 
tiolele ilakwen uanaakwar an palimie mai 

Muu, I have no human chanter, I come entering to you; 
in the beginning, Tiolele counselled me once, he is 
sending me 
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Muu insists: 'Why don't you have a chanter, like the 

other shamans of the past?' But Shaman Balsawood fends off her 

question by saying that 'we are not the same. ,3D 

Muu then asks: 'What sort of chicha have you brought 

me?' and Shaman Balsawood answers that he has chicha that was 

'created' when he himself came to earth, in ancient times. 'It 

does not come from the middle of time,' he says. A pretty young 

woman steps forward and hands Muu a golden gourd full of 

chicha. As she swallows it her throat makes gurgling noises, 

and she calls out: 

inso weki tona-ipe walepunkwa purpate ipe kue mai patto 
na einnete kepe tona-ipe walepunkwa purpate na peka 
pal~m~to ip~ soke wal~ 

Well, here the purpa of the woman is living; I will not 
send the woman's purpa with you, it is thus 

The house is crowded with shamans, they are filling it up. 

Shaman Balsawood tells Muu: 

kepe walepunkwa purpate kepe na kwena opeo ipi soke wali 

The woman's purpa we are not going to leave behind, it 
is thus 

Muu takes another drink of chicha. Her throat gurgles 

again, her chest heaves. Shaman Drunkwood strikes the ground 

with his walking stick, making the house tremble. The shamans 

30. Muu wants this information so she can send some of 
her henchmen to attack the chanter and kill him. The shamans, 
of course, never reveal the chanter's identity. This is a 
common ploy of the adversary spirits in the chants. 
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lift their hats and out billows pepper smoke, filling MUu's 

house with a thick cloud. Muu's children begin to cough, they 

cannot breathe, it looks like they are all dying. Many Muukana 

convulse in pain about the house. 

The walls of MUu's house, together with hanging cloths, 

begin to close, trapping the shamans. The shamans with hooks 

and spines go into action, pulling back the cloths, which are 

red, blood-colored, striped, and white. The scissor shamans cut 

them to pieces and the shamans escape. Muu cries out again that 

she is not going to give up the purpa of the woman. 

At this point, the· focus of the Muu Ikar chant switches 

to MUll and her 'grandchildren' (i.e., the spirits of the fetuses 

being raised in her house). A table is placed in MUu's house 

and stools are brought for her grandchildren. Pieces of paper 

are spread out before them on the table, and Muu draws circles 

and squiggles on them. Muu tells them stories. She says: 

ani pinakinkue mai na ~e a~itakkoe kepe na lalitakkoe 
pe nana salla emlskwa lse lse pe apl akkwla 1 emlskwa 
urwe tule apikae kep na pe apitakkoe 

I am old, I will wait for you, I will see you again, if 
your mother cares for you badly now (when you are 
born), if the angry ones (ponikana) grab you now, then 
I will wait for you 31 

The shamans rush about the house looking for the purpa of 

the woman. They find it in a corner, lift it onto their hip 

31. Muu is sad that her grandchildren are going to leave 
her, but finds a measure of comfort in the thought that if their 
mothers fail to treat them well they may die and return to her. 
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like a child, cover it with cool leaves, and begin to leave the 

house. The pretty young woman gives the remainder of the chicha 

to Muu so she and her helpers will continue drinking. Shaman 

Balsawood speaks to Muu for the last time: 'Goodby, MUU, we 

will see you again some other day.' 

The armadillo shamans make tunnels of escape beneath 

Muu's door and the shamans and women depart. They count their 

numbers to make sure no one has been left behind. Then they 

seal Muu's door with sticky sap and sealing wax, and depart ~~id 

thunderous noise. They travel like winds through MUu's flower 

garden, the genipa trees, the place where the demon Maitule 

Ekitola waits, the Mountain of the Trees, the Mountain of Kwala, 

the Mountain of Squash, and come, finally, to the long canoe 

near the massive boulder. They paddle down the river to its 

mouth, beach the canoe, and move swiftly through the tunnels in 

the earth's crust to the birth house. 

An old widwife is taking care of the patient. The 

shamans glance about the room to make sure none of the purpakana 

of the pregnant woman have strayed from them; they inspect the 

corners of the house. Then they approach the woman and lift her 

purpa up, placing its different parts in her lap, her knees, her 

body: her veins, her head, her eyes, her hair, her hair lice. 

Then Shaman Balsawood says to his followers: 'We will stand 

vigil. We will stand vigil to the east, to the west, to the 

north, to the south.' The shamans are counselled by the chanter 

for the last time. 
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The Symbolic context of Muu Ikala 

Holmer & wassen (1947) assume that the geographical 

setting of the shamans' journey is purely metaphorical. That 

is, that the action described in the chant does not take place 

in the levels of the cosmos but within the body of the pregnant 

woman. More specificlly, Holmer & Wassen claim that the 

shamans, at the outset of their quest, penetrate ci.e woman's 

body and travel along Muu's road, which " ••• can ••• mean nothing 

else than the female reproductive organs" (Ibid.:73). This 

notion that the chant is an elaborate metaphorical tapistry 

masking reproductive anatomy is carried even further by 

Levi-Strauss in his essay "The Effectiveness of Symbols" 

(1967). Placing special emphasis on the sexual symbolism, 

Levi-Strauss states that Muu " ••• designates the uterus directly, 

and not the spiritual principle which governs its activity" 

(Ibid.:189). And when the shamans enter the vagina of the woman 

they " ••• take on the appearance and the motions of the erect 

, "( b'd ) 32 penls... I 1 •• 

32. The word 'penis' is a mistranslation of nusupane, 
which means 'hummingbird.' This error was made because both 
nusu ('worm') and lane ('frigate bird') are common euphemisms 
~'penis' in col oquial Kuna. The correct correspondence, 
however, is nusu ('worm') + aipane ('to move back and forth'). 
Thus: 'the worm that moves back and forth,' or 'hummingbird.' 
I questioned informants repeatedly on the possibility that 
nusupane might mean 'penis,' provoking first amusement and later 
lmpatlence. Since they readily translated many other sexual 
symbols for me, and took great delight in doing so, it seems 
unlikely that they were concealing anything here. Finally, 
nusupane appears in several curing chants in contexts where 
'hummingbird' makes sense and 'penis' does not - as in 'the 
smoke goes up like nusupane.' 
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All of this business about crocodiles, monsters, rivers, 

and shamans, L~vi-Strauss concludes, is merely an elaborate 

metaphor: 

The technique of the narrative thus aims at recreating 
a real experience in which the myth merely shifts the 
protagonists. The nelegan (shamans) enter the natural 
orifice, and we can imagine that after all this 
psychological preparation the sick woman actually feels 
them entering (Ibid.). 

Unfortunately for L~vi-Strauss, the Kuna would have trouble with 

this interpretation, for, in their view, curative action has 

nothing to do with the physical body of the woman. Indeed, 

reduction of the entire chant to a single biological metaphor 

distorts what the Kuna are doing in the most fundamental manner. 

It is true that Kuna verbal expression is strongly marked 

by figurative language, and it would be easy to assume that Muu 

Ikar is nothing more than an elaborate metaphorical text. 

Chants and speeches in the nightly gathering sessions are 

replete with analogies, similes, and parables, and, for this 

reason, are often unitelligible to uninitiated listeners (see 

Nordenskiold 1938:91-104; Sherzer 1974, 1979a, 1979b; Chapin 

1970a; Howe 1979). It is also true that sex and reproduction, 

topics which are considered inappropriate for open discussion, 

are masked by an abundance of euphemisms and circumlocutions. 

For example, a pregnant woman is said to 'have a hat' (kurkin 

nikkati) or to 'have a headache' (saila nunmaiti). Similarly, a 

woman who is menstruating is described as having 'a sprained 

knee' (yokkoir pisketi), 'red eyes' (ipia kini t), or to be 
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'looking at the water' (ti taiti). A man 'calls to the woman' 

(omese kole) when they have intercourse, and a woman who has had 

an affair is said to have 'stumbled on a rock' (akkwaki 

yolesa). When a baby is born, adults tell the children it was 

'grabbed' (kasa) in the jungle or 'bought' (paisa) in a 

neighboring village. 33 Curing specialists, in discussions of 

female reproductive anatomy, traditionally refer to the womb as 

'Muu's hammock' (~kachi) or 'Muu's house' (~neka), the 

vagina as 'Muu's road' (muu ikar) or 'Muu's river' (~tiwar), 

and the vulva as 'Muu's door' (~~). In this particular 

context, the Kuna are fully aware that they are using metaphors 

and are quick to say so. They explain that they are not talking 

about hammocks, houses, rivers, and doors, but rather about the 

reproductive organs of ordinary woman. 

The context of Muu Ikar, on the other hand, is entirely 

different because it exists in the world of spirit, not in the 

world of substance. On numerous occasions, Kuna specialists 

have told me that while they frequently use metaphors to 

designate objects in the world of substance r descriptions of 

events in the world of spirit must be taken literally. They 

maintain that the shamans and their women do indeed follow the 

33. Babies are often called 'deer' (koe) in San BIas; the 
Bayano Kuna call babies wasa, which is another species of deer. 
Thus, in San BIas to give birth is 'to catch a deer' (koe kae). 
Another common metaphor for baby is 'dolfin' (uaki); and in the 
mythology it is often said that 'a bird descendedT (sikkwi 
aitesa). Many babies are now born in the Ailikanti hospital; 
where, for the public record, they are 'bought.' 
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tunnels burrowed through the (spiritual) earth's crust, break 

into the first level of the cosmos, and then traverse three more 

levels to the entrance of Muu's house. The places and creatures 

described so meticulously are said to actually exist. 34 It is 

a fact that Muu lives with her daughters and granddaughters in a 

huge house packed with not-yet-born animals and humans on the 

bank of the River of the Mists within the Region of the Trees • 

This is where the spirit of the fetus is held, anp this is where 

the shamans and their women must go to retrieve it. 

This is not to suggest, however, that the interpretations 

of Holmer & wassen, and Levi-Strauss, are completely off the 

mark. The landscape through which the shamans and their women 

pass contains numerous symbolic representations which 

graphically parallel the anatomy of a pregnant woman. And, of 

course, many of the images which appear in the chant are the 

same as those used metaphorically by the Kuna in more mundane 

contexts to label female reproductive organs. In addition, the 

chant displays a constant shifting back and forth from 

cosmological description to the agonizing condition of the woman 

in the beginning stanzas and again toward the end, as if to draw 

attention to the fact that the two levels somehow correspond to 

34. Furthermore, the features of Muu's domain are laid 
out in considerable detail in a number of histories and chants 
that have nothing to do with the birth ritual (see Nordenskiold 
1938: 307, 388-393; Chapin 1970a:ll). 
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each other. L~vi-Strauss notes this patt~rn in the Holmer & 

Wass~n text and observes that " ••• osc illation between mythical 

and physiological themes ••• makes it impossible to differentiate 

their respective attributes" (1967:188). However, his 

conclusion that this is an attempt " ••• to abolish ••• the 

distinction between the two" (Ibid.) again misses the point. 

To correctly interpret the birth ritual we need to take a 

close look at two conceptual parallels that exist in the minds 

of Kuna specialists invoved with birth: first, a parallel 

between the spiritual essence, or 'soul' (purpa), of the 

pregnant woman and her physical body; and second, a parallel 

between the 'soul' of the woman and the spiritual cosmos. It 

must be stressed that Kuna specialists have a clear 

understanding of these different conceptual levels, and they are 

able to articulate the ways in which they relate to each other. 

Such an understanding, I will attempt to show, is essential if 

we are to make sense of Kuna conceptions of pregnancy and 

birth. And beyond this, it sheds light on the logic behind the 

strategies they employ to facilitate delivery. 

The first major parallel -- between the 'soul' of the 

woman and her physical body -- is grounded in the Kuna belief 

that all living beings possess purpakana which underlie and 

animate the flesh. The 'soul' cannot, of course, be perceived 

by the waking senses. Yet to those with supernatural vision it 

is, in every detail, identical in appearance and behavior to the 

body in which it is housed. In other words, the 'soul' is a 
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"spiritual copy" of the physical body. Every organ of a 

person's body has its spiritual counterpart, and the 'soul l of a 

pregnant woman is also pregnant and will suffer from those 

symptoms which she may experience at the level of 

consciousness. The two levels of reality -- spiritual and 

substantial -- are therefore seen by the Kuna as complementary 

yet distinct from each other. And in the context of Muu Ikar, 

it is the spiritual rather than the physical level of reality 

that is being referred to. 

It might be concluded at this stage in the argument that 

the Kuna are speaking metaphorically when they refer to the 

pregnant woman's spiritual womb as 'Muu's house.' Quite simply, 

if the spiritual womb is a non-substantial copy of the woman's 

flesh-and-blood womb, it cannot be construed as a 'house.' But 

while this line of reasoning might seem logical, the Kuna view 

of the matter is a good deal more complex. AS we shall see, the 

spiritual womb is, in a very real sense, 'Muu's house.' To 

understand this isomorphic relationship, we must consider the 

second parallel that between the 'soul' of the woman and the 

spiritual cosmos. In doing so, it is necessary to mov~ beyond 

the immediate context of Muu Ikar and the birth ritual to a --- ----
brief consideration of the broader screen of Kuna mythology. 

The female character of the Earth, with its maternal 

characteristics of reproduction, nurture, and protection, is a 

central theme running throughout Kuna world view. In the 

beginning, the Earth was called Nana ('Mother') Olotilitilikwa, 
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a name derived from tilitilikwa ('soft, bland'). Nana 

Olotilitilikwa was the 'Great Mother' (Nan Tummat), and, 

together with the 'Great Father' (Pap Tummat), she gave birth to 

all living things. When this task was completed, the 'Great 

Mother' and the 'Great Father' retired to the eighth level of 

the cosmos, leaving behind a group of spirits on the fourth 

level who would take charge of all subsequent reproduction. Muu 

was placed there with responsibility to procreate all land 

animals, birds, and humans. Living near Muu, in the Region of 

the Trees. are Olopenkikkiler and his wife, Olokkekkepyai, who 

are assigned responsibility for sending all plants to the 

surface of the earth, changing their 'clothes' (i.e., leaves), 

and supplying them with fruit as they move through the yearly 

cycle (Nordenskiold 1938:311; Chapin 1970a:ll). The source of 

the seas, the rivers, and the rains is also located on the 

fourth level. The seas originate at their 'navel' (simu), the 

rivers gush forth from 'water barrels' (tii parikana) and 'cups' 

(nokakana) (Nordenskiold 1938:159), and the rains, which are 

likened to the 'umbilical cord' (simu tupa) , are born from 

enormous "water containers" (Ibid.: 187,309). The Kuna stress 

the maternal nature of the Earth in calling the ocean Muu 

('grandmother') and the rivers Nana ('mother') Olonuptitili. 
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In the language of the spirit world, the word apalisa 

(from apa ('body') and lisa ('liquid') means 'water;' in 

colloquial Kuna, the shortened form of the same word -- aplis 

means 'blood.' It is significant in this regard that all living 

creatures are born through the medium of water, which is 

conceived of by the Kuna as the menstrual blood of the Earth 

Mother. In a massive river called Osiskuntiwar, located on the 

fourth level of the cosmos, seeds falling from trees on numerous 

islands are transformed into sea animals of different species 

and carried to the surface of the earth by currents propelled by 

golden winds to repopulate the seas each year (Chapin 

1970a:59). The murky turbulence of rivers during the rainy 

season and of the seas during the months of wind is also viewed 

as the menstrual blood of the Earth Mother, which gives birth to 

fresh shipments of fish. 35 Jungle animals are sent inside 

clouds and dropped with rain over the mainland, and fish are 

deposited in this way in rivers (Nordenskiold 1938:299-301; 

Chapin 1970a:59). Similarly, human babies are born by 

journeying along MUu's river, which flows with the Mother's 

water/menstrual blood. 

35. Once when I was questioning a curing specialist about 
this point he stood up and said: "Where do you think the 
sardines come from? They never run out, they arrive each year 
in abundance. The Mother sends them. They come from her 
body." He then gestured, pushing his fingers down several times 
from his pelvic region, and continued: "When we ejaculate, the 
sperm comes out. It is the same way with the rivers. The 
sardines are created from the Mother's menstrual blood." 
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The feminine features of the world of spirit, with the 

locus of reproduction on the fourth level, correspond with the 

spiritual makeup of all earthly women. Just as the cosmos is 

segmented into eight levels, so is the human body, with the 

abdominal region lying on the fourth level. This correspondence 

brings into relief the Kuna belief that an essential kinship 

exists between all women and the Great Mother, who in this case 

is represented by Muu. During the months of pregnancy, and up 

until the dramatic climax of childbirth, a woman's purpa becomes 

one with the cosmos itself. The two spiritual realms are fused 

together in the neve~-ending process of creating offspring and 

replenishing the Earth's stock of living beingse 

Thus, in the Kuna view, the shamans and the women in Muu 

Ikar make their way into both the cosmological domain of Muu and 

the purpa of the pregnant woman at the same time, for the two 

spiritual regions are identical. When the chanter's spirit 

helpers journey along MUu's river and then MUu's path through 

the levels, they are simultaneously travelling along the 

spiritual vagina of the woman. And when they arrive at Muu's 

house, they corne to the woman's spiritual womb. At this point 

in their journey, however, the landscape alters (as often 

happens in the exotic world of spirit) and MUu's house becomes 

the woman's spiritual body: the walls are her ribs, the door 

her vulva, the door frame her thighs, and the door chain her 

pubic hair. Inside, the hammock in which Muu sits is the 

spiritual womb, the hammock ropes the umbilical cord, the 
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hammock strings the fetal caul, the blanket the placenta, and 

MUu's wooden stool the bone network of the woman's buttocks. 36 

Thus, Holmer and Wassen were incorrect in assuming that 

references in Muu Ikar to 'Muu's road' " ••• can ••• mean nothing 

else than the female reproductive organs •.• "(1947:73). In this 

particular context, 'Muu's road' refers to a road in MUu's 

domain which, in this case, is merged with the spiritual 

vagina of the pregnant woman. And Levi-Strauss is completely 

lliistaken when he states that Muu " ••• designates the uterus 

directly, and not the spiritual principle which governs its 

activity" (1967:189). To the contrary, Muu is a spirit, not a 

flesh-and-blood reproductive organ. This failure to understand 

Kuna conceptions cf the different orders of reality involved, as 

well as the ways in which they relate to each other, makes it 

impossible to figure out how the Kuna themselves interpret the 

birth ritual. 

The Ceremonial Context of Muu Ikala 

Levi-Strauss's interpretation depends on a key assumption 

that the Muu Ikar specialist chants to the patient. In this 

way, according to Levi-Strauss, the chanter depicits the 

36. One of the specialists who explained this to me added 
that some of MUu's stools are made of wood from trees with 
sticky white sap. In Muu's house, this sap is the semen 
accumulated inside the woman. 
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woman's physiological difficulties in symbolic and mythological 

terms, thus helping her to overcome them and to give birth: 

The song seems to have as its principal aim the 
description of these pains to the sick woman and the 
naming of them ••• the cure would consist in making 
explicit a situation originally existing on the 
emotional level and in rendering acceptable to the mind 
pain which the body refuses to tolerate (1967:190-192). 

Indirectly, the chanter is able to manipulate and relieve 

the woman's complications " ••• through symbols, that is, through 

meaningful equivalents of things meant which belong to another 

order or reality" (Ibid.:196). For Levi-strauss, the chanter 

becomes the exact counterpart of the psychoanalyst in western 

socie~YI in that he imposes order on the chaos existing inside 

the woman's head " ••• by recreating a myth which (she) has to 

live and relive" (Ibid.:194). In the end, "once the sick woman 

understands •••• she does more than resign herself; she gets well" 

(Ibid. :193) • 

Unfortunately, these seemingly persuasive remarks simply 

do not apply in the case of Muu Ikala. First, the chant is not 

directed to the pregnant woman, but to the inhabitants of the 

spirit world. In sociolinguistic terms, the chanter is the 

sender of the message, the spirits are the receivers, and the 

woman is merely an uncomprehending part of the audience. The 

purpose of the chant is not to inform the woman, but to direct a 

host of shaman spirits in their quest after the spirit of the 

fetus. Second, the chant is sung in the language of the spirit 
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world, which is unintelligible to the patient. 37 Apparently 

Levi-Strauss missed this point in the introduction to the text, 

where Holmer & Wassen clearly state that " ••• the song of 

Mu-Igala cannot be rightly understood except by the medicine man 

(sic) himself or by those initiated by himll (1947:14).38 

Holmer and Wassen, and also Levi-Strauss, also overlook 

the midwives, who are vital participants in the birth event. 

Although midwives are not the chanter's primary audience, they 

thoroughly understand the language of the chant and pay close 

attention to the narrative it contains. 39 In fact, it is 

essential that they follow the chant's progress. For while 

37. One might also question the ability of a woman 
undergoing periodic contractions and ~~tense pain to concentrate 
on the intricate details of such a complex chant, even if she 
were able to understand the words. 

38. Furthermore, Levi-Strauss had not done his homework. 
Nine years earlier, Nordenskiold had written: IIThis point, that 
everythi.ng concerning sex is to be treated with the utmost 
secrecy, is very strictly upheld among the Cuna, and it is 
therefore usual that the girls, and even the young men, when 
they marry are entirely ignorant in these matters ••• everything 
that treats of Mu belongs to that wisdom which is concealed from 
the majorityll (1938d7l). 

This ignorance was tragically illustrated several years 
ago when a young woman in the late stages of her first pregnancy 
gave birth in the ocean next to the island. She apparently felt 
the baby coming, did not know what was happening, and waded out 
into the water to relieve herself. Both were found dead. 

39. The midwives, of course, have never performed the 
chant, but they have worked so closely with muu ikar specialists 
over long years that they generally have complete control of the 
language and the content of the chant. A nele may also be 
involved, and if so will constitute another~tive participant 
in the birth event. 
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the spiritual events described in MUll Ikar rarely occur 

simultaneously with development in the woman's physical body, 

there are certain ritual actions which are frequently performed 

as soon as they are mentoned in the chant. For example, the 

midwives often burn chile peppers when the chanter describes 

their smoke spreading out beneath the hammock; and they bathe 

the woman during sequences in which the chanter directs 

medicinal spi=its to cool her purpa. While these practices are 

not always performed, the Kuna believe that they reinforce the 

power of the chant -- at the same time that the chant reinforces 

the power of the medicines -- and are therefore highly 

desirable. 

The midwives also supply the Muu Ikar chanter with 

information about the patient's condition. Changes in the 

woman's physical state provide indications as to the condition 

of her purpa, and in turn serve as crucial evidence of the 

progress of the shamans as they bring the spirit of the fetus 

down Muu's river. Information of this kind is communicated to 

the chanter and interpreted. TO wit: if the woman is 

experiencing severe cramps, the crocodile poni may be grasping 

her purpa in its jaws; if slippery substances form in the 

vagina, the dog poni may be attacking and leaving her purpa 

marked with its saliva; if the cervix will not dilate, the conch 

~on~ may be clamping its entrance shut and closing MUu's door; 

and so forth. Like all Kuna curing chants, Muu Ikar is 

flexible; although it has a definite structure, is is not a 
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fixed text which must be intoned mechanically from start to 

finish in an unalterable sequence. Thus, when it has been 

established to everyone's satisfaction that a particular poni 

has launched an attack, the chanter may modify his chant to 

confront and overcome the newly arrived foe. Such modifications 

may take the form of a short segments inserted into the main 

text of the chant; alternatively, they may be added on after the 

text has been completed. 

As we have seen, the chanter of Muu Ikar is concerned 

with controlling and directing events as they unfold in the 

world of spirit. The midwives, on the other hand, are involved 

in a much more earthly task. They are working directly with the 

pregnant woman's body, massaging the baby into proper position, 

administering medicines, and bending all of their talents to 

coax the child from a woman who is convulsed in pain, bleeding, 

and in acute danger of losing her life. But while the chanter 

and the midwives are focused on different orders of reality, 

they are also attending to each other's activities and 

exchanging interpretations of how things are progressing. In 

this way th6y work together, in unison, filling crucial 

complementary roles. 

The three aspects of reality -- the cosmos, the spiritual 

nature of the woman, and her physical body--converge at the 

moment of birth. The rescue of the spirit of the fetus from 

Muu's house and the long journey down the mountain and then 

along Muu's river comes to an end with the appearance of the 
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child in the birth house. This transition from the world of 

spirit to the more mundane setting of the Kuna community is 

graphically depicted in a short segment added to the main Muu 

Ikar text: 

wakepunkwa muu pinakinekwati muu yapi saila apitakkenai 

The old midwife of the woman is looking at muu's door 

muu yapi kammulear muu yapi kammulear kwichi-ye 
wa 1 epunkwa muu iawala neka palimakkiali pel 
ikkwikiakwale ikkwitutukwale muu iawala neka palimai-ye 
mai 

MUu's door is like a tunnel, MUu's door is standing 
like a tunnel (open)l the woman's MUu's river is 
starting to flow, it is all like ikkwi (red), it is all 
like ikkwi flowers, Muu's river is flowing 

ukkusalu yokemai mola urwalili mola ichokemai mola pel 
apekiakwale ukkusalu kakaemai 

It is falling to the ground, it is fouling the cornroot 
leaves, it is all like blood, it is spreading out over 
the ground 

walepunkwa muu pinakinekwati walepunkwa tulapurwa 
apitakkenai 

The old midwife of the woman is waiting for (looking 
at) the woman's baby 

tulapurwati pani muu iawala aiteenai tulapurwa ukkusalu 
mola urwaliki nukkuse mekenai-erke 

The baby is descending along MUu's river, the baby is 
placed on the ground among the cornroot leaves 

walepunkwa muu pinakinekwati tulapurwa apitakkenai-ye 

The old midwife of the woman is looking at the baby 
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At this point, the threatening domain of Muu has been 

left behind and the fetus, with its purpa safely lodged inside 

its body, crosses over into the world of humans. 

In the foregoing discussion of the Kuna birth ritual I 

have attempted to demonstrate that failure to view curing chants 

in their natural cultural and social context invariably leads to 

confused and erroneous understandings. Symbols gain their 

meaning from the field of action which surrounds them, and from 

the uses to which they are put within that field. When they are 

cut loose from their moorings, as it were, with the coastline 

out of sight, their meanings are often altered and, at times, 

completely lost. 

In my analysis of the symbolism of Muu Ikar I have tried 

to place it within its living context to show how it is used by 

the Kuna. At the same time, I have moved beyond the birth event 

to the wider screen of Kuna mythology, which sheds further light 

on the chant's meaning. Only with all of these various pieces 

of the puzzle brought together for inspection does the meaning 

of the birth event become clear. 

The interpretation of Muu Ikar offered by Levi-Strauss is 

flawed because, like his compatriot John James Audubon, he 

worked from a lifeless specimen yanked from its natural 

habitat. Audubon customarily drew from dead animals which were 
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brought to him in his study. His technique consisted of 

"reanimating" these dead creatures by propping them up on wires 

before him and " ••• endowing (them) with all the moving energy of 

which they were capable, whether in seizing their prey, feeding 

their young, or fighting their enemies" (Herrick 1968:184). In 

doing so, he frequently infused them with his own sentiments, 

and consequently one finds among his paintings wrens, eagles, 

and possums expressing such human emotions as anger, love, and 

sorrow. "Some have complained,1I writes Herrick, "that Audubon, 

in striving for effect, too often exaggerated the action of his 

subjects; his birds, like the Frenchman he was, gesticulate too 

much" (Ibid.). 

In similar fashion, Levi-strauss begins his analysis with 

a "dead specimen," a disembodied text, and attempts to 

"reanimate" it by imagining the the living context of the birth 

event and the manner in which the chant is employed. The 

resulting product, like Audubon's paintings, is a highly 

personal interpretation based not on observed action, but rather 

on action fabricated in the mind of the analyst. 



CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this ethnography I have presented a largely synchronic 

picture of Kuna curing, with only occasional mention of changes 

that are occurring in Kuna society as a whole and, more 

specifically, in the beliefs and ritual practices of curing. 

This approach, I believe, is both justified and necessary at 

this time. It is justified because Kuna curing, despite losses 

in traditional knowledge and an increasing general laxness in 

ritual practices, is still intact and vital, and can therefore 

be studied as a coherent, living system. At the same time, the 

integrity of this system is presently threatened with imminent 

and irreversible breakdown in the face of massive changes that 

are sweeping through Kuna society. Consequently, it is 

necessary to record the basic outlines of this extremely 

intricate complex of beliefs before it disappears altogether, 

or, at very least, becomes so modified as to be unrecognizable 

in its present form. 

The ethnography is an attempt to understand Kuna theories 

of the nature of the spirit world and its inter.action with the 

world of humans, disease cuusation, diagnosis of illness, and 

curing. In carrying out this study, I have borrowed theoretical 

assumptions and methodological suggestions from the 

442 
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anthropological sub-fields of ethnoscience, symbolic 

anthropology, and sociolinguistics. The ethnography is loosely 

organized around the natural progression taken by the Kuna when 

they discover that someone has fallen ill, diagnose his illness, 

and then set about devising strategies for restoring him to a 

state of health. In order to shed light' on this sequence, I 

have looked closely at the numerous discrete beliefs and 

practices involved, describing and analyzing them individually. 

Then I have tried to place the various component parts in their 

social and cultural contexts through synthetic accounts of 

curing events, the circumstances which surround them, and the 

philosophical landscape in which they are found. The ultimate 

theoretical objective of the present study is to demonstrate 

that cultural symbols are only rendered meaningful when viewed 

within the natural context in which they are used. 

In this concluding chapter I will address the issue of 

cultural and social change in San BIas and its effects on the 

ritual system of curing. This discussion is focused on trends 

evident on the island of Ustuppu, and will include a brief 

historical sketch and some tentative projections as to what the 

future holds. Although the sequence and character of change 

differ from community to community in San BIas, and the 

situation of Ustuppu is therefore unique, it can be said that 

certain broad patterns are present, to varying degrees, 

throughout the region (see Stout 1947; Holloman 1969; Howe 1974; 

Stier 1979). consequently, the remarks which follow can be 
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taken as a case study which illustrates the kinds of pressures 

presently facing the Kuna as a whole and, more specifically, the 

domain of traditional curing. 

Historical Trends in ustuppu 

According to tradition, the ancestors of the people of 

Ustuppu originally lived on the Pacific side of the Isthmus, 

along the Twira River. Legend has it that at some time in the 

distant past a young woman from one of the communities in the 

region took a succession of eight husbands, each of whom died 

mysteriously within two months of contracting marriage. The 

eighth unfortunate spouse happened to be the son of an 

influential nele, who sought revenge for his son's death by 

enlisting support from villagers and havina her assassinated. 

This violent act provoked a series of epidemics which swept 

through the community, decimating the population. When 

traditional measures to stem the epidemics failed, the people 

were forced to abandon the region. This marked the beginning of 

a widespread exodus from the Pacific coast toward the interior 

of the Isthmus, and was part of a general movement of Kuna which 

was to eventually colonize the Upper Chucunaque River Basin, the 

Bayano area of the Continental Divide, and the Atlantic coast 

from Cart! to the west, as far as the Gulf of Uraba in territory 

that is now Colombia. 
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It was perhaps at some point during the 17th or early 

18th Century that a small group of Kuna made its way across the 

continental Divide and descended the northern slope along the 

banks of the Putturkanti (River).l These migrants, whose 

descendents would later settle Ustuppu, eventually founded a 

village at a place several kilometers inland called Siana, which 

was distinguished by the presence of a large cacao tree (sia). 

Here they remained for several generations before making their 

way downriver to a site a short distance from the Atlantic 

coast. The village they established here was called 

Putturkanti, after the river of the same name. 

All along the coast, the thick jungle vegetation 

shielded the Kuna villages from direct contact with Europeans, 

who, in the guise of pirates and traders, were arriving in 

growing numbers along the San BIas coast. While the Kuna 

maintained insular settlements in the fastness of the protective 

jungle, they were steadily drawn into closer contact with the 

foreigners, who offered a variety of trade goods that were 

highly prized by the Kuna. Several settlements of Europeans 

were established on the mainland during this period, including 

colonies of Scots, Frenchmen, and Englishmen from Jamaica 

1. Puttur has two possible meanings. Some informants say 
that the Putturkana were another tribe of people originally 
living in the reg10n, and were driven out by the Kuna when they 
arrived. An6ther interpretation is that they were 'demons' 
(puttur-niakana) who were expelled by means of the Apsoket 
ceremony. T1{war) means 'river'. Thus, 'River of the 
Putturkana.' 
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(Prebble 1968; Howarth 1966:108-153; Joyce 1933:156-158; Roberts 

1927:37), but these ventures were transitory. Most commercial 

activity was conducted with ships that made periodic visits to 

the region. When traders arrived, they customarily signalled 

their presence with a gun blast and waited for a commission of 

Kuna men to appear in canoes to do business on the open sea. 

This, then, was the general atmosphere in which 

Putturkanti found itself in the second half of the 19th 

Century. Few specific details can be given about the internal 

structure of the village during these years, except that the 

political scene was marked by increasing pressures and conflict 

that would eventually divide the populace into two opposing 

factions. This split eventually crystalized around two 

influential community leaders who reached manhood as the century 

came to a close. One of these men was Yaikun, who was a staunch 

conservative who spent his mature years defending Kuna culture 

from what he considered the pernicious influences of European 

society. By the turn of the century, Yaikun had worked his way 

up through the village political hierarchy to become one of the 

principal figures in the community. 

The second key personality in Putturkanti at this time 

was a man named Ikwa-ipilikinya. Born in the 1860's with the 

innate powers 0: a shaman, he was generally known simply as Nele 

(and later Nele Kantule). His father was a highly regarded 

medicine man, and Nele, who displayed extraordinary intelligence 

and creative powers, was raised for a career as a ritual 

specialist. In his late teens he journeyed to the Kuna village 
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of Caiman, on the Gulf of uraba, where he studied medicines and 

developed his shamanistic powers under the tutelage of a 

well-known specialist named Nele Inayoka. After four years he 

returned to Putturkanti and married; but before long he again 

set out after ritual knowledge, this time to the inland village 

of Paya, which was then considered by the Kuna to be one of the 

centers of traditional lore. 2 During the next several 

decades, Nele continued his travels and studied with specialists 

in the villages of Arki (Arquia), inside the present territory 

of Colombia, and Kwipto, where he learned from a man named Jesus 

Manuel, who had gone to school in Cartagena, Colombia, and was 

versed in European and Latin American history. By the time Nele 

ended his wanderings, he had managed to pick up an impressive 

repertoire of medicinal knowledge, curing chants, puberty chants 

and accompanying ritual, traditional Kuna legends, and a 

smattering of western history. He was now prepared to take his 

place in the community as a practicing shaman, ritual 

specialist, and village political leader. 

Nele's journeys, which conformed to the standard strategy 

of ritual training among the Kuna until recently, were to leave 

an indelible imprint on the subsequent history of Putturkanti-

ustuppu. It is said that when Nele was born, ritual knowledge 

was at an extremely low ebb in putturkanti. As a result of his 

2. A chief from carti Suituppu visited Paya in 1975, and 
was shocked by its cultural decline. He found the village 
virtually without ritual specialists or chiefs with a thorough 
grounding in traditional oral history. 
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pilgrimages into the remote refuges of Kuna lore, a cultural 

renaissance was fueled in the village, and during the next 

several decades Ustuppu came to be regarded as the traditional 

"Mecca" of the entire San BIas region (puig 1948:193). At the 

same time, however, Nele's insatiable curiosity took him beyond 

the provincial borders of Kuna culture into the world of Latin 

and European culture. Although he himself never learned to 

read, write, or speak Spanish, his dealings with Jesus Manuel in 

Kwipto opened up his thinking and convinced him that much of 

value could be gained through increased contact with the outside 

world. It was on this point that he was in strongest 

disagreement with yaikun. 

Around the turn of the century, Putturkanti was first 

partially washed away by a freak flood, and then visited by a 

virulent epidemic which turned its victims yellow and resulted 

in numerous deaths. In the wake of these disasters, it was 

decide~ to move the village to the islands lying a short 

distance off the coast near the mouth of the Putturkanti 

(River). The threat of attack by foreigners was no longer 

present, and the islands offered well-ventilated havens 

relatively free from disease and insects. 

The move, which is generally said today to have occurred 

in 1903, was not undertaken en masse. 3 It was rather a 

3. Most people on ustuppu claim that the move took place 
in 1903, the year Panama gained independence from Colombia. 
Some even say that it occurred on November 3, the official date 
of Panamanian independence. However, older informants, some of 
whom actually participated in the move as infants, say that no 
particular date can be attached to colonization of the island. 
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gradual exodus, made family by family, that extended over a 

period of several years. Some families built homes on the tiny 

island of Yantuppu ('White-lipped Peccary Island') -- which is 

now the site of Nele's grave -- but the majority made their way 

out to the larger island of Ustuppu. When the first settlers 

arrived, Ustuppu was poorly suited for permanent habitation. 

The leeward end was covered with mangrove swamp, and much of the 

rest of the island was overrun with brush and small trees. 

Rough shelters were erected during the initial phase, and the 

people laboriously cleared the brush and filled in the quagmires 

with chunks of coral, sand, and rocks. The abundant swarms of 

sand flies -- which thrive in brackish water -- were eventually 

reduced to a tolerable level, and families began to move across 

in earnest. Even so, it was many years before the swamps were 

filled in, and older villagers speak of the armies of crabs and 

frogs that ran about the island during their youth. 

In the first years on ustuppu, Yaikun held the position 

of first chief, and Nele was one of the lesser chiefs. The 

population at this time probably did not exceed three or four 

hundred people; several older informants remember the village as 

having no more than 15 or 20 households. Then, in 1911, a 

tragedy occurred. One morning in February, while most of the 

men were off working, a boy who was making a wooden top 

accidentally set a kitchen on fire by sticking a red-hot iron 

bar in the roof thatch. The winds characteristic of the season 

rapidly spread the flames across the village, and within a short 
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time only four houses were left standing. No one died in the 

blaze, but villagers were soon afterward visited by an epidemic 
~ 

which claimed the lives of a number of children. Nele peered 

into the world of spirit and discovered that the spirits of pet 

animals, nuchukana, and stored medicines which had been consumed 

by the fire were rankled by the negligence of the Kuna and had 

turned to revenge. 

While Nele wanted to remain and rebuild the village, 

Yaikun was determined to find another site. After heated 

discussion, Yaikun and about ten families gathered up what 

remained of their belongings and moved west along the coast, 

where they settled on the far tip of an island named 

Kusepkantuppu ('Kusep Island'; kusep is a wild vine with edible 

fruit). As soon as Yaikun had left Ustuppu, Nele was elected 

first chief. 

Yaikun and his followers did not last long on 

KusepkantupPll, which was then -- as it remains today -- a 

waterlogged tract infested with all manner of biting insects. 

After several months, they crept back to Ustuppu and took up 

residence on ustuppu, where they lived in uneasy alliance with 

Nele and his people. The two factions, however, had become 

formally independent during the split, and there now existed two 

gathering houses, one for each faction. Although these 

gathering houses were only a few meters apart, and there was no 

visible physical division separating the two villages, the line 

had been drawn in people's heads. 
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The fire, of course, was not the root cause of the 

split. No doubt there were personal factors involved; and one 

aspect of the dispute manifested itself in the arena of national 

politics. When San BIas became part of the new Panamanian 

republic in 1903, Yaikun continued recognizing Colombian 

sovereignty. Nele chose to throw in his lot with the 

Panamanians. However, overriding any of these considerations 

was the divergence of opinion between the two men with regard to 

the way they viewed knowledge. Yaikun was a conservative who 

sought, at any cost, to preserve Kuna racial and ethnic purity 

from the contaminating influence of alien ways. Nele was also a 

strong advocate of Kuna traditions, yet at the same time he was 

open to new ideas from the outside. While both men were fervent 

defenders of their people's political and cultural autonomy, 

they divereged in their assessments of how this should be 

achieved. Yaikun advocated isolationism. Nele, on the other 

hand, saw in European and Latin culture a number of tools that 

could be of great value to his people if systematically 

exploited. 

For the next six years, the two communities-within

a-community lived in tenuous co-existence. Then in 1917, Yaikun 

again decided to leave the island. Together with his followers, 

he journeyed up the Putturkanti (River) to a place called Askin 

Ipe{'The Rock of the Iskin Crocodile'), which is located at the 

entrance of a small tributary called Usti ('Agouti River'). 

Within two months they were again victims of an epidemic 



characterized by fever and cold sweats, and several villagers 

died. Unable to bring the epidemic under control, Yaikun and 

his flock were forced to return to ustuppu. 4 
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Meanwhile, significant changes were taking place in other 

parts of San BIas. In 1903, the community of Nargana, a day's 

journey to the west by sail-driven dugout, had elected an 

acculturated Indian named Charlie Robinson to the position of 

first chief. Robinson had been raised by an English family on 

the Colombian island of Providencia, and when he reached manhood 

he returned to the village of his birth with the mission of 

"civilizing" his people. Shortly after becoming chief, he made 

an arrangement with the Panamanian government to send 21 village 

boys to school in Panama City, and in 1907 he invited a Catholic 

priest named Leonardo Gasso to preach the gos~el and run a 

community school. While there were mixed feelings toward this 

development in Nargana and nearby Corazon de Jesus, all of the 

surrounding Kuna communities reacted with strong opposition. 

The threat of violence rose to such a height that in 1908 the 

Panamanian government sent Robinson a shipment of 100 guns and 

ammunition to defend the island from attack. 

Gasso fell seriously ill in 1912 and was forced to leave 

San BIas, but within a year Robinson managed to recruit an 

4. Nele investigated these fevers by means of his 
supernatural powers and concluded that they were being caused by 
a massive agate (akkwanusa) that lived in the river adjacent to 
the village and attacked the people when they bathed. 
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English-speaking Protestant missionary named Anna Coope to take 

his place. From this point on, Robinson gradually expanded his 

sphere of "civilizing" influence to some of the neighboring 

islands, and in 1915 the Panamanian government established a 

panamanian intendente, or governor, on the island of Porvenir 

(called Murru -- 'Point' -- in Kuna) at the far west end of San 

BIas. Schools were built on some of the more receptive islands; 

the Panamanian flag was appearing in a number of village 

gathering halls; and a handful of communities accepted, probably 

with some reluctance, permanent outposts of Panamanian national 

guardsmen. 

None of these influences had as yet made their way as far 

east as ustuppu, which was still concerned with internal 

difficulties. In late 1917 or early 1918, Yaikun made still 

another break from the island. This time he could gather 

together no more than five families -- either he was losing 

support or his faithful followers had been decimated during 

earlier misadventures -- and struck out to found a new village 

near the mouth of the Putturkant (River). During his absence, 

Nele arranged with Charlie Robinson to bring two Kuna students 

of Anna Co ope to Ustuppu, and set up a small school for the 

people of ustuppu. This project, however, was soon 

discontinued, for Yaikun, once more frustrate(~.returned to the 

island. No doubt due to his presence~ the two teachers departed 

for Nargana and the school was closed. 
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The two factions again took up residence together on the 

leeward side of Ustuppu. By this time, however, the penetration 

of Panamanian government guardsmen and missionaries was creating 

new tensions and fears throughout the region. In Ustuppu, Nele 

and his followers maintained their political allegiance to 

Panama. Yaikun, on the other hand, continued at least an 

outward show of support for the government of Colombia, and flew 

a Colombian flag from the rooftop of his house, which also 

served as his faction's gathering hall. At one point during 

this period, a boatload of Panamanian soldiers landed on the 

island and chopped down Yaikun's flag. This act aggravated 

tensions even further. 

Open conflict began to surface in pace with the 

increasing presence of Panamanians in San Blas. Working through 

the national guardsmen and Robinson's "progesssive" followers, 

the Panamanian government stepped up its attempts to eradicate 

what it considered "primitive" customs. In 1920, a directive 

from Panama City prohibited the continued use of traditional 

female dress (Holloman 1969:426). The mola blouse was outlawed, 

and all women were instructed to remove their gold noserings. A 

series of letters from this period sent between the intendencia 

in Porvenir and Panama mention campaigns to collect cloth to be 

used to make "modern," western dresses for Kuna women. In 1921, 

two Kuna national guardsmen from Nargana were brutally killed on 

the neighboring island of Kwepti (Rio Azucar) while trying to 

enforce this directive. 
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Traditional Kuna ceremonies were also decreed illegal. 

In 1923, open violence was barely averted in the village of 

Ukkup Seni (Play6n Chico) when national guardsmen smashed 18 

clay pots of fermented chicha prepared for a puberty feast 

(Erice 1975:286-287). In the place of these "barbaric" rituals, 

which the missionaries viewed as hedonistic orgies, the 

Panamanians organized dances with Latin music and rum, and 

forced villagers to attend. It is also reported that on several 

islands the guardsmen compelled the Kuna to provide them with 

food. 

As events of tilis nature became more frequent and 

widespread, a sense of mass frustration and anger began to build 

among the Kuna. Then, in 1923, this collective spirit of 

rebellion received support with the chance arrival of an 

American adventurer named Richard O. Marsh, who was in Panama 

studying the potential of rubber exploitation for the Firestone 

Tire Company. At the head of a small expedition of scientists, 

Marsh crossed the Isthmus from the Pacific side and came out on 

the San BIas coast near the community of Sasarti, several 

kilometers east of Ustuppu. In his conversations with the Kuna 

from this village, he learned of the conflict with the 

Panamanians and set out for ustuppu to confer with Nele. 

Marsh met with Nele and Simral Coleman, the chief of 

Ailikanti, and together they arranged to have seven Kunas sent 

to the Smithsonian Institute in washington, D.C., for scientific 

purposes. While in Washington, the Kuna met with Calvin 
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Cooledge and various political and military leaders, and the 

groundwork was laid for United States support of a Kuna revolt 

against the Panamanian government. After several months, they 

returned to San BIas with Marsh, and plans were made for the 

final assault. 

Although few direct effects of the Panamanian presence 

had been felt toward the eastern end of San BIas, the principal 

fighting force was organized by Nele on Ustuppu and nearby 

islands. When the attack was finally launched on the night of 

February 21, 1925, ustuppu alone sent forth an estimated 100 

canoes of armed men. The assault itself was timed to fallon 

the national holiday of Carnaval, and the Kuna had organized 

their forces into batallions led by "generals" appointed by 

Nele. The groggy national guardsmen, some of, whom were Kuna, 

were taken by surprise as the rebels moved from one island to 

the other. At the final count, more than 30 guardsmen and their 

collaborators had been killed, and the remainder was forced to 

flee. The revolt lasted no longer than a couple of days. 

with the Panamanians abruptly flushed from the region, 

the Kuna sat down to wait for a counter attack. Several 

villages sent their entire population into the mainland jungle, 

where they remained in hiding before the extreme discomfort of 

their situation forced them to return. Within a matter of a few 

days, a steamer carrying 250 armed Panamanian guardsmen rounded 

the point of Porvenir and pulled into carti with the intention 

of punishing the Kuna and retaking San BIas. As they entered 
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Mandinga Bay, however j they were met by the u.s. Cruiser 

Cleveland, which had be~r. sent in accordance with a pre-arranged 

strategy negotiated between Kuna leaders and authorities in the 

Canal Zone. A treaty, which was initially drafted in English, 

was signed and the Panamanian government agreed not to take 

violent action against the Kuna. The national guard outposts 

were abandoned, and the Kuna were given political sovereignty 

over San Blas. During the next five years, the Panamanians kept 

clear of the region, and the Kuna sat down to restructure their 

internal organization and consolidate their gains. 

During the first years following the revolution, the 

entire island of ustuppu probably had fewer than 800 

inhabitants. A photograph taken of the island in 1933 by the 

u.S. Air Force (Figure 32) shows just over 50 houses on the 

Ustuppu end. It can be seen that in comparison with the houses 

on the island in 1975 (Figure 33), the houses in 1933 were very 

large. According to older informants, the average household in 

the 1920's and 1930's consisted of between 20 and 25 people. At 

least three households during this period had upwards of 35 

people, and one household held close to 50 people at one time. 

Residence was matrilocal, with each household organized around 

the leadership of a senior male and his wife. Together, they 

coordinated work tasks and generally maintained order among 

their daughters- and sons-in-law, their grandchildren, and 

assorted relatives of all ages. At times as many as five 

generations lived togethsr under the same roof. According to 
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tradition, the needs of the household were discussed and decided 

upon in the afternoons and evenings, and the following day's 

activities were divided up by task. As the adult male labor 

force customarily numbered four or more, most households were 

able to carry out all of the necessary sUbsistence activities in 

coordinated fashion. Elder Kuna today, who may be romanticizing 

to some extent, recall kitchen walls lined with strings of fruit 

and staple crops, and smoking racks filled with fish and wild 

game. Food scarcity in that era is said not to have existed. 

That this is indeed the case is perhaps indicated by the 

widespread practice of harvesting surplus agricultural crops for 

traders. The only food they purchased was fish from Carti. 

There were no schools in Ustuppu to take the youths away 

from subsistence activities, and migration to Panama City and 

Colon had not yet begun. The labor force was large, work tasks 

were systematically allocated, and the island's low population 

density assured that there was plenty of land for everyone to 

exploit. Because all of the subsistence fronts were so 

thoroughly covered, it was possible for virtually every 

household to support one or more ritual specialists. Although 

ritual only rarely approaches being a full-time occupation, it 

can be extremely time consuming. However, with four or five 

adult males contributing daily to a wide scatter of subsistence 

activities, it was possible to free ritual specialists and allow 

them to go about their business without making a dent in the 

usual routine. Fifty years ago, it was common for medicine men 
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to spend s~veral days at a time off in the jungle collecting 

medicines; and ritual chanters were, and still are, frequently 

contract~d for long periods to perform their duties. Beyond 

this, as was seen in the case of Nele, it was the custom to 

allow ritual specialists to journey to other villages for months 

at a time to increase their store of knowledge under the 

tutelage of master specialists. In short, the organization of 

Kuna households during the first decades of this century was 

highly efficient and flexible enough to provide for the needs of 

their members and, at the same time, to allow ritual pursuits to 

flourish. 

Yaikun had given up his dream of escaping to the 

mainland, and at some time during the latter part of the 1920's 

he and his faithful followers built a new village at the far 

northern tip of Ustuppu. The village was called Okop Sukkun 

('Coconut Bay'), and it was separated from Nele's village by a 

thick patch of coconut palms, fruit trees, and brush. The two 

communities were physically discrete, and although a good deal 

of interaction existed between them, they were ideologically 

very different. Okop Sukkun remained steadfastly traditional 

and sealed itself off from the contaminating influences of 

western civilization. Ustuppu, while still holding strongly to 

traditional values, began reaching out selectively toward the 

world beyond San BIas and innovating with new economic and 

organizational systems which were an amalgam of Kuna and 

non-Kuna elements. 
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Principal among these innovations, which are said to have 

been inspired by Nele, were several enterprises carried out on a 

community-wide scale. 5 In the early 1930's, the people of 

ustuppu cleared a number of communal farms on the mainland. The 

most important crop was bananas, but plantains, taro, yams, 

manioc, avocado, and citrus fruits were also cultivated. Work 

on these farms, from initial clearing through harvesting, was 

divided up among groups of between 15 and 25 men. Only a small 

portion of the harvest was consumed in the village; the bulk was 

stored in a central deposit in Ustuppu until it could be sold to 

passing ships, and then the profits were divided up among the 

workers. The amount of money earned by each man was gauged by 

the number of loads he harvested and carried back to the 

island. A portion of the proceeds -- 25% by several accounts 

was kept in the community treasury, and the remainder was placed 

in individual accounts for the members. Farming on these plots 

was a year-round business. Two Kuna launches from the carti 

region to the west arrived as frequently as twice a week to 

purchase produce, which they then sold or bartered in other Kuna 

villages along the coast. At times the people of ustuppu were 

paid with cash. More commonly, they traded their produce for 

consumer items (such as machetes, china plates, and cloth) or 

smoked fish. Two or three times each year the money 

5. According to older informants, all farming before 
this time was done by household groups, and there were no 
communal plots. 
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accumulated in the village safe was divided up and distributed 

to villagers. 

The people of Ustuppu were also involved in a communal 

chicken-raising project which at one point boasted over 1,000 

birds. This was almost entirely a business venture, since the 

Kuna did not eat the chickens or their eggs, but rather sold 

them to passing ships. They also initiated a community 

turtling project which reportedly had over 50 sets of nets and 

decoys. Because of the Kuna prohibition against killing and 

eating turtles (which has since been largely abandoned), they 

pried the shell from the unfortunate animals with hot irons, 

and put them back in the sea. The shell was sold to traders 

operating out of Colon. Profits from both of these ventures 

were kept in the village bank. 

with all of these communal enterprises, the people of 

ustuppu began amassing capital. During the early years they 

built communal stores which served primarily as deposits for 

their produce, and secondarily to stock a modest inventory of 

consumer goods such as kerosine, cloth, and soap for sale in 

the village. Then in the early 1930's, the village-wide 

enterprises began breaking up into smaller cooperative groups, 

which came to be known as sociedades. By 1935, there were five 

major sociedades, each of which had its own separate 

store-produce deposit. In this same year, the village had 

accumulated enough money to purchase its own diesel-powered 

launch, which was called the Esfera. 
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While bananas and other staple crops were traded to Kuna 

ships, the principal medium of exchange with foreigners was 

coconuts. Virtually all of the consumer goods traded and sold 

in San BIas in the 1930's and early 1940's were brought by 

non-Kuna ships operating out of Colon. The Colon Import and 

Export Company, which was owned by a Canadian, had two 150 

tonners with a capacity of 200,000 coconuts each. A man named 

Esteban Garcia had a fleet of six ships of various sizes that 

were constant visitors to San BIas, and there were also a 

number of ships operating out of Cartagena, along the northern 

coast of Colombia. 6 They brought a vari~d assortment of 

exchange items, including cloth, kerosene, chinaware, glasses, 

cast iron corn grinders, machetes, axes, shotguns, jewelery, 

and black felt hats. The most significant feature of this 

trade was the virtual absence of of food items. with the 

exception of fish purchased from the Kuna in the carti area, 

there was no demand for food on Ustuppu. At this time, the 

Kuna did not drink coffee (which they called 'foreigner's 

drink'); sugar cane juice satisfied their cravings for sweet 

preparations, and they produced, gathered, or captured all of 

their staples. Older Ustuppu residents remember how on special 

occasions the foreign traders donated rice ~nd canned beef and 

6. Esteban Garcia's ships were the Nueva Espafia, the 
Catalina, the Honduranza, the vigilancia, the Debora, and the 
Warin. 
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bought. 
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Coconuts were plentiful along the coast of San BIas 

during the first decades of the 20th Century, and, in fact, 

they had been the mainstay of Kuna trading for decades. At the 

same time, however, coconuts fetched a very low price, 

especially when the amount of labor involved in gathering, 

husking, and transporting them to the village is considered. 

Demand was volatile and the price fluctuated from five cents 

per dozen to a penny per coconut. The traders had a board with 

a large hole in it which they used to grade lhe coconuts 

according to size. Only those nuts which would not pass 

through the hole were accepted, although at times they counted 

two smaller coconuts as one. Thus, while coconuts were clearly 

a steady and important source of income for the Kuna, they were 

not perceived as a tremendously lucrative crop. 

Then in 1946 or 1947 something happened which was to 

bring about dramatic change in the economy of San BIas. During 

the Second World War, the Japanese disrupted the united States r 

principal source of coconuts in the Philippines, and Panama was 

chosen as a potential replacement. An enterprising businessman 

named Victor Bower arrived in Colon, where he offered the 

astronomically high price of 15 cents per coconut. Bower 

remained in Colon f but a merchant named Levy travelled to San 

BIas with the offer of 10 cents per coconut. A General 

Congress attended by representatives from a number of San BIas 

villages was held on the island of Tubwala, several miles to 
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the east of ustuppu, and the Kuna agreed to sell all of their 

coconuts exclusively to Levy. Unlike all of the other traders 

in the region at that time, Levy paid in cash rather than 

merchandise! a practice that was to set a new tone to commerce 

among the Kuna. The competing merchant ships continued selling 

their goods in San BIas for several years, but finally 

disappeared because of lack of business. 

Seeing the enormous profits that could be earned from 

coconuts, the sociedades soon began transforming their banana 

farms into coconut plantations. Over a period of two or three 

years, the ustuppu trade links with other San BIas villages 

declined rapidly and finally, by the early 1950's, died out 

altogether. Less food was grown for exchange and, at the same 

time, the people of ustuppu were drawn into the practice of 

using their mounting capital to purchase food which they had 

formerly produced on their own farms. It was during these 

years that they began buying sugar, rice, plantains, coffee, 

and other food items. 

Then suddenly the Japanese were defeated, the Philippine 

plantations came back into production, and the bottom fell out 

of the Kuna coconut market. Bower and Levy disappeared and the 

price of coconuts dropped to its former levels. A short time 

later, the Hurraca Oil Company arrived in San BIas with an 

offer of 10 cents per pound for dried coconut meat (copra). 

But this was a poor substitute. Whereas Levy had bought the 

coconuts whole, the Kuna now had to crack the nuts open, pry 
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out the meat, and dry it in the sun. During the rainy season, 

which covers two-thirds of the year, it was often necessary to 

take the fresh coconut meat .inside the houses and smoke it over 

a fire. The amount of labor involved was substantially 

greater, the risk of spoilage was high, and the price was low. 

In the face of these difficulties, the Hurraca Oil Company 

folded and the slack was taken up by Colombian traders, who 

offered between three and five cents per coconut, depending on 

the season. 

The fortunes of the Kuna had fallen in more ways than 

one in the space of a few short years. To take advantage of 

the fantastically high prices offered by Levy, the people of 

Ustuppu had substituted virtually all of their communal farms 

of food crops with coconut plantations. But by the time the 

coconuts came into production -- seven or eight years later 

Levy had left and the market had di~appeared with him. The 

Kuna had simultaneously decreased their production of staple 

food crops and become dependent on the purchase of a number of 

products they had formerly grown. Coconuts, it is true, were 

bringing them less income; but when the trees they had planted 

began to produce the increased volume made up for at least a 

portion of their loss, and the pattern which had been set in 

motion continued. 

Meanwhile, other important changes were occurring on the 

island. While Nele and his followers were reaching out to the 

outside world, Okop Sukkun remained a tranquil sea of 

tradition. Of course, Yaikun's people had been thoroughly 
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involved in the economic venture of the coconut trade; but they 

strongly resisted all innovations which touched their cultural 

and social integrity. In the late 1930's, an American 

traveller named J.V. Tinnin arrived on Ustuppu and went for a 

stroll with one of the Kuna school teachers. When they reached 

the Okop Sukkun town limit they were immediately confronted by 

two old men who allowed Tinnin to pass only after he had 

presented them with gifts. No cameras were allowed. According 

to Tinnin: 

We were now free to stroll for an hour at least among 
these people who did not want enlightenment, 
civilization or the "walker" in their midst. 7 The 
village as well as the people looked the part. The 
streets were mere trails through a jumbled mass of 
tumbled down huts, without a semblance of order or 
sanitation. We came upon women wearing only 
loin-cloths, who were as startled as I was. With a 
whoop they grabbed up their babies from the ground and 
rushed into the b~mboo huts, followed by a drove of 
naked children, all crying "walker! walker!" As we 
went deeper into the village we heard this wOLd 
muttered constantly in a tone of dread and fear from 
behind the walls of the shacks. When we finally 
emerged on the other side of the settlement, we found 
a group of boys playing on the waterfront. At the 
sight of us they fled like a covey of blackbirds, 
screaming "walker! walker!" I never before had 
frightened so many people (Tinnin 1940:79). 

Tinnin concluded his account of Okop Sukkun by saying: "In all 

the region of San BIas one could not find a people living in a 

7. The Kuna word is waka, and it originally referred to 
all non-Kuna peoples. Americans are now called merki(mala). 
Waka is throught to be a corruption of "walker," which was the 
17th century term used by the English for the Spaniards, who 
apparently spent a good deal of time walking across the Isthmus. 
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more degraded and primitive state" (Ibid.:80). By contrast, he 

found Ustuppu a delightful place and even compared Nele to 

Jesus. 

Of course, Tinnin's assessment of the Okop Sukkun 

population is blatantly ethnocentric and insensitive, yet it 

does underline the fundamental differences in philosophy 

between the two communities. Whereas Nele rec£uited Kuna 

school teachers from Nargana to set up a school where the basic 

skills of reading and writing could be learned, Yaikun would 

hear nothing about Western education. After the revolution, 

Nele attracted two educated Kuna, Ruben Perez and Guillermo 

Haya, to serve as scribes for the,village. 8 By 1932 there 

was a school with three grades in ustuppu, and in 1945 a school 

of imported boards was built to house six grades. At one point 

in the late 1940's, Olottepilikinya, who had become ustuppu's 

first chief after Nele's death in 1944, approached several Okop 

Sukkun leaders and arranged to have five youths enrolled. 

Yaikun, who was then in his eighties and retired from active 

politics, caught wind of this plan and after an evening of 

heated debate the proposal was rejected. 

It was during the 1950's that the pace of change in 

ustuppu -- as well as in many other parts of San BIas -- began 

to accelerate. Shortly after the revolution, Nele and Ustuppu 

8. These two men later became key informants for the 
Swedish ethnologists Erland Nordenskiold, Henry Wassen, and 
Nils Holmer. 
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village leaders met with Canal Zone authorities and arrived at 

an agreement to hire Kuna men as bus boys and janitors at the 

American bases in Colon, and over the next few decades the flow 

of Kuna to the Zone and Panama i.r.tcreased dramatically. In the 
'lJ 

late 1940's and 1950's, the first cement buildings, outboard 

motors, and privately owned stores appeared on the island. By 

1957, the Ustuppu school had grown to five grades with 165 

students (138 males, 27 females). Shortly after Yaikun's death 

in 1950, the Baptist mission was given entrance to Okop Sukkun 

and allowed to build a cement church at the the far seaward tip 

f . "t 9 o the commun1 y. 

During the next two decades ustuppu continued accepting 

offerings from Panama and becoming incrE~asingly dependent upon 

a cash economy. The village received Mormon, Church of God, 

Seventh Day Adventist, Catholic, Baptist, and Bahai 

missionaries, and the school grew in size and influence. Okop 

Sukkun still maintained its stance of staunch traditionalism, 

but in numerous small ways was being seduced by the magnetic 

attraction of material wealth flowing in from the outside. The 

two villages showed marked contrast in the ways they were 

evolving, but both were being heavily influenced by the 

non-Kuna world that surrounded them. 

9. Even so, the village held an eight-day Apsoket 
ceremony to placate the ponikana living on that corner of the 
island before allowing the church to be built. Furthermore, 
the Baptist missionary was a Kuna, not a foreigner. 
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By 1975, Ustuppu was a very different place than it had 

been 50 years earlier (compare Figures 32 and 33). The 

population of the entire island had grown to more than 5,000 

people, the shore line had been filled in with coral, rock, and 

sand to make room for more houses, and the two villages had 

become fused together, with no apparent border separating 

them. While Okop Sukkun was still a village of traditional 

thatch houses, Ustuppu had more than 60 cement buildings, one 

of which had four stories. In 1963, there were five outboard 

motors on the island; by 1975, there were over 200. Ustuppu 

had 36 stores and restaurants, 26 of which were owned by 

individual families, offering consumer goods ranging from 

salted pig's tails to feminine hygiene douche. The Ustuppu 

school, which had been transferred to the adjacent island of 

ustuppir (called "The Island of the Students" in Spanish), now 

had an enrollment of over 1,000 students spread out over 

kindergarten and nine grades, and taught by a squadron of 40 

Kuna teachers. ustuppu had a diesel electric plant providing 

light in the evenings, an acueduct transporting potable water 

f~om a spring several kilometers deep in the jungle, a cement 

pier, a government hospital with a Panamanian doctor, and an 

airport on the mainland. Close to 60 Ustuppu inhabitants were 

working on the island as government employees. Profound 

changes had occurred in Ustuppu on practically every front. By 

contrast, Okop Sukkun, with the exception of a handful of 

government employees, had none of these things. 
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During the first decades of the 20th Century, every 

able-bodied male, starting at an early age, had farmed, fished, 

and generally exploited the surrounding marine and jungle 

resources. By 1975, the number of men involved in subsistence 

activities had declined drastically. Only 235 of the 482 

working-age males recorded in the ustuppu village census were 

involved in agriculture. lO Fully one-third of these men were 

over the age of 50, and more than half were over 40. Teenagers 

were no longer part of the agricultural working force, and it 

is likely that they never will be. A survey carried out among 

6th through 9th grade studen~ at the Ustuppu school showed 

that more than 95% of the males did not want to work in 

agriculture after they graduated. 

This drop in agricultural activity has been accompanied 

by a reduction of the size of village households. While 

earlier households had been made up of as many as 35 members, 

in 1975 the average household had no more than eight or nine 

people, and many had as few as five. Matrilocal residence, 

while still the ideal, was giving away to a proliferation of 

neolocal households, and in a significant number of cases 

especially among salaried employees -- sons maintained stronger 

bonds with their parents than with their parents-in-law. It 

10. This census is taken regularly by Ustuppu leaders to 
keep track of the whereabouts of villagers, and is used to 
organize community labor tasks. It includes only men who are 
married or, if unmarried, are at least 20 years old and are not 
in school. I could not obtain similar information in Okop 
Sukkun, where many more men are working in agriculture. 
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has become common to find households with a single adult male 

farming on the mainland, a situation which necessitates buying 

substantial quantities of food in the village. Whereas Ustuppu 

households were once self-suffi~ient economic units and food 

was purchased only on very rare occasions, large and 

ever-increasing amounts of bananas, plantains, rice, potatoes, 

fish (which is frequently flown in from Panama City), salted 

and canned meat, and noodles must now be imported just to 

satisfy basic dietary needs. 

Beyond food, the people of Ustuppu must also purchase 

gasoline and spare parts for their outboard motors, cement and 

building materials, clothes, school supplies, and cover the 

costs of electricity and water, which are charged to villagers 

in monthly quotas. Coconuts still rank as an important source 

of cash income, although production has declined precipitously 

in recent years due to disease, pests, and the old age of the 

plantations, which have not been rejuvenated on a systematic 

basis with new trees. However, the bulk of Ustuppu's money 

comes from income earned by salaried workers on the island and 

outside San BIas. The combined monthly income of Ustuppu 

residents holding government jobs and working with religous 

missions on the island is more than $11,000. Close to 200 

adult males are living and working in Panama City, Colon, the 

u.s. Armed Forces bases near the canal, and at the banana 

plantations in Changuinola, in the province of Bocas del Toro. 

The money they send on a regular basis to their families in 
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Ustuppu adds considerably to the village cash supply. Perhaps 

the most significant indicator of ustuppu's dependence on a 

cash economy is the greater number of men working for wages, on 

and off the island, than the number of men farming the 

mainland. It is also clear that the distributional pattern 

will continue to become more heavily skewed in the direction of 

salaried labor. As the older men die off, the present crop of 

youths now studying at the school will not move in to take 

their place in the fields. Because they have neither the 

skills nor the inclination to devote their lives to traditional 

subsistence activities, and there are few jobs available on the 

island, they will most surely migrate out of the region. 

It is somewhat ironic that Western education has played 

a central role in fostering these massive changes in ustuppu's 

economy and social organization. Although Nele was a shaman, 

he had not clearly forseen the negative consequences of his 

educational reforms. He had vigorously promoted Western 

education as a means of defending and strengthening Kuna 

culture. And indeed it was during the 1920's and 1930's, since 

it was no more than a part-time activity which did not cut 

deeply into available time and compete directly with 

traditional social and economic arrangements. A small number 

of Kuna youths learned the rudiments of Spanish, reading and 

writing -- skills which they used to keep village records and, 

in many cases, to fill notebooks with texts of curing chants, 

medicinal prescriptions, and traditional history. At this 
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time, Kuna men were still focused firmly on subsistence farming 

and fishing, they participated thoroughly in village political 

events, and they learned and took part in ritual. They all had 

firm grounding in the oral histories. The schools offered an 

ancillary diversion that was of some practical value, and can 

thus be viewed as an extra lamination that went on top of a 

solidly-formed traditional Kuna core. 

However, as the school has grown in size and influence 

it has taken over many of the socialization functions 

previously exercised by the family. The Ustuppu village 

regulations state that all school-age children must attend 

school. ll This essentially takes all of the youths out of 

the jungle at precisely the time when, under the old system, 

they would have been accompanying their fathers to the mainland 

and learning traditional subsistence activities. Students 

enrolled in the school are not expected or encouraged to waste 

their energy on tasks such as farming, and when classes are 

finished in the early afternoon they can be seen roaming about 

the island, visiting with friends, playing basketball, reading 

comic books and maga~ines, and, on occasion, studying. Thus, 

it is the rule that Ustuppu youths reach the age of 18 or 20 

with no experience in agriculture and no interest in gaining 

11. The director of the school estimated that in spite 
of the fact that the same regulation exists in Okop Sukkun, as 
many as half of the school-age children in this village do not 
attend classes. The figure fo= Ustuppu is around 10%. 
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such experience. 12 According to a Catholic nun who has 

taught at the Ustuppu school since 1958: 

Most of those who have received only elementary 
education (through the 6th grade) continue cultivating 
laziness and do not cultivate the land. Their 
families complain about this situation and say that 
when the old men, who are the ones who presently are 
interested in agriculture and have not attended 
school, die, hunger will come to the tribe because of 
the laziness of the youth; and they throw the blame on 
modern education, on Western Civilization, which has 
caused these changes (Soto 1973:175) 

Perhaps the saddest aspect of this pattern is that traditional 

Kuna parents have little they can teach their children. 

Virtually everything they know well is of no particular 

interest to today's youth. 

At best, Western education has been a double-edged 

sword. Although the negative consequences have been widespread 

and have disrupted the very heart of Kuna society and culture, 

Nele was correct in seeing that the outside world would soon 

engulf the Kuna unless they were prepared to meet the threat 

head-on. To do this, they would have to learn skills that 

would enable them to meet the foreigners on their own terms. 

11. I was a Peace Corps volunteer at an agricultural 
school in the Carti region for two years in the late 1960's. 
While there, I had ample opportunity to see youths sent from 
villages throughout San BIas. Those who came from the more 
acculturated islands, where they had spent all of their time in 
school, were hopelessly ignorant of agriculture. They 
frequently confused papaya plants with manioc, and one student 
once tried to shave the "eyes" -- which sprout the young plants 
-- from manioc stakes we were collecting for planting. He said 
they hurt his shoulder when he carried them. Students from 
traditional villages, on the other hand, were often seasoned 
farmers. 
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In this area the Kuna have been relatively successful. They 

are presently the most highly educated indigenous tribe in 

Panama; they have among their ranks lawyers, doctors, 

agronomists, biologists, sociologists, economists, and 

anthropologists who have studied in Europe, the united states, 

and Mexico. All of this talent, combined with the Kuna's 

innate sense of unity and organization, has allowed them to 

develop political mechanisms which have provided the means to 

exercise a highly effective influence in the Panamanian 

national arena. 

However, Nele at no time entertained the notion that his 

people should be transformed into Panamanians or that modern 

education would drastically alter their traditional way of 

life. This, in fact, is precisely what has 0~curred. Aside 

from picking up useful skills, they have had an alien value 

system, with all its accompanying prejudices and biases, 

imposed on them to the point where the generation gap is, to a 

tremendous extent, a cultural gap. For years, students in the 

schools have been told that the Kuna language is an inferior 

"dialect" -- presumably of Spanish -- and that education will 

prepare them for a life that is considerably more "civilized" 

than that of their parents, who are simple farmers. 

Traditional history and ritual have been seen as primitive and 

therefore amusing at best. In a community study done by 

students and faculty of the school in 1973, a list of beliefs 

related to curing is titled "superstitions." It is explained 
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by a footnote that says: "Through education one succeeds 

by bit to change this traditional mentality that in part 

affects them. The teaching of science makes them recognize 

their error" (Estudio de la Comunidad de Ustuppu 1973:44). 

All of this is accompanied by a tremendous amount of 

ambivalence. While the students are not like their parents in 

many ways, they are still Kuna. They may speak some Spanish 

and they have learned to read and write, but they are not 

Panamanians, either. It is common for the older men to accuse 

the youths of not being 'genuine Kuna' because they have no 

understanding or knowledge of traditional history and ritual, 

and they have no sense of what or whom is "important" in the 

traditional scheme of things. Their identity as 'genuine Kuna' 

is fragmentary, and their identification with Panamanians is 

even more tenuous. In a very real sense, the youths are 

neither fish nor fowl. 

During the past five or six years, many younger Kuna --

especially those with high school and university education -

have made attempts to find their cultural roots and reintegrate 

their identity. AS I mentioned in the Introduction to this 

ethnography, the stirrings of a generalized revitalization 

movement have been felt throughout San Blas; and Ustuppu has 

been one of the focal points of this effort to salvage the 

traditional foundations of Kuna identity. After many decades 

of giving their children Spanish names, babies are receiving 

names such as Ikwayakippi, Makiryai, and Olowisop; several 
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attempts have been made to set up Centers for the study of Kuna 

culture; native painters have been depicting traditional 

themes; and on Ustuppu, there have been attempts to obligate 

villagers r by means of legislation, to attend and participate 

in ritual ceremonies. 

Unfortunately, most of these projects have been either 

inconsequential or ineffectual, and there are several reasons 

why this inchoate revitalization movement will have difficulty 

flowering. First, attempts to tape-record and transcribe 

chants have been,marred by a lack of coherent methodology and 

poor coordination. Perhaps most important, the youths regard 

the traditional histories and curing chants as ~urious museum 

pieces rather than as vital knowledge that is utilized in the 

context of society. They want the chants because, they 

believe, they will tell them something about what it means to 

be a 'genuine Kuna;' they are not interested in becoming ritual 

specialists like their fathers. In other words, this interest 

in tradition holds different objectives for the two groups and, 

therefore, the the results are destined to be widely 

divergent. No matter what the youths manage to produce, they 

will remain fundamentally different from their fathers. 

Second, even those youths who are actively trying to 

record the traditions see no particular prestige value in what 

they are doing. Years ago, ritual specialists never expected 

monetary remuneration for their services. Instead, tney w~re 

accorded special status in the community, and this was reward 

enough. Except among a dwindling minority of elder Kuna, this 



is no longer the case, and because these professions demand 

long and arduous training, and fail to bestow either money or 

prestige upon their possessors, few youths are interested in 

embarking on ritual careers. 
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Third, efforts to legislate active participation in 

ritual events -- such as the puberty and Apsoket ceremonies 

will be blocked by lack of available time. Government 

employees on Ustuppu cannot drop everything for four or eight 

days and attend festivals, and single men providing for the 

needs of an entire household must work constantly to make ends 

meet. Furthermore, because of the present dependence on a cash 

economy, it is no longer possible to allow people to spend 

protracted periods learning ritual, gathering medicines in 

far-off corners of the jungle, or making lengthy preparations 

for ritual events. Quite simply, the people of ustuppu are 

absorbed with productive activities which leave them little 

time for anything else -- expecially when that "anything else" 

is poorly understood and only faintly believed in. 

Fourth, in order to understand Kuna ritual, and medicine 

in particular; one must have thorough knowledge of the jungle. 

He must know how to identify plants and animals; he must know 

how particular animals behave, where ponikana live and what the 

names ot their homes are, and a whole series of things that can 

only be learned through intimate and sustained contact with the 

mainland. without this knowledge, the chants are meaningless 

and medicines cannot be found. Unless the youths become 
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farmers like their fathers, any attempt to recover the past 

through the study of ritual knowledge will be futile and hollow. 

It is therefore probable that ustuppu, which was once 

the most renouned center of Kuna traditional knowledge, will 

soon be left with no more than a threadbare collection of 

ritual specialists. There are presently few youths studying 

ritual professions, and it is becoming necessary for those 

families who desire traditional ceremonies to import them from 

other communities. Okop Sukkun, by contrast, still promotes 

curing and other ritual pursuits in its gathering sessions and 

informally, and there are a number of youths who are actively 

studying to become specialists. There, ritual still has 

prestige value. However, as Okop Sukkun is inevitably drawn 

into the mainstream of economic, social, and cultural change 

that presently floods ustuppu, it is likely that this, too, 

will be affected and the current traditional way of life will 

suffer. 

As the Kuna confront the remainder of this century, they 

stand at a crucial transitional stage in their development. 

The old world is passing out of existence in some villages and 

hanging on for dear life in others, while the new world is 

stepping in to fill the void. Non-Kuna influences have reached 

virtually every corner of San BIas in ways that Nele and others 

never could have understood. Many observers have noted the 

remarkable way in which the Kuna have managed to adapt to the 

changing world that surrounds them, and have spoken of their 



vitality and instinct for survival(Stout 1947, Holloman 1969, 

Howe 1974). It may well be that the Kuna will manage to 

preserve their social, political, and economic autonomy oVer 

the next several decades. On the other hand, I am of the 

belief that the curing system described in this ethnography 

will not survive much longer in ustuppu; and it is only a 

matter of time before a similar fate overtakes ritual 

throughout San BIas. And I am not alone in this belief. 

vil~age elders in Ustuppu expressed it to me on numerous 

occasions. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF KAPUR IKAR ('THE WAY OF SPANISH PEPPER') 

In the late afternoon, the sun looks like gold, the trees 

are changing color. Beneath the hammock of the sick man the 

shamans (nerkan) (i.e., the spirit helpers of the chanter) are 

gathering together. The sun looks like silver; the last sounds 

of day are being heard; the clouds are like soot, like mud, like 

achiote. The shamans are standing vigil beneath the hammock of 

the sick man. 

The wife of the sick man approaches the group of shamans; 

she faces them directly and says: 

Ani ukatuleti ipekala kwimpokwa toki ipe upikka 
pillisikki-ye vapakilakanka kirpali onoe-ye soke 
ininattikwele-ye 

Two days ago my husband, along the beach (of the 
river), was going to find food for the children 

Ipe upikka pillisikki pupawar aipiriekwichittike an ipe 
purpa arkwattena na e sunna takke-ye ••• 

Along the beach (of the river) his body turned around, 
my (his) purpa fell, I see this as certain ••• 

Ani ukatuleti i~e tar kala kwim~okwa toki muukwa 
upikka pillisik i pupawar aipillte pupawal ituamaite 
pupawala muchuppimaite pupawar arkaswamai-te 

Two days ago my husband, along the beach of the water 
his body turned around, one leg went before the other, 
one leg followed the other, his legs opened and closed 



Muukwa upikka pillikine-ye pupawala tammipoe soke 
ininattikwele-ye ••• 
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At the beach of the water he was going to refresh his 
body ••• 

Muukwa upikka pillikine ani ipe purpa arkwattenai sunna 
tar takke-ye ••• 

At the beach of the water my(his) purpa fell, I see 
this as certain ••• 

The shamans answer: 

Ali ipi kilukwa apa-isekante kilukwa ulu 
toililelp.kante-ye an inna ipekkwa purpa katete waa-ye 

Which evil uncles? Did the Uncle Canoes 
Toililelekanl grab the purpa of my 'owner of chicha' 
(the man)? ....... " . 

Ali ipi kilukwa tar pinitolakante kilukwa tar 
pannat~~~ante-ye an lnna lpekkwa purpa ekwatte-te 

Which 'new' (i.e., strangers) Uncles? Did the Uncles 
from far away grab the purpa of my 'owner of chicha' 
(the man)? 

(The shamans suspect that Toililele has taken the man's purpa/ 

because it dropped at the spot along the river where 

Toilileleis whirlpool is located.) 

Ani kilu ulusumpa sunna W1Sl pinne ani kilu ulusumpa 
tataisa pinnerke ani kilu ulusumpase upoenae inna 
ipekkwa purpa pali-ye 

1. Toililele is the taim crocodile, which is the largest 
species of crocodile in San BIas. The crocodiles are often 
referred to as 'canoes' in the curing chants; they are the 
canoes of the ponikana. For this reason, the spirit language 
word for whirlpool is 'the house of the canoes' (ulusumpa). 
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We already know the whirlpools of the Uncles well, we 
have already seen the whirlpools of the Uncles, we will 
enter the whirlpools of the Uncles to find the purpa of 
the 'owner of chicha' (the man) 

The shamans look the man over. It happened to him 

suddenly; his body is palid, his eyes are misty. The shamans 

begin to enter the body of the man to see if his purpa is 

there. 2 They enter his mouth, they rise up to the tips of his 

hair. They do not find the purpa, and again speculate that 

Uncle Toililele is the culprit. 

From the direction of the rising sun (the east) the 

shamans begin arriving. The chanter tells the shamans that long 

ago Tiolele (Great Father) made them very powerful, he placed 

'hats" (kurkin) on thir heads: 3 

Kilu kwetulilelekanti unni pese walamakke p~e suli-ye 
sikkwa pe-i ka~upi eplriemai-ye 

The Uncles Kwetulilelekan4 are not powerful enough to 
approach you, they must pass rapidly around your domain 

2. There are eight purpakana normally in the body. One 
or more of these have disappeared, not all of them. If the 
entire collection is gone, death will result. 

3. The 'hats' and 'clothes' (below) represent special 
magical powers. 

4. Uncle Kwetulilele (plural: Kwetulilelekan) is one of 
the most powerful of the ponikana; he is sometimes represented 
as the 'chief' of the lesser ponikana (as in the Apsoket 
('Coversing') ceremony). 



Kilu Kwetulilelekan ailakki mola ipe kuekwichi kilu 
kwetulilelekan ailakki kurkin ipe kuekwich1mala ••• 
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(You are) superior to the Uncles Kwetulilekan, you own 
(powerful) clothes; (you are) superior to the Uncles 
Kwetulilelekan, you own (powerful) hats ••• 

Shaman Sainakkaselepalele5 has arrived; his body is 

growling 'uurrr,' his body is firm. Also present are Shaman 

Katturkkwalele (a tree), Shaman Kattepalele (kattepwala6), and 

Shaman Mummupalele (mummutwala; 'drunktree'). When the flowers 

of Shaman Drunktree are blooming, he is wearing a red hat. 

Shaman Ukkurwalalele (ukkurwala; balsawood) has arrived from the 

direction of the rising sun. He was given life by Tiolele at 

the beginning of time. When men have lost their purpakana they 

go to him for help. The chanter tells Shaman Balsawood how the 

men cut his body with their small, well-sharpened knives: they 

are carving Shaman Balsawood, they are cutting away chunks to 

form the arms and legs. They throw the chips on the ground, the 

ground is becoming white. Shaman Balsawood looks just like Kuna 

men as he is being carved. Long ago Tiolele (Great Father) 

placed Shaman Balsawood on the earth so Kuna men could use him 

to recover their abducted purpakana. 

5. The specialist who performed this chant did not know 
what this plant was. As the chants have been passed down from 
the epoch in which the Kuna lived on the mainland, miles frcm 
their present location in San Blas, some of the plants have 
never been seen by the chanters. 

6. Wala means 'tree.' 
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Shaman Ulu Kalelel (ina kalewala) and Shaman Ulalilele 

(ularwala; manzanillo) have arrived. They both have foul bark, 

and serve to 'confuse the road' (ikar opurre) of the ponikana. 

Shaman Ulu Soilapalele (soilawala), the 'dweller of the swamps,' 

comes with his body dripping sap. Also present are all the 

chile pepper shamans: Shaman Ulu Kwapurwikkwalele (kapur; 

Spanish pepper), Shaman Ulu Sankwalilele (the sankwa pepper), 

Shaman Ulu Yoplikkalele ('mashed pepper'), Shaman Ulu Ollopalele 

('round pepper'), Shaman Ulu Tipyanalelel ('roasted pepper'), 

and Shaman Pina-isepalele ('pepper mixed with salt'). Their 

foul 'clothes' are abundant, their foul 'hats' are abundant. 7 

When the 'evil ones' (ponikana) make road~ to the men, the 

pepper shamans are the ones who 'push things before them,' they 

'make everything smooth.' They throw aside the roads of the 

Uncles, they confuse the roads of the powerful Uncles. 

More shamans are present: Shaman Ulu Tawalilele (~~ita~.; 

a small plant with leaves like elephant ears), Shaman Ulu 

Satelikilele (sater; a black palm), and Shaman Nupukkalele 

(nupaw~la; a small palm). When it is raining, Shaman 

Nupukkalele's hats look like they are covered with saliva. The 

wind is pushing against him, his trunks are moving back and 

forth, they are shaking violently, they are bending. It looks 

7. The reference is to the leaves (clothes) and the 
fruits (hats), which are burned during the ceremony. The smoke 
of peppers is foul, like tear gas. 
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as if his trunks will not withstand the wind. His branches are 

bunching together, they are growling 'uurrr.' Long ago Tiolele 

(Great Father) placed his trunks in the valleys, he did not 

leave any of the valleys bare, the stood them in lines. 

All of the shamans are arriving, they are falling like 

rain. It is as if they are in their own house. They again look 

inside the man to see if the purpa is there: their eyes are 

looking straight ahead, their eyes are blinking. They are 

placing a round mark on the man's body to put 'good' blood into 

him (to make him well). The shamans are 'counting' the man's 

pu .. p~kana to see if they are complete, they are lining up. The 

shamans enter the man, they enter his mouth, they are climbing 

along the hammock rope to inspect the tips of his hair. The 

purpa is missing. They wond~r if uncle Tiolilele (the taim 

crocodile spirit) has grabbed it. 

The 'girl' Shaman Kelikkwalele (sia; cacao) has arrived. 

The 'girl' Cacao Shaman is told that in ancient times the nerkan 

(seers) transformed their eyes with her, they made their eyes 

strong with her. 8 And when the shamans enter the whirlpools 

of the Uncles, she is the one who carries the chicha. 9 

8. Seers use cacao smoke to aid their supernatural vision. 

9. In some of the curing chants the shamans prepare 
intoxicating chicha for the ponikana. The women are always in 
ch~=ge of carrying it. 
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Shaman Nukkuryalele has arrived from the direction of the 

rising sun. He is the shaman in the form of a cross. The 

chanter tells him: 

Olonukkuryapi pulamakkekwichi olonukkuryaka totoekwichi 
olonukkuryaka yalu saekwichi olonukkuryaka aiwila 
saekwichimale-ye 

The golden crosses are abundant, (you) dance with the 
golden crosses, (you) push the golden crosses back and 
forth on the ground, (you) run your hands up and down 
the golden crosses. 

Na kilukan iwal ekwanekwichi-ye kilu pulekan iwal 
opuryekwlchlmala 

(You) throw aside the roads of the Uncles, (you) 
confuse the roads of the powerful Uncles. 

More shamans have arrived: Shaman Nekapalele (nekawala), 

Shaman Tinkupalele (tinkuwala; 'dessicated tree'). Shaman 

Tinkupalele's body is disintegrating, it is oozing sap, it looks 

like gold. He throws aside and confuses the roads of the 

Uncles. Shaman Ulu Kulapalele (kulawala), Shaman 

Takketilikkwalele (takke; a spiny nettle), and Shaman 

Nuiknutililelel (nuinuwala) have arrived. The clothes and hats 

of these shamans are foul. Shaman Pariatilikkwalele (pariawala; 

pine) is present; he comes from the inside of the ships of the 

foreigners. lO Shaman Amimmilele (amimmi; sealing wax) has 

10. Pine is not found growing in San BIas. Boards washed 
up on the beach are used to carve nuchukana. It is always 
refer red to as 'the foreigner' (pilatola). 
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come: his clothes like fire; he looks like gold; his body is 

disintegrating, it is oozing. Mullele (a tree) and Shaman 

Sokkopalele(?} have also arrived: they look like gold; their 

bodies are disintegrating, they are oozing. 

Three bee shamans have arrived: Shaman Yatakunakkwalele 

(yata), Shaman Soimokkwalelel (soimu), and Shaman 

Siakunakkwalelel (sia uu seret). They will enter the whirlpools 

of the Uncles and entangle themselves in the hair of the 

uncles;ll they will throw aside and confuse the roads of the 

Uncles. The 'owners of the silver hooks,' two wild pineapple 

shamans named Shaman Oatilikkwalele (~) and Shaman Piikkwalele 

(pii), have arrived. Shaman Apyorkwalele (apyor; a small 

poisonous plant) and Shaman Puppurkwalele (puppur; a small plant 

with leaves like elephant ears) have come. Three small palm 

Shamans have arrived: Shaman Appinkialele (appin), Shaman 

Niparkwalelel (nipar), and Shaman Naiwarkwalele (naiwar). These 

are the 'silver cross shamans' (mania nakkruskwalelekana}12 

who will guard the patient against incusions of spirits of the 

dead. 13 The silver crosses are abundant; the shamans are 

11. All of these bees strike the hair of those who 
disturb their nests. 

12. Nakkrus: The word derives from the Spanish word 
"cruz." They are frequently used the guard the homes of people 
who are sick. 

13. When someone is ill, the spirits of the dead 
(ponikana) sometimes attack" 
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dancing with the silver crosses, they are pushing the silver 

crosses back and forth on the ground, they are running their 

hands up and down the silver crosses; they are throwing aside 

and confusing the roads of the spirits of the dead. 

From the direction of the rising sun Shaman Moikkwalele 

(moki; a vine with spines) and Shaman Nakkuttakarkwalele (takar; 

a species of wild banana)14 have come. They line up with 

Shaman Paipepelele (paipa; a small fire ant), who will spread 

out in all direction to throw aside and confuse the roads of the 

spirits of the dead. Shaman Tillapurukkwalele (tilla pilu; a 

small wasp) has come to aid Shaman Paipepelele. Shaman 

Akupanalele (akutupa; 'onion vine') has arrived with his foul 

clothes and foul hat. All of the shamans are lining up in 

preparation for the journey to the doman of the Uncles. 

Three vines covered with thorns make their appearance: 

Shaman Masikialele (maski), Shaman Wesarkialelele (wesarki), and 

Shaman Akkepanalelele (akkepantupa). The 'owners of the silver 

hooks' will grab and knock down the cloths of the Uncles. lS 

They wil be aided by Shaman Tinsailalelel (tisla; scissors), who 

will cut the cloths of the Uncles to shreds. Finally, Shaman 

14. The shaman's name, Nakkuttakarkwalele come from 
nakku, a small paddle-shaped stick used to make hammocks. The 
fruit of takar looks like these sticks. 

15. The Uncles often try to hide the purpa with these 
cloths; the cloths also close around the shamans to trap them 
when they are trying to find the purpa. 
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Upinalelele (kaupi)16 arrives from his domain in the mountains. 

The shamans are all assembled. The chanter informs them 

that the Uncles have curved roads (for the purpose of confusing 

the shamans). The shamans are told to make a single straight 

road to their destination. The chanter counsels the shamans 'as 

if they were the alina parrot, as if they were the ole-ole 

parrot. ,17 The pepper shamans are arriving: when they are 

ripe their small 'beads' (fruits) disperse on the ground, they 

bounce in all directions when they hit the ground. 

The shamans being to leave from under the sick man's 

hammock. Shaman Drunktree (Mummupalelele) is the leader of the 

shamans, the powerful shamans. They are placing themselves one 

behind the other. Their mission is not to be taken lightly: 

Nelekana walepunkana allasilikana ekwaileali-ye 
nelekana walepunkana kanatikkipi sunnumakkemalattipi-ye 
pel ourwalemalatti-ye 

The women of the shaman that laugh are being selected 
out; only the women of the shamans who speak strong 
(will go); all of them are serious 

Shaman Drunktree has summoned the 'chiefs' (shamans) from the 

direction of the rising sun. He wonders if Uncle Toililele (the 

16. Kaupi is any kind of tree on which a particular kind 
of bee or wasp is found. 

17. Both of these parrots learn to talk. 
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taim crocodile spirit) has taken the man's purpa. The shamans 

begin to run along the long walls of the house in search of the 

purpa; they turn around; they search the corners of the house, 

they search all around the house, they scour the ground. The 

purpa is not to be found. The shamans abruptly group together 

and decide to follow 'the path of the man,18 to find the purpa. 

In order to prepare themselves for a confrontation with 

the Uncles, they begin to change their clothes. 19 The lapels 

of their coats look like macaws, they look like the stomachs of 

macaws (yellow), they look like the backs of macaws (blue), they 

are iridescent, they are changing color. They put on their 

golden hats, which look like frogs (green). They put on eight 

hats. They hang long flutes around their necks; they put on 

flutes in the form of crosses, flutes made of armadillo skulls. 

They place eight bead necklaces the color of crab eggs (bright 

orange) around their necks. 20 They are making themselves 

powerful enough to confront the Uncles. 

The women of the shamans are changing their clothes, they 

ae making their bodies strong. Their blouses are like silver, 

18. The shamans are able to follow the spiritual 
'footprints' (kannala) of humans. 

19. The shamans always change their clothes before 
visiting the ponikana. This makes them strong. Note that 
chanters frequently -- and, some maintain, should always -
change their clothes and paint their faces with achiote before 
they perform. 

20. Kuna curing specialists customarily wear orange bean 
necklaces when they are working on a case. 
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they are like thin nets; they have kusep21 fruits hanging from 

the borders; their clothes are shining like stars, they are 

flashing like lightning bugs, the are like the pukkwa bird, they 

are changing colors; they are speckled like the ilupkwa bird 

(brown and white), they are yellow like the tulu bird, they are 

blue like the aitirkwa bird. They put strings of golden beads 

around their necks, the beads are hanging down. They put 

'golden nets' around their necks; the 'golden nets' are making 

noise, they sound like machetes hitting trees, they sound like 

bells ringing. The women put silver beads around their necks ••• 

Beneath the hammmock of the sick man the shamans are 

being counselled. They are told that they have been summoned 

for the purpose of enterin~ the whirlpools of the Uncles to 

search for the man's purpa. The chanter tells them to search 

the house again, but they do not find the purpa. The shamans 

abruptly gather together ceneath the hammock of the sick man. 

They turn around, they follow the footprints of the man. They 

enter the man's cooking house and search for the purpa there. 

The man's dogs are there: their throats are growling 'uurrr,' 

their eyes are the color of fire, their tongues are wagging 

outside their mouths, their 'tongue juice' (saliva) is dripping, 

it looks the dark blue juice of the koka plant. Shaman 

Drunktree addresses the shamans and the women: 

21. KUS(~ is a vine with small oblong fruits colored with 
green and white stripes. 
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tulekalati ailu sailakanakwa uurmaite tiki ailu 
sailakan akikiteti-ye inna ipekkwati purpalele 
kiklikute sokele kalakwen arkwattele kalakwen upotel~ 
tule na sunna wisi sulimalini-ye 

(if) the throats of the dogs growled 'uurrr,' (if) 
their throats snarled, perhaps the man's purpa started, 
suddenly it fell, suddenly it entered (into the earth); 
no one knows for certain 

They must explore all possibilities. 'Don't leave any place 

unsearched,' exhorts Shaman Drunktree. 

Finding nothing, they exit from the cooking house 

running. They follow the man's footprints to the 'river eye' (a 

deep pool) where the man had sat down to rest. The Isticky 

whirlpool' (ulusumpa poninnili kuna pirya wila) of the Uncles is 

looming before them. The shamans and the women gather 

together. Shaman Drunktree turns to them: 

weti kilu ulu toililerki nek ipe kuemai-ye patto 
tioleleti inna ipekanakwa esa tiipia ukakkakine kal 
ukki nukkini ulusumpakana tarmaitemala kine ipe kuemai 
neka peumakkemamai-ye neka sukkunmakkemamai neka amukan 
oLoemai neka amukan otoemai neka kutturkan otemal nek 
ulupa nek ipe kuemai-ye 

Here Uncle Canoe Toililele (the taim crocodile spirit) 
is living; long ago, Tiolele (Great Father) placed the 
whirlpools in lines, one behind the other, along the 
!river eye! (wateL hole) of the 'owners of chicha' 
(men); (Toililele) lives here; (the crocodiles) are 
making short canals into the shore, they are making 
bays, they are stirring up the place, they are making 
the place muddy; down below, they are living. 

There are many birds at the whirlpool. They are catching fish 

for the uncles. The kiptur bird (a small black and white 
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striped heron) is there. The kingfisher is spearing fish; he 

has a string of white beads around his neck, he as a crested hat 

sitting on his head; he is bobbing up and down on his 'clothes 

line, ,22 he looks like silver as he tilts from one side to the 

other; he is calling out 'kwi-kwi' with his flute. The 

kingfishers are diving down, they are rising up. They are 

spearing fish for the Uncles; the place smells of fish, the 

place stinks. The cormorants are dressed in jet black clothes, 

wit~ their silver nets they hold their breath under water. As 

they sit in the sun they are trembling, they are rocking back 

and forth with ther mouths open. 

The 'owners of the silver spoons' (the broadbills) are 

fishing. In the darkness they are coughing like tin pots, they 

are laughing. 23 The tuli bittern is fishing with his long 

thin beak; he is sitting looking the place over, he is laughing 

with his long thin beak. The sarkuk and toni herons (with 

curved beaks) are fishing and calling out. The tui tui --- ---
sandpiper is looking for fish. The 'owner of the golden claws' 

(a gull called uapu) is sitting on the rope which dries his 

22. The fisher birds string clothes lines in the branches 
of large trees, and quick to anger when men chop the trees down. 

23. The broadbill has a loud "tinny" call, and is usually 
heard at night. 
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silver nets, he is bobbing up and down, he is tilting from one 

side to the other; the place smells like fish ••• 

As the shamans march along the whirlpool, they observe 

Canoe Toililele: 

Ulusumpa yalapali-ye ulu toililele uluka tar 
naikuernai-ye ulu sanilekenai-ye ulu murumakkenai-ye 
karnrni pitilekenai-ye kammi kannalekenai-ke kilu kammi 
tup imakkenai pela esale pela kappanale ilu karnrni tup 
imakkekwa nai-ye 

Along the whirlpool, Canoe Toililele is arriving with 
his canoes, the canoes have curved backs, the canoes 
are covered with bumps; the paddles are pushing back, 
the paddles are sticking straight out; the Uncles' 
paddle chains are making noise, they all sound like 
machetes hitting trees, they all sound like bells 
ringing; the uncles' paddle chains are making noise. 

Pela urule urule kilu ulu tu alekele 
ki1u ulu tup lma e wa nal-ye 
opirmakkenai-ye ulusumpakana 
kunwalipi-ye 

They are all grating 'uurr uurr,' the Uncles' canoe 
chains are making noise, they all sound like chicadas, 
the Uncles' canoe chains are making noise; the surface 
of the water is turning over, the whirlpools are 
glistening (with phosphorescence), it all looks like 
sparks 

Pela nuinukiale ulukia purmakkekwa nai-ye 

It is all rotten, the canoes are abundant 

lpe upikka pillise ulu epiemai ipe upikka pillise ulu 
onakkwekwa mai-ye 

The canoes are pulling themselves onto the beach, they 
are being raised up onto the beach 
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Nak ipelel apinni-ye ulu oaemai nak ipelel apinni-ye 
esa kakku arkaemai nak ipelel apinni-ye esa kakkulukan 
ainapekwa mai-ye 

The canoes are drying themselves in the sun, their 
mouths are open in the sun, their mouths are open in 
the sun 

Tala tupakana pip~imakkemai pela kunwalepi-ye 
olotakket1 yop1-ye 

Their eyes are blinking, they all look like sparks, 
they look like gold 

Apa-isekan ~al ainiemai urwe tulekana pal ainiemai kilu 
kwetu111ele an pal a1n1ekwa ma1-ye 

The 'foul ones' (i.e., ponikana) are streaming out (of 
their mouths), the 'angry ones' are streaming out, the 
Uncles Kwetulilelekan are streaming out 

Canoe Toililele receives the shamans and the women. He 

addresses Shaman Drunktree: 

Aya lele mummupalele ipi sunna ulale kine an ulusumpase 
upoe tanik~i sunnakwa-ye 

Friend Shaman Drunkwood, what are you after, you come 
entering my whirlpool? 

Shaman Drunktree responds: 

Pali pinasaeti yalapali-ye naka tar pe ulusumpase upoe 
tanikki sunna 

I have just come here (for no particular reason), I 
come entering your whirlpool. 

Canoe Toililelel is doubtful: when the shamans arrive at his 

domain fully dressed, they are always up to something. 



Kepe tar pali pinasaeti ~alapali kepe ilakwena pan 
ulusumpase llakwen upoetlmalat ku kep ipi tar 
sokekute-ye 

Well, (you say) you have just come here; well, each 
time you enter my whirlpool you are after something 

Shaman Drunkwood insists that he and his followers are making 
nothing more than a friendly visit: 

Ali kusakua naka tar pe takkemalatite-ye animala 
tarkwena tarkwena mola oplnyemalattte-ye anlmala 
tarkwena tarkwena mola akkaloemalatlte-ye 

We are always coming to see you, we change into 
different clothes, we put on different clothes. 
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Canoe Toililele chen asks Shaman Drunkwood if he is sufficiently 

powerful to come to his whirlpool. Shaman Drunkwood replies: 

unni ittoekua pinne naka tar pe ulusumpase upoe tanikki 
sunna-wa-ye 

I have strength, (for this reason) I come entering your 
whirlpool 

Ali ipi kwena suli-ye naka tar pe takke 
tanikkerke-wa-ye ani kaappoliwala otitimakke 
tanikkerke-ye ani kaappoliwala opipinye 
tanikkerke-wa-ye ani kaappoliwalakine naka tar pe sata 
pipinerke 

There is nothing here (that I am afraid of), I come to 
see you; my walking stick is coming hitting the ground, 
my walking stick is coming waving in the air, with my 
walking stick do you want me to hit you? 

Uncle Toililele asks Shaman Drunktree why he is behaving in this 

manner, and Shaman Drunktree explains: 
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Ali tule mummutti pakka yopi-ye ali tar pe ittoetina 
tule inna kay yappa yoitti tule ali tar pe ittoetina-ye 
tule ani kaya kwena oakkuoe suittirpa-ye 

I am like a drunk man, do you hear? I am the man with 
chicha in his mouth, do you hear? I am the man whose 
mouth is never quiet. 

At this point, Shaman Drunktree reveals the object of his 

mission: 

Ipe tar kala kwimpokwa to~i an inna ipekkwa purpa 
ekwatte-ye kep na pe sunna wisi kuali kepe na pepa upoe 
tanikkirkemai~ 

Two days ago, my 'owner of chicha's (the man's) Eurpa 
was made to fall, you are learning; well; (for t ~s 
reason) I come entering to you 

Canoe Toililele claims ignorance of the matter: 

Aya lele mummupalele na pe-i inna ipekkwa purpate kwena 
wisi suli mai-ye yapakilakampi sunna wisi mai-ye 
ulusumpap~ sunna w~s~ ma~-ye 

Friend Shaman Drunktree, I know nothing of the eurpa of 
your 'owner of chicha'; I only know about my ch~ldren, 
I only know about my whirlpool 

Shaman Drunktree becomes angry with this reply: 

We inna ipekkwa purpate kwena sunna wisi suli mai-ye 
pal~ panka soke~n~natt~kwele-ye yapak~lakampi sunna 
wisi mai-ye ulusumpapi sunna wisi mai-ye pali panka 
soke~n~nattikwele-ye 

You know nothing of the purka of the 'owner of chicha' 
you have told me; you only now about your children, 
you only know about your whirlpool, you have told me 

We inna ipekkwati ipe tar kala kwimpokwa toli-~e apalis 
ueleali-ye na ulu uepa kurkin ulu apa yarunema~ we ika 
pa pali kuenai pali sunna-ye 

Two days ago the owner of chicha's blood began to heat 
up, his body became hot, his kurkin is splitting. How 
is it that this is happening? 
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We inna ipekkwatina-ye purpapa suli pinasaemai-ye kilu 
ulusumpasikkipi-¥e tala tup aipurie e inna ipekana e 
walepunkana tatalsati pakka yopl-ye kilu 
ulusumpasikkipi-ye 

The 'owner of chicha' is very worried about his purpa; 
off toward the whirlpools of the Uncles his eyes are 
seeing things; (the creatures) he sees toward the 
whirlpools of the Uncles are like (Kuna) men and women 

tala tup aipuriemai we ika tar pali kuenai pali sunna 

His eyes are seeing things. How is it that this is 
happening? 

Inna ipekanakw~ esa tiipia ukakkakine ulusumpa ipe 
kue-ye pe sokemala leye inna lpekana purpa takkali 
sokele ali yeunni kusakua yepe taemalatite-ve n~!5a 
saila unni na pe ulusumpa sunna wisi pinnerke neka 
saila unni na pe ulusumpa tataisa pinnerke-ye naka tar 
peki upoe tanikkirke-ye 

You say you live in the whirlpool along the 'river eye' 
(pool) of the 'owners of chicha'; when you are after 
the purpa of the 'owners of chicha' you always grab it 
quickly; this is the way you always behave. Back in 
ancient times, I learned about your whirlpool; back in 
ancient times I saw your whirlpool; (for this reason) I 
come entering to you 

Tule teki taemalatti-ye pul ipi napittirke-ye tule teki 
taemalatti-ye pul ipi napitti sulirke-ye 

Men who behave like that, is that correct? Men who 
behave like that, that is n~t correct. 

Tule weki taemalatti-ye kati inna ipekankala-ye na pe-i 
ulu ulamaita pinnerke ie inna ipekana kati pe-i ulu 
ealita p~Enerke-wa-ye 

It is certan that men who act like that, I can turn 
your canoes over to the 'owners of chicha', the 'owners 
of chicha' will certainly destroy your canoes 

Kati naka tar pe-i ulu ealita pinnemokerke-ye 

It is certain that I can also destroy your canoes 
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Kati naka tar peka kana oteta pinnerke-xe nekapilli 
ulupali-ye neka tar paapakkase olonakk1fa pilliseka-ye 
ani kilu pulekanka olokana oteanai-ye naka tar 
piekwicherke-ye 

It is certain that I can lower your 'stools' (i.e., 
swamps} 23 down below the earth, to the eighth level, 
to the level of olonakkila24 ; for my strong uncles I 
will lower your golden 'stools', I believe 

Ani kilu pulekankala olokana okwichanai-ye naka tar 
piekwicherke-ye 

I will stand the golden 'stools' of my strong uncles 
upright, I believe 

Ani kilu pulekanka olokana eunae-ye naka tar 
piekwicherke-ye 

I will overturn the golden 'stools' of my strong 
uncles, I believe 

Ani kilu pulekankala ulusumpa tinamakkanai-ye naka tar 
piekwicherke-wa-ye 

I will dry up the whirlpools of my strong uncles, I 
believe 

Uncle Toililele cannot speak. When he finds his voice, 

he repeats that he only knows of his children and his 

whirlpools. The shamans begin to turn around; they turn to the 

north, then to the south; they are looking throughout 

Toililele's house for the man's purpa. They cannot find it. 

23. The swamps are said to be the 'stools' of the 
crocodiles. 

24. All of the levels of the cosmos are named. 
Olonakkila is the level of the nakki tree, a very hard tree. 
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They gather together in a group, then set off for another 

whirlpool, the 'dirty water deep whirlpool' (ulusumpa ipe amukka 

kuna pirya wila), which is the domain of Uncle Canoe 

Nonnolilele. 25 The shamans confront Uncle Nonnolilele exactly 

as they had dealt with Uncle Toililelel. Then they search the 

house, fail to find the purpa, and leave for another whirlpool. 

They come to the 'muddy deep whirlpool' (ulusumpa ipe kutturkwa 

kutturaki kuna pirya wilka) and confront a third crocodile 

spirit, Uncle TiilileleD 26 The same sequence of events takes 

- -place, and the shamans return to the domain of Uncle Toililele. 

Uncle Toililele again asks Shaman Drunktree what he is up 

to, and after a converation similar to that which was carried on 

initially, the shamans are directed by Shaman Drunktree to 

search the house. 'Don't leave any of the inside corners of 

Uncle's house unsearched,' says Shaw-an Drunkwood. They find 

nothing at first, and decide to look through the far rooms of 

the house. They note that the cloth~ hanging in Uncle's house 

are closed, ant Shaman Drunktree asks Uncle Toililele why this 

is so. The cloths are the color of the purin bird (blue-gray), 

striped, the color of achiote (red); they are thin like spider 

25. The nonnor crocodile, which is medium sized. 

26. The tiir crocodile, which is the smallest variety. 
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webs. The cloths are rippling in the breezec Shaman Drunkwood 

tells Uncle Toililele that he knows that when he steals a purpa 

he often hides it behind his cloths. At first Toililele denies 

this by saying that long ago Tiolele made the cloths for him; 

but finally he admits his guilt: 

Aya lele mummupalele inso na pe-~ ~nna ipekkwa purpa 
teki-wa-ye ipe kute pinne sokekua-ye inna ipekkwa purpa 
tek~-ye kate pinne sokekua-ye ~nna ~pekkwa purpa teki 
peka palimite-weye ipi kwena sokemai pani takke kute-ye 

It is certain that the purpa of your 'owner of chicha' 
is already living her; I have already grabbed the purpa 
of the 'owner of chicha' do you believe that I will 
give you the purpa of the 'owner of chicha' No one can 
tell me things. 

Shaman Drun~tree answers Toililele: 

Ali tule weki anka ipi sokepie naka tar 
p~ekwlcheker-wa-ye yoo an aplsualeletlna-wa-ye anka 
kanakan yekuenae ali tar ~e ittoetina-ye yoo an 
ap~sualele anka olokammu ~walakan altarlenai ali tar 
ittoetina-wa-ye kep an apisualele tina anka kanakan 
yekute soitakele kep an apisualeletina kep anka 
olokammu iwalakan aitalite sokele kepe an inna ipekkwa 
purpa teki-ye kepe kilukana pakka mesa nek ipe kuto 
sokini-wa-ye kepe kilukana pakka mesa kalu pilli ipe 
kuto sokini-wa-ye 

That is what I wanted you to say to me, I am 
understanding; my chanter, for me the chanters are not 
yet tired, I feel; my chanter's 'golden tunnel road' 
(i.e., throat) has not yet disintegrated, I feel; my 
chanter, for me the chanters have not yet tired; if my 
chanter's golden tunnel road' were to disintegrate, 
then the purpa of my 'owner of chicha' would stay 



living together with the Uncles; then it would stay 
living in the domain together with the Uncles 27 
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uncle Toililele again asks Shaman Drunkwood if he has sufficient 

strength to come to his whirlpool, then invites him to sit on 

one of his golden stools. This is an old trick of the ponikana 

that is well understood by Shaman Drunktree: 

We pe olokana sunna isepakana sunna wepa kana sunna 
n~nn~lapakana sunna aitarwapakana kwena sunna w~s~ suli 
naka tar peki upoe tanikkirke-wa-ye 

Those, your golden stools are very bad; truly, those 
stools are very sticky; truly, they are very gummy 
('melted'); I know nothing about them (i.e., I do not 
want to have anything to do with them); I come entering 
to you. 

Patto tioleletina-wa-ye tule olokana sulitti-ye anka 
neka wimaisarke-wa-ye tule kwichitti-wa~ye na yala 
takkurke-wa-ye tule kwich~ kwichitti-ye na yala 
takkus~lla-wa-ye 

Long ago, Tiolele (made me) a man without golden 
stools, he made the world for me; I am the man who 
stands, thus I am; I am the standing man, thus I am. 28 

Toililele asks Shaman Drunkwood if he would like to rest a while 

in one of his golden hammocks, but the offer is likewise 

declined. Then uncle Toililele asks if the Shamans would like 

27. If the chanter becomes exhausted and cannot continue 
singing, there will be no one to direct the shamans and the 
women, and they will fail in their mission. 

28. The shamans never sit down in the homes of the 
ponikana. 
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29 to playa bit with thier golden hats. 'We have not yet 

played with the golden hats,' says Uncle Toililele. Several of 

the nuchu shamans are mentioned, and finally Shaman Drunkwood 

indicates 'Friend Shaman Short' (Aya Lele Toitokkwa),30 who is 

standing nearby. Shaman Short is standing at the base of the 

center post of the house; he is wearing a shirt, alid the hat on 

his head is firm and heavy. Uncle Toililele extends an 

invitation to Shaman Short, and he comes over. He is not as 

tall as uncle Toililele. Uncle Toililele places his golden hat 

on Shaman Short's head. He doesn't feel the weight; the golden 

hat begins to jump up and down, it falls to the ground. 

Shaman Short then places his hat on Uncle Toililele!s 

head, Ito see whose golden hat is the heaviest.' Uncle 

Toililele cannot remain standing; his body be~ins to lower to 

the ground. He cries out: 

Inso makana ittomo-ini-ye pe 010 kurkinaka unnikwichi 
kuele suli makana ittomo-~ni-ye 

It is certain I am also understanding that I am not 
sufficiently strong for your golden hat; (this) I am 
understanding 

Shaman Drunktree exhorts his shamans to accomplish what 

they have come for. All the chile pepper shamans go into action 

29. As has been mentioned, the hats (kurkin) represent 
power. The shamans and the ponikana exchange hats to see who is 
the strongest. 

30. Shaman Short is kattepwala, which is a small tree. 
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with their golden hats. They lift their goldent hats from their 

heads and foul smoke begins to rush out, to become abundant in 

the whirlpool of the Uncles. The smoke looks like burning 

spider webs; the house is full of smoke, it is full of clouds of 

smoke. The shamans with foul bark lift off thir hats, and the 

smoke spreads out in all directions, it goes up in lines. Uncle 

Toililele's lungs are clogged, his throat is drying up. He is 

like a man who has been hurt; he is thrashing around the floor, 

his clothes are becoming muddy. Uncle Toililele calls out: 

'Friend shamans, you are a bit too much for me.' 

Shaman Drunktree retorts: 

we-ye 

How can be too much for you? Why are you telling me 
this? If you have the purpa of the 'owner of chicha' 
if you have grabbed the purpa of the 'owner of chicha', 
you will have to send (us) the purpa of the 'owner of 
chicha.' You shouldn't speak to me in that way. Why 
do you tell me these things? 

Uncle Toililele calls out: 

Aya lelekana na pe wisa yamoemala natite-wa-ye inna 
ipekkwa purpate peka palimitoenatite-wa-ye 

Friends Shamans, I was just making jest with you. I am 
going to send to you the purpa of the 'owner of chicha' 



Shaman Drunktree continues angrily: 

Iki na pali yamoenaimala pali sunna-ye tule selekana 
naka ipi sokkalimalatite-ye tule selekana na 
apsoalimalatite-wa-ye iki na pali yamoenaimala pali 
sunna-ye 
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How can you be making jest? We are mature men, we are 
speaking these things. We are mature men conversing 
with each other. How can you be making jest? 

Shaman Drunktree has lost his hat in the confusion and is 

beginning to lose control of himself. He asks his shamans to 

get him another hat, and when they place it on his head he 

quiets down. He turns to his men and tells them to search for 

the purpa. 'You must not fail me,' he says. 

Shaman Drunktree calls the wind that spins like vultures 

from the direction of the rising sun; he calls the wind that 

spins like a funnel. The winds begin to blow: they are pulling 

the house of the Uncles up by the foundations, the house feels 

like it is not sufficiently strong to resist. The door of the 

house begins to lift off. It is making noises like the tops of 

pots of chicha ("clack clack"), it is shinning like silver (in 

the sun). It looks like it will pull off in one piece 

uncle's children are stretched out along the walls. They 

begin to disperse as the shamans break through their ranks. The 

shamans run through the gap in the children of Uncle. They rush 

to the fourth division of the cloth enclosure of Uncle, and see 

the purpa of the man sjtting in a corner. It is crying, it is 

thinking of its body. Shaman Drunktree steps forward and speaks 

to the lost purpa: 
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Kepe na pe sunna wisi kuali-ye kepe na pepa upoe 
tanikkirke-waye yoo an apisualeletina anka kanakan 
yekuenai ali tar pe ittoetina-ye yoo an apisualele anka 
olokammu iwalakan aitarienai ••• 

I have found out that you were here, {for this reason} 
I come entering to you. My chanter, for me the 
chanters have not yet tired, I feel; my chanter's 
'golden tunnel road' {throat} has not yet 
disintegrated ••• 

Shaman Drunktree tells his men to pick up the purpa. He 

explains that they must not leave any pieces of the purpa 

behind: 'don't leave the purpa of the saliva behind; don't 

leave the purpa of the fingers behind; don't leave the purpa of 

the hair behind!,' he shouts. If the purpa is not complete, the 

man will suffer from recurrent attacks of sickness. The shamans 

pick up the purpa, cover it with a cloth to protect it, and 

carry it on their hip {like a child}. They turn around and 

begin to leave Uncle's house. Shaman Drunktree tells the sticky 

sap shamans to repair the split door of the Uncles. They smear 

it with sap, they nail it, they make it strong, 'they make it 

like it was.,31 The shamans and the women stream out of the 

'river eye' {deep pool}, gather together, and summon medicines 

to cool the purpa. The medicines begin arriving from the 

river's headwaters: akkwanusa (river agate), aituk (small river 

plant), sikki (small river plant), sakkwa (small river plant), 

tianna (large tree), kuppir!lala (large tree). 

31. They always seal the doors of·the ponikana to prevent 
pursuit as they return to the patient with his purpa. 
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As they beat a retreat from the whirlpool of the Uncles 

they spread silver nets over the road to prevent the 'children' 

of Uncle from corning after them. They place silver nets to the 

east, the west, the north, and the south. They make the nets 

strong, then take the road leaving the river in the direction of 

the sick man. They rush forward, corning to rest below the 

hammock of the man. Shaman Drunktree turns to his followers: 

Weki inna ipekkwakala e ulukka sailase ka purpalel 
onakkemalakweloe ka purpalel oupokemalakweloe weki inna 
ipekkwakala e ulukka sailaseka ka purpalel onakke 
suli-ye ka purpalel oupoke suli-ye an kualimala sokele 
kepe inna ipekkwatina yoki urwetulele e ulukka saila 
yalataite kuatite 

For this 'owner of chicha' lift the purpalele32 into 
his body, place the purpalele (in this body); if you 
don't lift the purpalele into the body of the 'owner of 
chicha' if you don't place the purpalele (into his 
body), then the 'angry ones' (the uncles) will finish 
the 'owner of chicha' off, his body will corne and go 
with fever. 

The shamans begin to lift the purpa into the man's body with 
care. They lift the purpa into the middle of his body, into his 
lips, into the tongue, into the tips of his hair. The purpakana 
had been dispersed; now they have been put together again. 

The shamans now begin to stand vigil over the man. They 
lift off their hats and the air is filled with foul smoke. 33 
The chanter counsels the shamans: 

! 

32. The suffix-lele is used to show the supernatural 
quality of the purpa. 

33. At this point in the chant, the chanter often burns 
peppers, etc., in a small clay incense pot. The foul smoke 
'confuses the road' ponikana might take to the patient. 
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Inna ipekkwati peka pinakinkuali tali sokele iki sunna 
W1S1 sul1tt1 k1ne-ye tulalel 1nau u s1kk1-ye peka 
pupawal aipilite pali soitakele-ye pal aipilisa pinne 
mokoe nikka wawannisa pio suli-ye nelekana pe uanae 
ku-ye 

We do not know if the man will become ill again. If he 
goes in the direction of his medicine canoe (to bathe), 
you go with his also; do not separate yourselves (from 
him)~ shamans, (the chanter) is counselling you 

••• ipe upikka pillisikki peka pupawal aipilite pali 
soitakele-wa-ye ••• 

•.• if he goes toward the beach, you go with him also ••• 

Kilulele ponikkalelekana iki tar pe impaki inna ipekkwa 
tarpawala osea11 pa11 sokele 1k1 tar pe 1mpak1 ~nna 
ipekkwa tarpawalakana ekwatnali pali soitakele-ye 

The honikkalelel (honikana) Uncles might take the purpa 
of t e 'owner of c ~cha' from between you, they might 
make the purpa of the 'owner of chicha' fall from 
between you. 

All of the shamans begin to line up beneath the hammock 

of the sick man. The nakkrus (cross) shamans begin to line up. 

The chanter tells the shamans that if they don't do their job 

well, the purpa will be taken away again. If this happens, the 

people present will doubt the skill of the chanter; even the 

neighbors will question his abilities. The chanter tells them 

that before the sun rises in the morning their kurkin (i.e., 

power) will be ebbing; but as the sun rises in the sky their 

power will increase, they will become Btrong. The chanter 

places the shamans to the east, to the west, to the north, and 

the south. He counsels them for the last time beneath the 

hammock of the sick man ••• 
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APPENDIX B 

SUIY1..MARY OF srA rKA~ ('THE ~·~AY OF C?"C.':..O') 

The chanter begins by counselling the cacao shamans, who 

are present: 

Nele tar kelikkwalele yolinalele tula nuakkwalele-ye na pe 
tulakwa uanaalikua-ye 

Shaman Cacao, the yolin-colored (red) shaman, the alive 
good shaman, your aliveness is being counselled 

Nele tar tioleleti nuitakketi kine-ye pe sailakanakwa 
urpite kua-ye pel uanae-alepl-ye 

Shaman Tiolele (Great Father) placed your trunks (on the 
earth) with good appearance in mind; they have all been 
counselled 

Nele tar tioleleti nuitakketi yalapali-ye sailakanakwa 
okwichite kua-ye pel uanae-alepi-ye 

Shaman Tiolele (Great Father} stood your trunks on the 
mountains with good appearance in mind; they have all been 
counselled 

Sucessively, the chanter calls eight kinds of cacao 

shaman: yolin-colored (red), blue, two-colored (sakoalet: 

'ripening'), white-faced, black, fire-colored, blue two-colored, 

and white-faced two-colored. The shamans are told how Tiolele 

(Great Father) unfolded the surface of the earth for them, made 

little hills on it, and stood their trunks in lines. They are 

told how Tiolele informed them of their mission on earth: 



Peti nelekan sokekua-ye peti tarpakana sokekua-ye inna 
ipekkwa purpate kepe noe takkenaimala-ye kep ipi tar 
sokekute-ye nelekana pe uanae-ye 
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Your are Shamans, you are spirits, you are able to see the 
purpa of the men, that is the way things are; Shamans, you 
are being counselled 

The Cacao Shamans begin to move in circles, looking all 

about in search of the patient's purpa. Before the spiritual 

eyes of the shamans is the man.l(The shamans are viewing the 

man's past actions, trying to reconstruct his activities at the 

time when he lost his purpa) He is 'gathering together the 

strings of his heart' (i.e. thinking). He heads in the 

direction of the rising sun, along the beach, to find food for 

his children. He picks up his paddle; then turns around to 

leave. 

The shamans are following his footsteps, searching for 

the man's purpa. They check the man's cooking house, making 

sure to leave no place unsearched. They set off running, 

between the houses in the village, following the foot.steps of 

the man. The man was feeling strong when he passed this way; he 

walked along the beach, then ~urned around and stopped. The 

shamans and the women turn around and group together at this 

spot. 

On the beach the man pushed his canoe into the sea; the 

canoe split the water apart as it slid in. He stepped into the 

canoe, grabbed his paddle, and paddled out to sea. The shamans 

follow his path, running at a fast pace. Along the path the man 

took, 'the deep blue whirlpool' (ulusumpa arrali pirya wila) is 
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looming; this is the whirlpool of the Uncles(the ponikana). 

Here the man stopped to fish for a while. He was feeling good 

and catching fish. The shamans gather together and wonder if 

'perhaps the purpa was startled' here, adding: 'no one knows'. 

There.is another whirlpool that the man visited that day: 

'the deep rising-up whirlpool '(ulusump~ onakkwiali pirya 

wila) • 

The shamans ask themselves if the 'Uncles' living here could 

have taken the purpa. As they stand near the whirlpool they see 

the Uncles entering, one by one: Uncle Shaman Shark, Uncle 

Shaman Dolphin, Uncle Shaman Stingray. Did one of them grab the 

man's purpa? Then Uncle Shaman Water Jaguar arrives; he is 

wearing woolly clothes, and round fruits are hanging from the 

border of his shirt. Successively, Uncle Shaman Demon, Uncle 

Shaman Fish-man, and Uncle Shaman Kwetuli stream into the 

whirlpool, corning from far out at sea. 

The shamans and the women are dashing in circles, 

searching everywhere for the purpa of the man. Did the purpa 

jar loose here? Yes: 

ulusumpa ?nakkwali pirya wila ukakkakine-ye apa-isekanti 
inna ipekkwa purpalele kal upoteti kannalapa nelekan 
upoali-ye walepunkan upoali-ye tar nek ulupali-ye 

Into the deep rising-up whirlpool the evil ones entered 
with the purpa of the man; the shamans enter (following 
the) footprints, the women enter, under the surface (of 
the sea) 

The shamans and the women arrive at the first level, then 

gather together in a group. They all see the crocodiles that 



live there; the three kinds of 'Uncle Canoes' are long, they 

are fuzzy like clouds, their backs are bent. 2 Then the 
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shamans come to the domain of Uncle Kwetuli. They enter the 

house, and notice that the cloth enclosures of the Kwetuli 

Uncles are closed, shrouding the place, fluttering and waving in 

the breeze (a sure sign that something is being hidden). 

The shamans enter the cloth enclosures, and at the second 

division they see the purpa seated, crying. It is thinking 

about the body from which it has been taken. The shamans inform 

the purpa that they have come searching for it. They pick it 

up, place it inside a cool cloth, and lift it up (onto their 

hip). Then they turn around and set off for the surface; they 

begin to leave the deep rising-up whirlpool. They arrive at the 

surface and come to another domain of Uncle Kwetuli, which also 

has closed cloth enclosures. They search it, find some 

additional pieces of the purpa, and lift them, together with the 

original purpa, into cool cloths. They 'measure' the purpa to 

make certain it is complete. When they are satisfied, they set 

off for the patient's house. 

They arrive at the village and immediately line up 

beneath the hammock of the patient. The chanter tells the 

shamans that the 'evil ones' have placed a hot hat on the 

patient's head, and dressed him in hot clothes. Medicines are 

summoned to cool his body. Then the shamans begin to lift the 

pieces of purpa up, and place them inside the body. They take 

the purpa out of the cool cloth and place it in his hair. The 
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cacao shamans are reminded again that Great Father placed them 

on earth, stood their trunks in lines; the cacao shamans are the 

'children' of the Great Father, and the Great Father has 

counselled them. 

Beneath the hammock of the sick man, clay braziers are 

being placed. The hot coals are being mounded together inside 

the brazier, and sparks are rising up in the air. Eight cacao 

seeds are placed on the coals, and as they burn the smoke rises 

up. The 

chanter counsels the cacao shamans, just as Tiolele counselled 

them long ago. His final advice is to cool the purpa of the 

patient ••• 
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APPENDIX C 

MUU'S FLOWERS 

Muu tar mese pillikine muu olotutukana itittiletemalarke 

On Muu's table, Muu's golden flowers are standing in rows 

Muu mese pillikine muu olotutukanter kololekepukkwamalarke 

On MUu's table, Muurs golden flowers are becoming yellow 

Muu mese pillikine muu olotutukanter kololetemalarke 

On MUu's table, Muu's golden flowers have become yellow 

Muu olotutukana tar-ye appirmakkeyola mese pillikin-ye 

Muu's golden flowers are entwined on the table 

Muu olotutukana tar-ye aimikumakkeyola mese pillikin-ye 

Muu's golden flowers are curling around on the table 

Muu olotutukana aimikulete-ye mese pillipalerke 

Muu's golden flowers have become curled on the table 

Muu olotutukana-ye appirmakkeyolakirke 

MUu's golden flowers are entwined 

Muu olotutukana tar-ye paniitu tena appirmaitemalarke 

Muu's golden flowers have become entwined before you-me 

Tarpa apinnl muu olotutukan aipineyolaki 

With the wind against them, MUu's golden flowers are 
turning around 



Tarpa apinni muu olotutukana piknimakkeyolakirke 

with the wind against them, MUu's golden flowers are 
swaying back and forth 

Tarpa apinni muu olotutukana aitiirmakkeyolakirke 

with the wind against them, Muu's golden flowers are 
singing 

Tarpa apinni muu olotutukana imakkeyolaki kalilikwale 

with the wind against them, MUu's golden flowers are 
making noise, they are like cicadas 
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Tarpa aoinni muu olotutukana imakkenai pela olosikkwi keli 
purwakwale 

with the wind against them, Muu's golden flowers are 
making noise, they are all like the winds of the golden 
keli bird 

Tarpa apinni olotutukana imakkeyolaki kue unni tule 
ukakkapa pal ittosa pie sulirke 

with the wind against them, the golden flowers are making 
lots of noise; (because of the noise) the people nearby 
cannot hear (anything) 

Tarpa apinni per wawatikki-ye per olotutu mese pilli 
wawamakkeyolakirke 

with the wind against them they are all fragrant, all the 
golden flowers on the table are fragrant 

Per wawatikki muu posumpa wawamakkenairke 

All are fragrant, Muu's house is fragrant 

Mese pillipa muu olotutukana nikwamakkepukkwamalarke 

Along the table, MUu's golden flowers are climbing in 
spirals 
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Mese pillik muu olotutukana nikwalekepukkwamalarke 

On the table, Muu's golden flowers are climbing in spirals 

Mese pilliki muu olotutukana aipineyolakirke 

On the table, MUu's golden flowers are turning around 

Mese pilliki muu olotutukana piknimakkeyolaki per 
maniakwalerke 

On the table, Muu's golden flowers are swaying back and 
forth, they are all like silver 

Mese lilliki muu olotutukana kwile yolakirke mese pilliki 
muu 0 otutukana a1nokamakkenanal-ye 

On the table, MUu's golden flowers are dancing; on the 
table, Muu's golden flowers are opening up like cups 

Punawaka olo-aitokalisopi nuka pie yolakirke 

The Sisters Olo-aitokalisopi 2 are naming things (i.e. 
talking) 

Mese pilliki muu olotutukana ai-iye tar yolaki 

On the table, Muu's golden flowers are moving back and 
forth 

Punawaka olo-aititili nuka pie yolakirke 

The Sisters Olo-aititili are naming things (i.e. talking) 

Mese pilliki muu olotutukana tar-ye appirmakkeyolaki-ye 

On the table, Muu's golden flowers are entwined 

Punawaka olo-epirtili nuka pie yolaki 

The Sisters Olo-epirtili are naming things (i.e. talking) 

2. This and all the subsequent 'sisters' are types of 
flowers belonging to Muu. Their names are in the language of 
the spirit world; I do not know their colloquial names. 
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Mese pillikine punawaka olo-aipikitili tarpa pie yolaki 

On the table, the Sisters Olo-aipikitili are sending wind 
(i.e. singing) 

Mese pilliki aitiirmakkeyolakirke 

On the table, they are singing 

Tiolele nekase pakkale olotutukana aitiirmakkenanai 

Across to the domain of Tiolele (Great Father), the golden 
flowers are singing3 

Mese pilliki manitutukana aitiirmakkenanai 

On the table, the silver flowers are singing 

Tiolele uu impase pakkale manitutukana aitiirmakkenanai-ye 

Across to the streets of Tiolele (Great Father), the 
silver flowers are singing. 

3. MUu's house is located on the fourth level of the 
cosmos. The songs sung by Muu's flowers are being heard in the 
domain of Great Father, who lives on the eighth level. 
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APPENDIX D 

SAPTUR E PURPA (GENIPA, ITS SECP~T)l 

Nek saila unni papati nap nek kine nanti nek saila ki nonimo-ye. 

In the beginning, the Father was on the Earth; the Mother, in 
the beginning, also came. 

Nap nekse-ye pap po apinkunale. papti ukak suli pinsae 
kutakken-ye. 

To the Earth with the Father, they were a pair. There was no 
end to what the Father was thinking (i.e. he was thinking of 
the future), you see. 

Omese korti kusuntakken-ye. Nanati ukak suI pinsati kusmo 
suntakken-ye. 

He called to the woman (i.e. had sexual relations with her), 
you see. There was also no end to what the Mother was 
thinking, you see. 

Nanti kurkin nikkuchun soisunto. Nanti wilupkan mos soisunto. 

The Mother had a hat (i.e. became pregnant), it is said. The 
Mother's time arrived, it is said. 

Papti nanka soisunto ipti otemal suntaile-ye. Ipu taile 
takotipa-ye? 

The Father said to the Mother: some things are going to 
descend, it seems. What sorts of things will come? 

Papti nanka soitakken-ye: ~~seti opinye kue kwelo-ye. 

The Father said to the Mother: I will create a table. 

Papti nana e amma pepe mattare mait purpal suchunto. 

The Father took the flat forehead of the Mother's vulva (i.e. 
her abdomen), in its spiritual form (to create the table top). 

Meseti ampa mali suI sunto, teki papa e wankala kep unnuchunto 
mese malika. 

1. This text was taken from a specialist's notebook. He 
had recorded it in 1945. The language of these purpakana is 
colloquial Kuna, not the language of the spirit world. 
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The table was still without legs, so the Father pulled off his 
penis bone for the legs of the table. 

Kepe mese mali pioksasunto~ kepe meseti mali nikku nonito. 

Then he nailed the legs on the table~ then the table came to 
have legs. 

Teki pap soisunto: olonoka opinye kwelo-ye. 

So then the Father said: I will create a golden cup. 

Teki papa nana ipe apkan noka nukkukkwa siit unnuchunto. 

So then the Father pulled out the body cup sitting in the 
Mother's lap (i.e. her vagina). 

Kepe olokokaka opinnichunto. Pap kep mese pillikin nokti 
sichunto. 

Then he transformed it into a golden cup. The Father then put 
the cup on the table. 

Noka nueti korokwa taile to. Nanti kepe mese pillise 
nakkuechunto. 

The cup had the appearance of good yellow. The Mother then 
climbed onto the table. 

Nana kepe mese pillikin asa sikitchunto. Tata nakkwe sik aipir 
sik. 

The Mother, then on the table opened up (her legs). Toward the 
rising sun she was seated facing. 

Nanti purpa takkar sunna. Nana e apkan ikarpa e aplis 
poomainai. 

The Mother started to look at her menstrual blood. From the 
Mother's body road (i.e. vagina) her blood was dripping. 

Aplis tampippikwa tiomakkar. Aplis poomainai soisunto. 

Cold blood, it was cold. The blood was dripping~ it is said. 

Aplis yappane, nek uka-ise neka soisunto. 

The blood smelled, allover the place, it is said. 

Nana sokkar sunna: ip anki tanikki an itto-ye. 

The Mother started to speak: something is coming inside me, I 
feel. 



Pel tammimakkar apkan ikarpa ittoleke. 

It all feels cold along my boddy road. 

Kepe tule aite nonikki mese pillise. Tule taile soisunto. 

Then a person carne descending to the top of the table. It 
looked like a person, it is said. 

Tule taileke sorpa turpa nikkale taile soisunto. 

It looked like a person with a bud on its rear end, it 
appeared, it is said. 2 

Teki kepe pap apin suchunto, tule sople satti. 

The Father received it, it was made a person. 

Nana e purpa tioppikwat, pap e purpa tioppikwat, e po sople 
soisunto. 

The Mother's cold menstrual blood, the Father's cold semen, 
they were made together (i.e. mixed), it is said. 

Aati sichi 3~tmle~siwwmkwa~s~ismmt~lkma~111Kwakwalmikk~lmQmi 
soisunto. 

This was the White Genipa Person, it is said. It came with 
seeds r it is said. 
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E kwakwa nana e pina sople soisunto. Aa ulale sichi e kwakwa 
yappanerpa soisunto. 

It's seeds were made from the Mother's liver, it is said. For 
that reason the genipa seeds smell very much, it is said. 

We tule kurkin nikkat soisunto. Kurkin paapakka. Kurkin nikka 
soisunto. 

This person had hats (i.e. power), it is said. Eight hats. It 
had hats, it is said. 

Sichi tule soisunto. 

The Genipa Person, it is said. 

2. The genipa fruit has a small protuberance on one end. 

3. Sichi means 'black.' The genipa fruit has a black 
juice, and is therefore often referred to as sichi. 



Nana purpati takkar pali soisunto. 
nek ukakkase. 
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Poopoonai, tammimakkakwa, 

The Mother started to look at her menstrual blood again. It 
was dripping, it was cold, allover the place. 

Nekakana-ye soisunto. Nana soitakken-ye: ip anki tani pal an 
itto-ye. 

(Throughout) the domains (i.e. allover the place), it is 
said. The Mother said: something is coming inside me again, I 
feel. 

Nana e aplis kinit takkensoke. Kepe tule aite noni pal 
soisunto. 

The Mother's blood was red, you see. Then another person came 
descending, it is said. 

Ampa sorpa turpa nikka ki taile par soisunto. Mese pillise 
aite noni pal. 

It also had a bud on its rear end, it seemed again, it is 
said. It came descending to the top of the table. 

Kepe papa apin susa nana purpa kinit, paD purpa kinit, e po 
soples aite noni. 

Then the Father took the Mother's red menstrual blood, the 
Father's red semen, he made them together (i.e. mixed them), 
(the mixture) came descending. 

Nana purpa tioppikwat, pap purpa tioppikwat, e po soples aite 
nonikki. 

The Mother's cold menstrual blood, the Father's cold semen, he 
made them together, (the mixture) came descending. 

sichi kinit tule e kwakwa, nan e pina, pap pina, e po soplesa 
aite nonikki. 

The Red Genipa Person, its seeds, the Mother's liver, the 
Father's liver, (from them) he made them together, they came 
descending. 

Nana e aplis aite mait, tiwarka pinyemai soisunto. 

The Mother's blood was descending, it became a river, it is 
said. 
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Nana aplis sippukwat, tiwar sippukwat. Kwen tiwar kinit. 

The Mother's white blood, the white river. There was another 
river that was red. 

Nanati purpati takkarpa-ye soisunto. purpa aurmakkakkwa taile. 

The Mother started to look at her menstrual blood again, it is 
said. The menstrual blood was light red in appearance. 

Nana purpati aitemai kurr sunto, tiwarka meimai kumai sunto. 

The Mother's menstrual blood wa~ descending, it was becoming a 
river. 

Nanti sokkar pali: ipti anki tani par an itto-ye. 

The Mother started to speak again: something inside me is 
coming again, I feel. 

Apkan ikar tiomakkakkwa ittole soisunto. 

It feels cold along the body road, it is said. 

Inso tuleti aite noni pal soisunto, olonokase olomese pillise. 

It is certain that another person came descending, it is said, 
to the golden cup, to the top of the golden table. 

Papati apin suspa sunto sichi aurmakkalet tule. Kurkin nikkat 
pi aite mato. 

The Father received it, it was the Light Red Genipa Person. 
Those which have descended have hats (i.e. power). 

Nana e purpa tioppikwat aurmakkalet, pap e purpa tioppikwat 
aurmakkalet. 

The Mother's cold, light red menstrual blood, the Father's 
cold, light red semen. 

E po soplesa aite noni, soisunto. E kwakwa ampa e pina soples 
sunto. ---
Together they were made (i.e. mixed), they came descending. 
Their seeds were also made from their livers. 

Nanti purpati takkar par e apkan ikarpa tioppikwa tammimakkale, 
poomainai ku takkensoke. 

The Mother again started to look at her menstrual blood, her 
body road was cold, it was driF.'ing u you see. 
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purpa korokwat takkensoke. Ampa tiwarka korokwat ka mekis par 
takkensoke. 

The menstrual blood was yellow, you see. The river also ran 
yellow, you see. 

Nana soke: ipti tani par, an itto-ye. 

The Mother said: something is coming again, I feel 

Teki tule olonokase olomese pillise aite noni pali. Pap apin 
sus pali. 

So then a person came descending toward the golden cup, toward 
the top of the golden table. The Father again caught it. 

Sichi korokwat tule, soisunto. Ampa kurkin nikkat pali. 

The Yellow Genipa Person, it is said. It also had hats. 

Nana e purpa tioppikwa, purpa korokwat; paea purpa tioppikwat, 
purpa korokwat; e po soplesa kwamailesa, alte nonl soisunto. 

The Mother's cold menstrual blood, (her) yellow menstrual 
blood; the Father's cold semen, (his) yellow semen; together 
they were made, they were congealed, they came descending, it 
is said. 

E kwakwa nana pina papa pina, e po soplesa aite noni soisunto. 

Their seeds (were) the Mother's liver and the Father's liver, 
together they were made, they came descending, it is said. 

Nanti purpati takkar pa-ye soisunto. 

The Mother started to look at her menstrual blood again, it is 
said. 

Apkan ikarpa tampippi, poomainai, ku takkensoke. 

Along the body road it was cold, it was dripping, it happened, 
you see. 

Purpa arat takkensoke. Tiwar arat ka nek mai, ku takkensoke. 

Blue menstrual blood, you see. The river was running, it 
happened, you see. 

Sich~ tiwar kepe meimaite soke. Tule aite noni pali, olonokase 
olomese plillse. 

It became the Genipa River, then, it is said. Another person 
came descending to the golden cup, to the top of the golden 
table. . 
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Sichi arat tule soke. Papti apin sus pali. 

The Blue Genipa Person, it is said. Again the Father caught it. 

Tule kurkin nikkat. Kurkin paapakka tule, ku takkensoke. 

The person had hats. It was a person with eight hats, it 
happened, you see. 

Nana e purpa arat, pap e purpa arat, e po soplesa, aite nonikki. 

The Mother's blue menstrual blood, the Father's blue semen, 
together they were made, they came descending. 

Nana e pina, pap e pina, e po soplesa, aite noni, ku takkensoke. 

The Mother's liver, the Father's liver, together they were 
made, they came descending, it happened, it is said. 

Nanati purpati takkar par soisunto. 

The Mother started to look at her menstrual blood again, :it is 
said. 

Purpa kuttureke. Nanti purpa tainai, ku takkensoke. 

Dark brown menstrual blood. The Mother was looking at her 
menstrual blood, it happened, you see. 

Sokkwen sake. Tammimakkale. Nek ukakkase akka, 
neka e. 

Some of it was dripping, it is said. It was cold. Throught 
the area, the place smelled, it is said. 

Tule olomese pillise aite noni pal. Tule kuttureke, tule 
talle, slchl kuttureke tule SOlsunto. 

A person came descending toward the top of the golden table 
again. It was a dark brown person, it looked like a person, it 
was the Dark Brown Genipa Person, it is said. 

Tule kurkin nikkat. Paliwala parpakkwa wala-ye. 

The person had hats. The spotted genipa tree. 

Nana purpa sichit, pap purpa sichit, e po soples aite noni pal 
soisunto. 

The Mother's black menstrual blood, the Father's black semen, 
together they were made, they again came descending, it is said. 



Apkan ikarpa poopoonai, pio-pio kwichi, ku takkensoke. 

Along the body road it was dripping, it was squirting, it 
happened, you1see. 

Nana e aplisa kep olotiwarka mekisa soisunto. 

The Mother's blood then became a golden river, it is said. 

Nanti soitakkensoke: something is coming inside me again, I 
feel. 

Kepe olonokase olomese pillise aite noni pali. Pap apin sus 
pali. 
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Then it came descending again toward the golden cup, toward the 
top of the golden table. The Father caught it again. 

Tule kurkin nikka. Kurkin paapakka, kurkin sakki sakki, puipu 
pu~pu ta~le so~sunto. 

The person had hats. Eight hats, hats (like) nets, they looked 
like gourd strainers, it is said. 

Turpa nikka taile soisunto. Paliwala aisuurmakka wala. 

Thus is the appearance of the fruit it has, it is said. Oozing 
Genipa Tree. 

Nana purpa tioppikwat, pap purpa tioppikwat, e po soplesa aite 
noni. 

The Mother's cold menstrual blood, the Father's cold semen, 
together they were made, they came descending. 

Nana e pina, pap e pina, e po soplesa aite noni, ku takkensoke. 

The Mother's liver, the Father's liver, together they were 
made, they came descending, it happened, you see. 

Nana aplis takkar pali. Apkan ikarpa poopoon~i. 

The Mother started to look at her blood again. The body road 
was dripping. 

Tammipa nek ukakkase, ku takkensoke. Nan aplis yappane nek 
kana~, ku takkensoke. 

It was cold throughout the place, it happened, you see. The 
Mother's blood smelled (throughout) the place, it happened, you 
see. 



Aati mani tiwalaka mekis soisunto. 

Then it was made into a silver river, it is said. 

Olomese pillise aitenai, ku takkensoke. 

It was descending toward the top of the golden table, it 
happened, you see. 

Nanti soitakkensoke; .. ipti tammipa ittole-ye. Apkan ikar 
tammlpa ittole-ye. 

The Mother said: (it is) something cold, it feels. The body 
road feels cold. 
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Olomese pillise tule aite noni pali. Tule kurkin nikka. 
Kurkin paapakka, kurkin sakki sakki, kurkin puipu puipu, taile 
soke. 

Toward the top of the golden table a person came descending 
again. The person had hats. Eight hats, hats (like) nets, 
hats that looked like gourd strainers; it is said. 

Sorpa kwakwa nai taile soke. Tule aitenai, kuchun takkensoke. 

It looked like it had a seed on its rear end. A person 
descended, it happened, you see. 

Nika paliwala aipoopoomakka wala-ye. 

Nephew Dripping Genipa Tree. 

ikwat, e a lis 

The Mother's cold menstru~J ~lood, the Father's cold semen, 
their cold blood, together they were made, it is said. 

Nan e pina tammippikwa, pap e pina tammippikwa, e po soples 
aite noni, tule, kutakkensoke. 

The Mother's cold liver, the Father's cold liver, together they 
were made, it came descending, it was a person, it happened, 
you see. 

Papti nanka soitakkensoke: olopurwa kammu opinyemarkweloe. 

The Father spoke to the Mother: let us create a tunnel for the 
golden wind. 

Papa, nana e amma yaa 0110 siit susa; olopurwa kammu opinnisa. 
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The Father took the Mother's round vagina hole; he changed it 
into the tunnel for the golden wind. 

Nana e punnoeti olopurwaka susa. 

He took the Mother's breath (to make it into) the golden wind. 

Papti nanka soke: oloulu opinyemarkweloe-ye. 

The Father said to the Mother: let us create a golden canoe. 

Papa, nana e amma kakkuli toiteti susa; kep olouluka opinnisa. 

The Father took the Mother's vagina lips; then he changed them 
into a golden canoe. 

Papti oloneka opinye, sokkar soke. 

The Father started to say, (let us) create a golden house. 

Nana e samur twmnat susa, olonekaka; tiwala kakka yalapa neka 
mekis soisunto. 

He took the Mother's large intestine, (to make it into) the 
golden house; on the bank of the river he placed the house, it 
is said. 

Papti nan ipe e amma e pippin unnusa; olopikpika opinnisa. 

The Father pulled out the Mother's vagina tongue (i.e. 
clitoris); he changed it into a golden fire fan. 

Papti nanka soitakken-ye: olopanter opinyemarkweloe. 

The Father said to the Mother: let us create a golden flag. 

Papa, nana e sakki tattarakwat susa, olopanterka. 

The Father took the Mother's thin intestine (to make it into) 
the golden flag. 

Papa, nana e apliski maisa; panter koapakke opinnisa: korokwat, 
kinit, arat, sippukwat. 

The Father painted (them) with the Mother's blood; four flags 
were created: yellow, red, blue, white. 

Papti nanka soitakken: tuttu opinyemarkwelo-ye. 

The Father said to the Mother: let us create flowers. 
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Nana aplis sippukwat, tuttu sippukwatka opinisa~ tuttu kinit, 
tuttu korokkwat, tuttu arat. 

(From) the Mother's white blood, white flowers were created~ 
(then) red flowers, yellow flowers, blue flowers. 

Papti mimmikan uanaali: oloulu nikka, na pe imaite. 

The Father starts to counsel his children: you have golden 
canoes, I made them for you. 

Oloulu kuakwale, na pe imaite-ye. 

Your golden canoes are ready, I made them for you. 

Yoo mimmi nuekan ampakuese. Kwena kwena pe kanaka kutemala 
sokele. 

The Good Children (th"; Kuna) hav1e not y~t arrived (on earth). 
Perhaps some of them will be your curing specialists. 

Pe nikka korali sokele, olouluki tarpa kwale aipanenai~ pani 
kutomalo-ye. 

When they are calling you, in your golden canoes like the wind 
you will go, that is the way it will be. 

Papati mimmimal uanaal, soke: olopurwa kammu nikka na pe imaite. 

The Father begins to counsel his children, he says: you have a 
tunnel for the golden wind, I made it for you. 

Olopurwa kammu kuakwale na pe imaite-ye. 

Your tunnel for the golden wind is ready, I made it for you. 

Yoo mimmi nuekanse olopurwa kammupa aipan kwichi kutomalo-ye. 

You will not yet go through the tunnel on the golden wind to 
the Good Children. 

Po sumpa neka akkarpi, olokammupa olopurwa ainumai, pani 
kutomalo-ye. 

From the house, through the golden tunnel the golden wind will 
blow, it will be thus. 

Papti olokammu urpenai~ olokammu olokilamainai, kuartakkensoke. 

The Father is placing the golden tunnel; he is standing the 
golden tunnel up, it happened, you see. 
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Nek uu pepepa, soke; papti mimmikanka olopanter kalukan urpenai. 

In the front patio of the house, it is said, the Father is 
placing the golden flag(s) for his children. 

Olopanter kalukan okilamainai. 

He is standing up the golden flag. 

Nek uu pepepa, soke, papti mimmimal olotuttukan urpenai; 
olotuttukan okilamainai; olotuttukan oilemainai pali po sumpa 
neka pali-ye. 

In the front patio of the house, it is said, the Father is 
placing the golden flowers; he is standing up the golden 
flowers; he is placing the golden flowers in a line by the 
house. 

Papti mimmikanaka olopikpi nasikkali pali; olopikpikan 
selekenai pali; olopikpikan nek ailuenai, pela tiomakkakwale, 
pela tammimakkakwale. 

The Father, for his children, also is starting to hang up the 
golden fire fans; the golden fire fans are also waving back and 
forth; the golden fire fans are also blowing wind throughout 
the house; it is all cold, it is all·cool. 

Papti mimmikanka po sumoa apalattikin olomeseti mesiali; 
oIomesetl makklleaIl pail; po sumpa apalattlklne pall 
olomesakana makkilekemai pali; olomesakana aitaarmakkenanai 
pali, olomesekan iipyemamai pali. 

The Father, for his children, in the center of the house, has 
started to put the golden tables; he has started to line up the 
tables; in the center of the house he has lined up the tables; 
the golden tables are smooth, the golden tables are shining. 

Po sumpa apalattikine pali olokammu purwa neka palimakkiali 
pali; olokammu purwa neka seemai pali. 

In the center of the house the wind of the golden tunnel is 
beginning to blow; the wind of the golden tunnel is carrying 
things away. 

Olotuttukanti pa aipanenanai pa aipanamakkananai pali, olokammu 
purwa pali; nek ku-ye pali. 

The golden flowers are moving back and forth, they are moving 
back and forth, in the wind of the golden tunnel; this is 
happening in the place. 



Olottuttukan pa ainakkwenanai pali olotuttukan pa 
ainakkwarmakkenanai pali, olokammu purwa pali-ye; nek ku-ye 
pal~. 
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The golden flowers are rising and falling, the golden flowers 
are r~slng and falling, in the wind of the golden tunnel; this 
is happening in the place. 

Olo~antelakan pal aipitte-ye, pal olopantelakan aipinenanai, 
pal~ olokammu purwa pal~-ye. 

The golden flags are turning around, the golden flags are 
turning around, in the wind of the golden tunnel. 

(The names of the Genipa Persons are:) 

Olowiknikili, Maniwiknikili, rnawiknikili, Ikwawiknikili 
Oloyakintili, Maniyakintili, rnayakintili, Ikwayakintili 

(The first four names are the principal names of the four types 
of genipa; the second four names are alternate names of the 
same four types of genipR.) 
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APPENDIX E 

FLEXIBILITY, INNOVATION, AND CREATIVITY 

Kuna curing specialists frequently observe that the 

field of medicine, in contrast to the curing chants, has 'no 

end' (tukku suli). It is open-ended and lends itself to 

constant innovation as new diseases, new complications, and 

novel medicines present themselves. For this reason, it would 

be difficult, if not impossible, to compile an exhaustive list 

of all the medical prescriptions and medicine counselling 

chants known by Kuna specialists. Furthermore, the length and 

content of medicine counselling chants are extremely variable. 

They may be expanded or contracted to fit the needs of 

particular treatment situations; and their content must be 

altered to correspond to specific curing contexts and 

illnesses. For example, chants used to combat serious 

illnesses are usually embellished with lavish descriptions of 

the behavior and physical appearance of the curing spirits and 

the ponikana involved to make them more powerful. On the other 

hand, minor illnesses may be dealt with by using shorter, less 

intricate chants. And, by the same token, peculiar twists in 

the course of the illness being combatted must be incorporated 

into the chants to give the medicines a clear understanding of 

the malady experienced by the patient. 
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Such modifications are facilitated by the nature of the 

medicine counselling chants themselves. Medicine men do not 

learn distinct chants for every illness and type of medicine. 

Instead, they learn what may be termed "medicine counselling 

chant frames" which can be used to incorporate the relevant 

features of many different illnesses and medicines. These 

frames are flexible enough to allow the specialists to handle a 

wide variety of illnesses. For example, I recorded a number of 

medicine counselling chants for an assortment of illnesses and 

medicines from five different specialists. It was soon 

apparent that all of the chants of each specialist, whether 

they were for illnesses such as snake poni attack or pregnancy, 

were strikingly similar. Each specialist maintained the same 

general chant structure, along with certain characteristic 

phrases and grammatical constructions, throughout all the 

medicine counselling chants in his repertoire. Comparison of 

the chants of three specialists will illustrate this point. 

All of the following examples are taken from the beginning 

verses: 

SPECIALIST A: 

(1) Chant for medicines to cure 'snake damaged skin' 
(naipe ukka iskuet): 

Tiolele amma kelasu pilli naisiktenasa-ye nui takketi 
nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

Tiolele (Great Father) unfolded the surface of the 
earth, it was of gQod appearance; he was thinking of 
the well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 
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Tiolele amma kelasu pilli matumakkenasa-ve nui takketi 
nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

Tiolele made small moundc on the surface of the earth, 
it \\Tas of good appearance; he was thinking of the 
well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele amma kelasu pilli swelumakkenasa-ye nui 
takketi nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

Tiolele made furrows in the surface of the earth, it 
was of good appearance; he was thinking of the 
well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

(2) Chant for medicines to ensure smooth pregnancy: 

Patto tiolele neka amma kelasu pilli naisitemala-ye 
nui takket1 nuikwa ep1nsaekwat1 k1ne-ye 

In the beginning, Tiolele unfolded the surface of the 
earth, it was of good appearance; he was thinking of 
the well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma kelasu pilli-ye matumakkenaisaa-ye 
~takketi nui epinsaekwati kine-ye 

For you (the medicines), Tiolele made small mounds on 
the surface of the earth, it was of good appearance; 
he was thinking of the well-being (of the future 
inhabitants of the earth) 

Tiolele peka amma kelasu pillikana-ye imaalekenasamala 
nui takket1 ki nU1 epinsaekwati-ye k1ne-ye 

For you, Tiolele prepared the surface of the earth, it 
was of good appearance; he was thinking of the 
well-being (of the future inhabitants of the earth) 

(3) Chant for medicines to cure 'twisted bone' (kalanukki): 

Tiolele pe sailakanakwa-ye urpitemala-ye tulalel 
~e-ye 

Tiolele placed your bases; medicines, you are being 
counselled 
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Tiolele-ye pe kiatupakana nasiktemala-ye amma kelasu 
pilli yalapali-ye 

Tiolele spread your vines over the surface of the earth 

Tiolele amma kelasu pi IIi yalapali pe sailakanti 
urp-~~asa-ye tulalel uanae 

Tiolele, over the surface of the earth, placed your 
bases; medicines, you are being counselled 

SPECIALIST B: 

(I) Chant for medicines to eliminate 'the sister of the 
snake' (naipe puna) 

Nak tulaler pe uanae-ye kalati-~e pe purpapi 
tULao11-ye pe sa11akanp1 tuloa11-ye 

Medicines, you are being counselled; your purta is 
beginning to come to life, your 'chiefs' areeginning 
to come to life 

Pe purpapi kannoali-ye pe sailakanpi kannoali-ye ~ 
purpapi opinyenate pe purpapi akkalokenai-ye 

Your purpa is beginning to become strong, your 
'chiefs' are beginning to become strong; your purpa is 
being transformed, your purpa is becoming different 

Pe purpakwa-ye melokenai pe nika melokenai-ye tulalel 
pe uanae 

Your ~urpa is augmenting, your nika is augmenting; 
medic~nes, you are being counselled 

(2) Chant for 'road confusing' (ikar opurret) medicines to 
combat 'demons' (niakana): 

Nak tulaler pe uanae-ye pe purpapi tuloali-ye pe 
sailakanpi tuloali-ye 

Medicines, you are being counselled; your purta is 
beginning to come to life, your 'chiefs' areeginning 
to come to life 
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Pe purpapi kannoali-ye pe sailakanpi kannoali-ye pe 
purpakanpl kannoall-ye kua-ye 

Your purpa is beginning to become strong, your 
'chiefs' are beginning to become strong, your 
purpakana are beginning to become strong 

Pe purpapi kantikkoali-ye pe purpapi kantikkoenai-ye 
na tulalel pe uanae 

Your purpa is beginning to become powerful, your purpa 
will become powerful; medicines, you are being 
counselled 

SPECIALIST C: 

(1) Chant for medicines to cure 'assassin' (urrikan) 
sickness (blood or pus in urine or stools): 

Tulalele na pe uanaiali-ye 

Medicines, you are beginning to be counselled 

Pe purpa tuloali kua-ve pe purpa meloali-ye pe purpa 
opinniali-ye pe purpa naisikkali kua-ye 

Your purpa is beginning to come to life, your purpa is 
beginning to augment, your purpa is beginning to be 
transformed, your purpa is beginning to hang (inside 
the plants) 

Tioleleti pe sailakana urpitemala nepa nukkukana kwena 
opesa suli-ye tiolele pe sailakan okirmakkemala-ye 

Tiolele placed your bases, he left none of the valley 
bottoms empty; Tiolele placed your bases in lines 

(2) Chant for medicines to cure 'snake body pains' (naipe 
apkan nunmakket): 

Tulalel na pe uanaiali-ye 

Medicines, you are beginning to be counselled 



Pe purpa tuloali pe purpa naisikkali pe purpa 
meloali-ye 
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Your purpa is beginning to come to life, your purpa is 
beginn1ng to hang, your purpa is beginning to augment 

Patto tioleleti pe sailakan urpitemala nepaki nukkukan 
kwen opesa suli-ye tulalel uana1a11-ye 

In the beginning, Tiolele placed your bases, he left 
none of the valley bottoms empty; medicines, you are 
beginning to be counselled 

Beginning students of medicines learn the medicine 

counselling chant frames in close correspondence with the 

models of their teachers. However, as their experience grows 

and they undertake study under different professors, they begin 

to modify their chants, picking and choosing from the various 

models they have been exposed to. l By the time a medicine 

man has become an established specialist he has developed his 

own set of medicine counselling chant frames. Although 

modifications are made in the frames as he continues to learn, 

the bulk of what he acquires from other specialists from this 

point on consists mainly of medical information which he can 

adapt to his own models. 

In the partial texts given above, for example, it is 

significant that Specialist A learned snake medicine from 

1. Specialists who learn from teachers in distant 
regions such as the Bayano often learn drastically different 
formulas for medicine counselling chants. There is sometimes a 
tendency to keep this new knowledge more or less intact to 
stress the fact that they have studied "abroad" -- much like 
the American student who affects a strong British accent after 
having spent a semester at Oxford. 
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Specialist B. Since this occurred after Specialist A had 

already become a highly regarded medicine man, he did not learn 

the medicine counselling chants involving snakes word for word 

from his teacher; and for this reason, his chant for 'snake 

damaged skin' is quite distinct from the snake medicine 

counselling chants of his mentor. It rather conforms to his 

own unique frame, and all he has learned from his teacher is 

the relevant features of the disease being treated and the 

medicines employed. The important point here is that there are 

no set formulas for medicine counselling chants, and they may 

may be modified almost without end. This process depends 

heavily upon the ingenuity of individual medicine men, and 

allows for a tremendous amount of creativity. 

By contrast, the curing chants make up a more or less 

bounded set, and each chant tends to have a fixed length and 

follow a definite course of action. There are no "curing chant 

frames" into which information pertaining to different 

illnesses c~n be inserted. Each curing chant has its own 

unique purpose, structure, and content, and materials from one 

chant cannot be easily adapted to other chants. 2 The 

integrity of each curing chant must be maintained. The curing 

chants are like capsules, with their own internal logic, 

2. Of course, certain highly formalized parts of the 
chants may be used in several different chants without being 
altered. Examples are the confrontations between the woman 
from the patient's house and the specialist, 'changing 
clothes,' confrontations between the shamans and the hostile 
spirits in their domains, and so forth. 
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sequence of events, and distinct character. Because of this, 

the curing chants must be learned as self-contained wholes. 

The singular character of each curing chant can be 

shown by comparing the setting in which the action unfolds in 

two major chants, Muu Ikar and Nia Ikar. Muu Ikar deals with a --- ----
journey taken by a group of shaman spirits to the domain of 

Muu, where they liberate the purpa of the pregnant woman's 

fetus from MUu's clutches. Nia Ikar, on the other hand, 

describes the shamans as they grab a 'demon' (nia) in nets and 

vines and burn it on a pyre. Most significantly, however, the 

shamans travel through very different regions of the cosmos in 

the two chants. The landscape across which the shamans pass in 

Muu Ikar belongs to Muu. In fact, it is a symbol, expanded to 

cosmological proportions, of the reproductive organs of the 

pregnant woman's spiritual body: MUu's river is the vagina, 

Muu's house is the womb, and so on. Along the way, the shamans 

observe a scene replete with reproductive features. They pass 

by MUu's daughters, who are washing birth cloths in the river. 

They thread their way past 'water barrels' (tii parikana) that 

are pulsating, groaning, and spurting jets of blood. This is a 

thoroughly reproductive corner of the cosmos, and it is 

specific to Muu ,Ikar. It contrasts sharply with the setting in 

which Nia Ikar unfolds. Here, instead of diving into the 

symbolic anatomy of a woman, the shamans make their way on the 

back of a huge crocodile into the depths of an ocean whirlpool, 

passing by communities of pelicans and sea turtles as they move 
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along. While a few small details -- such as cameo descriptions 

of certain spir its -- may be taken froln one chant and used in 

another, the sequence of events and the setting of each chant 

stand as isolated wholes. 

Generally, the medicine counselling chants are not 

learned word for word. According to Kuna specialists, the 

curing chants are. Specialists place themselves u~der the 

tutelage of a single teacher to learn entire curing chants from 

beginning to end. When a student has successfully internalized 

the chat and is able to recite it to his mentor's satisfaction, 

his achievement is acknowledged in a public "graduation" 

ceremony.3 Whether or not the curing chants must be learned 

as precise replicas of the chants of teachers is doubtless a 

matter determined by each individual chanter. Although I do 

not have much information on this point, I would expect that 

there is always a very close correspondence between the chants 

learned by specialists and the chants of their teachers. 

3. This custom of publically "graduating" ritual 
specialists is being lost in Ustuppu, but it is still a common 
practice in many of the more traditional villages of San BIas. 
The student is characteristically taken to the gathering hall, 
where his professor tells those assembled what he has learned 
and indicates that he is ready to begin his career as a curer. 
Village elders then counsel him with regard to his duties and 
responsibilities. When a student has learned his profession in 
a distant village and his teacher cannot visit for the 
graduation, a written note will suffice. The note will be read 
in the gathering hall (Sherzer 1975:77). 
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Of course, curing chants are not performed exactly the 

same each time their are sung. 4 There are always certain 

standard =vdifications which the chanters must make to fit the 

peculiarities of each treatment situation. First, chanters 

must identify patients according to sex and age; and some 

chanters even take note of the patient's professional status in 

the community, if one exists. The following distinctions can 

be made: 

Married male: inna ipekkwa ('owner of chicha') 
tuu ieekkwa ('owner of chicha') 

'~'" tona 1pekkwa ('owner of tobacco') 

Married female: inna i~ekkwa walepunkwa ('woman of the 
owner of ch1cfia i ) 

tona ipekkwa walepunkwa 
etc. 

Old man or grandfather: inna ipekkwa binekinekwati ('old 
owner of Cfi1C a i ) 

etc. 

Old woman or grandmother: inna ipekkwa walepunkwa 
pinekinekwati 
etc. 

Fetus or baby: inna ipekkwa walepunkwa sopakilakkwa5 
('baby of the woman of the owner of chicha') 

4. It should be pointed out that the efficacy of a chant 
is in no way impaired if the chanter inadvertently leaves out a 
few verses or reverses their order. I have taped chants and 
then listened to them with the chanters; on several occasions 
they have corrected the tapes slightly, saying that they had 
confused lines. They claimed that these mix-ups in no way 
diminished the efficacy of the chants. 

5. Sopakilakkwa derives from sope ('to make, form). 



Adolescent of either sex: inna ipekkwa yapakilakkwa6 

Curing specialist (in general) : kana apisua 
olokana 
apisualele7 

Medicine man: tulalele kia ipekkwa8 

Wife of medicine man: tulalele kia ipekkwa walepunkwa 

Nele: esanu ipekkwa9 

A second type of modification must be made for the 

purpose of directing the shaman spirits toward the ponikana 
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which have caused the disease being combatted. For example, in 

cases of purpa abduction a wide variety of ponikana may be 

responsible. If it has been ascertained that a crocodile poni 

has carried off the purpa, the chanter must send his shamans to 

the domain of the crocodiles. If the cluprit is a shark poni, 

the chant must be tailored to this fact. And so on. Likewise, 

the midwives in the birth house may notice symptoms in the 

patient indicating the action by a particular poni. When they 

communicate this information to the Muu Ikar chanter, he must 

6. Yapakilakkwa is sometimes pronounced apakilakkwa. In 
colloquial Kuna 1t is apkila ('son'). 

7. Kana also means 'stool,' and refers to the fact that 
the chanters-5it on small wooden stools while they perform. 
Apisua is the spirit word for apsoket ('converser'). While 
chanting, specialists 'converse' with the spirits (see 
Nordenskiold 1938:499). 

8. Tulalele translates as 'live shaman,' and is used to 
designate med1cine spirits. Kia means 'piece,' and refers to 
the fact that plant medicines-are cut into pieces. 

9. Esanu means 'bright eyes;' thus: 'owner of the bright 
eyes,' eyes with supernatural power. 



be able to alter the course of his chant to confront and 

overcome this particular poni. 
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The drift of my argument thus far has been that because 

the curing chants are learned as encapsulated wholes they are 

less flexible and open to innovation than the medicine 

counselling chants. In line with this view, the two examples 

of modification just mentioned are stylized and fixed by 

tradition. In no way do they represent innovation or 

creativity on the part of chanters. 

However, ~hi1e it is true that the curing chants are 

more rigid in structure and content than the medicine 

counselling chants, it cannot be said that " ••• in (Kuna) 

curing .•• events, no individual linguistic creativity is 

permitted" (Sherzer 1975:277). That the curing chants tend to 

be conservative is clear: a1tho~gh the people of ustuppu have 

been living on the island since the turn of the century, many 

of the chants they still perform describe communities located 

on the mainland. But it is difficult to maintain that the 

chants permit E£ linguistic creativity. HOw, for example, can 

we explain the fact that the chants occasionally mention 

objects such as Jew's harps, harmonicas, sealing wax, scissors, 

and guns if there has been no change from one generation to the 

next? Furthermore, if individual creativity is prohibited, why 

are there so many different versions of each major chant 

tradition? In ustuppu alone, I have heard several different 

versions of Kapur Ikar, Muu Ikar, Kurkin Ikar, and Nusa Ikar; 
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in fact, I have never heard precisely the same version of any 

of the chant traditions from two different chanters. The Kuna 

themselves are constantly commenting on the existence of 

different versions of the chants. If the specialists had no 

room for innovation and creativity, we would expect to find a 

fixed set of more or less identical curing chants, allowing for 

lapses of memory and faulty learning, in the repertoires of 

specialists throughout San BIas. But this is simply not the 

case, even within communities. 

Kuna specialists customarily explain the presence of 

these different versions by saying that they stem from four 

original sources. There are thus theoretically four versions 

of each chant tradition. One version of each chant has been 

passed up th=ough the ages from Tat Ipe, the culture hero 

associated with the sun. Because Tat Ipe learned the chants in 

dreams sent to him by the Great FatheL, many specialists 

maintain that these are the best, or Itruest,1 versions. 10 

The lists of the three remaining sourses differ. Some say that 

one version came from the spirit of Balsawood Cukkurwala), who 

is the most powerful of the nuchu spirits; another came from a 

Idemon ll Cnia) called Kwetuli; another was taught to the people 

of the earth by Ipeorkun, the second great Kuna culture hero; 

and it is also held that other versions were given to Kuna 

specialists by an assortment of ponikana in the distant past or 

10. This view, not surprisingly, is usually held by 
those who claim to know versions they attribute to Tat Ipe. 
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more recently through the medium of dreams. Present-day Kuna 

specialists, then, have simply inherited the different versions 

from these original teachers, whoever they may be. 

Unfortunately, this "official" account of things does not 

satisfactorily eAplain the existence of a staggering number of 

different versions of each chant tradition. 

In actual practice, there is room for individual 

creativity, and this is acknowledged by the Kuna. While 

specialists may learn the chants more or less word for word 

from their teachers, they often modify and elaborate their 

materials after they have graduated. enjoy listening to 

the chants of their peers, and if they hear something they like 

they are free to incorporate it into their own version of the 

same chant. Several chanters have told me that they have done 

this~ they say it has made their chants mure effective. The 

most active specialists are constantly on the alert for ways to 

improve and add to their versions of chants, and those 

specialists who know short versions are especially anxious to 

increase the length of their chants -- which simultaneously 

increases their efficacy -- with embellishments. Of course, 

the chants from which materials are borrowed must belong to the 

same chant tradition as the chants into which they they are 

introduced. For example, the specialists do not borrow major 

features from chants such as Kurkin Ikar and adapt them to Muu 

Ikar or Apsoket Ikar. 
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A number of specialists claim to have learned chants 

from spirit teachers rather than from humans. This is 

customarily done in dreams 1 and it would be expected that the 

versions they learn usually differ from those learned in the 

more usual manner, from other Kuna specialists. But beyond 

this, dreams occasionally furnish information which may be 

added to chants that have already been learned from spirit or 

human teachers. One specialist told me that since he learned 

Muu Ikar from a spirit teacher years ago, his purpa has visited 

MUu's domain many times in dreams. During these spiritual 

excursions he has seen all of Muu's possessions, and this 

first-hand experience has enabled him to expand his version of 

Muu Ikar considerably over the years. And because he is 

chanting about things which he has seen with his own 

(spiritual) eyes, he claims that his version of Muu Ikar is 

superior to the versions of those Kuna Specialists who have' 

merely learned from human teachers. 

Specialists also have the freedom to manipulate the 

ritual action surrounding the chants. The Muu Ikar chanter --- ----
just mentioned once decided during a particularly difficult 

case of childbirth that an octopus poni had attacked the 

patient's fetus and was holding it inside the womb. The 

specialist sent for several bottles of cheap rum and, although 

no one in the villages had ever heard of such tactics, ordered 

everyone except the pregnant woman to drink. In doing so, he 

reasoned, the octopus poni would accompany they spiritually, 
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become intoxicated, and relax its grip on the fetus. It 

worked: the baby was born and this new practice was deemed 

acceptable. When I recounted this incident, which had occurred 

in the carti region, to a group of specialists in ustuppu, they 

roared with laughter and said the specialist was crazy. 

Two more example~ o~ individual innovations are notable 

because of their radical character. The first involves the 

creation of an entirely new chant tradition. According to 

several informants, a chant called Saptur Apsoket rkar ('The 

Way of Genipap Conversing') was "invented" by a well-known 

albino specialist from ustuppu named Olipot (Oliver Rivera) a 

number of years ago. ll Olipot did not develop this new chant 

on his own initiative. It was suggested to him by Nele 

Kantule, thp. first chief of ustuppu, and it was discussed at 

great length among community leaders before the idea was 

approved. The chant was conceived as a combination of the 

standard Apsoket Ikar and Ottammipoet Ikar ('The Way of 

Cooling'). The purpose of the new chant was similar to that of 

Apsoket Ikar in that it served to repel and contain ponikana 

which had attacked, or were threatening to attack, the 

community. At the same time, however, it was also designed to 

cool the spirit of the community with the spiritual juice of 

11. This chant is also called Nek ottammipoet Ikar ('The 
Way of Cooling the Place'). 



the genipap fruit. 12 The ceremony for Saptur Apsoket Ikar 

lasts for four days instead of the usual eight days for the 
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standard Apsoket Ikar ceremony, and involves the spirit of 

genipap rather than balsawood. Human figures are carved from 

sections of genipap wood, the fruits are placed in holes in the 

ground throughout the village, and numerous objects are painted 

with genipap juice. Although I do not know how widespread this 

chant is in other communities in San BIas, it is an excellent 

example of how entire chants can come into existence. 

The second example of radical innovation deals with a 

nele from Ustuppu who recovered a person's purpa without the 

use of a chant. After several chanters had tried and failed, 

the nele stationed herself in a hammock next to the patient and 

went into a ttance. To those present she appeared to be 

unconscious, occasionally twitching eratically and making 

strange noises. During the hour or so that she remained in 

this state, her purpa travelled into the world of spirit, 

confronted the responsible ponikana in their domain, recovered 

the missing purpa, and returned it to the patient's body. Her 

mission completed, she slowly returned to consciousness, but 

she was so weak that it was some time before she could be 

removed from the hammock. One man who witnessed this incident 

told me that he had never seen such a thing before, but he was 

convinced that she had done what she said. Proof of this was 

12. When hordes of ponikana attack, it is said that 'the 
place is heating up' (nek uena~). 
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the patient's speedy recovery. That this evaluation was made 

by others in the village is clear from the fact that the nele 

was soon called upon to cure another victim of purpa 

abduction. Her family, fe3ring that she would be killed in the 

effort, at first said no, but later relented when a sizeable 

sum of cash was offered. 

Choco Secretos: An Example of Borrowed Strategies 

Kuna specialists have recently incorporated into their 

repertoire of curing strategies a genre of orations that have 

reportedly been taken from the Choco Indians of the Darien 

region. These orations, which are called "secretos" by the 

Kuna, are neither medicine counselling chants nor curing chants 

in the usual sense. They are quite anClmalous, and it is 

difficult to explain why they have been adopted by the Kuna. 

While they are sometimes used in conjunction with medicines, 

they are often simply pronounced over the patient. Most of the 

secretos I have seen written out in Kuna medicine books or 

heard recited are employed to eliminate snake venom or to stop 

hemorrhages, but I understand that they also exist for a number 

of other ailments. They are in broken Spanish and mixed with 

unintelligible words that may be either Latin or distorted 

Kuna. The specj~lists themselves maintain fervently that the 

secretos are in Latin. 13 

13. The Kuna often say that Latin is the language used 
by Catholic priests to speak with God, and therefore it is 
analagous to the Kuna language of the spirit world. 
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Some Kuna specialists have travelled to the Darien to 

learn them, and in 1943 a Kuna who had studied with the Choco 

came to ustuppu and did a landslide business selling them. A 

few of the longer secretos written in the medicine books have a 

$50 price tag on them -- an indication of the value placed on 

them by the Kuna. Aside from the fact that t~ey are neither in 

the language of the Kuna spirit world nor in colloquial Kuna, 

they have a thoroughly Christian flavor. Sants such as San 

Benito, San Pablo, and San Jose are summoned to drive the 

invading illness spirits from the patient's purpa. The 

following examples, dated May 26, 1943, were copied from the 

book of a curing specialist on ustuppu: 14 

Secreto de la Culebra (Secret of the Snake) 

Jesus en el nombre de Dios sea b~en aventurado Mi sefior San 
Benito y mi Sefior San Pablo. Por la merced de que Dios 10 
hizo librame animales, Benito de mordedura de Culebra de 
animales ponzofiozo, venenoso y de furioso de animales 
gloriosisimo Sefior amen. Jesus, maria y jose. A mi seHor 
San Benito y a mi sefior San Pablo para cuando yo ponga mis 
manos salgan veneno del diablo. Gloriosisimo SeHor, Maria 
y jose amen. 

Secreto valor $20.00 

Cuando Jesus Cristo nacio (When Jesus Christ was Born) 

Luvio cosa mal vista todo ma~o Jesucristo Siempre Cristo. 
Tres (3) personas: Jesus, maria y jose. Padre mio San 

14. Translation of the "secretos" is difficult because 
of the extremely confused Spanish. Some of them, such as the 
third one presented here, are cluttered with unintelligible 
words. Monolingual Kuna cannot understand them. 
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Agustin v:ene como un leon (manzo) mancha a mi corazon. 
Santo viene aventuraron ati comienda. Jesus, maria y ~ose. 

Secreto valor $3.00 

Creo los tres (3) divina persona y la Santisima Trinidad. 
Padre hizo queme en sefior santigua Eli Eli. Alebanta 
Patana JeGUS Petu pensera petu ilecia clase penetitu pipotu 
quimoni Gloriosisimo amen. 

Secreto valor $2.50 

Secretos of this sort are used commonly today in 

Ustuppu. The meaning of the words is unknown to most of the 

specialists, and when spoken they corne out overlaid with a 

thick Kuna accent. In one case I heard about, a specialist, 

who was illiterate, had a teenage school girl read the secreto 

from his medicine book over the patient. 

TO explain the origin of these secretos, a medicine man 

told the the story of a Choc6 Indian who had learned them in 

the world of spirit. This account is of some interest'l for it 

conforms neatly with the narratives found in Kuna mythoiogy, 

and identifies the source as an inhabitant of the world of 

spirit. The choc6 had been eaten by bats: his lips, nose, and 

ears had been completely chewed off. One Sunday he went for a 

walk in the jungle and carne upon a huge boulder. He stepped 

into the boulder and everything was dark until he reached an 

open space. He followed a path winding through a marvelous 

landscape replete with beautiful flowers and plants of all 

kinds, and finally came to a village. He was approached by two 

girls, and he asked them where he might find the house of the 
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village chief. They directed him to the largest and most 

elegant house in the village. It had a flag flying from the 

rooftop. 

When the Choco entered this house he found the chief 

waiting for him, as if his visit had been expected. The chief 

sat him down and chose from among the medicines littering the 

floor, chewed them into a thick paste, molded them into lips, a 

nose, and ears, and stuck them on the Choco's face. In this 

way he was cured. The chief then taught him how to use all 

sorts of medicines and instructed him to recite the secretos. 

Some time later, the Choco taught the secretos to a Kuna Indian 

named Molipolio (Leopoldo) who lived in the inland village of 

Paya. The Choco invited Molipolio to accompany him into the 

boulder to meet the chief, but the offer was declined out of 

fear. 

In summary, although curing chants are less flexible 

than medicine counselling chants, they are clearly open to 

innovations and modifications by individual specialists. This 

fact is somewhat obscurred by the specialists themselves, who 

often present the "official" view that the chants must be 

learned word for word, and that they have been passed down in 

immutable form from original sources in the mythological past. 

The truth of the matter, however, is that the chants do change, 
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and change is common. Established specialists may add elements 

from the chants of other specialists if they are inclined to do 

so, and dreams offer completely new materials \I!hich have not 

been learned from human teachers. Most cases of individual 

creativity are minor, consisting of little more than 

embellishments or sh?rt additions incorporated into chants 

already known. However, there are occasional cases in which 

radical innovations have taken place, and the Kuna system has 

the flexibility to allow for and accept these novel 

developments if they prove their effectiveness as curing 

strategies. 
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GLOSSARY 

achusimutupalet: 'The jaguar with the umbilical cord.' Also 
called achunipalit ('the upward jaguar' -
i.e., flying jaguar) or achu soa soa (the 
jaguar who cris 'soa soa~ This enormous 
creature lives in the world of spirit, but 
occasionally takes on substance and terrorizes 
solitary Kuna as they wander far inland in the 
jungle. 

akkwanusa: Literally 'rock rat.' Also called akkwalele 
('rock shaman'). A polished agate found ~n 
the rivers and used as cooling medicine. It 
is the principal figure in 'the way of nusa' 
(nusa ikala), which is used to recover---
abducted purpakana and refresh them. 

amma: 

apalisa: 

Apsoket: 

ikar (ikala): 

Most specialists differentiate between 
akkwalele and akkwanusa, saying that the 
former is larger and more powerful. 

'aunt. ' 

In the language of the spirit world, apalisa 
means both 'water' and 'blood.' From apa 
('body') and lisa ('liquid'). The colloquial 
~ord for blood is aplis. See Chapter 7 for a 
discussion of how this concept is used in the 
bi rtb ritual. 

To exorcise ponikana who are threatening or 
are attacking the community, a ceremony called 
'Conversing' (Apsoket) or 'Conversing with the 
Place' (Nek Apsoket) is performed. A chant 
called 'The Way of Conversing' (Aps~ket Ikala) 
is sung during the eight-day ceremony, and the 
entire community participates. The specialist 
who knows this chant is also called apsoket 
('converser'). See Chapter 7 fOL a discussion 
of this ceremony. 

Depending on the context, ikar many mean 
'path' (as a path in the jungle), 'chant' or 
'way' (such as Apsoket Ikar: 'The Way of 
Conversing'), 'law,' or~dy of knowledge, 
traditioh! (such as ina ikar: =the tradition 
or career of medicin~ and Pap Ikar: 'The 
Way of Father,' which is the sum of 
traditional oral histories known by the Kuna). 



ikarwisit: 

ikkwi{wala): 

immarwisit: 

ina: 

inatulet: 

ina unaet: 

kalanukki: 

kalu: 

'Chant knower.' Plural: 
Specialist who performs 
Muu Ikar, Apsoket Ikar, 
Chapters 4 and 6. 
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ikarwismalat. 

curing chants such as 
and Sia Ikar. See --- ----

A large tree with bright red flowers. Ikkwi 
is often used in the curing chants to describe 
red objects, as in ikkwitutuakwale ('like 
ikkwi flowers'). 

'Knower of things.' Plural' immarwismalat. 
In the field of curing, only the 'medicine 
man' (inatulet) and the 'chant knower' 
(ikarwisit) are 'knowers of things.' The nele 
('shaman') is not included in this categorY:--

'Medicine.' (not to be confused with inna, 
which means 'chicha') 

'Medicine man;' plural: inaturkana. 

Medicine counselling chant; used by medicine 
men to tell the spirits of their medicines 
what the patient's ailment is and how they 
should work to combat it. See Chapter 5. 

'Bone twisting' spirits which cause paralysis, 
cramps, and bone deformities. 

In ordinary usage, kalu means 'wall' (of a 
house), 'fence,' or-WCOrral' (for pigs or 
chickens). In the world of spirit, a kalu is 
a 'domain,' 'stronghold,' or 'sanctuar~f 
~onikana living in the mountains. These 

doma1ns' are often drawn in speciaists' 
notebooks as fantastic multi-colored buildings 
(see photograph ). Shamans who have 
visited them on journeys have variously 
described them as huge boulders or massive 
wasp nests; inside, they look like large 
versions of Kuna houses. Each type of poni 
tends to have its own kalu. Thus, there are 
sanctuaries for snake ponIkana, sanctuaries 
for 'demon' (nia) ponikana, and so forth. 

Furthermore, each of the different species of 
animals is kept in its own respective 
sanctuary by a spirit guardian, who releases 
them into the jungle when the supply on earth 
runs short. 
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Spanish pepper~ Raj! conguito" in Panamanian 
Spanish. Literally 'small pepper.' Kapur is 
a squat bush with tiny fruits. It is often 
grown in village patios and is used a food 
condiment. Its main use, 'however, is as 
medicine to 'confuse the roau' (ikar opurre) 
ponikana take to attack humans. The smoke 
from burned kapur, which is akin to tea~ gas, 
causes the ponikana to fall into fits of 
coughing. The chant 'The Way of Spanish 
pepper' (Kapur Ikala) is employed to recover 
abductd purpakana. See appendix for a 
summary of this chant. 

A chile pepper with fruits slightly larger 
than those of kapur. It is used together with 
kapur, and has the same purpose. 

The spirit of a possessed man which travels in 
the dreams of other villagers and attempts to 
kill them. In the dreams the kiatakkalet 
spirit often appears beside the hammock of his 
victim and tries to make him drink poison out 
of a half-gourd, which he claims is filled 
with chicha. The kiatakkalet spirit may also 
place 'sickness clothes' on this victim, or 
simply stab h1.111 with a knife. See Chapter 3 
for a more detailed explanation of this spirit. 

'Uncle.' Ponikana are frequently referred to 
a kilu. 

In colloquial Kuna, kurkin means 'hat.' In 
the world of spirit, it may refer to a 
spiritual 'hatf' but its most important 
meaning is the intellectual or creative 
capacity, personality, aptitude, or even bent 
of mind of a person. Everyone has kurkin, and 
those with prominent skills are said to have 
multiple kurkin. For example, a man adept at 
public speaking. chanting, hunting, and canoe 
building will have a kurkin for each talent. 
On the other hand, those who are stingy, 
quarrelsome, or irascible are said to have a 
'damaged' kurkin. 

In the curing chants, the smoke of chile 
peppers or cacao is often referred to as 
kurkin. In this sense, it means something 
akin to 'spiritual power.' 
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Headaches, light-headedness, and the inability 
to concentate are the result of damage 
sustained by the kurkin, and 'The Way of 
Kurkin' (Kurkin Ikala) is performed to re-form 
the kurkin. Kurkin medicine is widely used 
among the Kuna to enhance learning abilities. 
See Chapter 5. 

A small bush used the Kuna as a broom. Called 
escobilla ('broom') in Spanish. 

Kilu ('Uncle') Kwetuli is one of the most 
powerful 'demons' (niakana) in the Kuna 
cosmos. He is often visited by the benign 
shaman spirits in 'the way of conversing' 
(apsoket ikala) and is also mentioned in 'The 

Way of the Demon' (Nia Ikala) text published 
by Holmer & Wassen (1958). See Chapter 7. 

'Boy.' 

'Cloud(s).' The domain of ponikana that cause 
dizziness, unconsciousness, and nausea. The 
clouds also carry land animals and river fish 
over the mainland and drop them with ther rain. 

'Clothes line.' These spiritual lines are 
strung by ponikana in the branches of large 
trees in the jungle. When these trees are 
chopped down or burned and the clothes lines 
are disturbed, the ponikana often become 
furious (quite rightly so) and attack the 
community of the offender, causing epidemics. 
If a person is very anxious to fell a tree he 
knows belongs to a group of ponikana, he must 
have the lines transferred to another tree by 
means of a chant called 'The Way of Changing 
the Clothes Lines' (Mortup Okwaet Ikar). 

'Drunktree.' Hura polyandra; Spanish: 
javillo. A tree of more than 10 meters in 
height, with a white caustic sap that is very 
poisonous. The bark is covered with Qpines. 
When the fruit falls to the ground and 
ferments, the animals who eat it weave about 
and fall over as if they were "drunk." Only 
curing specialists are permitted to cut this 
tree. The wood is used to carve a nuchu 
figure -- called Shaman Drunktree -- that 
plays a prominent role in most of the 
"expedition" curing chants. Shaman Drunktree 
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is always drunk; he is a fearless fighter 
after the manner of Scandinanvian berserkers, 
and is always on the verge of breaking loose 
with uncontrollable violence (although he 
never goes beyond the point of threatening. 

In colloquial Kuna, muu means 'grandmother' or 
'midwife.' In the world of spirit, Muu is the 
spirit responsible for the birth of all land 
animals and human beings. The spirits of all 
fetuses are kept in her house on the fourth 
level of the cosmos during gestation, and when 
birth occurs they are released. 'The Way of 
Muu' (Muu Ikala) is used to rescue the spirits 
of fetuses that have been detained in Muu's 
house. See Chapter 7 for a detailed 
explanation of Muu and Muu Ikala. 

Literally 'grandmother string.' Muutup is the 
string Kuna women use to hold up the~r 
underskirts (picha). It is often used as 
medicine to ensure success in hunting sea 
turtles. The would-be hunter obtains the 
string from a young, unmarried girl (without 
telling anyone else), and carries it with him 
when he hunts turtles. He often ties it 
around his harpoon, or places it on his turtle 
decoys. There is a short "origin history" 
(purpa) of muutup which activates the spirit 
of the medicine, and attracts the turtles to 
the user sexually. However, this medicine is 
dangerous in that it may attract things other 
than turtles. See Chapter 5. 

'The Great Mother,' who gave birth to all 
living things. According to the Kuna, she and 
her consort, 'The Great Father' (Pap Tummat) 
creation. However, it is also clear that she 
is the Earth; and in the tradition of the 
Virgin Mary, she has numerous manifestations. 
She was called Olotililisopi (from 
tilitilikwa: 'soft, bland') when she first 
arrived, and the Earth was accordingly soft, 
since it was pure spirit. When the spiritual 
Earth became overlaid with substance it became 
hard, and was then called Olokkwatule (from 
kwa: 'tree heart'). At the present time there 
are several 'Mothers' who represent different 
aspects of the Earth, and as such they are all 
manifestations of 'The Great Mother:' 
Olonuptitili (from tii: 'water, river') is the 
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Mother of the Rivers; Olonepakiryai (from 
nepa: 'valley') is the Mother of the Valleys; 
Nana Kapsus (from kape~ 'sleep;' and susu: 
'son') is the Mother of the Night. 

Depending upon the context, neka may mean 
'house,"place,' 'domain,' or-t.Weather.' Nap 
neka (from nappa: 'dirt, ~.Jil'): 'the earth.' 

iThe world of Spirit.' 

'The world of substance.' The world we 
perceive with our waking senses. 

Shaman, seer. Plural form: nelekana, 
nerkan. Shamans are born with a supernatural 
lIens' (ispe) which allows them to see into 
the world of spirit. This skill is not 
learned, but rather developed in those who 
possess innate shamanistic abilities. 
According lo the Kuna, shamans do not use 
knowledge in the practice of their profession, 
but rather use their inate powers. In the 
field of curing, they are the master 
diagnosticians, for their vision into the 
world of spirit enables them to perceive 
illnesss directly. See Chapter 4. 

Great chief, shaman, and ritual specialist of 
Ustuppu during the first half of this 
century. He died in 1944. He is credited 
with being responsible, in large part, for 
making ustuppu the "Mecca" of tradition,in San 
Blas during his tenure in office; and he was 
also a great social and political reformer. 
He was one of the leaders in the Kuna revolt 
against Panamanian National Guardsmen in San 
BIas in 1925. 

'demon.' A particularly virulent spirit which 
causes severe behavioral disorders, among 
other things. Demons ~re not associated with 
any particular animal o"r natural force, and 
they have the ability to transform themselves 
into all manner of shapes, running from 
grotesque beasts to seductive Kuna women. In 
the mythological accounts, niakana are often 
pictured as fantastic quasi-h~man creatures 
with eyes in the backs of their heads, or 
hairy monsters with lights in their backs. 
They are generally considered the 'chiefs' or 
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'kings' of the lesser ponikana, and often 
travel about the cosmos mounted on the backs 
of gigantic crocodiles, sawfish, tapirs, and 
jaguars. 

Most frequently, however, they transform 
themselves into what appear to be harmless 
Kuna men or women in order to seduce their 
victims and lure them back to their domain. 
When this occurs, the demons dominate the 
victim's purpa and force ~im (or her) to 
become part of their world. The victims hold 
conversations with the demons (which are 
invisible to everyone elsej, run about 
erratically, take off their clothes, froth at 
the mouth, jump in the ocean and attempt to 
drown themselves, bang their hea(~s against 
houseposts, and fight with those around them. 
Cure for this afflication is effected by means 
of a chant called 'the way of the demon' (nia 
ikala) and highly toxic medicines that -
frequently cause death. See Chapter 7 for a 
detailed description of this illness and the 
rituals used to cure it. 

A spiritual element residing in the blood that 
translates roughly as 'fortitude; or 
'strength.' A shy person, coward, or someone 
who is lazy or sleeps too much is said by the 
Kuna to be 'without nika' (meaning that he has 
very little nika). Children are born with a 
small supply~nika. It grows with age, 
reaching a peak during youth and early middle 
age, and then begins to decline. Nika is 
passed on to one's children, and for this 
reason people with many children have had 
their supply depleted and are consequently 
weaker than those who have had no children. 

Nika should not be confused with purpa, 
although the two are closely related and both 
are essential for life. Unlike purpa,nika 
cannot be abducted, nor does it continue afteL~· ~ 
death. 

Those with strong nika emit a 'growling noise' 
which is audible in the world of spirit, and 
serves as a warning to ponikana that they 
should keep their distance. In this sense, it 
serves as a type of "spiritual armor" against 
poni attack. The Kuna often take 'nika 

.. 
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strengthening medicines' (nika kannoet ina) to 
build up their energy and maintain thei-r-
health. See Chapter 3. 

Also called sualnuchu ('stick nuchu'), uchu, 
sualuchu, suarmunml. (' stick baby I), and--
sualnele ('stick shaman'). Nuchukana are 
carved wooden figures which are usually made 
in the image of human beings. They are seldom 
over a foot tall, and are most often carved to 
look like non-Kuna: nuns, pirates, policemen, 
and men in business suits are cornmon (I once 
saw a nuchu of Uncle Sam with an eagle perched 
on his top hat). However, their supernatural 
properties derive more from the type of wood 
they are made from rather than their shape. 
For example, the balsawood nuchu has a 'soft 
head,' and is therefore very l.ntelligent; the 
'drunktree' nuchu is a brave and powerful 
fighter; and so forth. 

virtually every Kuna household has a small box 
of nuchukana of a variety of woods, as their 
spirits stand vigil and protect the the Kuna 
against chance incursions of ponikana. The 
nuchukana must be 'fed' with the smoke of 
cacao seeds, bathed in sweet basil and other 
sweet-smelling plants, and painted with 
achiote paste at regular intervals; if this is 
not done, they will become angry and leave, 
refuse to stand vigil, or, in extreme cases, 
attack tile family that owns them. 

They are also the principal actors in the 
dramas described in the curing chants; and 
their advice is often asked, either in dreams 
or through a nele, about matters regarding 
diagnosis of illness or any pressing issue in 
the world of spirit. See Chapters 2 and 5. 

The female spirit living in 'the Region of the 
Trees' (sappipe neka). She is the wife of 
Olopenkikkiler, and together they are 
responsible for sending all plants to the 
earth, changing the leaves of trees, and 
providing them with fruit as the seasons run 
their course. 

Nana ('Mother') Olokkwatule (from kwa - 'tree 
heart') was the name of the Earth after its 
spirit became overlaid with substance. At 
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this time the Earth became hard, like the 
heart of a tree. See Nan Tummat, above. Also 
see Chapter 2. 

Male spirit living in 'the Region of the 
Trees' (sappipe neka), on the fourth level of 
the cosmos. Husband of Olokkekkepyai. 

Nana ('Mother') Olotilillisopi (from 
tilitilikwa - 'soft, bland') was the name of 
the Earth at the time of the initial creation, 
when everything was pure spirit, without 
substance. Her body was soft, and life was 
easy and beautful. See Nan Tummat and 
Olokkwatule, above. Also see Chapter 2. 

The 'gathering house' in which villagers meet 
nightly to discuss community matters and chant 
traditional histories. 

'Tne Great Father, 'who is the consort of 'The 
Great Mother' (Nan Tummat). Called Tiolele in 
the language of the spirit world. The Great 
Mother and the Great Father created everything 
on the Earth from a mixture of her menstural 
blood ('red purpa') and his semen ('white 
purpa'). He resides in 'the domain of the 
Father' (~neka) on the eighth level of the 
cosmos, and receives the purpakana of all 
'good' people when they die. 

'Whirlpool' (from pirye-'to spin around'- and 
yaa-'hole, pool'). In the language of the 
world of spirit, pirya is ulusumpa -- from 
ulu-'canoe'-and sumpa - 'house' = 'the house 
'Of the canoes'). Whirlpools are inhabited by 
ponikana such as crocodiles, 'were-fish' 
(~, saipa ) and sawfish that serve as the 
canoes of the other ponikana. 

sweet basil. A fragrant plant that is used as 
medicine to soothe the purpa and the kurkin, 
allevate headaches, enhance hunting ability 
(together with 'the way of sweet basil' (pisep 
ikala», and ensure a healthy pregnacy, among 
other things. Other members of the same 
familYf all sweet-smelling plants, are kokke, 
nopar and achueryala. 

plural: ponikana. Ponikana are potentially 
dangerous sp~r~ts wh~ch cause illness 
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(although it must be said that they are not 
always evil t and at times they even to do 
benign services for humans, such as giving 
them information and helping them out of the 
jungle when they ae lost). In general, 
however, ponikana are to be strictly avoided. 
They take numerous forms and are found 
throughout the spirit world. Virtually 
everything that can be potentially dangerous 
is said to possess poni. Animals such as 
crocodiles, jaguars, sloths, snakes, toads, 
kingfishers, and sharks have Eoni spirits 
which may attack either as pure spirit or 
clothed in substance. These animals, which 
arc clearly 'dangerous' (ise), are said to be 
ponikana. At the same time, natural fcrces-
such as wind, lightning, the sun, heat, and 
cold have ponikana, as do apparently harmless 
objects and substances such as paint, wooden 
stools, sewing needles, and basketballs. This 
does not mean that these things are evil. 
They simply possess the capacity to cause harm. 

When someome becomes ill he is often said to 
'have poni' (poni nikka). By the same token, 
bad or disagreeable behavior, such as lying or 
stinginess, is said to be poni. 

See Chapter 3 for a discussion of the range of 
activities carried out by ponikana. 

Also called Pukasui and Ikwaokinyappilele. 
The Morning Star, and the most prominent 
brother of Tat Ipe (the Sun). Puiksu is an 
excellent marksman with bow aI~ arrow, and 
occasi0nally attacks humans with sharp jabbing 
pains. 

'sister.' Medicinal plants, which are 
generally female, are often called puna. For 
example, the spirit of sweet basil (pisep) is 
called Puna Pisetili. 

The word ~~ has several meanings: 

a. It is the spiritual counterpart, or 
'soul,' of everything on earth. The Kuna 
believe that all plants~ rocks, animals, 
rivers, humans, houses, villages, etc. etc.·, 
have purpakana, which are spiritual "doubles" 
of the their mater ial forms.. For example, a 
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monkey with crippled legs has a purpa that has 
the same crippled legs. Each individual purpa 
is in turn a composite of as many as eight 
~akana. When Donikana carry off a human 
being's purpa, they seldom take the entire 
package, for this would cause instant death; 
instead, they abduct one or two, an act which 
causes fever and debility. The stolen 
purpakana must be returned to the body, or 
death wll eventually result. When a person 
dies, his entire purpa leaves his body and, if 
he has behaved well on earth, makes its way to 
'the domain of the Father' on the eighth level 
of the cosmos. 

All objects, creatures, and natural forces 
have a mixture of 'good! and 'bad purpakana, 
and the balance of the two types of purpakana 
determines their character. Crocodiles f for 
example, have more 'bad' eurpakana than 'good' 
purpakana. The opposite 1S true for medicines 
used in curing. By the same token, human 
beings who are model citizens have more 'good' 
purpakana than those with reputations for 
being quarrelsome, stingy or anti-social. 

b. The "origin history" of anyone of a 
number of animals, material objects; medicines 
and curing spirits is called its purpa. These 
origin histories are short orations in which 
the spirit in question is told how it was 
born, where it lives, how it behaves, and what 
its ritual names are. It constitutes the 
underlying "secret" of the spirit, and enables 
specialists to dominate and manipulate it as 
they please. See Chapter 6 and appendix 
for an example of the purpa of the spirit~ 
genipa (saptur). 

c. The "deep meaning" of the symbolism of 
chants, or an understanding of the concepts 
and symbolic meaning of disease causation, 
curii1g aud the workings of the spirit world, 
are often called purpa. curing chants by 
themselves are not purpa; knowledge of what 
they mean is. 

d. Menstural blood is called 'red purea' and 
semen is called 'white purpa.' The sp1ritual 
essence of both substances mixes together 
during conception and congeals to form the 
fetus. 
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f. kaya purpa is 'mouth purpa,' or 'speech.' 

g e ' shadow. ' 

'Chief,' 'head' (of a person), 'base' (of a 
tree), 'beginning, first' (as in nek saila: 
'the beginning of the world'), 'bIg; severe' 
(as in poni saila: 'severe illness or evil'). 

Literally 'tree paper.' A leaf with 
pronounced veins, which the Kuna say looks 
like writing or drawing. The leaves represent 
the picture books of the curing specialists. 
They are useu as medicine to enhance one's 
ability to learn ritual knowledge. Water in 
which the leaves have been soaked is used to 
bathe the eyes. This medicine, however, is 
very dangerous and may cause violent 
headaches, unconsciousness, or insanity if not 
administered with great care. See Chapter 5. 

'The Region of the Trees.' It is located on 
the fourth level of the cosmos, and is the 
place from which all plants on earth 
originate. The plants here are said to be 
male, while those on the earth are female. 
During the evening, the male plant spirits 
from 'The Region of the Trees' journey to 
earth to join with their mates, and in this 
way fruit is produced on earth. The guardians 
of this region are Olopenkikkiler and 
Olokkekkepyai. Muu also lives in 'The Region 
of the Trees.' 

Genipa (genipap). Genipa americana; 
Panamanian Spanish: jagua. A tree with round 
fruit the size of a small orange. The pulp 
resembles that of a cucumber: gelatinous and 
full of seeds, yet it is much harder. When it 
is removed and mashed it turns jet black, and 
is used as dye for painting the body. South 
American Indian groups use it as medicine and 
to adorn the body with designs. The Kuna 
employ it extensively as medicine to cool the 
purpa and to 'darken the road' (ikar osichoe) 
ponikana use to attack humans. Children 
suffering from chronic fevers or skin disease 
are oftne painted completely black with saptur 
juice. It is also a central ingredient of the 
puberty ceremony. 
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(or sekretto). A Spanish word designating a 
genre of short curative orations which have 
been learned from Choco Indians in the 
Darien. Secretos are made up of garbled 
Spanish with a sprinkling of odd Latin and 
Kuna words (which are unintelligible), and 
generally have a religious theme (they often 
contain references to the Virgin, St. Peter, 
Joseph, and so forth). Kuna specialist recite 
them over patients to cure snakebite, 
hemorrhaging, tumors~ and a variety of other 
ailments. The Kuna insist that they are in 
Latin, which they consider to have kinship 
with the Kuna language of the spirit world. 
See Chapter 6. 

'Niece;' the cacao plant. Cacao seeds are 
used extensively for all types of curing 
treatments, and their smoke is the spiritual 
'food' of the nuchukana. 'The way of cacao' 
(sia ikala) is performed to recover abducted 
pilri?akana. 

Also called Ipelele and Olowaipippilele. Tat 
Ipe is the Sun, and is the first of the two 
greatest Kuna culture heroes (the second being 
Ipeorkun). He and his seven siblings were 
responsible for. bringing medicines from 
Sappipe Neka to combat ponikana that were 
causing havoc on earth, and learned the major 
chant traditions. For this reason, Tat Ipe -
who was the leader of his siblings - is 
considered the 'father' of Kuna curing 
traditions. See Chapter 2. 

'The Great Father' (Pap Tummat), God. Tiolele 
is his name in the language of the spirit 
world. It is used in the curing chants and 
medicine counselling chants. 

'Human being,' 'Kuna Indian,' 'man,' 'person.' 

Balsawood. Shaman Balsawood is the 
acknowledged leader of the nuchukana, for he 
has a 'soft head' and is therefore very 
intelligent. He is also the principal figure 
in the apsoket ('conversing') ceremony. 

'Measure' (size or length of time). 
Wilupsae: 'to make a measurement,' or to 
measure. Also 'Image,' as in wakar wilup 
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('face image,' or photograph). In this 
context it is the same as wakar pur1a ('face 
purpa'). Origin histories are Slml arly 
called wilup or purpa, thus 'underlying 
secret. ' 

'bead necklace.' Wintup is a "brand" placed 
on a baby by ponikana during pregnancy, which 
makes it vulnerable to attack by the poni 
spirits that have left the "brand." For 
example, if a snake Pani places a spiritual 
'bead necklace' aroun the baby's neck, the 
baby will pass through life vulnerable to 
snake attack. Signs of wintup markings on 
newborn children are discovered by the 
midwives during childbirth. For example, a 
coiled umbilical cord (which resembles a 
snake) is one sign of snake wintup. At this 
point, medicinei are administered to 'cut the 
bead necklace' from the child's purpa. See 
Chapter 3. 

A small bird with a red back. It is mentioned 
often in the curing chants and medicine 
counselling chants to indicate the color red, 
as in ~linakwale:· 'like a yolin bird.' 
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